


PREFACE

This book has boon written to provide a textbook from which

to teach the elements of Machine Design. The book is not

intended to be a reference book in which may bo found numerous

applications of the same general idea. For each general problem

which is discussed only a few applications have been analyzed,

on the assumption that if the fundamental principles are well

understood, these principles may be applied to a special problem

without great difficulty.

The material has been arranged in an order which experience

with classes has indicated would bo teachable, and an attempt

has been made to arrange the material for the convenience of the

student and the instructor. 1 1 has been assumed that the student

would consult freely such references as the various engineers'

handbooks, but enough tables and diagrams have been included

so that the ordinary data needed for design would be available.

Since students who are taking a course in Machine Design

either have had or are studying Strength of Materials, it is

assumed that the student will consult his textbooks on mechanics

whenever necessary. For this reason the derivation of many of

the formulas which may be found in any standard mechanics

textbook have been omitted.

It is the opinion of the authors that the subject of Kinematics

need not be taught as a separate subject, and that there are

actual disadvantages in attempting to treat, it, separately.

It is believed that enough material on Kinematics lias been

included in this book so that a separate text on this subject, will

be unnecessary.

The authors make no claim for originality of subject matter,

but the arrangement, treatment, and choice of material are in

some respects new. A number of useful fables have been added

in the Appendix. References to Maurer and Withey’s
11 Strength

of Materials,” John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, are to the

first edition, 1925. References to Boyd’s “Strength of

Materials,” McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, are

to the third edition, 1 924.
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To Professor Scott Mackay the authors are indebted for

suggestions in arranging the chapter on Materials of < ’oast ruc-

tion. The permission which has been granted by various

manufacturers, authors, and publishers, to make use of material

such as tables and figures, is hereby gratefully neknow Irdgt'd,

The authors will appreciate being notified regarding errors

which may have been overlooked.

Thu Atthouh.
Madison, Wisconsin,

August 1929 .
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MACHINE DESIGN
CHAPTER I

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS AND PROCEDURE
AFFECTING DESIGN

1.

The inception of an idea in the mind of a design engineer

may bo looked upon as the first step in the design of a machine,

but there are other matters which must be considered item by
item, until all chances of the machine’s failing to meet its require-

ments have been overcome. The design of a machine or struc-

ture implies full responsibility of the designer for complete

drawings as a part of the specifications, for the building of models

if necessary, for suggestions, advice, and inspection during

erection, and finally, the release of the finished machine to the

owner.

After a machine has been tested under working conditions, as a

critical proof test of what may be expected in service, it is con-

sidered to be a marketable product. The arrangements for

building similar machines in large numbers is an engineering

problem of “production,” and the important things involved are

closely connected with the following considerations, although not.

all of them necessarily apply to each design problem.

1. The determination of the motion of parts, or the kinematics

of the machine.

2. The selection of the materials from which t he machine is

to be constructed.

3. The determination of the form and size of the machine

parts.

4. A study of the frictional resistance of moving parts and

the means of lubrication.

5. A study of convenient and economical features in the

operation and maintenance of the machine.

6. A consideration of the employment of standard parts.

l
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7. A consideration of the safety of the operator of the

machine.

8. A study of the facilities of the shop in which the machine
or structure is to be fabricated.

9. A consideration of the number of art ieles to be manu-
factured.

10* A study of the cost- of const met ion and the cost of operation,

11* A study of the assembling of parts for the finished machine.
12. A consideration of the transportation of the machine,
2. Kinematics. The successful operation of any machine

depends largely upon the simplest, arrangement of parts which
will give the motion required. ( 'omhiuat tons of machine elements
which experience has proved to be adapted to the conditions

of the problem should bo adhered to. On the other hand, in the

cast 1 of at least one manufacturer, new and original methods have
been developed because the design engineers were instructed to

discard all previous methods, and attack the problem from the

very beginning. Such a plan may succeed with a brilliant

engineering staff, and when the cost of tin* project docs not

have to bo taken into account.

The introduction of original features should be avoided unless

the underlying physical laws have been thoroughly studied and
the “now idea’

1

has proven to be sound. It may be stated
that successful design engineers are those* who, early in their

career, mastered the fundamental laws of physical science.

Geometry, trigonometry, and the calculus are used todetennine
the location of centers of rotation and changes in tin* position of

parts. The velocities and displacements should be thoroughly
worked out, with no thought at this stage of the work as to

materials, form, size, and strength of parts.

3. Selection of Materials. It is essential that a general knowb
edge of the. properties of materials and their behavior under
working conditions should serve as a guide to their proper
selection. Chance must not. be allowed to function, because
the designer must predict the action of any material under stress
or in contact with any other material.

Some of the important characteristics of materials are : strength

;

durability; flexibility
;
weight; resistance to heat and to corro-

sion; ability to be cast, welded, or hardened; machinability

;

electrical conductivity; insulating capacity; and cost. Brass,
for instance, may be used in places where cast iron would be used
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if it were more resistant to corrosion. At high speeds rawhide
or composition gears are used to eliminate noises that accompany
the contact of harder materials. Unlike metals are used to

reduce friction at the rubbing surfaces, but there are exceptions

to this, for cast-iron piston rings are used in cast-iron cylinders

of steam and gas engines.

The relation of necessity to invention is illustrated by the fact

that metallurgical research concerns itself with seeking materials

which will fulfill the requirements that must be met in industrial

applications. The research departments are constantly delving

in this field to discover new combinations of metals which will

meet the demands of competitive conditions. A notable example
of this is the discovery of high-speed tool steel, which increased

production as high as 500 per cent.

4. The Form and Size of Parts.—Some parts of a machine
require little if any consideration of strength. The form and
size are based upon judgement, the smallest practicable cross-

section being used; but it is well to form the habit of checking

the design to determine whether the stresses are reasonably safe.

To design any machine part for form and size it is necessary to

know the forces which the part must sustain, and it is important

to anticipate any suddenly applied or impact load, which might
cause failure. Normal loads are often exceeded by conditions

which are outside of the usual range, and while only momentarily
applied, they dictate the working unit stress which should be

used. An example of this is the starting of a machine under full

load, in which case the forces acting are considerably greater

than those required for normal running.

The necessity for reducing vibrations by absorption may
require that machine frames be made heavier than would be

required if only strength were considered. There is a truism

among designers “that whatever is right, looks right,” and to

the experienced and critical eye faulty design is readily detected.

Mach part of a machine should be the simplest resistant member
that will safely withstand the stresses imposed by the load, and
the general shape should conform with what usage and tradi-

tion have prescribed for machine parts of a given classification.

5. Frictional Resistance and Lubrication.—There is always a

loss of power due to frictional resistance, and it should be noted

that the friction of starting is higher than running friction.

Careful attention should be given to the matter of lubrication
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of all surfaces which move in contact with others, whether in

rotating, sliding, or rolling hearings. Such an important matter

should not he loft to the shop, as is often done, hut the problem

of providing for lubrication should be studied as soon as possible

during design. The selection of t he proper provision for lubrica-

tion will often radically influence the design of a machine. The
drawings should indicate the size and location of oil holes and

oil grooves for all parts t hat require them. A machine may have

certain parts which require lubrication but which are not within

easy reach of the operator, and if is well to insure against neglect

by providing oil cups to furnish the lubrication needed at such

places.

6. Convenient and Economical Features. During the proc-

ess of design a study should be made of tin* operating features

of the machine. The starting, controlling, and stopping levers

should be located on the basis of convenient handling, with little

chance of mistakes being made by the operator.

Facility for adjustment for wear must Is* provided, employing
the various take-up device's, and arranging them so that align-

ment of parts will be preserved. If parts are* to be changed for

different products, or replaced on account of wear or breakage,

easy access should lx* provided, and the 1 necessity of removing
other parts to accomplish this should Is* avoided if possible*.

The economical operation of a machine* which is to lx* used for

production, or for the* manipulation of material, should be*

studied, in order to Darn wh<*th<*r it has the* maximum capacity

consistent with the production of good work.

7. The Use of Standard Parts. The use* of standard parts is

closely related to cost, and a study of this mattc*r may avoid

needless expense, since the cost, of standard or stock parts is

frequently only a fraction of the cost of similar parts made to

order. Standard or stock parts should lx* usee l whenever possi-

ble: parts for which patterns are already in existance, such as

gears, pulleys, and bearings; and parts which may be* selected

from regular shop stock, such as screws, nuts, and pins. The* use*

of special bolts, studs, and pins should be avoided. Bolts and
studs should bo of as few sizes as possible to avoid the delay

caused by changing drills, reamers, and taps, auei to decrease

the number of wrenches r<*quire*d.

When a series of machines or structures of different capacities

or sizes is being designed, the design engineer should endeavor
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to have as many parts as possible common to two or more
consecutive members of the series.

8. Safety of Operation.—More attention is being given to the
safety of the operator of a machine than was formerly the case.

The design engineer does not always have a free hand in this

matter, because safety devices add to the cost of the machine,
but it is his duty to provide for the safety of the operator to the

greatest possible extent. Some machines are inherently danger-

pus to operate, especially those which have been speeded up to

insure production at a maximum rate. Such machines should
have the driving and transmission mechanism guarded to remove
all possible hazards. Many ingenious devices are now used to

promote the safety of machine operators, and persistent and
concerted efforts along this line of endeavor have opened up a

new field which is called “safety engineering.

”

9. Shop Facilities.—The facilities of most shops are limited

in making parts of machines which are not a regular product.

For this reason the design engineer should be familiar with the

limitations of his employer's shop, in order to avoid the necessity

of having work done in some other shop. It is sometimes neces-

sary to plan and supervise shop operations, and to draft methods
for casting, handling, and machining special parts, because

designing implies responsibility for the building of the machine
designed. Special machines and temporary rigging are costly

and should, in general, be avoided.

10. The Number of Articles to Be Manufactured.—The number
of articles or machines to be manufactured affects the design in

a number of ways. The engineering and shop costs which are

called fixed charges or “overhead expense" are distributed over

the number of articles which arc manufactured, so that if only

a few are to be made, extra expenses are not justified unless the

machine is large or of special design. Usually an order calling

for a small number of the product will not permit any undue
expense in t he shop processes, so that the designer should restrict

his specification to standard parts as much as possible. A large

machine or a special machine may be of sufficient importance to

justify the expenditure of a considerable amount of money for

its design and construction.

11. Cost of Construction and Operation.—Many of the matters

already discussed have a direct bearing on cost, and this is one
of the most important considerations involved in design. When
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the question “Will it work?'’ has been answered satisfactorily,

the next most important question is “What will it cost?” In

some cases it is quite possible that the high cost of an article

would immediately bar if from further eonsiderat ion. If an article

has been invented and tests of hand-made samples have shown
that it has commercial value, it is then possible to justify the

expenditure of a considerable sum of money in the design and
development of automatic machines to produce the ajgt^de,

especially if it can be sold in large* numbers. In this ease it is

the monetary return on the arlide which the* machine* produces,

and not the profit on the machine itself, which justifies the high

cost of the machine.

Under all conditions tin* design engineer should use all of his

skill in an endeavor to reduce the* (tost of the* following items:

design, material, shop processes, assembling, testing, transports-

tiem, and upkeep of the* machine* in the hands of the* purchaser.

12. Assembling. 10very machine or structure must be* assem-

bler! as a unit before it can function. Large*, units must often be*

assembled in the* shop, tested, and them taken apart to be* trans-

ported to their phases of service. The final location of any
machine is important, and the design engineer must, in many
instances, anticipate* the* exact location and the* local facilities

for erection. lOreetion change's in the* shop, due* to lack of

foresight or accuracy, are* irritating and expensive.

13. Transportation. * The* product of the* shop must be* loaded

by the builder, transported, unloaded by tin* purchaser, and then

moved to its final locution. If railroad transportation is used

the usual limits of size are* about 1) ft. in width, 10 ft. in height

,

and 30 ft. in length. Restriction in size* and weight of any part,

or the extent to which a machine may be assembled for shipment,

defends upon conditions which have been taken into considera-

tion in the design specification.

Manufacturers often own and furnish special railroad cars for

the shipment of extra large or very heavy units. The transport a™

tion department of the local railroad which is to handle* t he ship-

ment should inspect and approve the consignment. A circuitous

route of travel is sometimes necessary to insure* a solid road bed,

avoidance of sharp curves, and unsafe bridges. Large* flywheels

and rotors arc made in sections, partly to meet restrictions of

transportation.
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If a machine must he shipped by sea, the maximum weight of

any unit depends upon the capacity of the loading equipment at

the ports where the machine must be loaded and unloaded. The
best equipped ports can handle a complete medium-weight
locomotive, and such locomotives completely assembled, have been
loaded and unloaded at these ports. Light parts of locomotives,

such as stacks, which might be broken during handling or transport,

are usually boxed separately. Machinery is usually dismantled
and boxed, for ease in handling, protection, and economy of

space. If material is destined for the interior of an undeveloped
country, rigid restrictions are placed upon the allowable size

and weight of parts, because of transportation difficulties.

Machinery and structural equipment used in the mining and oil

industries must sometimes be carried by burros or camels.

The motor car, however, is rapidly becoming available in all

parts of the world.

14. General Procedure in Design.—The first consideration

in the design of any machine is to understand the requirements

of the problem. What is it that the machine is intended to do,

or what is the structure to be used for? It often happens that

the modification in the design of a known machine or structure

will prove to be the most economical solution of the problem.

Examination of an old wood cut of the Pearl Street Station in

New York, which was first operated in 1882, shows that many
of the elements of the original electric generators are incorporated

in the design of the most modem electrical machines.

Design, in general, involves the application of known engineer-

ing principles to certain applications, the application, as a rule,

being what is new. If there is any conflict between engineering

and practice, it is due to an incomplete understanding of the

problem involved. In his “Applied Mechanics” Rankine makes
the following statement: “Sound theory in physical science

consists simply of facts, and the deductions of common sense

from them, reduced to a systematic form.”

Science, in its application to engineering problems, is frequently

referred to in an antagonistic sense as theory, the implication

being that there is a difference between theory and fact, and that

theory does not “work 1'’ in its applications. This is perhaps

due to the popular misinterpretation of the words “theory”
and “hypothesis.” By hypothesis is meant an explanation, the

truth of which remains to be proven. Webster confounds
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theory wiUi hypothesis, but the Standard Dictionary defines

theory as “a scheme subsisting in the mind, verifiable by exjieri-

ment and observation; a rational explanation that agrees with

all the facts and disagrees with none.” No engineering design

ever failed where correct theory was used by tin* designer,

because correct theory must agree throughout, with correct

practice.

The design engineer must be certain that his assumptions are

correct and his data as complete as possible before proceeding,

and to guard against errors in this direction he should investigate

the status of the art that is under consideration.

Many problems involve tin 1 preliminary layout of the displace

ment of parts, and often the kinematics of such a problem may
be solved by geometry. In some eases tin* problem may bo

of such elementary nature* as to require no special solution.

If a preliminary layout is employed, it should be math* to as large

a scale as is convenient (full si bo is advantageous) ; and the

(dements should be* represented by points and lines only, no
consideration being given at this stage* to shape* or strength.

The particular movement sought for is often made* available

by the use of se*ve*ral kinematic combinal ions, but it is important,

to rerneunber that the simplest, combination that, will meet
requirements is t he* one* to use.

The form and size* of component parts of any machine* or

structure are intimately associated with the* kind of material
to be used, but tlm selection ot the* material is generally the* least

difficult portion of the* problem. 'Pin* available* materials for

machine construction are* few, although there* are* many varieties

of some of them. In an edectric motor, for example, there will

be no question but what the* bed plate* and frame* should be* made*
of cast iron, the shaft, of stead, and the* bearings lined with brass;
because it is well known from past experience that such medals
arc adaptable to such uses.

16. Rational Design.- Whe*n mathematics can be* employed
to determine the form and sim of parts, the* design is culled
rational design; but unfortunately rational design cannot bo
applied to the solution of all problems. Very often rational
design is used to check a design based upon other considerations.
When rational design is employed, the sizes of parts should be

calculated from the forces to which the part will he subjected,
and on the basis of safe limits of stress intensity. This involves
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skill in the methods of computal ion, and a knowledge funda-
mental mechanics. Ah illustrations of machines and structures

to which the rational method of design is applicable, the follow!*^

may be noted: a bridge, a boiler shell, a crane, or an electric

motor.

Machines in which rigidity is of prime importance often do not

lend themselves to mathematical treatment, except as a check.

In general they are designed to give satisfactory operating

results, and considering strength only, some parts may have
various degrees of overture. The science of mechanics as applied

to problems of this nature has not advanced sufficiently to bo of

value in originating designs. In such cases carefully conducted
experiments in conjunction with the principles of mechanics

might be employed to determine the design of similar machines.

The principles of mechanics may also be employed in designing

a machine similar to one already in successful operation, but which
is on a larger or smaller scale.

16, Empirical Design. For cases in which rational design

cannot, bo applied, the design engineer should make use of the

proport ions of a similar machine which may have been developed

by a process ol evolution. Empirical design is the result of

using dat a derived from machines and designs in actual use, and
such information is usually tabulated in various handbooks for

ready reference.

If the history of the modern lathe is studied, it will be found

that, its principle was known and utilized in ancient, times. It

was improved during t he middle ages, and in t he early part of the

nineteenth century an English engineer, Ilenry Maudslay 1

(1771-1N31) employed the then known slide rest, power-driven

load screw, and change gears, for generating and cutting fairly

accurate screw threads. One of Maudslay ’s early lathes

is now in the South Kensington Museum in London, and it

incorporates the general principles upon which our modern
machines are based. Chronologically, engineer A may have
designed an engine la,the which proved to have a weakness either

in design or construction; B followed along similar lines, strength-

ening the parts where necessary; C, adapting the machine to a

new product, still further improved it; and finally, about 1900,

1 Row, J. W., “ English and American Tool Builders,” M(*,(Jra,w-Hill

Book Company, Inc..
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the discovery of high-speed tool steel for cutting edges, necessi-

tated radical changes which resulted in the* lat he as it is today.

In empirical design a survey of machines, similar to the one

contemplated, leads to the incorporation of tin* good features

and the avoidance of the had features of existing machines. If

an actual machine cannot be studied, recourse should he had to

the technical press, catalogues, photographs, or verbal descrip-

tions. It is at all times legitimate to take advantage of the expe-

rience which others have gained in the same field, and by this

method costly errors may often be avoided. While f he direct

copy of a machine, without permission, must he classed as

improper ethics, the systematic study of the slate* of the art is

an imperative duty.

17. Combined Rational and Empirical Design. In many
cases a combination of rational and empirical design met hods

is possible. For example 1

,
in the design of a punching machine

a fair approximation of the total load may be obtained from the

size of the opening to be punched and the shearing strength of

the metal. From this value the frame, gears, and shaft sizes

may be calculated. The sizes (bus found should be compared
with the. parts of similar machines commonly used and therefore

well proven in practice.

The advantage of this procedure over direct copying is that

it is possible' to apply the principles of mechanics in checking tin*

design, and at the same time to avoid errors due to incomplete

data. This method should be employed whenever possible.

Another method which has been employed is to combine
rational design with actual lest. This is especially useful in

complicated designs in which it. is difficult to determine the

exact stresses by calculation. During (In* World War tin*

Forest' Products Laboratory at Madison, Wisconsin, improved
the wing ribs of aeroplanes by this method. 'Pin* object in view
was to obtain the strongest wing rib per pound of material,

A machine was devised which applied haul to the wing rib

approximately equivalent to conditions of service. By testing a

rib, determining its weak point, and then strengthening it at the

proper place, it was found possible to develop a rib whieh greatly

exceeded in strength the original design.

18. Designing by Experience. If psychologists had been
allowed to name this kind of design they would perhaps have
called it “behavioristic design/ 7 because it is copying from
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memory, or is the result of a mental calculation combined with
memory. A design engineer, working on a certain type of

apparatus, may be employed by another manufacturer. The
designer's mind is stored with information concerning the sizes

and shapes of various parts, and when he wishes to use a certain

machine element he recalls the form and dimensions from his

former association, and adapts them to his new problem. This
type of designing lends itself to deductive reasoning, and when
successfully practiced, calls for the greatest skill. To employ
this method the design engineer should possess a large fund of

information derived from careful observation, and he must have
the necessary resourcefulness to apply it.

In the past, before the principles of mechanics as applied to

strength of materials had been developed, all design was neces-

sarily based upon experience. Under such conditions certain

individuals, families, or guilds might become very expert through
the cumulative information gained from experience.
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metal working and shop processes

19. In considering the* principal medal-working prorcHWH if

is not possible in all eases to locate* the several processes in a

definite* edassiftcation, because a given process may partake of

one or several of the medal-working opmitimr;. Thin chapter

how(*V(*r, includes a brief statement of t hr salient feat tires of

the different methods, each proeess considered as a .-eparate

operation.

In th( 4 melting prooe\ss a metal is brought to a fluid condition

by the application of heat, for the purpose* of uniting it with a

second metal having a higher fusing point, as in the soldering

process, or to cause* two pieces of like 4 metal to unite 4

,
ns in

welding.

20. Soldering and Brazing. The processes of soldering and
brazing are 4 essentially the 4 same, except that in the former
the solder or joining metal usually contains a, large* proport ion

of lead, and melts below a red bent ;
while* in the* latter, known

also as “hard soldering/* the 4 joining metal, of brass, bronze*,

silver or gold alloys, requires the 4 application of a high tempern-
ture to <*ffeet the 4 melting.

In any form of soldering, a flux is usually necessary to dissolve 4

the metallic, oxides, and thus allow the 4 metallic surface's to come*

in contact, without which the* joining by medal is not possible*.

A capillary action appears to take 4 place 4

,
part icuhuiy in brazing,

as it is impossible 4 to bring two pieces of iron or st<*cl into such
close contact as to prevent the entrance of the* spedle*r into the
joint.

All the ordinary medals may be* easily solde*red or brazes! with
the exception of aluminum and east. iron. The* former requires
special solders and fluxes, and oven then the* result is usually
not satisfactory. Cast iron likewise require*** special materials
and a long berating at. high < empernt urc just hedow melting point,
but if the operation is carefully performed the result is satis-

factory. This method is now used in the repair of large* sections,
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Huoh as l)od plates mul heavy machine frames. The melting
processes involved in soldering, brazing, and welding do not
require a mold, since only a thin film of metal adheres, and
whatever excess, of metal is applied is removed by a soldering

or scraping tool.

21. Casting.—Canting involves a melting of the metal, but
differs from melting in that the fluid metal is poured into a
mold, the form of which the metal retains upon solidification.

All of the ordinary metals may be cast with the exception of

wrought iron, which cannot be brought to a fluid condition

without changing the characteristic properties of the material.

Casting has the advantage over other forming processes

because complicated forms can be produced at low cost, and
also because the brittle non-forgeable metals, such as cast iron,

become available in construction. Most of the steels are adapted
to casting, so that for some purposes steel castings are substituted

for expensive forgings, and in other cases shapes formerly made
of cast iron are replaced by a tougher and more ductile material,

at a cost comparable to that of cast iron.

Nearly all metals have a greater volume when liquid than

when solid, so that after pouring, a casting will be smaller than

the pattern from which it has been formed. This difference is

called shrinkage, and is overcome by making the pattern a definite

amount larger than the required casting. For cast iron this

allowance is about in. per lineal foot, but shrinkage, is depend-

ent on the form and size of the casting, and on the composition

of the cast iron. Cast iron expands at the moment of solidifica-

tion and then contracts rapidly, resulting in castings with sharper

lines than if cast of a metal not having this properly. Castings

are usually made in sand molds, which give a rough appearance

to the surface. For many purpose's, when the number of castings

to be made justifies the cost, permanent molds are made, and the

resulting castings have smooth surfaces.

Steel is a more difficult metal to cast than iron because the

shrinkage is greater, being about 1 4 in. per lineal foot, and

because of the short period of fluidity greater amounts of gas

are expelled. Molds for steel castings are made much the same

as for other castings of similar shape and size, the principal

differences being the quality of sand used and the fact that

steel castings require more and larger shrink-heads and risers.
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22. Die-casting, - Ilio-casting consists of forcing molten metal

into stool dies, anti after the metal has cooled, opening the dies

and removing the castings. The die-easting process is adapted

to alloys having low fusing points, and practice has narrowed

down to the five following groups.

White-metal alloy* are zinc-base alloys, also known as white

brasses. The tensile strength is about 17,000 lb. per septan*

inch, and the weight of the easting is generally not more than

8 lb. The 1

! minimum wall thickness is 0.1 in. for the larger

castings and } n$ in. for the smaller (tastings. Tin* variations in

dimensions per inch may he held to 0.001 in. for all direct ions.

These alloys will corrode, hut may be plated with nickel, copper,

silver, or gold. They are used extensively for tin* parts of phono-

graphs, automobile-body trimmings, stamp-athxing machines,

and for a great many similar applications.

Tin-base alloy

s

are babbitt metals which are used in die-cast

bearings, and since those metals will resist corrosion, they are

used extensively for the parts of milking machines and other

apparatus used in the food industries. The maximum weight

of parts made from these alloys is about 10 lb., the variation

from exact dimensions per inch is 0.0005 in., but the tensile

strength is not over 8,000 lb. per square inch.

Aluminum alloys are superior to pun* aluminum because the

addition of copper or magnesium improves the quality of the

metal for die castings, resulting in light-weight parts of a tensile

strength from 82,000 to 25,000 lb. per square inch. ( *opj>er

hardens the metal, while magnesium produces a closer grain in

the metal than can be* obtained in an alloy of aluminum and
copper. Nickel, in quantities from 1 to 2 per cent, will product*

a still harder alloy and allow for a much brighter finish. The
ahmnnum-magnesiurn alloy is suitable for intricate eastings

because it flows freely and fills all the cavities in the mold
perfectly. The maximum weight of eastings is about 5 lb. with
a least wall thickness of 1

j<> in., and a variation per inch from
exact dimensions of 0.0025 in. in any direction. These eastings

are used widely in the manufacture of parts of magnetos, battery
ignition and lighting systems, and vacuum sweepers.

Brass and bronze die-cast parts are now made* with many
compositions, but due to the action of the molten metal, it is

difficult to maintain the dies in good condition. The result is
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that production is limited, the number of castings being often

1 ,000 or less, resulting in high unit cost of product.

Lead alloys are composed of lead, antimony, and tin, and are

used for die-cast parts when a low tensile strength and a good
non-corrosive quality is desired. The variation per inch in

dimensions is about 0.001 in. in all directions, the maximum
weight of the cast part is about 15 lb., and the maximum wall

thickness is about j<j 2 in. Lead-alloy castings are used exten-

sively for the parts of fire extinguishers, low-pressure bearings,

ornamental metalware, and for parts that come in contact with
corrosive chemicals. Their relative cheapness recommends these

castings for coffin trimmings, and during the World War they
were used for grenades, trench-mortar fuse plugs, and other

applications where resistance to corrosion was a requirement.

23. Hot Forging .—Welding may be classified as forge welding

or fusion welding
,
according to the method employed in the

operation. When ductile metals are worked or formed by
hammer blows or pressure while in a plastic state, the operation

is known as hot forging. Figure 1 shows a continuous semi-hot

forging machine which will form heads on rivets, bolts, tappet

valves, and similar work at the rate of 120 to 200 per minute.

Forging is one of the oldest of the metal-working operations,

and when done by hand it is so costly that, where possible, it

has been replaced by the use of steel castings or drop forgings.

Drop forgings are made from ductile metals by forcing the

metal while in a plastic condition into dies which will give the

metal the required form. The metal is heated to a temperature

below the melting point and placed on the lower die, the upper

die is then dropped down, and the plastic metal is forced into

the die and shaped to the form of the die. The surplus metal

is squeezed out in a “fin” along the parting lines of the die, and is

later sheared off in a cutting die. For deep forms more than

one set of dies may be necessary, Urns bringing the metal to

final form by successive forging operations. Drop forgings of

excellent quality are obtained, and are used largely for all high-

grade tools and machine parts.

Large forgings, such as crankshafts, are preferably forged by
slow deformation in a hydraulic press instead of by a drop

hammer. The slowly applied pressure gives the metal time to

flow and properly adjust itself, and the finished product is less
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likely to have cracks and hidden defects than when formed by
sudden blows. Figure 2 shows a forging press for heavy work.
The method practiced in the hot rolling of structural shapes,

rails, steel plate, and locomotive tires, may be classed as a con-

tinuous forging process, since the plastic metal passes between
pairs of rolls of varying distance or section.

Khk 2/ — 1 ,000-ton high-speed forging press. {Southwark Foundry and Machine
Co., Philadelphia

, Pa.)

24. Fusion Welding.—Fusion welding is to bo distinguished

from forging, in that the welding is done without the application

of pressure or hammer blows and the metals are worked in the

fluid and vapor states. The introduction of machinery provided

means for speeding up the welding operations, and also increasing

the size of the sections welded. Long seams are now welded by
heating the metal to the fusion temperature by a gas flame, and
then passing the plates between rollers which spread the metal
while the weld is being made. After finishing, it is almost
impossible to detect the weld. There are three main divisions

of the fusion type of welding, and these arc known as thermit
,

gas
,
and arc welding.

26. Thermit Welding. 1—Thermit steel is formed by igniting

a mixture of iron oxide and finely divided aluminum. The
1 Owens, James W., “Fundamentals of Welding/’ 1st. Ed., The Ponton

Publishing Co., Cleveland, Ohio, 1923.
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aluminum combines with the oxygon of the oxide, reducing it mid

forming aluminum oxide and iron. The pure iron produced by

this reaction is too soft and ductile for commercial purpoM-t, there-

fore the reaction is temjMwl by adding steel particles containing

the proper proportion of carbon, silicon, manganese, and nickel,

to match the steel in the section to he welded. The weld is made
by tapping the steel of the thermit reaction into a mold surround-

ing the fractured parts. The thermit steel has a temjs*rature

of 5000° F., about, double the temperature of ordinary molten

stool, and as it flows between the fractured parts it melts the

surfaces of the fracture and in cooling solidities with the parts.

Thermit welding is fundamentally a melting and easting process.

(<U U»)

Fiu. A. (a) Thermit weld on 11 t>
1 o in. eriiuK nhuft Mlumiug the fmettire rtif

out ready for tlie wold; (f>

)

thermit wehl mi n tU u in. oranK nhaft shnwnti/ Un-
weld witfh pouring gate anti riaer. (M<tal anti Thrrmit ('tap., Art*- Y*nK (‘tty •

Figure's 8(«) and Ii(h) show the* appliealiem of thermit we'lding

to a hreikeni crank shaft..

The the*rmit wt'Iel is use*d for he*avy we'leling, such us rails,

truck frames, locomotive* frame's, einei eithew large* se*ctions use*d

em steam anel e*le*e!trie railroaels; for stern frame's, rudder frame's,

shafts, and ancheirs, in shipyard work; and in the* ste*e*I mills the*

process is empleiyeel to replaeee* broken ge*ar te*e*th, to wedel new
necks on rolls and pinions, anel t o re*pair broken she*ars.

26. Gas Welding.—A f/er.v weld is made by applying thee flame
of a welding torch upon Urn surfaces of a pre*pare*d jeiint. 'him
torch consists of twe> tubes, usually independent of each either,

one for oxygen and the other for acetylene e>r either combust ible

gas. The two tubes arc connected to a mixing head, shown by
Fig. 4, in which the gases are mixed in the proper proportion,
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the burning jet coming from the mixing head being controlled
by valves in the handle of the torch. The intense heat at the

Fm. -I.-—CroHH-Hoction of blowpipe* head. Oxwold wedding nozzle. (Oxwcltl
Acetylene Co., Long Inland City , N, Y .)

white cone of the flame heats up the local surfaces to the fusion

point, while the operator manipulates a

welding rod to supply the metal for the

weld, a flux being used to remove the slag.

Figure 5 shows a gas-welding apparatus.

The technique of gas welding varies with

the kind of metal to be welded. The
quality of the welds is largely dependent

upon the skill of the operators, and those

men have developed their own methods
from successful practice. Cast iron is one

of the metals which may be welded suc-

cessfully by this method.

27. Arc Welding.—For arc welding the

work is prepared in the same fashion as

for gas welding. The operator, with his

eyes and lace protected, strikes an arc by

touching the work with the electrode,

then withdraws it about } « in. to allow the Fiu. f>.— Portable weld-

arc to form, which instantly fuses the tip ( A ir Reduction

of the electrode and an adjacent spot on

the work. Arc welding docs not require the metal to be pre-

heated, and since the temperature of the arc is about 6000° F.,
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the fusion of the metal is almost instantaneous. There are two
kinds of electrodes used for are welding, carbon and metal, the

carbon electrode being used chiefly for thin plates and where t he
joint is such that it will supply its own fused metal filling. The
substitution of a metal rod for the carbon electrode has the

advantage that the metal electrode ns well as the work fuses and
serves as a filling metal for the weld. The usual voltage for

arc welding is about 20 volts, although at the start a voltage of

about (10 is required to break down flu* resistance of the air gap
between the elect rode and he work. Hot h direct and alt ernat mg
current are used at the present time for electric welding, but it is

more difficult to maintain the arc with alternating current than

with direct current. Figure 0 shows a diagram illustrating the
application of the are-welding process.

28. Application of Arc Welding. 1 Well-made fabricated parts
joined by arc welding are much stronger in proportion to their
weight than castings, and may be readily produced at low cost.
This process is comparatively new, and its use is impeded to some
extent by the lack of design data and engineering information.
1 able I gives design data for the strength of flush, reinforced,
and concave fillets which are employed in making joints for a
variety of work.

_

Figures 7(a) to 7 (n) show the application of
arc welds to the joints of a variety of steel shape's. The form
of the fillet and its length, together with t he allowable strength,
having been decided upon, the strength of the joint may l>e

calculated.

1 Westinghonse Electric and Manufacturing Co., East Pittsburgh, Pa.
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Table I.—Design Engineering Data for Arc-welded Joints

Dimensions *

ofFillef sM. i
A Allowable strength of flush-welded fillets per inch

of length for various fiber stresses

Dimensions in inches Pounds per square inch

A
\

« 4 , 000 5, 000 9 , 000 12,000 30,000 I

i

H h 0 0884 345 442 709 1 , 060 2,650 3,540

4 :{

i (i 0 104 410 520 930 1 , 250 3,120 4,160

:'i o ? 1 (!
0 133 532 070 1,200 1,000 3,990 5,320

H o 4 0 150 000 750 1 , 350 1,800 4,500 6 , 000

M H 0 177 708 885 1,590 2 , 120 5,310 7,080

H H 0 208 832 1 ,
040 1,870 2 , 500 0 , 240 8,320

% :

'k 0 200 1,000 1

,

330
i 2 , 390 3,190 7,980 10,600

H 4 0 300 1,200 1, 500 2,700 3 , 000 9,000 12,000

4 4 0 354 1 , 420 1, 770 3,190 4 , 200 10,600 14,200

4 H 0 301 1 , 500 1 , 900 3 , 520 4 , 090 11,700 15,600

4 H 0 410 1 , 000 2, 080 3 , 740 4 , 990 12,500 16,600

H n
h 0 442 1 , 770 2 210 3 , 980 5 , 300 13,300 17,700

H 0 480 1,020 2, 400 4 , 320 5,700 14,400 19,200

4 0 500 2 , 040 2, 550 4 , 580 0,110 15,300 20,400

H N 0 531 2,120 2, 000 4 , 780 0,370 15,900 21,200

H l 0 000 2 , 400 3, 000 5 , 400 7 , 200 18,000 24 , 000
l 0 707 2 , 830 3, 540 0,300 8,480 21,200 28 , 300

Reinforced fillets,
,
add 10 per cent to above strengths.

Concave fillets,
,
subtract 50 per cent from above; strengths.

Strength of welding material

Maximum fiber stress in pounds per square inch

Kind of stress

Bending
Tension
Shear
Tension and shear

Compression

Ultimate

strength

Dynamic,
or vil) ra-

tion load

40,000 5 , 000

40,000 5,000
30,000 4,000
30,000 4 , 000

40,000 5 , 000

lifting

load
Static load

5,000 12,000
5,000 12,000
4,000 9,000
4,000 9,000

5 , 000 12,000
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The relative HlreURths <>f the varum* welded joint* may 1**

taken from Table II.

T.
(a)

7/m is agood jam? for sfoeA fa w.
or Jess m fhn kness anti//oprej/afafiart

is /we e&svry font wvhf. fhn t& a
. shonjhfjom f and fhe >ytat e heftveen

fhe f
stores ts fenston area h

t

/ , v r
‘-r—^

—

'-—pfh. ' i

u>
Tftn is fhe bestjou/f for*foeA *>/

medium fhi t Aness and /is «/ he? for

Jain f fftttn t/te a/te showtt infra b

.

////is /is a double here/join/, fhe spa*. e

4n fweett ptotes i#m /«>/* a/// thickness

Tenuon area hi

hi

fhn
, tonr? may he t Mfd on 4 fin A

above jin m fhnA.'*txx, fhi a *% t*

wryto here/jurat? and fire jp&t #
betweenptotos it in for ary
ff/H A ness fens rvrt aeeajrf

M. &
(«<)

fftiu pan? \hout\1 he used mfreer

sfoik rt fm or mare at fhn Amws
7hn is a te>r*?vn rd duutde 1/ jam?
Tenuan at ea ht

J -d* r
(€) if)

A buff weld which is used when if av 7hi% ha?? ne/J t fhe
necessary fa machine fhe corners a ft otn/es. ? and fhe
fo avoid infor forint e wifh offter n/osf vconortn c a/
members in the earner* Tins ts a single

Vjoin i
t
tire space he?ween p/.rfus

is jn ///. forplates \H in thick andabove

j“=j»

7hit, weld is afront/

i/t fens / ( >n andshear

When imuM
orshear a t\ rot

\f 1. -ra.fr

^
, » >

, 1 *»r* «***./ • *!t fy

V* I't
t *• «(h) f A‘

Ihis tvefd is used for heavy female

foods. Sf/ear and fen&ion atea an
at/e end n b . *

1
** 10 . 7.

Tabm-i II. Approximate Relative Stuknotii ok the Wei.u to thk
Strength ok the Wki.oko Pauth

Class of joint
j

Reinforced Flush : Connive Oil fight

1. Weld in Hhear 0.00 :

0 75 0 25 0 00
2. Wold in shear and tension, , 0 75 j

0 . 40 0 10 0 00
3. Weld in tension 0 . 50 0.30 0 00 0 00

* "Oil tight/’ its a term applied to a wold in which the density of the metal used to ettmn

up the seam is such that no leakage in visible when the weld is subjected to water* oil, or air

pressure of 25 lb. per square inch.
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Figure 8 makes clear the basis upon which the values given in

Table X were calculated. In Class 1 the joint is in shear, in

Class 2 simultaneously in shear and in tension, and in Class 3 it

is in tension. The three classes of joints under the action of

static loads with the permissible unit stresses given in the lower

portion of Table I will be considered. Suppose in the Class 1

joint the value of A is 1
.j in., the value of Ii is% in., and the length

L—W
Trr this comer we/d theplates

do not touch each other dt'recf/y

I l 1

(k)
A weld for braces
and extensions

Jfus weldedjoint is easily

preparedand is frequently

used as it transmits toad
front orie member la the

other irrcspec fee of the wc/J

<j>
This weld is strongand
rigid for angle irons

This corner we/d is easier

toprepare and is stronger
than ifcut through and
then welded

(n )

Bedplate fabricated from
H-beams and heavyplate

Fid. 7. ((Uitithiunl.)

of the joint is 3 in. IIow much total load can the joint carry in

shear if two plates are welded to a third as shown in Fig. 8?

With a permissible unit stress in shear of 9,000 lb. per square

inch, the load per inch which may be carried, according to Table I,

is 3,520 lb. The total load is:

Load = 4 X 3,520 X 3 = 42,200 lb.

Suppose the Class 2 joint in Fig. 8 has the values of A and B
given above and the length of the joint is 3 in. The total load
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which (tan be carrind in simultaneous shear and tension will l«

liawd upon a permissible unit stress of 0,000 lit |«*r square inch.

Krom Table I (lie load in 8,520 11*. jmt inch, and th«* total load is:

Load « 2 X it X 8,520 » 21.100 H».

SheormQ *//*•*/ t ^ ^^

,/ /<W

i ^-.4;

CLASS z

WELD IN SMEAR AND TENSION

ShtM't **!-W 7fm 'tin At tMo/ic t* »,t XL

nnr

—

CLASS 3

WELD IN TENSION
7cnsion At ra A ft* XL

Sfntsi on\t /,*. #y<A// h> tubiimwntow winm
drrti of mUttnf unifri taf

KlU, H.

The name plate 8 in. wide and 1 > in. thick, welded as shown

for (Hass 8 in Fig. 8, could carry a load in tension based upon

an allowable unit stress of 12,000 lb. per square inch, as follows:

Load « hj X 8 X 12,000 « IK.CXH) 11*.

I
29. Rolling. —Rolling is the same in principle whether forming

is done on hot or cold metal. The art, of rolling in order to shape

metals was known in 1558, for it is recorded that a French smith

used rolls to produce gold and silver plate of uniform thickness
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for t.ho ooinngo of monoy. The modern process of rolling; steel

shapes from the cast, material was used by Henry C'ort, an
Englishman, in 1788, in his iron works at Gosport, England;
and he obtained a patent on the use of grooved rolls for rolling

Fig. 9. Drawing of rolls and sections of bloom a» it is reduced in section.

Table IIP

Number
of groove
on rolls

Size of

groove
on rolls,

inches

Number of passes and
manipulation

18-by 21 -irn ingot

reduced to

I 24 2 Bloom turned 90 deg. 18t£- by 19-in. bloom
1 2d •1 Bloorn turned 90 deg. 12- by 19 l*j-im bloom
2 12 4 Bloom turned 90 deg. 11 **

4- by 12 1

2 -in. bloom
2 1

2

2 Bloom turned 90 deg. 7i*.j- by 12 l
2 -in. bloom

3 8 2 Bloom turned 90 dog. 7 *'

2 - by 8,1 f-in. bloom
3 8 2 Bloom turned 90 deg. 4- by 8-in. bloom
r> 4 1 Bloom turned 90 dog. 67 8 - by 4 1 N-in. bloom
4 <> 1 Bloom turned 90 deg. 5 ;* 4 - by 4 1

4 -in. bloom
4 <) 1 Finish 4- by 0-in. bloom

Total: 19 passes and 8 turns of 90 dog.

1 Figure and Tabic by permission of Carnegie Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

iron into bars. Cort is credited with being the father of the

rolling-mill industry.

The shaping of steel by the rolling process consists of passing

the material between two rolls revolving at the same peripheral
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speed and in opposite 1 directions, the 1 distance bet ween tin* rolls

being slightly lew in height than t lie* thickness »f wrliein entering

thorn. The* steel in panning lietween I hi* rolls in reduced in

cross-section and increased in length in projiortion let tin* reduc-

tion, except for a slight lateral spreading, which in negligible in

most sections. Figure* 9 shows the* shajM* of tin* roll* used in

mincing the* crew-septum of a bloom, and also the* reduction

which takers place during e*nch pass through the* rolls, Table 111

supplements the* information give*n in Fig. 1h Many sha|M*s,

for example* crank shafts, are* ho intricate* in design that rolling

them is impossible*, so that they must In* forged under a hummer
or with a prc*ss. Material formed by the* forging pro<*e*ss is

under bed tor control than if formed by the* rolling process, hut

forging is a slower and more* costly process.

Steel products which are* manufactured by the* rolling process

include rails, plates, bars < if various sect tores, armor plate*, and
such structural sections as channels, I-beams, ami angle's.

30. Seamless Tubing. Brass and coppe*r have* been the* mate-

rials commonly used for tube* making, because they are* readily

worked, hut their relatively high cost excluded their use* for

most commercial purposes. In IXX7, a process was patented tn

Fngland, by which a short, thick cylinder of east steel was
squeezed, while* hot, through an orifice ami around a punch, to

form a .seamless tube. Several other patented methods were*

developed later, and in lXN.r>, Rheinhard and Max Mawiesmunn
patented what is known as tin* Mannesmann proee*ss, the

principle of which was discovered accidentally as follows; 'flu*

Mannesmann firm was a manufacturer of tend steel, ami had
built a cross-rolling machine with the rolls inclined at an angle,

for the purpose of producing round burs from hot billots. After

much experimental ion wit h the rolls placed at different angles,

it was found that with a high rotative speed of tin* billet and a
slow forward feed, a small axial hole was produced through
the length of the bar, which led to tin* applicaf ion of this discovery
to the manufacture of seamless tubing.

The Mannesmann method of piercing round billets for making
seamless tubing can be applied in several ways. The modern
piercing machine has heavy steel rolls about 40 in. in diameter
and 24 in. long, set side by side at an angle* of 0 to 12 deg, in

opposite directions, so that the rolls cross at the center as shown
in Fig. 10.
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A round billot of the proper size for the desired tube is centered
at one end, heated, and then pushed between the rolls so that the
point of the mandrel will enter the center hole of the billet.

Tim rolls grasp the billet, rotate it, and at the same time pull it

slowly forward, forcing the metal over the mandrel. The man-
drel serves to increase the size of the hole which is formed at the
center of the billet as it pusses through the rolls.

The method outlined is known as a piercing process, but little

is known about the action of the rolls on the billet. The angle
of the roll axes causes the forward movement of the billet, and
the high rotative speed seems to cause the metal to be drawn
away from the center. The mandrel is not forced through the

Km. 10. I Hngoiml rolls and man-
drel for rolling HoninlowM tubes by the
MiimicNnmii jirorcKH. (National
Tahr (

f
o.)

position of die and mandrel in the cold
drawing of tubes. (National Tuba Co.)

metal, but the metal seemingly flows around it while in a plastic

state.

Many improvements wore made in the application of the

principle of piercing round billets, and equipment, has been

rapidly developed to produce hot-rolled seamless tubing of fine

qualify and excellent finish.

31. Cold-drawn Tubes.-— Cold drawing is done after the tube

has been formed by the hot process: to secure a smooth finish, to

reduce the wall thickness, to change the shape fo other than

round, to finish to more exact sizes, or to increase the strength

and stiffness of the tube. Figure 11 shows the relative position

of the die and the mandrel during cold drawing. In the prepara-

tion for drawing, tubes are subjected to the same inspection and

treatment as described in Sec. 36 for wire.

32. Cupping Process.—Seamless tubes are made in the large

sizes by cupping a hot circular plate of steel in dies by means of a
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hydraulic, press. The process in related from four to five

times, each time reducing the diameter and increasing the

length of the cup. If further reduction in required, it is dime

on the draw bench in a manner similar to that of drawing Iu1m*h

formed by the piercing method. The cloned end of the tu!*e in

cut off after the finishing process has been completed.

There are other methods of producing seamless tubing, but

they partake of the principle of piercing or (nipping as dencrilmd

above. The inquisitive student may find his interest stimulated

by reading the discussion as outlined in “The Making, Shaping

and Treating of Steel,” ('arnegie Steel Company, Bureau of

Instruction, 4th Kd. pp. 1,084 to 1,1 lb, inclusive.

33. Stamping. The term stamping is usually applied to the

forming of shallow patterns in sheet metal, in which the sheet is

stamped or pressed rather than drawn to form fmtween dies. In

pressing deep forms there is a tendency for the metal to form

radial corrugations, which can he kept to a minimum by having

the pressure a maximum at the end of the stroke, which renders

the toggle-joint press one of the most satisfactory mechunisimH

for this kind of work. Hollow ware is readily formed by enclos-

ing the article to be shaped in a elosMit t ing die, and admit tng

water under heavy pressure. The water pushes the metal

against the sides of t hi* die so that it will take on the exact form

of the die, suitable packing rings being provided to prevent,

water leakage.

34. Spinning. Spinning is the formation of sheet-metal

parts into circular shapes by pressing the metal against revolving

forms by means of hard tools. The ductile metals are used,

and the softer the stock the more readily it lends itself to the

spinning process. Spinning is usually resorted to when the

production of parts is too small to justify the expense of making
dies for the drawing process. Other advantages of spinning over

the drawing process are : a cheaper grade of steel may be spun
than can be drawn with dies, beads may be rolled at the edges of

shells at little expense, experimental work may he* done* quickly,

and difficult forms may bo readily spun which could not possibly

be made with the pressing process. Spun work is readily detected
because the working marks an*, circular instead of radial. The
art of spinning was known to the ancients, and many examples
of their handiwork compare favorably with the products of

today, using modem shop and tool facilities.
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35. Swaging. (Udd wmtginy is a method of ro%(;hig^tho size

of metals or of forming metals while cold, by striking the
l

a large number of times with a pair of hammers or dies. It is

applied principally to reducing wires, rods, and tubes, for tapering
or pointing the ends, or reducing the diameter at one or more
places. It is the only known method for working plated metal
without destroying the plat.ed surface, and for this reason it is

largely employed in the manufacture of jewelry and plate.

Making the points of steel needles and pins, reducing wire so

that it will enter the drawing die, reducing the middle portion

of bicycle spokes and similar articles are examples of the use of

the swaging process.

Hand swaging is a very old process, and one of the first machines
for replacing this method was developed about 1865 at the

works of Wallace and Sons, of Ansonia, Connecticut. Swaging
machines operate at a high speed, work being turned out very
rapidly. An automatic machine, designed for automobile-

wheel spokes, takes the* wire from the coil, straightens it, swages
the spokes between butts, and cuts them off to length, at a speed

of three spokes per minute.

36. Drawing. Processes known as drawing differ widely in

character, but may be generally defined as those in which the

metal in cylindrical or prismatic section is pulled through dies

which reduce or change 1 its section, thus implying that the

metal is drawn over a die surface*, in distinction from pressing,

rolling, or stamping. In steel-wire drawing the* material consists

of 1

4 - to r o-in. rods which have* been obtained! in the steel mill

by hot rolling. The* rod should be* as nearly round as possible,

and free from such elefects as cracks and (laws. The first pro-

cedure in win* drawing is the* cleaning of the rod by “pickling,”

to remove tin* settle* or oxide. This is demo by immersing tho

rod (toil in a bath of acid, after which the rod coils must bo

washed with water to clean off the acid. The rod is annealed

sometimes before it. is cleaned, but this depends upon the class

of the* material. One* end of the rod is reduced in section by
swaging or by passing it through a pointing roll so that it will

pass through the* die*, the* projecting end is then caught by a grip,

and the* wire is pulled through by a powc*r reel. This process is

repeated by using holes of decreasing size, until the required

Him has been produced. In the drawing of hard wire it is neces-

sary to coat the surface of the wire with a lubricant, usually
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some* hydrated iron oxide*, oil, tallow, or soap, to cushion Hit*

drawing action of the wire an it pusses through flu* die. Figure

12 shown the cross-sect ion of a die hole* for win* drawing.

The first draw through the die, or ••pmw" as it in called,

reduces the section the* least, the reduction at subsequent passes

being fairly heavy. In terms of cross-section this reduction is

about 17 per cent for the first puss, arid ns much as XI per cent

for the others. Drawing speeds vary according to t he nature*

of the material, and may he as low as 10 ft. per minute for large

diameters and hard material, to 000 ft. per minute for fine

copper win* in continuous machines.

Chilled-iron dies are used in drawing the heavier sizes and the

cheaper grades of wire, or the dies may he made of a high-grade

tungsten steel. Holes are drilled

and reamed in the die, tapering to

the correct size for the wire to be

drawn, several holes of different size

often being finished in the same
draw plate*. For the* smaller sizes

of wire* t he* su-cuiled *' diamond die
"

is used, consisting of a diamond in-

serted in a brass body . < hi account

of the* extreme hardness of tin* dia-

mond, large* amounts of wire* of

constant diameter may he* drawn by its use*. There is a record of

a diamond die* that was used for drawing .“>00,0(10 lb. of copper

wire*, 0.004 in. diameter, with no measurable change in diamet <*r

When diamond dies are* worn too much they are* rednlled for a

larger gage* number. The* average time* for emlarging a hob*

0.001 in. in diameter is P 2 hr,, the* operation is performeel on

small automatic lathes, and the* cutting medium is an abrasive of

diamond dust and oil . Diamonds as large* as 3 1

2 carats an* used

for the large*r sizers of wire*. In the* production of spring brass

wire, annealing is regulated so as te> produce wire* of the* required

temper,

37 . Extrusiotx.-—Extrusion is a method by which shajies of

plastic metal are produced by forcing the* metal under high
prcssxire through an aperture of the required shape*. The medal
is usually heated, lead and tin being extruded at a temperature
as low as 250° I\, while copper requires a temperature of 1750° F,

On account of the high pressure* under which medal is extruded,

Wire

Pa//

C i njnfwAuttk*^

Secretno . ,

,

C»ec tion * - *£m00#>{ *J9 m ?

Serf/on

Fm. 12. Win* drawing, crown-

H('(*tionof dioholi*. (Atrurintn Strvt

and U'/rc Co.)
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it.H structure becomes more compact, its strength is increased,

and the surfaces are smooth and free from cracks and flaws.

Extrusion permits the forming of unusual sections at low cost,

and t he sine of extruded shapes can bo gaged so that little if any
additional finishing is required. There arc many shapes that
are readily extruded, a good example being the lead covering of

telephone cable, which is produced by this process. Extrusion
was found possible as early as 1797, but it was in the late eighties,

with the development of the hydraulic press for high pressures,

that the extrusion process became a commercial success. Figure

13 shows a number of sections which are formed by the extrusion

process.

38. Thread Rolling. The formation of threads by rolling is

done by means of hardened rolls or dies having threads which

roll grooves into the blank, the squeezed metal being raised

above the surface, forming a thread.

Threads may be formed by one of the following methods:

(a) Using an automatic screw machine, the thread-forming tool,

in the form of a disk, is pressed against the rotating blank, and

as the tool is fed along the axis it. forms the thread. (f>) 1 ho

blank is passed between two flat dies which have V-shaped

ridges to correspond with the pil ch and helix angle of the thread.

One. <>f these die plates reciprocates while the second one is

stationary, (r) A very rapid thread-rolling process, called the

rotary method, is carried out on a machine in which the blank

is rolled between a cylindrical die, rotating on a vertical axis,
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ami provid<‘<l with thread grooves on the outside, and a hollow

stationary cylindrical <li<* surrounding the first, which has

thread grooves cut on the inside.

Thread rolling increases the outside diameter, and since the

metal is not cut away to form the groove, there is no waste of

metal. The strength of the rolled threads is about equal to

that of cut threads, and while the rolled threads are not as

accurately formed, the advantage lies in the rapidity of rolling

and its consequent low cost. A blank 1
1

2 in. in diameter can be

threaded in II sec., while a smaller :t
ic,-in. blank can Ik* threaded

in *jr> sec. Nearly all classes of screws may Is* rolled.

Fro. 1*1. Aim)- Dit viH-Bmirnotmllo Km lintcritph. Shmvmw th«' it

of tho oxy-ucotylonb cutting \ivucvtm to Iwavy work. (.Itr tit tl.n ii*m Sit!* * .

AV iv York Cittj.)

39. Cutting.- The ratling processes are more numerous and
varied than any of the other metal-working methods dismissed

thus far, and include cutting by hand-power as in sawing,
chiseling, scraping, and filing, as well as cutting by all forms of

machine-tool operations on the drill press, lathe, planer, and
milling machine.

Grinding is a cutting process and the use of grinding wheels for

the finishing cut is now common practice. I leaf-treated products
are ground to remove any distorsion that might arise due to

heating and cooling, and to finish and polish the surfaces. ( >rind-

ing wheels are made of artificial abrasives liecause of their
uniformity. Alundum, an aluminum oxide product, is used for
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abrasives for high-tensile strength metals such as steel; while
carborundum, a carbide of silicon product, is used for abrasives
for cast, iron, brass, and low-tensile-strength materials. Alun-
dum and carborundum are trade names, and other names are
given to similar abrasives. Emery is an impure form of alumina,
and is popular on account of its low cost. Abrasive wheels
rotate at relatively high speeds depending upon their diameter,
a wilt'd 1 in. in diameter rotates at 15,000 to 23,000 revolutions
per minute, and a wheel 30 in. in diameter rotates at 425 to
040 revolutions per minute. Ordinarily a peripheral speed of

f>,000 ft. per minute is employed to insure a margin of safety
against the bursting of the wheel.

The gas torch, described in See. 2(5, is extensively used for

making rough cuts, and especially in the salvaging of scrap

materials. Figure 14 shows the oxy-acetylene process applied

to the rough cutt ing of heavy work.

40 . Galvanizing. Iron and steel are often coated with zinc

as a protection against corrosion. Zinc is low in cost, has an
agreeable eolor, and a hard smooth coating is readily obtained.

The surfaces which are to be galvanized should be given an acid

bath to remove the scale, washed to remove the acid, and thor-

oughly dried. If the surfaces are hard, due to cold working,

the hardness is removed by annealing. The zinc coating is

applied by one of the following methods:

The hot-bath process is best, adapted for large work such as

plate, wire, pipe', and castings, the. article to be coated being

drawn through a hath of molten zinc.

In the vapor-baih process small parts arc placed in a metal

drum with zinc dust and healed to a temperature of about

GOO" the fumes causing a zinc coating to form on the surfaces.

This method is known as the sfurardizing process.

In the rlarlro/i/tir process the articles to he coated arc placed

in a bat h of soluble zinc salts, the articles acting as cathodes and

(he metallic zinc as the anode.

41. Nickel Plating. Coating finished surfaces with nickel

prevents corrosion and gives the surface a pleasing lustre.

The color may be blue, grey, yellow, white, or silver-white.

Nickel plating does not oxidize or tarnish readily, and its princi-

pal service is decorative. The nickel is applied to surfaces by

the electrolytic process, the bath consisting of a solution of

nickel salts.
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42* Tin Plating. Tin* principal application <*f tin-coating in

on thin iron and steel sheets, ami flu* routing in applied by f lt«*

hot-bath proconn. Tho electrolytic method of tin plating tain

been used, but not as much ns tho hut-bat It process.

43. Copper Plating. A thin routing of ropfsT may 1 m* applied

to surfaces l>y (he oloofrolytio proeess, ami oopj mt plating is of

importunes* to tho engineer because of its high thrrnial and elect ri-

cal conductivity, as \v<dl ns its protection against corrosion,

44. Chromium Plating, Ghrommm plating 1ms an extreme

resistance to corrosion in air, moisture, and many chemicals, and
its use is supplanting nicked plating for decorative purposes. It

has a high wearing resistance, ami is applied for this purpose to

machine* bearings, shafting, rollers, pistons, and many tit her parts

Tho life* of hardened steel dies is great !y extended when chromium
plated. ( 'hroinium plat mg is applied by t ho elect ml yf w process

45. Wire Gages and Sheet Plate Gages. In the early days of

tho medal industries gage numbers were used to designate the

different sizes of wires and plates that could be most readily

produced by the different steps in the process of munufneture
The* practice of the several manufacturers varied, even in the

same* line* of work, and soon a great number of gages npjienred

on the marked. This led to confusion, ami it soon became
apparent that for commercial reasons a more uniform system of

wire and plate measurement should be adopted.

Wire* gages have never been {{‘gaily standardized in fie* United

States, tin* steel win* manufacturers in this country having
adopted gages that wen* practically alike, and upon the sugges

tion of the Bureau of Standards the so-called Tailed States Ste«d

Wire (Sage, column 4, Table IV, is taken as a standard for all

stool wire other than music wire. For wire other than iron and
steel, the American Win* ( Sage, column 2, 'Table* IV, is taken as a

standard in tho United States.

The gage for Sheet and Plato Steel, known us tin* United
States Standard Gage, and shown by Table V, was established

by an act of Congress, approved Mar. 3, IMJKi. It is based ujsm
weights per square foot in pounds avoirdupois, and tin* thickness
for each gage can readily be expressed both as a common fmotion
and a decimal fraction of 1 in. To avoid confusion, it is custom-
ary for the designing engineer to specify the diameter of win* or
the thickness of plate in decimals of an inch in addition to the
gage size, thereby making the* specification more complete than
if the gage number alone were* given.
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["A1JI40 IV. DiFi-'KiiKNT Standards koh Wikm (Jauius in Uhm in tub
I'nitkd Status

(Dimensions of .sizes in decimal parts of an inch)

t
t 3 •1 0 0 7 8 1

Number
of wire

A meri-
eiin or

Hruvvn
A

Sharpe

Hirm-
mtchum,

»»r

Htulm’

Wash-
burn

Ar Mitcn,

or Hteel

Ameri-
can

S. Ac W.
< 'o.’h

Im-
perial

StubH’

steel

IT. S.

Standard
Plage for

sheet and

Number
of wire

imn wire music
wire wire

plate iron
gage

wire KH«e wire and Hteel

oooooooo 00000000
ooooooo
000000
00000

ooooooo 0 4000
onoooo 0 1010 0 . 004 0.404 0.40875
00000 0. 1300 0 , 000 0 . 432 0.4375
0000 0 100 0 *101 0 . 303H 0.000 0.400 0.40025 0000
000 0 10001 0. *120 0 . 3020 0.007 0.372 0.375 000
00 0 00 IS 0. MHO 0. 3310 0.008 0 ,348 0.34375 00
0 0 02*1 SO 0.340 0.3000 0.000 0 , 324 0.3125 0
1 0 2H00 0,300 0 2S30 0.010 0 . 300 0 , 227 0.281 25 1

2 0, 20700 0. 2S 1 0, 2020 0.01 I 0.270 0.210 0.205025 2

3 0.220 12 0.200 0.2437 0.012 0 . 252 0.212 0.250 3

•l 0 20101 0 . 23

S

0 . 2203 0.013 0 . 232 0.207 0.234375 i

r» 0 1SJ01 0. 220 0.2070 0.014 0.212 0.201 0.21875 5
('» 0 10202 0. 203 0. 1020 0.010 0 . 1 02 0.201 0.203125 0

7 0 111 2H 0. ISO 0 1770 0.018 0. 170 0 . 1 00 0. 1875 7

H 0 12S10 0. 100 0 1020 0.020 0. 100 0. 107 0. 171875 8

0 0 111 10 0. 14S 0 I 1K3 0.022 0. M l 0. 104 0. 15025 0

1() 0 101 so 0. 13 1 0 1300 0.024 0. 128 0 .101 0. 140025 10

1 1 0 0007 12 0 120 0 1200 0 020 0. 1 10 0. 188 0. 125 1 1

12 0 OSOSOH 0. 100 0 IOOO 0.020 0. 101 0. 185 0. 1 00375 12

i;t 0 071001 0 000 0.0010 0 031 0.002 0 . 1 82 0.00375 13

i t 0 OOIOK1 0.0S3 0 OSOO 0.033 0 080 0.180 0.078125 1 1

i b 0 . ObVOOS 0.072 0 0720 0.03b 0,072 0.178 0.0703125 15

10 0 . 0b0S2 0 000 0 0020 0 037 0 00 1 0 . I 75 0.0025 1(1

1 7 0 OJb2b7 0 ObS 0 . 0010 0 030 0 . 050 0.172 0 05025 17

is 0 OlOOOO 0 0 10 0 0 170 0 011 0 ,
0*1

8

0 . 1 08 0. ObO 18

10 0 ()0;»S0 0 . 0 12 0 0 110 0.04 3 0 0 10 0. 101 0.0137b 10

20 i() 00 I 00 I 0 . 030 0 03 IS 0 04 b 0.030 0. 101 0 0375 20

21 0 02S102 0 . 032 0 0317 0.047 0.032 0. 157 0.03 1375 21

22 0 0200 17 0 . 03S 0 02K0 0.0 10 0.028 0.155 0.03125 22

20 0 022071 0 020 0 02OS 0 Obi 0 021 0.153 0. 028125 23

2 1 [0 020 1 0 022 0 0230 O Obb 0.022 0.151 0 025 21

2 b 0 0170 0 020 0 020 1 0 ObO 0 020 0. 1-18 0.021875 25

20 o moot 0.0 IK 0 01S1 0 003 0 01 8 0. 140 0.01875 2(1

27 0 Ol 1 100 0 . 010 0 0173 0.007 0.0101 0. 143 0.0171875 27

2H 0 0120 l 1 0 01*1 0.0102 0.071 0.0 MU 0. 130 0.015025 28

20 0 011207 0 013 0.0100 0.07b 0.0130 0.134 0.0140025 20

00 0 010020 0 012 0.0140 0.080 0.0124 0.127 0.0125 30

0 1 0 O0K02K 0.010 0.0132 0.08b 0.01 10 0. 120 0.0100375 31

02 0,00700 0.000 0.012S 0.000 0.0108 0. 1 15 0.01015025 32

00 0 0070H o.oos ! 0.0118 0.005 (>.0100 0.112 0.000375 33

01

Ob
0 000001 0.007 1 0,0101 0,0002 0.110 0.00850375 34

0 000011 0,000 0.0000 0 . 0084 0. 10K 0.0078125 35

00 0,000 0.004 0.0000 0.0070 0.100 0.00703125 3(1

07 0 004*1 OH 0 . 00H0 0 . 0008 0.103 0.000040025 37

OH
00
40

0 , 003005 0.0080 0.0000 0.101 0.00025 38

0 ,003531
0.003DM

0.0070
0 . 0070

0.0052
0.0048

0.000 30

0.097 40
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Problems

Instructions for Problem Work.-—Drawings are to be made on

15- by 22-in. paper. The paper should be of a quality which
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will take ink, and any one of the better quality yellow detail
paper* are satisfactory. The border line* are to be lA in. from
the left edge and 1

2 in. from the other edges. A 2- by 4-in. title

block should be placed in the lower right-hand corner. Any bill

of materials should be placed directly above the title block. The
dimensions given in the problems for locating the drawing on the
paper are full size.

Problem calculations and sketches are to be made on 8A- by
11 in, cross-section paper of good quality, -with 8 lines to the
inch, Leave a generous margin at the left edge of the paper.
Place the statement of the problem at the top of the paper, and
number the problems in the order of their assignment. Place
answers near the right- edge, and underscore with two lines.

(Jive reference and page number for formulas. Place your
name and the date on each sheet of paper.

1. What, allowance for shrinkage should be made in the pattern for a east-
iron pulley which has the following dimensions when finished: diameter
of pulley is IS in., diameter of hub is 3:hi in., length of hub is 4kJ in.,

fact 1 of pulley is 5 in., and bore is 2 in. Make a skeeth of the pulley
pattern, showing the necessary dimensions.

2. The statement- of the problem and tins data are the? same as for problem
1 >

but the pulley is to lx* made of oast steed. Make a sketch of the pulley
pattern, showing the necessary dimensions.

3. (a) Measure the flywheel on tlx*. . . .engine in the mechanical laboratory,

and estimate its weight; (h) If the finished casting costs ... .cents per
pound, estimate the cost of the flywheel.

I'W estimating purposes, when the pattern is available, the weights of

castings may lx* determined by the use of Table VI.

Tahoe VI. Wbujiit of Castinos Dktkhminki) from the Weight of
Pattern

Will weigh when east of

Pattern weighing 1 lb. made of Cast,

iron,

pounds

Steel,

pounds

Yellow

brass,

pounds

(lun

metal,

pounds

Mahogany (Nassau) . . . 10.7 11.6 12.2 12.5

Mahogany (Honduras) 12.1) 13.8 14.6 15.0

Mahogany (Spanish).. 8 . fi 9.2 9.7 1 9.9
Pine (red) 12.fi 13.4 14.2 ! 14.6

Pine (white) 10.7 17.

8

19.0 19.fi

Pine (yellow) 14.

1

15.1 16.0
|

16.5
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4 . An are-welded joint nimilnr to tin* one* ahmvn in Fig, 7 iff) in made with a
fhiHh fillet. Tin* Hinallnr bur is 2 by 1

-j in. Hint tin* mi'iulirh am Iii,| »| >•*«

|

}

in. in) Kaluga * 4-by a H~m. litU't , dntnrtmm* Urn strength etf tin* joint f,* r

willint ainling it horizontal puli for an allowable vahn* of tl.tHKI ib |«*r

Hquare inch (Tubit* I), bo How thins tin* strength of tb** wold compute
wi tli <h(* Htmngth of tin* members?

6,

An aiv-wrldod joint like that shown in Fits 7 »/o in made with a t nmforend
tilled.. The elimensinna an* h B in. and / I in. Tin- allowable
Ht.remgth of Ha* weld is Hd>t)0 lb. per sepmre inch, 1 >rtem*ine tin* strength
of the* joint in tension for a statin l«»ad.

6. A (h*nd load of 4.500 lb. is phteed on the horizontal member of F*g 7«ii,

inducing it shear stress in tin* weld. What should bn tin* width of thi*

members if they an* *‘
H in. think and if a ;<

H ~ X \ in. rrmft m-rd Idle* is

used?
7 . Two platan 0 in. wide* an* to bn welded m show n in Fig 7\n. With an

nllowubln unit at mas of 0,000 lb. per aqiuim utdi fo» a * S m Mint,
determine* the* horizontal shear load which emdd bn ti uiiainit fed (torn mm
plate* to the* other.

8. Platen 1 in. thick are* to be* welded uncording to curb of tin* three rhr.
of welds shown in Kin;. *s - If d 1 I ti H 1 in , and /. 0 in

determine for e*ae*h class the* total maximum head which could be named.



CHAPTER III

PIPES AND PIPE FITTINGS
46.

- - PipcH arc uhc<I to carry fluids or games from the source of

supply lo t ho place where ( hey are used, and the pipes are subr
jeoled principally lo an internal pressure. Pipes may be made
of east iron, wrought iron, steel, copper, and copper alloys.

The terms steel pipe and wrought iron pipe are sometimes used
indiscriminately, and since steel has largely superseded wrought
iron in the manufacture of pipe, steel pipe is usually supplied

unless it is clearly stated that wrought iron pipe is wanted.
47. Cast-iron Pipe. Cast-iron pipe was first made in Cool-

brooksdale, England, about 17K0. The pipe, with the bell end

V

. yf**.*^ .

3
//q

on J% 6"Pipe

^ "on 6 "fo 84 •*-/ ^

wzM
•* 4 /oS> > < tz-o"

-

*
j

Km. 1. Section of cast-iron pipe, bell and spigot joint.

down, is usually oast, in a vortical position to insure a sound

casting. A section t hrough the wall of a cast-iron pipe is shown
in Kig. 1. The large end is called (.he bell, and the small end the

spigot, and pipes are joint'd together by placing the spigot end

of one pipe 4 into the boll of the next. The joint is packed with

some fibrous material and made tight by caulking with lead.

Such a joint will have some flexibility and will also allow for

expansion and coni met ion.

The thickness of tin* pipe wall is determined by Brackett's

formula,

:

t - 0.25 +
(l> + I>')r

(i)

in which / denotes the thickness of the pipe wall, in inches.

I* denotes the maximum static pressure, in pounds per

square inch.
/->' denotes the. allowance made for water hammer, in

pounds per square inch,

r denotes the inside radius of the pipe, in inches.

39
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The value of V in formula (I) is Riven in Table I.

Tabu*; 1

Inside diameter of
|

pipe, in motion 3 to 1« 12 14 !
10 IK 20 24 an

Value of in pounds 1

per square inch 120 110 105 100
t

(Ift !

i

W K5 K0
j

L

Cast-iron pipe is classified according to the pressure which it

will carry safely, as shown in Table 1

1
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7 u |
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!

?oo !

i
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PrcuNuro, pounds por mputro

inch •i:i K0 120 172 217
!
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217

SmalloHt pipo, diamotor in !
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!

inohoH a 2 It 2 0
'

0
!
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!;

0

Largost pipo, diamotor in inobo« 8*1 HI HI HI 20 20 20 20

Wall thioknoMH of 12-in. pipo in

inohoH o.fu! 0,02 o.om! 0 77> 0 H2 O HO O 07
i

l <M

All cant-iron pipe and pipe fittings that are used for water supply

should conform to the rules and specifications of the Ameriean

Water Works Association.

Cast-iron pipe is used principally for underground pipe lines

because of its ability to resist, corrosion. The pipe is made of a

soft and tough quality of iron. It is not made with a nmehine-

finished surface, but is coaled by dipping in hot coal tar.

48. Flexible Joint Pipe. -Water pipes are sometimes submerged

in wafer beds so that, the pipe* must follow the contour of the

water bottom and also allow for slight, movement caused by

shifting. There are various forms of flexible joint pipe math 1 for

this purpose, and Fig, 2 shows a ball-and-socket typo that is in

common use. For this type' the* ball ami socket are machined, a

lead gasket, and retaining ring art* used, and a maximum move-

ment of 20 deg. is possible. This joint is also made with Indl

and spigot ends.

49. Steel and Wrought-iron Pipe.—Steel pipe is used for

ordinary engineering work; it costs less than wrought-iron pipe,

and for most purposes is as satisfactory, Steel pipe is made
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from soft stool that is homogeneous in composition. Both stool

and wrought-iron pipe are formed from flat stock, and the seam
is either butt welded or lap welded.

In the butt welding process the pipe material, called “skelp, ”

is cut to the correct length and width for the desired size, and

Fki. 2.— Floxiblo joint for oast-iron pipe; A, bell and spigot, ends; B, flanged ends

the edges are beveled wo that when the pipe is formed the edges

will come together squarely. The flat strips arc heated to a

wedding temperature and then drawn through a bell-shaped die

T"
Jrp

fDie

Beveled tdge ^
Pipe being drawn through a beddie

(a)
Lap Weld

( c)

Fki. 3.

as shown by Fig. 3 («), which forms the plate so that the edges

come together and are welded. The pipe is correctly sized and

finished by passing through cross-rolling and sizing mills.

In the lap-welding process the skelp is prepared as described in

the butt-welding process, except that the edges are scarfed by
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hammering. The plate in then drawn t hrough a die in whieh f hi*

edges are overlapped and welded, the large welding surface pro-

ducing a very strong joint. Figures 3(6) and 3(c) show sect ions

of a butt and lap-welded pipe.

50. Classification of Steel and Wrought-iron Pipe. Steel and
wrought-iron pipe is classified according to the working pressure

which the pipe will carry, as follows:

Standard weight or ordinary (standard full weight ) for pressures

up to 125 lb. per square inch.

Extra heavy for pressures up to 250 lb. per square inch.

Double extra heavy for pressures above 250 lb. per square inch,

or when used under severe service conditions.

When very high pressures arc* used a special grade of pipe is

made to order by boring a hole* in a round ingot, and this pipe will

safely carry pressures up to 10,000 lb. per square inch.

Pipe* is designated by the nominal inside* diameter of the

standard weight grade*. For convenience and inferehungcnhility

all grades of pipe of a given size* have* the same outside diameter.

For example*, the standard weight, extra heavy, and double extra

heavy in. pipe* have* an outside* diameter of 1.050 in., but the

internal diameters are* 0.824, 0.742, and 0.434 in., respectively.

Hence %-in. double extra heavy pipe* lias only about one* fourth

the capacity as a standard weight, pipe* of the* same size. 'Hies**

nominal pipe sizes orginated in Fnglund about 100 years ago.

Pipe as it comes from the mill is known as black or mill-finished

pipe, and is furnished in random lengths whieh vary from 12 to 2 1

ft,

61. Pipe Threads. Pipe* connections are usually made by
cutting a thread on the* pipe ends, and then screwing the* pipe

together with a coupling or fitting. For many years the Amen
can Briggs Standard of pipe threads was used, which hud been for-

mulated by Robert. Briggs, one tins* engineering editor of the

Journal of the Franklin Institute. The pipe thread whieh is

standard in the United State's at the* present tins* is known as
the American Standard, or National Standard, and is identical

with the older Briggs system, but is designated in different terms.
Figure 4 shows the form of the American Standard thread, and

Table III gives the thread and pipe information for standard,
extra heavy, and double extra heavy pipe*. The fine-thread
system for pipe has the following advantages: a tight joint is

insured by the engagement of at least five threads, the* small lead
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Tami-m III.—Diameters and Areas of Standard, Extra-heavy and
Double Extra-heavy Pipe

(American Standard pipe threads)

•i

0

S
aJ S£J

a <3

1 jp

S
'o

.a

$
<u

1

2
o

Threads

per

inch

Internal diameter Transverse area

Drill

size

for

pipe

tap,

inches
Standard weight,

inches

Extra

heavy,

inches Double

extra

heavy,

inches

Standard weight,

square

inches

Extra

heavy,

square

inches

Double

extra

heavy,

square

inches

1CQTT* 27 0 . 209 0.215 0 . 057 0.030

'si 0 . 540 18 0 . 304 0 . 302 0. 104 0.072

% 0 . 075 18 0.403 0.423 0.191 0. 141

Vi 0.840 14 0.022 0 . 540 0 . 252 0.304 0.234 0 . 050

?4 1 . 050 M 0 . 824 0.742 0.434 0 . 533 0.433 0. 148

1 I .51

5

1 I
1

2 1 .040 0 . 957 0.509 0.804 0.719 0.282 i Kn
1 »vi I .000 1

1

H 1 . 380 1.278 0 . 800 1 . 495 1 . 283 0 . 030 1 1 ££ 2

1*2 1 .000 1 1 )4 1 ,010 1 .500 1 . 100 2 . 030 1.707 0 . 950 1 2^2
2 . 875 1 1« 2.007 1 . 030 1 . 503 3 . 355 2.953 1.774 2 5{«
2 . K75 s 2.409 2 . 323 1.771 4.788 4 . 238 2.404 2*M«

3 8.500 8 3 . 008 2 . 000 2.300 7 . 393 0 . 005 4. 155 8
•1 .000 K 3.548 3 . 304 2.728 9 . 880 8.888 5 . 845 a 1 ?*?**

•i •1 .500 8 4 . 020 3 . 820 3 . 1 52 1 2 . 730 1 1 . 497 7 . 803 4

i »
....

5 000 8 4 . 500 4.290 3 . 580 15.047 14.455 10.000 4 l K«i

n 5 . 505 8 5.047 4.813 4 . 003 20 . 000 18. 194 12.000 5 }4

o 0 025 8 0 . 005 5.701 4 . 807 28.801 20 . 007 18.835 0 JH o

7 7 025 8 7 . 023 0 . 025 5.875 38 . 738 34.472 27. 100

H K
, 025 8 K . 07

1

7.025 0 . 875 51 . 101 45 . 003 37. 122

9 9 025 8 8.04 1 8.025 02.780 58.120

10 10.750 8 10. 102 9.750 81.580 74 . 002

1 1 I 1 750 8 1 l .000 10.750 05 . 033 90 . 703

1 Li 12 750 8 12.000 I I . 750 1 14.800 108 431

11 (( >, i > i 1 1 000 8 1 3 . 250 1 3 . 000 137.800 132 730

! .
r
i ( ( ) I M 15 000 8 1 l . 250 11 . 000 150.180 153 040

Hi (< > I >,) Hi 000 8 1 5 . 250 15.000 182.050 170.710

17 (( >. I >.) 17.000 8 10 211

IK « >• !>.) IS 000 8 17 182

20 (( >. 1 ).) 20 000 8 10 182

Li 2 (( ) I ),) 22.000 8

li t (< > 1 ). > 2 1 000 8

20 (< ) I > > 20 000 8

UK (< ), I ) ) 28 000 8

:w to I » i 20 000 8

allows for close lateral adjustment, and enough metal is loft at

the thread root, to give adequate strength. The thread on the

pipe is given a taper, with the result that erection is facilitated

and the joint between the threads becomes tighter as the parts

are screwed together.

62. Built-up Pipe.—Large diameter pipe is sometimes built up

of steel plates riveted or welded across the joints. Figure 5 shows
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a form of pipe used for exhaust. steam, paj>er pulp, suction, ami for

general low-pressure work. It in a light weight but strong piiie

Imperfect

^Threads]

A -Pi tch O/amct#r
of Threadat
End of Pip#

Jp u- Taper l*/n/&
a

measured on
Hi# Jntrrretei

Thread Tarmufa *

A* G~(Q,Q56 +fj}P

r
if Oafafdr
Diawetar
ofPip#

& * Pitch of thread a /gagingno ft ft ~A * 0. Of***A f>*

&* l enqth of efhrchre tin trad * f*(P. Eft t C, B)
Depth ofthread * 0 PI*
F*Engagement by hand between am/e and female < SI*
The ere* f of the thread is truncated « <?. fJP

Km, 4.

made of a single strip of stead rolled in tin 1 form of a helix. The*

edges are overlapped and riveted, and ste*e*l flanges are riveted

Kiu. f>.* Spiral riveted pipo mid flungrd joint.

on the ends ho that connections can be made with through holts.

Thin pipe in called “spiral riveted” pipe, and is manufactured

Fra. 6.-' Straight soum rivatad «Uu»l pipa.

in sizes from 3 to 16 in. inside diameter, increasing by 1-in.

increments; and from 18 to 40 in., increasing by 2-in. increments;

the maximum length of the pipe being 20 ft.
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Figure 6 shows a steel-riveted pipe using a straight scam, which
is used for all purposes and is made in the larger sizes.

63. Copper and Brass Pipe and Tubing.—The processes used
in making copper and brass tubing is similar to those described

in Sec. 30 for the making of steel tubing. Copper and brass pipe

is made by a process similar to that described for making steel

pipe; sheet material is used, and the seam is closed by brazing

instead of welding. This pipe is made in the same outside

diameters as steel pipe so that ordinary steel fittings may be
applied, but brass fittings are generally used.

64. Lead Pipe.—Lead pipe was used by the Romans for water
conduits before the Christian era. The pipe was made from sheet

lead and the seams were soldered. At the present time lead pipe

is made in many diameters and wall thicknesses, and its length

is limited only by transportation facilities. Lead pipe is made by
the extrusion process, and on account of the ease with which it

can be bent, it- is useful as a covering for telephone cables and as

a water conduit.

65. Pipe Bends.—Lap-welded pipe is used for bends because
the seam at the weld is less liable to open during the bending
process than the seam of a butt weld. The scam should be at

the side of the bend to avoid maximum stresses at the seam.

Thu radius of the bend is usually about 5 diameters to prevent

wall buckling on the compression side. At each end of the bend
there should be a length of straight pipe equal to 1 diameter,

because there is a tendency for the ends to flatten, which would
prevent the forming of a tight screwed fitting. The threads

should be cut and the flanges fitted on before the pipe is bent.

Pipe bends of large radius are used to allow for expansion and
contraction in pipe lines, and are standardized in form and
dimensions.

66. Pipe Fittings.—All parts of a pipe line except the pipe and
the valves are called pipe fittings. The form and wall thickness

of pipe fittings are made according to the American Standard

('odes of the American Engineering Standards Commitee. 1

The following paragraphs discuss briefly some of the fittings in

common use.

1 This committee is sponsored by the Heating and Piping Contractors’

National Association, the Manufacturers’ Standardization Society of Valve

and Fittings Industry, and the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
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Cant-iron Screwed Fittings .—Can(-iron arrowed fittings are used
for maximum saturated steam working pressures of lL>5and 250 if*,

per square inch. The 125-lb. pressure fit tings are made to lie used
for work of tint standard-weight class, tin* 250-1 h, pressure fittings

are for work of the extra heavy class, and both classes of fittings

are made* in all sizes up to 10 in.

Malleable-iron Screwed Fittings.- Malleable-iron screwed fit-

tings are used for a maximum working pressure of !,
r
»tl lb. per

square inch, and are made in all sizes up to K in.

Cast-iron Flanged Fittings.- Cast-iron flanged fittings are made
of standard weight in all sizes for a maximum saturated steam
pressure of 125 lb. j>er square inch.

Cast-steel Flanged Fittings. ( 'ast -steel flanged fittings are made
in the several weights for maximum working steam pressures of

250, 400, 000, 000, and 1,350 lb. per square inch, at a tempera-
ture of 750° F.

All the fittings classified above have marks east on them
indicating the manufacturer, and the maximum working steam
pressure or service for which they an* intended. The mamifac
turerH of valves and fittings give detailed information in their
catalogues for the application of their products, and also all

dimensions for making engineering piping drawings to scale.

Stork Fittings.- Stock fittings, shown in Fig. 7, are available in

the sizes classified above, and an* made in the following forms.
Klbow fittings, commonly called ells, are made for 1)0- and 15 deg.
turns. When the turn is ISO deg. the fitting is called a C or
ret,urn bend. Tees are made to permit branching out of a pipe
run, and are specified by giving the run size and the outlet size.

For example, a 2 by 2 by 1
1

•> toe is used to connect a 1
1 ..-in.

pipe to a 2-in. pipe. A cross-fitting is one with four openings
00 deg. apart. Bushings and reducers are used for connecting
pipes of different sizes, raps and plugs are used for closing off
the ends of pipes or fittings, and F bends or lateral fittings are
branch pipe connections used when tin* angle between the pijs*
line and branch pipe is other than 00 deg. Union fittings are used
to make a joint in a pipe lint* so that a section of pipe with its
fittings may be readily assembled or taken apart. Long sweep
fit,tings for turns and bonds an* used to avoid the abrupt changing
of direction of flow within the pipe line, and their use results in a
smaller friction loss.
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Special Fittings .—Special fittings are made in many forms and
types, but their employment in design should be discouraged for

cases in which the more common forms would be satisfactory.

Hand-mil fittings arc special fittings for joining pipe for guard

COUPLING CLOSE NIPPLE UNION

* *
O O ° B LUOW A B°ELBOW STREET ELBOW

SHOULDER NIPPLE HEX.NIPPLE

60°ELBOW SIDE OUTLET ELBOW

ANGLE GLOBE VALVE GLOBE VALVE

Viu. 7.—Screwed fittings. {Crane Co., Chicago
, IU,)

rails which enclose machinery, for exhibit spaces, and for protec-

tion against location hazards.

Bronze Hydraulic Fittings .—Bronze hydraulic fittings are made
in the smaller sizes for working pressures up to 2,500 lb. per square

inch, and the passages in the fittings are usually drilled.
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Flanged Fittings .—Practically all forms ami sizes of threaded

fittings are obtainable in flanged fittings. In general. Hanged

fittings are used for the larger pipe sizes, and the choice of either

one usually lies with the design engineer. Home of the common
flanged fittings are shown in Fig. H.

Fig. 8,—Flanged fittings, {Crane Co., Chicago, ill.)

57. Pipe Flanges.—The screwed flange shown in Fig. 9 is the
common form for joining two lengths of pipe, or for the connec-
tion to a flanged fitting or valve. The thread is cut on the pipe
ends, the flange is screwed on, and for true alignment the flange
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face should be trued in a lathe by a light finish cut, to insure that
its surface will be normal to the axis of the pipe. The flange is

Ftu. 0.' Screwed flanges; A, raised face; B, male and female face.

sometimes shrunk on the pipe end, and the edge of the pipe is

spread as shown in Fig. 10. The joint shown in Fig. 11 is made

v iu. 10. Fig. 11.

Fig. 10. Shrunk and penned joint.. The flange its bored slightly smaller than
the pipe and shrunk on. 'The end of tin' pipe* is spread by hand, Immrnorod or
by an expanding tool.

Fm. 11.- Van Stone joint. The flange in loose and can he tuned to any
desired position for the alignnu'nt of the bolt holes.

by rolling the pipe end, and then facing it- off in a lathe, so that

when two flanges are bolted and pulled together the pressure will

Fig. 12.—Welded flange.

be between the pipe ends at the joint and not on the flanges.

This joint is common for high pressures, and is known as the
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Van Stone joint, patented in 1807 by (5. J. Hock wood
; but it

iH now manufactured under vnriouH trade names by different

manufacturers.

The* welded flange* joint shown in Fig, 12 in made by welding a

rolled-steed flange to the* pipe end, forming a solid cuiuhtI ion.

The face is machined in it lathe, and often grooved in various

ways for retaining a gasket. For high pressures, flange holts

high tensile strength should be* used for the Hanged joints

described above.

58. Metal Conduit- Steel pipe made in gas pipe sizes is used

for electric wire conduit. Tin* pipe is lined with a soft insulat-

ing material which will not crack when the pipe is bent to a

comparatively small radius. Conduit fittings include junction

boxes, elbows, tees, and others, with outside threads rut on them;

and the joints are connected by long right- and left-hand threaded

couplings.

59. Pipe Covering.-—To prevent undue* radiation losses in

pipe lines conveying hot liquids or high temperature gases such as

steam, the pipes should be covered with a material which is a poor

conductor of heat. Then* are a number of commercial materials

available* for this purpose* in which asbestos is the principal

ingredient. A material of felt composition is used for covering

pipes which carry a gas or liquid of low temperature, t<» insulate

them and also to absorb the* moisture* which collects on the out -

side of the* pipe.

60. Pipe-line Design.— The* design of pipe* lines involves a

knowledge of the* kind and quantity of gas or liquid to be*

delivered, the* pre»ssure* and temperature, the* distance over which
the gas or liquid is to he* transmitted, and the* locution of the

line above* or below the* ground surface*. 'Pin* losses in pressure

due to friction are* indefinite*, but they may he* approximated by
empirical formulas. The expansion of the* pipe* line* due* to

change*s of temperature should be* provided for by long-sweep
bends or loops, the slip type* e>f joint being employed only when
the pressure, is below 25 lb. per septan* inch. The direction of

expansion is controlled by using anchors at given points,

so as to permit the movement e>f the* pipe* away from such fixed

points. The vibration in pipe's, due to the* How of gas or
liquid, should be minimized by well-designed supports properly
located. All low points of steam and gas lines should la* drained
to prevent the accumulation of condensate* or liquid, the usual
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practice being to incline the pipe line in the direction of flow

towards drip pockets, which empty automatically when full.

61. Pipe Drawings.—Pipe-line drawings should be made large

enough to show the size of the pipe to scale, the usual scale being

I s or J '4 in. to the foot. Large pipe is cut, threaded, flanged, and
faced in the shop, and should fit into place when erected in the

field. Small pipe is usually cut on the job. Drawings should

show the exact dimensions from face to face of flanged pipe

lengths, valves, and fittings. Conventions as shown by Fig. 13

are used to represent the position of valves and other fittings.

30°EU
+r+-
Tee

-0“

Cross
-V+-
Yor Lateral Reducer

—f||— KJH —

—

Union Globe Valve Globe Valve
Ele verHon Plan

ft-
Gate Valve Check Valve

SCREWED FITTINGSAND VALVES
(ConvenHons)

Globe Valve Globe Valve Gate Valve Check Valve Tee Tee
Elevation Plan Elevation Plan

^These dimensions arestandard,
> yW/? from ManufocturerscaMog dimension indicates

H r n‘ VT the size of the Pipe

fegt
j
Jfhis dimension

1 should begiven

Blind

T^f
3 Pip* Is cut, threaded and theJ Flange

flanges screwsdon >n the shop

- - -location dimension*- >| 'Specify size and the kind of fitting
such as 6 "x 6 *x A- " Tee

Im<j. I.'i. Screwed and (lunged fittings and valves. (Uon vontioiin.

)

Drawings for small pipe are usually made by representing the

pipe by a single line, and when water, gas, steam, and other pipe

lines are shown on the same drawing, the different pipes are

represented by full, dotted, and dot-dash lines, for clearness.

The design engineer should have constant access to manufac-

turers
1 catalogues, so that all dimensions shown on the drawings

will agree with the measurements of the valves and fittings.

Problems

1. Using Brackett’s formula determine the thickness of a 12-in. cast-iron

water pipe to withstand a maximum static pressure of 85 lb. per square

inch.
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2. A 35-in, rust-iron pipe has a wall thickness of 0.51 in. (a ) What Mat a*

water pressure will the pip** carry? (b) VVhnt will la* tho equivalent
head in feet?

3* Determine the capacity of a 1-ft. section of pi pi* of tin* following: standard
weight, extra heavy, ami double extra heavy, and hImi determine the

reduction in cross-section in percentage of tin* net* t ion of the standard
weight pipe.

4. A 2^2-in. standard weight pipe is to he replneed hy an extra heavy pipe.

If tho carrying capacity of the pipe is to he the Haims ami the velocity

of tho HubHtanee in the pipe may not h(* increased, what size of extra
heavy pipe should h<* used?

6.

Using the Hame data an given for Problem -1 what si/.e of dotitde extra
heavy pipe is required?

6. Using Harlow’s formula (p. 3<M) determine tin* theoretical bursting
pressure for a 1-in. pipe: (a) a standard-weight steel pijsq ih) an extra,

houvy steel pipe; (r) a double extra-heavy steel pipe.

Note: The ultimate tensile strength of butt- ami lap-welded pipe has
been determined experimentally as *10,000 and 50,000 lb. per square inch,
respectively. The* common factor of safety used for determining the safe
working pressure is K.

7. Determine the* safe working pressure for a 2-in. pipe: (a) a standard-
weight steel pipe; Cb) an extra-heavy steel pipe; (r) a double extra-heavy
steel pipe.

8. The linear coefficient of thermal expansion for steel is 0.0000005 in. per
degree Fahrenheit. What expansion must be provided for in a 10 in.

steam pipe which is 13()ft. long, d the temperature of the steam is 225" F.,

and tin* temperature of the surrounding air is OH" F.?
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LINKWORK, INSTANT CENTERS, AND VELOCITY
DIAGRAMS

62. A machine or structure is an assemblage of unit parts
calked links, which either transmit some form of motion from one
part to another, or lock one part to another so that no relative

motion can take place.

A link with two pin joints which connect the link to two adja-

cent members is a simple link. A link with more than two pin
joints, and connected by them to more than two other members
is a compound link

.

A series of links connected to form a closed system is called a

kinematic chain. A kinematic chain which allows no relative

motion between its members is calk'd a locked chain. Figure 1(a)

shows u simple locked chain, as used in structures such as bridges.

A kinematic chain which transmits definite relative motion to all

of its members when one member is displaced with respect to

a fixed member, is calk'd a mechanism. A machine is dependent
upon one or more mechanisms to convert energy into work or to

transmit- forces. If t he relation of the movable links to the fixed

link of a mechanism is such that all points in the moving members
follow fixed paths, the moving links are said to have constrained

mot ion. I f the links of a kinematic, chain an' free to assume other

than a definite position with respect, to a fixed link, the motion

of the links is // nconstrai tied

.

The latter form of kinematic

chain has little if any application in design engineering.

A link may he other t han a rigid body. A leather belt is a link

which compels constrained motion from the driving pulleys to the

driven pulley, but it functions as a link only when subjected to an

unbalanced tensile load, (last's and liquids may function as a

link when acting as compression members. A link which will

impart motion to a second link under all conditions of loading

without apparent deformation is called a rigid link.

Kinematics of machines is the study of the motion of various

parts, and in the solution of problems the links are represented by

lines and the pin joints by points.

53
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63. Four-link Mechanisms.—The simplest mechanism is a

four-link chain, shown in Fig. 1(6). Any one of the four links

may be fixed, and each change in the fixed link will result in a

different mechanism. The links of the chain shown in big. 1(c)

are unconstrained, but by the insertion of the link /, the chain

becomes a mechanism.

(b) u>
Fro. 1.

The four-link mechanism shown in Fig. 2(a) is an invention of

the four-link mechanism shown in Fig. 1(6) . The replacement of

the guide and sliding block b by the link 1/ does not affect, the

relative movement of the other parts. If the link 1/ of Fig. 2(a)

is made infinite in length, the mechanism will be like that shown
in Fig. 2(6), which is the well-known crank, cornua*,ting rod,

cross-head, and guide mechanism of the gas and steam engine.

This is called the slider-crank mechanism. Linkwork is commonly
employed in design to convert rotation to linear translation or

conversely.

64. Instant Centers. 1—An instant center is a point coincident
in two bodies about which either body may tend to rotate with
respect to the other, and being a common point it will have the.

same linear velocity in each body with respect to a third body.
For the solution of velocity problems it is convenient to assume

that the relative positions of the links of a mechanism are fixed
positions for any instant, and that at any other instant the links
have a new relation to each other. When the velocity is a con-

1 u Instant center” is an abbreviated form for instantaneous center. Some
authors use the word “ centro” in the same sense. For conciseness this
book will employ the abbreviation.
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stant (quantity, any cycle position may be taken as a true velocity

relation of the links. When the velocity is a variable quantity
the velocity relation is true only for the relative position of the

links for a particular instant. Instant centers are useful for the

solution of velocity problems, when employed in connection with
a theorem which is credited to C. E. Kennedy.

1

66. Kennedy’s Theorem.—“If any three bodies, a
, 6, and c,

have plane motion, their virtual centers ab
,
bc> and ac, are three

points upon a straight line.
”

Proof - In Fig. 3 let a, b, and c, be any three bodies having
relative motion with respect to each other. Then ab is the

common center of the body b with respect to a,

and ac is the common center of the body c with

respect to a. Assume that the third common
ctenter is at the point k. As the body b rotates

about its center, the point k will move along the

line xx' which is normal to kab
,
the instant radius

of k with respect to the center ab. Also as the

body r rotates about its center, the point k will

move along the line yy
r

,
which is normal to kac

,

the instant radius of k with respect to the center

ac. The point k cannot have motion along both

lines xx f and yy' unless they are coincident, and they will be coin-

eident only when k lies on the line ab-oc.

This proof is true whether the point be lies within or outside of

the mechanism, and the student will find the solution of velocity

problems greatly simplified if this theorem is kept in mind.

66. Number and Location of Instant Centers.- -In any
mechanism a number of the instant centers are readily located

at the joints of the links, others lie outside the links, and may be

readily found. The number of instant centers is:

n(n — 1 )

2

in which N denotes the number of instant centers.

n denotes the number of links in the mechanism.

To locate the instant, centers of the mechanism shown in

Fig. 4(a), t in 4 number of centers is determined first.

Fig. 3.

N = ( 1 )

N = 4(4 - 1) = 6 .

1 Kknnbdy, C. E., University College, London,
unities of Machinery,” by Franz Rouleaux.

Translator of “Kino-
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Tabulating the link* in alphabetical order, and taking each link

in combination with every other link, the instant centers are:

Links: a b c d

Centers : ah be cd

ac bd

ad

The instant centers ab
,
be, cd

,
and ad

y
Fig. 4 (ft), are found by

inspection at the joints of the links, leaving ac and bd to bo

located by means of Kennedy's theorem. To find ac the links

a and c must be taken in combination with any other link

such as b:

Links : a b c

Centers : ab be

ac

If two of these are already located, the third lies in line with

them. The tabulation above shows that ab and be are already

located, so that ac will be found on a line connecting them. By
a similar procedure ac is also found to lie on a line connecting

cd and ad, so that ac must lie at the intersection of the lines

drawn through ab and be, and through ad and cd.

67. Instant Center at Infinity.—When one link is guided to move
in a straight line, the link may be considered to be rotating about
the guide, the center of rotation being located on a line normal
to the guide at infinity. The slider-crank mechanism shown in

Fig. 5 is an example of this.

Links : a b c

Centers : ab be cd

ac bd

ad
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The fixed instant centers at, the link joints be, cd, and ad are
readily located. The slider b is rotating about the guide a, and
the instant center ab must lie on a normal drawn through be

perpendicular to a. The center ab must also lie on a normal
through ad perpendicular to a, and since it lies at the intersection

of two parallel lines it must be at infinity.

The instant center ac must lie on a line connecting ab and fee,

and therefore on a perpendicular through fee*. The center ac

must also lie on a line connecting ad and cd, and therefore lies

on a line through ad and cd and a perpendicular at fee.

The student should note that the correct position of instant

centers cannot be found unless the proper combination of letters

is used. A check may be applied to

prove that the correct combination of ~
|

|

letters has been used in naming an i \
J

instant center. To locate the center
j

ac of Fig. 5, any two instant centers

involving a and c which have a com-
mon letter, such as cd and ad may be

used. The common letter, in this case

d, is cancelled out leaving the combina-

tion ac, and this indicates that the

instant, center ac lies on the line con-

necting cd and ad. In the same way ac must lie on the line con-

necting ab and be.

68. Relative Linear Velocity Problems.—Relative linear

velocity problems are solved by using geometry, and one of the

following methods may be employed:

(a) The direct instant center method.

(b) The link-to-link method.

(c) The velocity component, method.

69. The Direct Instant Center Method.—The direct instant

center method is based upon the following: The velocity of any
point, in link a and the velocity of any point, in link b may be

compared t hrough the velocity of the common point, ab.

Figure (> shows any three links of a mechanism, in one of which

the point .r is located, whose velocity is known, n another of

which the point, y is located, whose velocity is unknown, and in

which the third link is the fixed link. The instant center ab,

about which every point in the link b rotates with respect to the

fixed link a, is first located. Next the instant center ac,
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about which every point in the link c rotates with respect t<w/,

is located. The instant center be, a common point for links

b and c
9
is located. The point x is then rotated about its fixed

center ct,b into the line of centers, and the velocity of x is laid off

to any scale, such as V~ x
. The velocity 1 of be, which is V may

be found by completing the similar triangles 1 and 2 as indicated.

The point y is now rotated about its fixed center ac into the lino

of centers, and by completing the similar triangles 3 and 4 as

shown, the velocity V~ v is determined.

Example .—For the mechanism shown in Fig. 7 the velocity of the point

x is given, and the velocity of the point y is to be determined. As stated

before, the links which are to be considered are the links containing the

points and the fixed link.

Links: a (fixed) b d
Centers: ab (fixed) bd

ad (fixed)

These three instant centers are located, and the line of centers is found to be

along the base of the figure as shown. The point x is rotated into the line

of centers, the vector V~a is laid off, and the velocity of the common point

bd is found by drawing the similar triangles 1 and 2 as shown. This is true

because the instant center bd may be looked upon as the instant center of

d with respect to b. Therefore both bd and x may be looked upon as points

in the link d
,
whose linear velocities will be proportional to their radii with

respect to the fixed point ad. The point y is then rotated into the line of

centers, and the velocity V~y is determined from the similar triangles 3 ami 4.

The student will note that in Fig. 6 the triangles are on opposite sides of

the vector representing the common-point velocity, and in Fig. 7 the
triangles are on the same side of the common-point vector. In both cases,

however, there are two sets of triangles, and the common point vector is a
common side to the larger pair of triangles.

The same reasoning may be followed in solving the velocity problem shown
in Fig. 8. The links are a (fixed), b, and d, and the instant centers are ab
(fixed), ad (fixed), and bd. The line of centers in this case is of infinite
length and passes through ad and bd as shown, bd being loated in the usual
way. The point xis now rotated about the center ad into the line of centers,

1 The symbol is to be read: the linear velocity of be.
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and its velocity is indicated by the vector F"*25
. The similar triangles 1

and 2 are drawn to determine the velocity of the common point V~bd
. The

point of the triangles 3 and 4 is at infinity, hence the vertical line through
the end of the vector V~hd is the hypotenuse of the triangles 3 and 4. The
point y is rotated into the iine of centers as before, and its velocity vector
will be V~v

.

The direct instant center method of solving linear velocity problems may
be applied to any mechanism. When the mechanism is a compound chain,
a number of instant centers may have to be located to determine the iine of
centers, but the solution of the velocity problem is just as simple as that
involved in Figs. 7 and 8.

ctb

70. The Link-to-Unk Method.—The link-to-link method is

readily applied to simple mechanisms. It is dependent upon
geometry and the location of one instant center. The method
depends upon the fact that if the velocity of any point in a link

is known, the velocity of all other points in that link may be

found by similar triangles, since the velocities of all points in any
link are proportional to the distances from the points to the center

of rotation. In Fig. 9 the velocity of the point x in the link d is

given, and it is desired to determine the velocity of the point y in

the link 6.

The vector V~x is first laid off normal to the link d and to any
convenient scale. By drawing the similar triangles 1 and 2 the

velocity of the end of the link d
,
V~cd

,
is determined, and this is

also the velocity of the end of link c . The link c rotates about the

instant center ac with respect to the link a, and the velocity of all

points in link c are proportional to their radii to the instant center.

The points n and y are both points on the link c, therefore their

velocities will be proportional to their radii from n to ac and from

y to ac. Figure 9 shows that the velocity V~c^ has been swung in-

to the line drawn from n to ac. The line mp is drawn parallel to the

link c. Then in the similar triangles 3 and 4, if nm represents
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the vector V~cd
, yp will represent the vector V~ y

. That this is

true may be seen by drawing the line mo parallel to acy. In

the similar triangles nmo and nacy

,

the radii from ac to n and

to y are proportional to mn and mo, and therefore to F cd and to

V~».

The velocity of any intermediate point, such as k, may be

found by joining the point k to the instant center ac, and V

may be found as shown. The direction of V~k is, of course,

along a line through k normal to the instant radius.

lac

Fig. 9. Fig. 10.

Example .—An example is shown in Fig. 10, in which the velocity of a

point x in the link d is known, and the velocity of a point y in the link b

is to be determined. The vector V~x is laid off to any convenient scale, and

the velocity of the end of the link d is determined as shown, this being also

the velocity of the end of link c. This vec-

tor is swung into the line of centers as shown,
and then projected over to the other lino of

centers from ac, parallel to the link c
,
thus

determining the velocity of the other on<l of

link c. Since thi,s is also the velocity of the

outer end of link b
,
the vector may be swung

out as indicated, and the velocity V~ y deter-

mined from the similar triangles 5 and 6.

71. Velocity Component Method.

—

ad The velocity component method takes
into consideration the direction as well

as the magnitude of a velocity. In
Fig. 11, the point cd in the link d has a velocity shown by the
vector V~d

,
with respect to the center ad, and its direction will be

normal to the link d. The point cd being also a point in the link
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c, will have motion along the vector V~c
, which is along the link.

The magnitude of this vector is found by drawing the two rec-

tangular components of V~d
}
one along the link and the other

normal to the link. Use is then made of the fact that for any rigid

link the velocities of two points will be the same along the line

connecting the points, although the velocities may be different in

any other direction. The vector V~c is transferred to the 6 end
of link c, and a normal to the link b is drawn through the point
be. The vector V~h is drawn as the hypotenuse of a right-angled

triangle of which V~~c is one leg.

72. Velocity Diagrams.—The velocity of any point in a
mechanism may be found for a series of successive positions of the

links as they move in a cycle, and a curve may be drawn through

the ends of the velocity vectors. Such a curve forms a velocity

diagram. A velocity diagram is a convenient method of getting

a picture of the variation in velocity of a point or a part of a

mechanism, and is a means for determining the velocity at inter-

mediate positions of the links. The velocity diagram of a point

or a link which is moving with translation, is called a linear

velocity diagram . The velocity diagram of a point or link that is

rotating is called a polar velocity diagram.

The method of drawing a velocity diagram will be illustrated by
constructing the polar and linear velocity diagrams for the slider-

crank mechanism shown in Fig. 12. The crank d is turning about

the center 0 at a uniform rate, or approximately so, and when the

length of the connecting rod c is as shown, the cross-head b
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travels back and forth between the points lj and 77 with a variable

linear velocity.

The crank-pin circle is first divided into any number of incre-

ments (equal increments are most convenient) such as 12. The
end of the crank has a linear velocity indicated by the vector

which is laid off normal to 30 at the point 3. With the point 3

as a center, and with a radius equal to the length of the vector,

the latter is swung into the radial line 30, locating the point 3'

.

Point 3' is one point in the polar diagram, and since the angular

velocity of the crank 30 is constant, the other points of the polar

diagram will fall on the circle 3'7'11'.

On the line lx7i the positions of the crosshead are located by
points to correspond with the positions of the crank 10, 20, . . .

120. Through these points vertical lines 2 X ,
12 x , 3i, lli, . . . 6 x8i

are drawn.

Fig. 13 .

The position of the connecting rod c for each position of the

crank is then determined, and through the points 2', 3'
. . .

12'

of the polar diagram lines are drawn parallel to the connecting rod,

thus locating the points 2 1} 3 X ,
. . . 6 X above the line 1 X7 X .

Since the center line of the crosshead 1 X7 X is on a line with the
center of the crank 0, the linear velocity diagram of the crosshead
will be symmetrical about the line 1 X7 X .

The above method is based upon the fact that the instant
center of the connecting rod c with respect to the fixed link a of the
machine is at the intersection of the line 03' and the vertical line

through the crosshead. Therefore, from similar triangles, if 33'

is the linear velocity of one end of the connecting rod, 63 x will

be the linear velocity of the crosshead.

In Fig. 12 the velocities measured above the line l x7i would be
the velocities to the left, and those below the line would be the
velocities on the return stroke to the right.
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The slider-crank mechanism shown in Fig. 13 has the center

line of the crosshead offset a distance 5 from the center of the

crank. With the length of the stroke equal to ab, the connecting
rod of length Z, and the crank arm of radius r, the construction of

the velocity diagram is as follows. With a radius equal to Z,

and with a and b as centers, the arcs xx' and yy
l are drawn. The

center o of the crank is located by trial so that the crank-pin
circle will be tangent to the arcs xx ' and yy'.

When the crosshead is at a
,
the connecting rod and crank will

be in line and the distance oa is Z + r. When the crosshead is at

b, the connecting rod and crank will be in line and the distance ob

is l — r. Assuming that the angular velocity of the crank is

constant, or nearly so, it will turn through (180 — a) deg. while

the crosshead travels from a to b. While the crank turns

through (180 + cx) deg., the crosshead will travel from 6 to a.

Hence the crosshead travels faster while going from a to b than it

does in returning from b to a, and the linear velocity diagram of

the crosshead, if constructed, will indicate the difference in

velocities of the forward and return strokes.

The distance 5 is limited, because if it is made too large the

vertical thrust of the crosshead against the guides becomes
excessive. Within the practical limits of the offset distance s,

the time ratio of the forward to the return stroke of the cross-

head is close to unity, and therefore has little practical application

as a quick return mechanism.
When it is desirable that the sliding links have a quick motion

in one direction, this may be accomplished by applying an inver-

sion of the slider-crank mechanism. One of the most widely

used quick-return motion mechanisms is credited to Sir Joseph

Whitworth, who applied it to machine tools in his shop at

Manchester, England. It has also been applied to shapers and
slotters by American machine-tool builders.

73. Whitworth Quick-return Mechanism.—The elements of

the Whitworth quick-return mechanism are shown in Fig. 14.

The constant radius arm r, with its center at o, is provided at

its outer end with a sliding block 6. The lower circle is the path

of the block b as the driving arm r turns with a constant angular

velocity. The block b pushes the variable radius arm v around

its center c, and at the same time is constrained to slide along on

the arm v. The ram s is attached to the variable radius arm by

the connecting rod Z.
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This mechanism will give a quick return to the ram, the time

ratio being as high as two to one. That is, the arm v will sweep

through an angle of 240 deg. while the ram is moving through a

working stroke, and through an angle of 120 deg. while the ram

is idling back to get into position for another working stroke.

In other words, this mechanism permits a machine to do work
two-thirds of the time that it is operating.

The velocity diagram of the Whitworth mechanism is con-

structed as shown in Fig. 15. The stroke of the ram ab and the

length of the connecting rod mn are given, and the time ratio
of the working stroke to the return stroke is to be 2 to 1. The
center line of o is a distance e above the center line ab. The line
ab with the center line a distance e above it is first laid off. With
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a radius equal to the length of the connecting rod, and with centers

at b and at a
,
the arcs xx' and yy' are drawn. The center o is

determined by trial, and a circle is drawn tangent to xx' and yy'.

This circle will be the path of the point m in the variable radius
arm mo.

The positions of the connecting rod mn and the crank mo are
drawn in for the extreme positions of the ram, locating the points

g and g'

.

The points g and g
f are connected with a line, and nor-

mal to it through the point o the line rs is drawn. The variable

radius arm om is in line with og when the ram is at one extreme
position (at 6), and in line with og' when the ram is at the other
extreme position (at a). A line is drawn through g so that the
angle gzr is 60 deg., locating the point z. The line g'z is drawn
making the angle g'zs' equal to 120 deg., and the angle gsg'

equal to 240 deg. This arrangement will make the time ratio

of the working stroke to the return stroke 2 to 1.

The arcs glO'g' and g'^'g are divided into any number of

equal increments, such as l'o2', 2'o3' . . . 12'oV. The angle

increments for glO'g' and g'^'g will of course be of different size.

The corresponding positions of the ram are determined for the

twelve positions of the arm mo, and numbered 1, 2, . . . 12.

The velocity vector kv, the linear velocity of the driving

block k, which is turning at a uniform rate, is laid off to any conven-

ient scale. The point k is a point in the link kz and the link mo.

The vector kv is resolved into two rectangular components parallel

and perpendicular to the link mo, determining kh as the linear

velocity of k about the center o, to the same scale that kv is the lin-

ear velocity of k about the center z. Knowing the linear velocity

of the point k, the linear velocity of the point m in the same link

may be found from similar triangles, determining the vector mp.

The point p is now swung into the radial line om, locating the

point p '
,
which is one point on the polar velocity diagram.

Parallel to the position of the connecting rod mn and through

the point p' a line is drawn, locating the point 8 on the vertical

line ?i8, and this point is one point in the linear velocity diagram.

The other points in the polar and linear velocity diagrams may
be located in a similar manner. Smooth curves drawn through

the points so located determine the diagrams as required by the

statement of the problem.

The student should note the relative flatness of the lower

portion of the linear velocity diagram, between the points 2
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and 6 especially, which indicates that the cutting speed is fairly

uniform for the cutting portion of the stroke.

74. Swinging-arm Quick-return Mechanism.—The swinging-

arm mechanism is an inversion of the slider-crank mechanism.

It is similar to the Whitworth mechanism in form and operation,

the essential difference being in the length of the fixed arm oz.

If the fixed arm oz of Fig. 15 is made longer, so that the point z

falls outside of the circular path of k, the arm zk will be con-

strained to rock back and forth with a variable angular velocity,

and it cannot sweep through an angle of 360 deg. The arm ok

would be made the constant radius arm, and the arm kz the

variable radius arm. The elements of the swinging-arm mech-
anism are shown in Fig. 16.

The construction of the swinging-arm mechanism will now
be discussed. The following values are given: the constant
radius arm ok, the length of the swingng arm zb, the length of the
connecting link bn, and the distance e between the center o and
the center line of the ram. The time ratio of the working
stroke to the idle stroke will be the ratio of the angle a to the
angle 0.

The center o and the line n xn' are first located. The circular
path of the sliding block k is drawn with a radius ok. When
the swinging arm is in its extreme position, the constant radius
arm ok is normal to it. The position of the arm ok is drawn so
that the angles 0 and a divide the circle kjck' into angles which
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are proportional to the desired time ratio of the idle to the work-
ing stroke. The positions of the swinging arm b'z and biz are
drawn so that they are normal to the lines ok' and oki, locating
the center 2! on the center line oz. The arc b'bu the path of the
end of the swinging arm, is then drawn. With the connecting
link bn as a radius, and with centers at b' and b ly the extreme
positions of the ram may be located at nr and
The velocity diagrams for the swinging-arm mechanism may

be developed as follows: The vector kv
,
representing the linear

velocity of k about the center o, is laid off to any convenient
scale, normal to the arm ok. The point k is a point in the link

zb and also in the link ok, and has the velocity kh in the swinging
arm about the center z . Knowing the linear velocity of k in the
swinging arm, the linear velocity of the point b in the same arm
may be found by similar triangles, determining the vector bp.

The vector bp is now swung into the radial line zp '
,
locating the

point p' in the polar diagram. Through the point p' and parallel

to the connecting link bn the line p'pi is drawn, locating the point

Pi in the linear velocity diagram of the ram n. Proceeding in a

similar manner, other points in the polar and linear velocity

diagrams may be located. In doing this the circle kk'k, is

divided into any number of angle increments to represent the

different positions of the link ok in its cycle. If the angle oc is

divided up into the same number of angle increments as the

angle /3, then the a increment will be to the (t increment, as the

time ratio of the working to the idling stroke

Problems

1. State Kennedy’s theorem and prove it.

2. Make a sketch of the kinematic chain formed by the connecting rod and
crank arms of a pair of locomotive driver wheels, and locate all the

instant centers.

3. Make a sketch of an open belt which transmits power from one pulley

to the other, and, neglecting the stretch in the belt, locate all the instant

centers.

4. Same as Problem 3, but for a crossed belt.

5. Locate all the instant centers in the mechanism shown by Figs. 1(6) and

1(c).

6 . Locate all the instant centers in the mechanism shown by Figs. 2(a)

and 2(6).

7. In Fig. 1 (6), with the link 6 fixed, assume the linear velocity of a point in

the link a, and find the velocity of a point in the link c: (a) by the direct

method; (6) by the link-to-link method; (c) by the component method
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8. The links shown in the mechanism of Fig. 5 have the following lengths:

the crank is 8 in., and the connecting rod is 24 in. Find the linear

velocity of the crosshead when the crank is turning at 200 r.p.m., when
the angle cd-ad-bc is 60 deg. Use any method and choose any convenient

scale for the velocity vector.

9. For the mechanism shown in Fig. 17: (a) locate all the instant centers;

(6) given the linear velocity of the point x
,
find the linear velocity of

the point y, each point being located at the middle of the link.

Data.—Link 14 = 4 in.

12 = 1}4 in.

23 = 7 in.

34 = 3H in.

45 = in.

56 = 4 in.

67 = 2% in.

17 = 3 in.

The angle 712 = 60 deg.

The length of the velocity vector for the point x is to be laid off 2 in.

long. If the linear velocity of a; is 6 ft. per second, determine the linear
velocity of y in feet per minute. For the solution of this problem use
the direct instant center method. Scale 12 in. ~ 1 ft. 0 in.

10.

For the mechanism shown in Fig. 18: (a) locate all of the instant centers;
(b) given the linear velocity of the point x find the linear velocity of the
instant center ef.

Data .—Link 12 = 3% in.

23 -3

1

% 6 in.

34 = 2% in.

45 = 1% in.

56 = 6 in.

14 = 7 in.

The angle 341 = 60 deg.
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In laying off the velocity vector of the point £ use the largest scale con-
sistent with the limits of the problem sheet. In solving this problem
use any of the three methods discussed in the preceding chapter. Scale
12 in. — 1 ft. 0 in.

11 . For the mechanism shown in Fig. 19: (a) locate all of the instant centers;

(b ) if the crank arm 12 is turning at 30 r.p.m., what is the linear velocity

of the end of the link e?

Lay off the vector representing the linear velocity of the point be to the

scale 1 in. equals 15.7 ft. per second.

Data.— Link 12 = 1 in.

34 = ifi 8 in.

45 = 2 in.

4b = 4 in.

47 = 5 5
s in.

The angles are as shown in the figure. Scale 12 in. = 1 ft. 0 in.

12 . (a) Develop the polar and linear velocity diagrams for the slider-crank

mechanism shown by Fig. 9. Locate 16 points by dividing the crank

pin circle into 16 equal angles. After the diagrams have been developed
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draw in the links in any one position, showing the shape and the pro-

portions of the parts, using your judgment for sizes.

Data .—The length of the crank arm is 2^2 in. and the length of the con-

necting rod is 12 in. Locate the center of the crank on a line 5 in. up from

the lower border line, and place the drawing central with respect to the right

and left border lines. The velocity vector representing the linear velocity

of the crank pin is to be 2 in. long.

(b ) What is the linear velocity of the crosshead at 25 per cent of the crank
end and head end stroke?

(c) Why is the linear velocity diagram of the crosshcad unsymmetrieal
with respect to its vertical center line?

(d) What would be the effect upon the linear velocity diagram of the cross-

head if the connecting rod were infinite in length? Scale 12 in. = 1 ft. 0 in.

13 . Develop the polar and linear velocity diagrams for the Scotch crosshcad
shown in Fig. 20.

I

Data .—The length of the crank arm is 2J^ in. and the length from the
center of the guide in the crosshead to the connection at the end of the link
is 12 in. The length of the velocity vector representing the linear velocity
of the crank pin is 2 in.

Locate the center of the crank shaft 5 in. up from the bottom border
line, and place the drawing central on the sheet with respect to the right and
left border lines.

Note: The data for this problem are similar to the data of Problem 12.
The velocity diagrams of the two problems may be developed from the same
centers, superimposing the linear velocity diagrams upon each other,
thereby obtaining a direct comparison of them. Scale 12 in. = 1 ft. 0 in.
14 . (a) Lay out the polar and linear velocity diagrams for the Whitworth

quick-return mechanism shown in Fig. 15.

Data .—Maximum stroke of ram, b to a, is 20 in.

e = 7K in.

mn : 36 in.

The time ratio of the cutting stroke to the idle stroke is 2 to 1.

The length of the vector representing the velocity of the point k in the
constant radius arm is 2 in.
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Locate the line 6a 4H in. up from the bottom line, and on it locate the point
6 134 in. from the right border line.

Note: The radius kz is adjustable to allow the changing of the stroke of
the ram. The maximum stroke of the machine for this problem is as given,
the minimum stroke is zero inches.

(6) When the arm kz is turning at 25 r.p.m., what is the maximum velocity
in feet per minute of the cutting stroke and idle stroke ?

Scale 6 in. = 1 ft. 0 in. Dimensions which locate the drawing on the
paper are full size.

16 . Lay out the polar and linear velocity diagrams for the rocking-arm
shaper mechanism shown in Fig. 16.

Data .—The maximum length of the driving arm ok is 103^ in., the length

of the rocking arm is 36 in., and the length of the connecting rod is 24 in.

The time ratio of the cutting stroke to the idle stroke is 2 to 1, and the offset

distance e is 18J£ in.

Note: The center of the driving arm is in. from the left border line,

and 6 in. up from the bottom border line. The driving arm radius ok

is adjustable. For the data given the block is at its greatest distance from
the center o. The velocity vector representing the linear velocity of the

point k is 2 in. long.

Scale 6 in. = 1 ft. 0 in. Dimensions which locate the drawing on the

paper are full size.



CHAPTER V

CAMS

75. A cam is a machine part which, when displaced, transmits

motion by means of a curved edge to a second part called a

follower. A single-edge cam depends upon some external force

produced by a spring or by gravity to return the follower to its

starting point. A two-edge cam constrains the follower for the

complete cam cycle by means of a groove, and is known as a

positive-motion cam.

Cams are classified according to their form as plate cams or

cylinder cams. A plate cam, sometimes called an edge cam or a

disk cam, consists of a flat plate of variable thickness, which

W
Fkj. 1.

drives a follower in a plane normal to the axis of the cam. Figure
(la) shows a single-edge plate cam, and Fig. 1(5) shows a two-
edge or grooved-plate cam which is called a face cam. When a
plate cam pushes the follower away from the center of rotation
the follower is said to rise, when the follower remains at a fixed
position it is said to Test, and when the follower returns to its

starting point it is said to fall.

Figure 2 shows several types of cylinder cams. Figure 2(a)
is a drum-type cylinder cam having adjustable edges which may
produce various movements of the follower. The cam of Fig.
2(6) produces straight-line motion in the follower. Figure 2(c)
shows a cam with a follower which swings in the arc of a circle.

72
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Figure 3 shows a single-edge cylinder cam which produces recip-

rocating motion in the follower.

A simple plate cam, known as a sliding cam
,
is shown in Fig. 4.

The crank gives the sliding cam a reciprocating motion, and the
follower rises and falls according to the contour of the edge cd.

The movement which the follower is to have determines the slope

(a) (b ) (c)

Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

and curvature of the cam edge. Ordinarily cams have a constant

angular motion, and the follower moves according to any one or a

combination of all of the motions discussed in the following

sections.

Fig. 4.

76. Uniform Motion.—If motion is defined as a change in

position, and velocity as a measure of the motion, then a body
has uniform motion when it has a constant velocity. In uniform

motion the change in position takes place at a constant rate with

respect to time, and equal distances are traveled in equal inter-

vals of time. This may be expressed in a formula:

s = vt
, (1)

in which a denotes distance, in feet or inches.

v denotes velocity, usually in feet per second, or inches

per second.

t denotes time, in seconds.

In engineering, distance is usually measured in inches, feet, or

miles. Velocity is measured in inches per second or per minute,

feet per second or per minute, or miles per hour. Angular
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displacement is measured in degrees, radians, or revolutions;

and angular velocity in degrees, radians, or revolutions per

second or per minute.

77. Harmonic Motion.—When a point moves in a circle at

constant speed, the motion of the point projected upon a diameter

is called a harmonic motion. This motion may be applied -to a

cam follower as shown in Fig. 5. The semi-circle 04'8 is divided

into any number of equal divisions, say eight, and the division

points 1', 2' ... 7' are projected on the diameter 08, dividing

it into eight divisions representing harmonic motion. In Fig. 5

the diameter 08 is the path of the follower.

78. Motion with Uniform Acceleration.—A body which
changes its position with a velocity which increases at a uniform
rate with respect to time, is moving with uniform acceleration.

This is sometimes called natural motion because it is the motion
of a freely falling body. It may be expressed in a formula:

s = V2at\ (2)

in which $ denotes distance, usually in feet.

a denotes acceleration, usually in feet per second per
second.

t denotes time, in seconds.

For a freely falling body experiment has shown that a is equal to

32.186 ft. per second per second. (Latitude 49° at sea level.)

If the angular displacement of a cam is substituted in formula
(2) for t

,
and if the cam is turning at a uniform rate, then the

angular displacement will be directly proportional to the time.
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Hence

:

during the first unit of angular displacement s = a/2 = k,

difference -H
during the second unit of angular displacement 8 = 2a = 4k,

difference = 3
during the third unit of angular displacement s = 9a/2 = 9 fc,

difference = 5
during the fourth unit of angular displacement s = 8a = 16k,

difference = 7

To divide the follower path into divisions representing uniform
acceleration, the line 08 in Fig. 6 is to be divided into divisions
representing uniform acceleration up to the point 4 . The line
04' is drawn from 0 at any* convenient angle, and with any unit
length such as 01 ' the divisions 01 ' = k, 02 ' — 4k, 03' = 9k,
and 04' = 16fc, are stepped off. From 4' the line 4'4 is drawn,
and 3'3, 2'2, and l'l parallel to 4'4 through the points 3', 2', and
1 ', locating 3, 2

,
and 1 . The points 0

,
1

,
2

,
3

,
and 4 are divisions

representing uniform acceleration on the follower path.
The motion opposite to uniform acceleration is uniform retarda-

tion, and the divisions for it are stepped off from the point 4 to 8
as indicated in Fig. 6 . The velocity of the cam follower slows
up at the same rate at which it speeds up, hence uniform accelera-
tion and uniform retardation are each an
equal part of the follower’s motion.

79. Base Circle.-—-Plate cams have their

edges developed from a base circle, the
radius of which is the distance from the

center of the camshaft to the nearest posi-

tion of the follower. In Fig. 7 the cam-
shaft center is at o, and for a flat-face

follower the radius of the base circle is 06
,
and for a roll follower

the radius is oa.

The size of the base circle fixes the size of the cam, a large base
circle producing a large cam, and a small base circle producing a
small cam. There is always a practical limit for the size of any
cam, so that a base circle is chosen which will result in a cam large

enough to give the follower the desired displacement, and at the
same time strong enough to transmit the power which is required
to do the work.

80. Pressure Angle.—The pressure between the surface of the
cam and the follower is along a line normal to the cam curve at

Fieri Force Follower

I \ Circle

T

Fiu. 7.

J

/
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the point of contact, and the angle which this normal makes with

the center line of the follower is the pressure angle. Figure 8

shows the pressure angle a for a cam which has been laid out

for a 30-deg. slope, to raise and lower the follower through a

distance h with a uniform motion. If the base of the triangles

is lengthened, the slope of the curve will be less and the pressure

angle will be smaller. Hence, if the base circle of a cam is made
larger, the follower will have an easier motion, and there will be
less bending action on the follower. For practical reasons it is

desirable to give the follower an easy start and stop when uniform
motion is employed, and the dotted lines in Fig. 8 show that to do
this the base circle should be enlarged. Figure 9 shows the

diagram of Fig. 8 bent around the base circle, resulting in what is

commonly called a heart cam.
81 . Roll and Flat-face Follower.—Contact between the curved

surface of the cam and the follower may be made by a flat-surface
follower, which slides over the cam surface as the cam turns, or
the follower may be provided with a roll which rolls against the
cam surface as turning takes place. Either type of follower may
be made to reciprocate or to swing about a center. Figures 10(a)
and 10(5) show a reciprocating flat-face and a reciprocating
roll follower, while Figs. 10(c) and 10(d) show the swinging flat-
face and swinging roll follower.

The roll used with a roll follower is limited in size by the
curvature of the cam. The radius of the roll should in no case be
larger than the least radius of curvature of the cam curve.
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82. Theoretical Curve.—If the follower made contact with the

cam by means of a pointed or knife-edged bearing, then the cam
curve which would drive the follower with the desired motion
would be called the theoretical curve. The theoretical curve
must be modified to suit the requirements of a roll or flat-face

follower, and the modified curve is called the working curve .

83. Cam Charts.—A cam chart is used to help the designer

visualize just what takes place at any instant when the cam dis-

places the follower. The cam turns at a uniform rate while the

displacement of the follower may be according to one or several

motions. For convenience, a cam chart or diagram is drawn as

shown in Fig. 11, in which the cam displacements are the abscissas

and the follower displacements are the ordinates.

s'Layout ofHarmonic Motion

„ 7150
. 270

7JD (base circle!
Cam Displacement-

* Uniform Motion
- Harmonic Motion

Layout of
'*>• Uniformly
Acce/era ted
Motion

Uniformly Acceleratedand
Uniformly Retarded Motion

Fig. 11.

The plotted curves show that with uniform motion for one

cycle the follower starts from rest suddenly with a uniform veloc-

ity, changes its direction abruptly at its highest point, and comes

to rest suddenly. This condition should be avoided by modifying

the curve as indicated by the dotted lines in Fig. 8, so as to round
out the peak and valley of the curve. The harmonic curve

shows that the sudden change in direction is avoided, while the

curve plotted for uniformly accelerated and retarded motion
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allows the follower to start slowly, pick up speed, and come to

rest gradually.

If the base line in Fig. 11 were bent to form a circle, the base
line would then become the base circle, the vertical ordinates

would become radial lines, and the curves shown would be the
profile curves of a plate cam.

In Fig. 12 the cam chart shows the theoretical curve for a plate
cam which turns clockwise to give the follower displacements
according to the following schedule

:

() A rise of 2 in. with uniform acceleration and retardation in
120 deg. of angular displacement of the cam.

() Rest for 120 deg. of angular displacement.
(c) A 2-in. drop with uniform motion in 120 deg. of angular

displacement.

The lower portion of Fig. 12 shows the cam profile partly
wrapped about the base circle. Because the cam’s rotation is

clockwise the profile must be wrapped to the left around the base
circle, as shown in the figure.

84. Plate Cam with a Reciprocating Roll Follower.—To find
the working curve which will give its follower the displacements
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required by the data in the preceding section, the base circle is

first drawn with a radius cO as shown in Fig. 12. The profile curve
is transferred to the base circle by stepping off on the radial

lines distances cO, cl' . . . cQ'
}
which are equal to the radius of

the base circle, plus the rise of the follower. A smooth curve
drawn through these points will be the theoretical curve.

A geometrical layout which does not require the actual trans-

fer of follower displacement is shown in Fig. 13. The base circle

with a radius cO is drawn first. The center line of the follower is

measured off 2 in. along 06, and divided into any convenient
number of divisions to represent uniformly accelerated motion,
by the method described in Sec. 78. The first 120 deg. of the base
circle is divided up into as many units of arc as there are divisions

on the line 06. With c as a center, point 1 is swung into line

cl' locating point 1', and the points 2' ... 6' are located in

like manner. The points so located are points on the theoretical

curve.

A rest indicates that the follower remains in a fixed position

while the cam turns through a given angle. In this case the angle

is 120 deg. so that the theoretical curve for the next 120 deg. will

be the arc which has c6' as its radius.

The third portion of the problem requires a 2-in. drop for the

follower with uniform motion, as the cam is completing its cycle.

On the line c6i six equal divisions are laid off, and with c as a

center, point 5i is swung into line 7, point 4i into line 8, thus

locating successively points 7, 8 ... 11, which determine the

theoretical curve for the third requirement.
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The roll has its center on the base circle at point 0 on the

theoretical curve. With the points 1', 2'
. . . 1 1 as centers, and

a radius equal to the radius of the roll, arcs are drawn as shown.

The working curve for the cam is then determined by drawing a

smooth curve tangent to the roll arcs.

85. Plate Cam with Reciprocating Flat-face Follower.—The
kind of follower used with a cam determines the working curve

only, and if the data for a cam with a flat-face follower arc the

same as for the problem in the preceding section, the theoretical

curve will be the same. To locate the working curve for a fiat-

face follower the procedure is as shown in Fig. 14. The base of

the follower is shown by the line ab, making an angle a with the

center line of the follower, and this center line must pass through
the point 0 on the base circle when the follower is in its lowest

position. Through the points 1', 2'
. . . 11 1 on the theoretical

curve, lines are drawn making an angle a (in this case a right

angle) with the radial lines. These lines will form a series of

triangles, which are shown by the cross-hatched linos in the
figure. The bases of these triangles are formed by the follower

at that particular angular displacement of the cam. A smooth
curve, drawn tangent to the middle point of the base of each
triangle, will determine the working curve for the cam.
The base line of a flat-face follower usually makes an angle of

90 deg. with the center line of the follower (

a

= 90 deg.), but
it may have some other value and still result in a good working
curve.
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86. Plate Cams with Offset Follower.—The discussion thus
far has pertained to cams with the follower center line passing
through the axis of the cam. The center line of the follower

may be to the right or left of the cam axis as shown in Fig. 15.

The center line in this case is a distance cb to the left of the center

of the cam. The large outside circle is drawn with c as a center

using any convenient radius, and is divided into as many unit arcs

as there are divisions in the follower path. Point 1 on this circle

is located where the center line of the follower cuts the large

circle. A circle with cb as a radius and c as a center is drawn,
and the cam elements will be tangent to this circle. The theoret-

ical curve is located as described in Sec. 84, keeping in mind,

however, that the points in the follower path are always rotated

about the center c into their corresponding cam elements. The
working curve is found as described in the preceding sections.

The base circle has a radius ca with its center at c.

87. Cam with Swinging Follower.—A follower may swing

about a center as shown in Figs 16(a) and 16(6). Figure 16(a)

shows a cam with a roll follower which swings through the angle

0a3 about the center a while the cam turns about the center c.

The displacement of the follower roll must be along the arc 03,

and the positions of the roll are shown by the points 1, 2, and 3.

These points are located according to the motion of the follower,

which in this case rises and falls with harmonic motion. The
points 1, 2, and 3 are swung about the center c into the cam
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elements cl', c2', c3', respectively, and the theoretical curve

is thus located. The working curve is found as before.

Harmonic motion cannot be laid out on the arc 03, and the

usual scheme is to lay off the harmonic divisions on a straight

line of length equal to the length of the arc, and then transfer the

division points to the arc. In many cases, if the cord of the arc

is divided into harmonic divisions, the error is small and may be

neglected.

The follower arm shown in Fig. 16(a) may be a bell crank,

indicated by the center lines 0a and ab, and the motion may then

Pig. 16 .

be laid off on the arc bd. In other cases the follower arm may
be extended to form the lever Oag, connected to the sliding head
e by the link ge. In this case if the motion of e is to be harmonic
the harmonic divisions must be laid off on the center line of the

sliding head e.

Figure 16(6) shows a follower lever connection to the guided
rod e, with sliding contact between the surfaces at p.

The layout for a cam with an oscillating flat-face follower is

shown by Fig. 17. The line 0a is the base line of the follower,

which rises and falls about the center a as the cam turns about
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the center c as indicated by the arrow. The theoretical curve,

as before, will pass through the points 1, 2, 3, . . . 0. If a
circle is drawn through a with its center at c, it is possible to

locate the points a, 6, d, . . . i, which are the relative locations

of the fixed end of the follower for the corresponding displace-

ments of the cam. Starting at a
,
the circumference of the

circle is divided into as many parts as were used for the base
circle. Through the points 6, d, e, . . . i the lines 61, d2, eS,

. . . i7j are drawn, which are the positions of the follower base

line which will give the follower the required motion. If these

lines are extended they will form a series of triangles which will

enclose the cam, and the working curve of the cam will be

tangent at the midpoint of the base of each of these triangles.

In Fig. 17 the bases of the triangles are shown cross-hatched

for clearness.

A second method of drawing the lines 61, d2
,
c3, . . . il is

shown in Fig. 18. The path of the follower is divided into

divisions according to the motion of the follower, which in this

case is harmonic. The lines al, a2
}
a3, and a4 are extended

until they cut the line 04', at the points 1', 2', 3', and 4'

.

The
points 1', 2', 3', and 4' are swung into the lines cli, c2 lf c3i, and

c4 1? locating the points 1 15 2U 3i, and 4 X . Through h a line is

drawn making the angle 01'

a

with cli, and through 2 X a line

is drawn making the angle 02'a with c2 i? and so on. These

lines are the base lines of the flat-face follower as it turns about
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the fixed point a, and a smooth curve drawn tangent to them

as before will be the working curve for the cam.

A simple method for transferring the follower base lines to the

new positions may be employed by the use of a protractor made
of a piece of tough transparent paper or tracing cloth pinned

at the center c . On it the lines c4' and the lines 0a, l'a, 2'a, 3'a,

and 4'a (Fig. 18) are drawn. The protractor is swung about the

center c and the line l'a drawn through the point 1', then the

template is swung so as to draw the line 2'a through the point

2', and so on.

88. Other Types of Plate Cams.—Names given to plate cams
are sometimes derived from the

kind or form of the follower, or

from the profile curve of the

cam edge. A cam which has

its edge shaped like the invo-

lute curve is known as an in-

volute cam, and this type is

used to raise the follower to a

fixed height and then allow the

follower to fall due to its own
weight. The principal use of

involute cams is to raise the

hammer of stamp mill ma-
chinery used in the mining
industry.

89. The Constant-diameter
Cam.

—

The constant-diameter

cam is one which has two rolls, as shown in Fig. 19, one to drive

the follower according to any given law of motion, and the

other roll located on the opposite side of the center to drive

the follower back to its starting position. If the lower follower

roll were omitted in Fig. 19, then, after the upper follower had
reached its highest position, it would require gravity, or some
external force to push it down to maintain contact with the cam.
When both follower rolls are used the motion is positive.

The first half of the cam curve is developed according to the
methods described in preceding sections, and the second half

of the curve is the complement of the first. Figure 19 shows
this type of cam which has been laid out for a rise with harmonic
motion for 120 deg. of clockwise revolution, and a rest or dwell
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for the remaining part of the 180 deg. With the centers of the

two rolls fixed, the second half of the cam contour was formed
by taking centers on the first half of the theoretical curve, and
with dividers set equal to the distance between roll centers, the

centers of the second roll were located by measuring this distance

on each diameter across the center of the cam.
90. The Constant-breadth Cam.—The constant-breadth cam

functions like the constant-diameter cam, the follower, however,
being flat faced. If, in Fig. 19, two lines were drawn through the

center lines of the rolls to represent the edges of the follower, the

working curve could be found as described in the preceding sec-

tion by keeping the distance between the edges of the followers

constant. This cam is also a positive motion cam and may be
laid out for 180 deg. of cam motion.

91. Cylinder Cams.—If the chart shown in the upper portion

of Fig. 12 were wrapped around a base cylinder so that the lines

06 and 0'6i coincided on an element of the cylinder, then the curve

shown would be the theoretical curve for a cylinder cam. There
are a number of machine elements which are cylinder cams by
virtue of their form and function, although they may be classified

otherwise. A screw thread is cut on a cylinder in the form of a

helix, and is identical with a cylinder cam which will give its

follower a displacement according to uniform motion. The worm
of a worm-and-wheel pair, and the well known screwdriver of the

“Yankee” type, are examples of cylinder cams.

A cylinder cam with a horizontal axis may drive its follower to

the right or to the left, and the follower may have straight-line

displacement as shown by Fig. 2(6), or angular displacement as

shown by Fig. 2(c). The follower roll should be conical in form,

and roll in a groove which has inclined sides, in order to avoid

slippage between the roll and the driving edge. The inclination

of the sides of the grooves is not constant, varying somewhat
according to the slope of the cam curve, and it is usually made
to fit the groove at the place where the pressure is the greatest.

Due to its cone shape the roll will have a thrust away from the

cylinder, and this thrust should be provided for by a washer
between the roll and the follower.

92. Cylinder Cam with Straight-line Follower.—Figure 20 shows
the development of a cylinder cam which turns counterclockwise,

and drives its roll follower in a straight line from a to g with

uniform acceleration for 180 deg. of turn, rests for 60 deg., and
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finally drives the follower from h to l with uniform motion

while the cam completes its revolution. The cam chart for a

cylinder cam is identical with the developed surface if the cylinder

dimensions are plotted to scale.

In Fig. 20 the line ag
,
the displacement of the follower, is laid

off in 6 divisions of uniform acceleration and retardation, while the

cam displacement is 6 unit angles of 30 deg. each, and the theoret-

ical curve is determined by the intersection of the lines. The
chart indicates that when the follower rests for a turn of 60 deg.

of the cam, the theoretical curve will be on a circle of the cylinder,

as shown by the curve at the points where the line gh cuts the

lines 6, 7, and 8. The follower moves form h to l with uniform

motion, and the theoretical curve is found at the intersection of

the lines h
,

i, j, k
,
and Z with the lines 8, 9, 10, 11, and 0. The

developed surface is then wrapped around the cylinder and the

curves are transferred by projection and measurement.
93. Cylinder Cam with Swinging Follower.—The design of the

cylinder-cam curve for a swinging follower is similar to that

described for the straight-line follower in the preceding section.

Figure 21 (b) shows a cam with the roll at the end of the arm ob
}

swinging about the center o. The roll follows the arc ba as the
roll moves from b to a.

In laying out the developed surface diagram as shown in

Fig. 21(a), the center lines of the follower displacements are

arcs drawn with oa as a radius. It will be noted also that the
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center line of the roll coincides with the axis of the cam only
when the arm ob is in its central position at c . When the arm
is in its extreme position ob or oa, the center line of the roll is at a
distance x away from the axis of the cam, and a correction must
be made on the drawing to allow for this displacement.

94. Making of Cams.—Cams are in common use on automatic

machines for timing and controlling various operations. Several

cams often function as a unit, and their design is facilitated by
the use of a cam-chart diagram. In this way the timing of each

movement and the relation of one movement to another is readily

depicted.

Cam drawings are made full size and the actual cam curves

are sometimes modified by using arcs of circles whenever practi-

cable, in order to machine the cams with ordinary shop tools.

Cams, follower rolls and studs, and surface followers are

usually made of a good grade of steel, heat treated and ground.

The making of cams requires the skill of an expert toolmaker

because the finishing of a cam necessitates handwork.

Problems

1. Show by sketches: (a) a single-edge plate cam; (6) a double-edge plate

cam.
2. Show by sketches three types of cylinder cams.

3. Define and show graphically how the following motions are applied to

cams: (a) uniform motion; ( b ) harmonic motion; (c) uniformly acceler-

ated motion.
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4. For uniformly accelerated motion show: (a) how the series k, 4 k,

9 k, etc., is developed; (6) how the series 0, 3, 5, 7, etc., is found.

5 . Assume all circles and curves and show by a sketch a cam and follower,

giving the names of all curves and parts.

6 . Show by sketches: (a) a cam with a reciprocating roll follower; (6) a cam
with a reciprocating flat-face follower; (c) a cam with a swinging-roll

follower; (d) a cam with a swinging-flat follower.

7 . Lay out a cam chart for a cam which is rotating clockwise to give its

follower motion as follows;

() A 3-in. rise in 120 deg. of turn with uniformly accelerated and
retarded motion.

() A rest for 80 deg. of turn.

(c) A 3-in. drop to its original position with uniform motion during the

remaining angle.

8. Lay out a plate cam with a reciprocating-roll follower which will give

the follower motion as follows:

(a) A rise of 4 in. with harmonic motion during 120 deg. of clockwise

turn.

(b) A rest for 90 deg.

(c) A drop of 4 in. to the starting position, with uniform motion, during
the remaining angle.

Data .—Diameter of base circle is 43d£ in.

Diameter of roll is 1J4 in.

Diameter of roll pin is in.

Width of follower is H in.

Diameter of camshaft is 1% in.

Note: Make a full-size
{ fnk

dl

}
^raw^nS on a 1^“ hy 22-in. sheet, locat-

ing the center of the cam shaft 7J-£ in. from the top border line and in

the center of the sheet from right to left.

9 . Lay out a plate cam with a reciprocating flat-face follower, the base of

the latter making an angle of 90 deg. with the vertical center line of the
cam. The specifications are the same as given for the cam in Problem 8.

The follower face is to be >4 in. longer on each end than the length
necessary for contact.

10 . Lay out the theoretical and working curves for a plate cam which lias a,

1 in. to the right

1 in. to the left

,

shaft center.

The follower is to have the following motion:

( ) A rise of 2^4 in. with uniformly accelerated and retarded motion
during 150 deg. of counterclockwise turning.

() A rest for 30 deg.

(c

)

A drop of 2% in. with uniform motion during the remaining angle,

f pencil

reciprocating-roll follower offset of the eain-

Note : Make a full-size

| ink
drawing. Employ the method shown in

Fig. 15, dividing the large circle into equal angles starting at the point 1.

Locate the point c in the center of the sheet.
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11 . Lay out the theoretical and working curves for a plate cam which has its

reciprocating flat-face follower offset ?£ in. to the right of the camshaft
center. The specifications and note of Problem 10 also apply to this

problem.
12 . Lay out a cam chart for:

(a) The cam of Problem 10.

(b) The cam of Problem 10, with harmonic motion for the first portion,

instead of uniformly accelerated motion.
Note the difference in the theoretical curves for the uniformly accelerated

motion and the harmonic motion.

Note: Make a pencil drawing full size, the length of the chart to be equal
to the circumference of the base circle.

j
pencil

\ ink

similar to the one shown in Pig. 16(a). The center b moves through
30 deg. from b to d with harmonic motion for 180 deg. of clockwise

rotation of the cam; the center b rests for 45 deg. of turn; and b then
returns to its starting position with uniform motion during 135 deg. of

turn. The arm a0 is horizontal in its lowest position.

13 . Make a drawing of a cam which has a swinging-roll follower

Data.—Diameter of base circle is 534 in.

Diameter of roll is l 54e in.

Diameter of roll pin is 3 2 in-

Diameter of
f

Diameter of

^
hub a is 134 in.

f pin b is 34 in.

hub b is 1 in.

Diameter of camshaft is 2 34 in.

Diameter of cam hub is 4 in.

The key is 34 by 34 in.

The bell-crank angle 0a& is 75 deg.

The length a0 is 43-2 in.

The length ab is 434 in.

Note: The drawing is to be full size. Locate the point c 8k in. down
from the top border line, and central on the sheet from right and left.

Lay off the required motion along the arc bd, making the necessary

correction.

14 . Design a cam with a swinging-arm and crosshead follower like the one

shown in Fig. 16(a). The specification for the movement of the

follower e is:

() A drop of 2 1 o in. with harmonic motion during ISO deg. of counter-

clockwise rotation of the cam.

() A rest for 30 deg.

(c) A rise of 234 hi. with uniform motion for 150 deg.

Data .—Diameter of base circle is 4 7
g in.

Diameter of camshaft is 2 in.

Diameter of camshaft hub is 332 in.

The key is 34 by 34 in.

The length of link arm a0 is 3 its in.
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The length of ag is 43 2 hi.

The link 0g is horizontal in its original position.

The length of ge is 5 in.

The horizontal distance from the center line of cam to the center

line of guides is 8M in.

Diameter of roll is lJ-£ in.

Diameter of roll pin is in.

Diameter of pin at a is % in., at g is Jde in -> anci e ^ 7/\ 0 in.

The hubs are twice the diameter of the pins.

Distance between guides is 13^ in.

Note: The drawing is to be full size and in / pencil 1

\ink /
Locate the point

c 6^12 in. from the top border line and 6 in. from the left border line.

15 . Design a cylinder cam similar to the one shown in Fig. 21. The swing-
ing-follower arm is 8 in. long and sweeps from a to b with harmonic
motion during 150 deg. of clockwise rotation of the cam, rests for 60
deg., and sweeps from b to a with uniform motion during the remaining
angle.

Data .—Diameter of base cylinder is 5% in.

Length of cylinder is 53^£ in.

Chord distance ab is 4 in.

Large diameter of roll cone is % in.

Depth of groove is 6 in.

Shaft diameter is l^ie in*

Note: Locate the developed surface in the upper portion of the sheet, and
the two other views of the cam, as shown by Fig. 21

,
are to be drawn as

indicated. Make the drawing present a balanced appearance when com-
pleted. Show the theoretical and working curves on the developed cam
surface, and show the working curves on the other two views. Locate the
point c off the axis of the cylinder so that the path of the roll will be cen-
trally located with respect to the axis of the cam cylinder.
16 . Lay out the theoretical and working curves for a cylinder cam which

will move its reciprocating follower 4 in. to the left in two-thirds of a
revolution in a clockwise direction, rest for two-thirds of a revolution,
and return to its original position in the least number of turns.

Data —Same as for Problem 15.

Note: Make a full-sized pencil drawing. Locate the developed surface,
and two views so that the drawing will he well balanced on the sheet.



CHAPTER VI

MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION

95. The materials of construction used by design engineers

are, in the order of their importance: iron in its four forms of

cast iron, steel, malleable iron, and wrought iron; copper and
the alloys of copper, brass and bronze; light alloys of aluminum;
babbitt metals

;
and miscellaneous materials such as wood, fiber,

leather, and mica.

Iron is the most extensively used material for engineering

construction. It is one of the most widely distributed metals,

but it is not found in its native state except perhaps in meteorites.

Iron occurs in the form of various iron minerals, of which the

iron oxides (iron ores) are the most important. The iron can be

extracted more readily from the iron oxides than from some of

the other iron minerals.

It is difficult to realize in an age which regards iron and steel as

such important factors in the civilization of the world, that only

a few hundred years ago iron was extremely rare, and that as

late as the middle of the fourteenth century it was not widely used.

Wrought iron, the only iron then used, was probably first made by
reducing the ore with charcoal in a furnace similar to the modern
puddling furnace, and then hammering it into shape. That
wrought iron was known in ancient times is indicated by the

fact that a solid column of forged wrought iron at Delhi, India,

was probably built in 600 b.c., although the exact date is not

known. This column is 16 in. in diameter at the base, 12 in. at

the top, and 50 ft. in height. It is in a perfect state of preserva-

tion due to its coating of magnetic oxide, and is one of the most
interesting relics of the work done by the artisans of antiquity.

96. Classes of Iron.—Pure iron, or ferrite, is an element which

is crystalline in structure, and relatively soft. Commercial iron

occurs as pig iron
,
cast iron

,
malleable iron

,
wrought iron

,
and steel.

It is rather difficult to differentiate between these classes, but it

may be stated in general that the difference between cast

iron and steel is that the latter is malleable when hot. The
91
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difference between steel and wrought iron is that the latter con-

tains some foreign inert material, which is not in combination

with the iron, and which in the process of manufacture is drawn

into fibers, giving wrought iron a fibrous structure. The foreign

materials in steel are in combination with the iron.

97. Pig Iron.—Pig iron is a product obtained from the smelting

of iron ores in the blast furnace. Pig iron is a combination, or a

Fig, 1.—Blast furnace.

combination and mixture, of iron, carbon, silicon, manganese,
phosphorus, sulphur, and other elements. This product as
obtained from the blast furnace is rarely used for any purpose
except to be remelted to form cast iron, or to be converted into
wrought iron or steel.

98. The Blast Furnace.—The blast furnace is a structure from
60 to 150 ft. high, made of iron and steel, and lined with fire brick,
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as shown in Fig. 1. The furnace is charged with alternate layers

of coke, lime in the' form of limestone, which is used as a flux,

and iron ore. The air for the blast, which has been previously
compressed and heated, enters near the bottom of the furnace.

All of the material which is fed into the furnace leaves at the
bottom in fluid form, except the blast-furnace gas which leaves

the furnace at the top.

The iron-oxide (ore) is acted upon by the carbon monoxide
evolved from the fuel, and is reduced to metallic iron. During
the operation more or less carbon and other elements are taken
from the fuel, and the iron mass settles to the bottom of the fur-

nace, where it is tapped off at regular intervals into ladle cars,

and is converted into steel or is poured into sand molds or into a
pig-casting machine. The blast furnace is continuous in opera-

tion, and has a capacity of from 100 to 700 tons per day.
The pig-casting machine mentioned above consists of a series of

metal molds arranged on a conveyor or on a revolving table.

The molds are filled at one station and dumped at a second
station. Pig iron made in iron molds or in casting machines is

fairly clean, that is, free from sand.

99. Classification of Pig Irons.—In former times iron was
graded by the appearance of the fracture of a test bar, and num-
bered as shown in Table I.

Table I.—Classification of Pig Iron by Number and Fracture 1

Number Name Appearance of the fracture

Gray Dark gray, coarse grain, even and graphitic.

Gray Lighter in color than No. 1, with small uneven grain.

Gray Lighter in color than No. 2, fine grain.

Gray Fine but even grain because of high combined car-

bon content.

Mottled Brilliant white fracture, mottled with gray spots.

White Brilliant white, practically free from carbon.

1 Reprinted by permission from Boylston, H. M, “Iron and Steel,” John Wiley &
Sons, Inc.

The examination of the fracture gives an indication of the

quality of the iron, and is still widely used, but a more rigid

classification is by chemical analysis, limiting the percentages of

silicon, manganese, sulphur, and phosphorus, according to

Table II.
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Table II.—Classification of the Chief Grades of Pio Ikon hv

Chemical Analysis (Forsythe) 1

Silicon, Sulphur, Phosphorus, Manganese,
Grade of iron

per cent per cent per cent per cent

No. 1 foundry ... . 2.50 to 3.00 Under 0.035 0.5 to 1.00 Under 1.00

No. 2 foundry ... . 2.00 to 2.50 Under 0.045 0.5 to 1.00 Under 1.00

No. 3 foundry .... 1 . 50 to 2 . 00 Under 0 . 055 0 . 5 to 1.00 Under 1 . 00

Malleable 0 . 75 to 1 . 50 Under 0 . 050 Under 0 . 20 Under 1 . 00

Gray forge Under 1.50 Under 1.00 Under 1.00 Under 1.00

Bessemer 1.00 to 2.00 Under 0.050 Under 0.10 Under 1.00

Low phosphorus. . Under 2.00 Under 0.030 Under 0.03 Under 1.00

Basie Under 1.00 Under 0.050 Under 1.00 Under 1.00

Basic Bessemer . . . Under 1 . 00 Under 0.050 2 . 00 to 3 . 00 1 . 00 to 2 , 00

1 Forsythe, 41 The Blast Furnace and the Manufacture of Pig Iron," p. 286, IT. p. C.

Book Company (Reprinted by permission).

100. Chemical Elements in Cast Iron.—After pig iron has

been remelted in a cupola or air furnace and cast into any desired

form, it is known as cast iron. Cast iron contains from 92 to 96
per cent of iron and from 8 to 4 per cent of other elements. The
important elements are those given in Table II, and they occur

in combination with the iron, or as a combination and mixture.

These elements can hardly be classed as impurities because a

number of them give the iron its character and make it of com-
mercial value.

The percentage of carbon in cast iron varies from 2J4 to 4 per
cent. It may be present as combined carbon in the case of

white irons, or as combined carbon and free graphite in the case

of gray irons. A soft iron may contain as little as 0.20 per cent
of combined carbon, but the cast irons suitable for machine
purposes contain from 0.40 to 1.00 per cent. Carbon is the most
important element present in cast iron, and the hardness of the
iron is largely determined by the percentage of combined carbon.
Next to carbon, silicon is the most important element in cast

iron. In percentages from 0.5 to 3.5 its effect is to cause the
carbon to assume the graphitic form, and it therefore acts as a
softener. Silicon increases the fluidity of molten iron and the
density of castings, and decreases blowholes and shrinkage.
When silicon is present up to 5 or 6 per cent it acts as a hardener.
When less than about 0.5 per cent of phosphorus is present in

cast iron the effect is not marked. If more than 2 per cent of

phosphorus is present the cast iron is made weaker and more
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brittle. However, high phosphorus makes the iron more fluid

and decreases shrinkage, so that castings of intricate shape,
such as ornamental stove castings, may be made true to

pattern.

Sulphur is considered to be an undesirable element in cast

iron, and is usually limited to less than 0.1 per cent. Sulphur
tends to make cast iron weak and brittle at high temperatures.
Sulphur also promotes the formation of combined carbon, thus
causing the iron to become hard and brittle.

Fig. 2.—Cupula furnace. Manufactured in standard sizes with hourly capacities
of 14 to 30 tons.

Manganese in cast iron, in amounts up to about 2 per cent,

combines with sulphur, and thus helps to neutralize the bad
effect of sulphur. Manganese promotes the formation of com-
bined carbon, and therefore increases the hardness of cast iron.

Since an excess of manganese makes the iron too hard to be
machined easily, it is usually limited to 1.00 per cent.
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101. Castings.—Iron castings are made by melting pig iron or

mixtures of pig iron and scrap cast iron in a cupola or in an air

furnace, and then pouring the molten metal into molds. Figure

2 shows a cupola in which alternate layers of fuel and cast iron

are charged. Figure 3 shows an air furnace, which, although

not as commonly used as the cupola, makes possible a larger

quantity of iron for a single tapping. The iron in the air furnace

is hotter, under better control, does not absorb sulphur and car-

bon from the fuel, and is used principally for making castings

which are to be malleableized.

102. Advantages and Disadvantages of Cast Iron.—Iron ores

are available in such vast quantities, and their reduction to pig

iron is done on such a large scale, that the cost of cast iron is

relatively low. Castings are easily made and may be given any

Fig. 3.—Air furnace section 20-ton capacity. Furnace is churned through
the removable roof, the hearth is covered and the furnace tilled nearly to the
roof, leaving a free passage for flame to reach the rear bridge wall.

desired form. Cast iron resists oxidation to some extent, and has
a great compressive strength, which allows it to be used to
advantage for short compression members.
The disadvantages of cast iron include internal stresses, which

are produced when the iron cools and shrinks. Cast iron has a
low tensile strength and is brittle, so that it cannot be used under
conditions which subject it to much shock. Cast iron cannot be
welded or tempered, and in common with all castings, has hidden
defects unless the castings are made in a competent manner.
Some of the defects which may be encountered in castings are

hard castings, due to improper mixtures or chilling in spots;
blowholes and blisters, due to imprisoned gas; cold shuts, due to
streams of metal which do not unite properly because of low
temperature; checks, due to the prevention of contraction of the
casting

; internal stresses and warping, due to unequal shrinkage

;

segregation of sulphur and phosphorus compounds in spots;
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coarse grain, due to retarded cooling; and spongy spots, due to

too rapid solidification of the iron in the risers.

103. Chilled Castings.—When cast iron is cooled rapidly or

chilled after pouring, the carbon in the outer surface is retained

in the combined form. The outer portions of such castings

consist of white iron, which is hard and best suited to resist

wear, while the inner portions of the castings are soft and gray,

and therefore better able to resist shock.

Chilled castings are made in iron molds, the surfaces being
protected by a thin coating of clay wash. The chilling extends
to a depth of 3^ to ^ in. or more, and chilled castings must be
annealed before using to avoid cracking.

104. Annealing of Castings.—Annealing consists in bringing a

casting to a dull red heat and allowing it to cool slowly. Anneal-
ing is practiced for two purposes: (1) to eliminate internal stresses,

as in car wheels with chilled rims, and (2) to make gray-iron

castings softer so that they may be easily machined.
105. Pickling of Castings.—The scale on the surface of cast

iron is hard and destructive to cutting tools, and is frequently

removed by pickling in a bath of dilute sulphuric acid. A more
recent process employs dilute hydrofluoric acid, which removes
the silicates which cause the destructive effect on the cutting

tools.

106. Sand Blasting.—Pickling is a disagreeable operation, and
is sometimes replaced by a sand-blasting process. The most
recent development for the cleaning of large castings makes use of

a hydraulic washer, in which water under high pressure (250 to

400 lb. per square inch) is shot through a nozzle directly against

the casting walls, the action of the water and the adhering sand
effecting the cleaning. The hydraulic washer has a closed

compartment containing the castings, and the operator manip-
ulates the nozzle from the outside while watching the operation

through a glass window.
Small castings, ‘when their shape permits and the danger of

breakage is not too great, are cleaned in revolving metal drums,

in which they are tumbled for several hours with hard cast-iron

stars, whose abrasive action effects the cleaning.

107. Malleable Cast Iron.—The process of giving white cast

iron the desirable property of malleability was sought for by
several of the European iron masters. A French physicist,

Reaumur, in 1722 described a process which is essentially the
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practice followed in Europe by the producers of malleable cast

iron. Reaumur’s method was to pack castings in pulverized

iron oxide (hematite ore), and heat them to a bright-red heat.

The heat was maintained for many days and removed all but

traces of carbon in the iron. This process could not be applied

to castings with thick walls due to the time required for anneal-

ing. Castings with thin and thick walls would be completely

decarburized in the thin parts but not in the thicker ones. This

malleablizing process, called the white-heart process, was limited

to small castings, and is still used in Germany, France, and
England.

In America the malleablizing process does not depend primarily

upon the decarburizing process, but upon the fact that annealing

changes the combined carbon in white iron to a special form of

graphitic carbon called temper carbon . The temper carbon is

much more finely divided and much more uniformly distributed

in the iron than the graphitic carbon, which occurs in flakes in

ordinary gray cast iron. The American, or black-heart malleable

cast iron, is an iron of relatively low carbon and silicon. It

has a closely regulated composition, a silvery white fracture, and
is glass hard and brittle.

The white-iron castings, after removal of excess material and
cleaning by tumbling or otherwise, are packed in annealing pots.

The castings may be alone or may be packed with a material like

sand, which supports the castings, prevents warping, and to

some extent prevents oxidation. The ovens are fired by coal,

gas, or oil, and raised to a temperature of from 1550 to 1650° F.

The temperature is attained in from 20 to 35 hr., and then main-
tained for 40 to 75 hr. After slow cooling the castings are
removed, the annealing process having made them soft, strong,

and ductile.

108. Wrought Iron.—That wrought iron was known in ancient
times has already been mentioned, but its production became an
industry only during the latter half of the eighteenth century.
The industry flourished until the discovery and application of the
converter method of making steel caused steel to replace wrought
iron for most purposes, because of the relatively low cost of steel.

Wrought iron is produced in the puddling furnace in a pasty
condition, and a puddle ball usually weighs about 600 lb. The
latest development in the production of wrought iron is the Aston
process, which dispenses with the puddle furnace, and produces
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the puddle ball by dropping molten steef\iif*a hath nf molten

slag.
^

The slag which is not all removed from the pud^LS^fa”^
squeezing, is well distributed by rolling, and gives the iron it*

fibrous structure, which distinguishes it from other ferrous

products. Due to the presence of sulphur, wrought iron may
be brittle or “red short” when hot, and due to the presence of

phosphorus it may be “cold short” at ordinary temperatures.
109. Advantages and Disadvantages of Wrought Iron.

—

Compared with cast iron, wrought iron has a high tensile and
transverse strength, and because of its ductility will withstand
shock. It can be forged, welded, punched, and riveted. It

softens and welds at 1600° F., and can be forged at a still lower

temperature. For certain classes of material like pipe and
sheets where corrosive resistance is required, wrought iron is

sometimes specified in place of steel, although the first cost of

steel is lower.

Compared with steel, wrought iron is higher in cost and cannot

be hardened like steel by quenching, but it can be case hardened.

Wrought iron cannot be cast, because in melting, the slag and
iron would not remain intimately mixed, and the product would
lose its characteristic properties.

110. The Manufacture of Steel.—The so-called “steel age”
began in 1856 with the invention of the converter by the English-

man, Henry Bessemer. An American, William Kelly, had dis-

covered the same process in 1847, but had neglected to apply

for a patent. After some litigation Kelly sold his claim to the

Bessemer interests. The first Bessemer steel plant was built

in 1860 at Sheffield, England, and manufactured high-carbon

steel from Swedish pig iron. The Bessemer process employs a

converter, shown in Fig. 4, which is a pear-shaped vessel about

20 ft. high and about 10 ft. in diameter at the base. The con-

verter is supported on trunnions, one of which is hollow to permit

the injection of an air blast in any position of the converter.

The capacity of converters is from 10 to 25 tons.

In the manufacture of steel by the Bessemer process the con-

verter is charged, while in a horizontal position, with molten iron

taken from a mixer. The mixer, shown in Fig. 5, has a capacity

of 200 to 600 tons and is used to equalize the product taken from

various casts of the blast furnace. The air blast, at a pressure of

20 to 25 lb. per square inch, is turned on, and the converter is
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then turned to an upright position. The “blowing” whieh

then proceeds burns up the carbon, silicon, and manganese.

Gets Hood

The converter is turned to Hie horizontal
position to he charged with ho t iron from
the blast furnace or cupo/a furnace

,
it is

then turned to theposition shown in
the figure for blowing

Fig. 4.—Converter.

The mixer is fired by gas to keep the iron hot as it
comes from the blast furnaces until the open
hearth furnaces or converters are ready to becharged

Some mixers are heated by regenerated heat
similar to the open hearth system

Fig. 5.—200-ton hot metal mixer.

Recarburizers, consisting of a silicon-manganese-carbon alloy,

are then added to the melt while the metal is being poured into
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ladles, in order that the oxygen may be removed and the metal
brought up to the required carbon content.

The original Bessemer process, the acid Bessemer

,

required a
pig iron low in phosphorus, because the refractory material

used in lining the furnace was acid in character, and the acid

slag produced did not eliminate the phosphorus in the iron.

In 1878 Thomas and Gilchrist developed the basic Bessemer

process, in which the converter is lined with a material basic in

character. This process made possible the use of irons high in

as f°How<s
//0 /pjg , ron from the mixer 36per cent
Colapiq iron^cht/ls andmolds 17 '* "

S3 ~

7ngo+butfs
jp •tscrap,turnings 7

Sheet Scrap 4
Steel Scrap 35
Ferro- manganese 0.5

Ferro Silicon A2A "

47 0 •'

pig iron 53per cent

Steelscrap 47 « "

Totalmetal tOO "

Fiti. (j.- open-hearth furnace.

phosphorus, because the basic slag unites with the phosphorus

and thus effects its partial removal.

111. The Open-hearth Furnace.—Between 1858 and 1868

the English inventor, William Siemens, developed the open-

hearth process of making steel. The open-hearth furnace, shown

in Fig. 6, is charged with pig iron and iron ore, or pig iron, scrap,

and iron ore. The metal is melted by the heat obtained from

burning gases which have been preheated by passing through

checker brick chambers. The regenerative principle is used by
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employing a system of valves which permit the waste gases from

the furnace to heat these brick chambers, and then allow the

gas and air to be preheated by passing through one set of

chambers while the waste gases are heating a second set.

The Siemens process employs the principle of oxidation as

does the Bessemer process, but in the Siemens process iron ore

is used as the oxidizing agent. A greater variety of raw materials

may be used in this process, and the elimination of the impurities

can be made to take place gradually, thus permitting better

control of the product. The capacity of open-hearth furnaces

ranges from 40 to 100 tons, and both acid and basic open-hearth

furnaces are used.

Bessemer steel finds its principal use in the manufacture of

pipe, tubes, plates, and sheets. The open-hearth grade is used

for structural steel, and in recent years has supplanted Bessemer

steel for nearly all purposes.

112. Crucible Steel.—Crucible steel is produced by melting

wrought iron and steel scrap in crucibles made of clay and
graphite. The metal ingredients are controlled by proper

additions, and then cast into ingots or directly made into small

castings. Since the crucibles hold only 50 or 100 lb. of metal,

this process can be employed economically in the production

of only the finest carbon alloy steels, used for tools, cutlery, and
springs.

113. Electric-furnace Steel.—The recent application of the

electric furnace to the production of steel has resulted in its

adoption for making steel where a superior product is required.

Any product formerly made by the crucible process can ‘be made
by the electric furnace at a lower cost. Complex alloy steels

can be made with precision, and also steels free from impurities,

which are of great value for electrical apparatus. Large castings can
be made from one furnace charge where several crucibles would
be necessary if made by the crucible process. Electric-furnace

steel is especially adapted for making small castings in which the
metal must be free from slags and oxides, and cast at a high
temperature. Electric-furnace steel is used extensively by
railroads, and in the manufacture of automobiles, aeroplanes,
machinery, engines, tools, and guns.

114. Steel.—Steel is iron having various other elements in
chemical combination. Some of the differences between cast
iron, wrought iron, and steel have been previously mentioned.
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Some steels are inherently soft and ductile, and others are hard
and brittle. Some steels become hard when cooled rapidly, and
others become hard when cooled slowly. In the following

sections, steels are classified as carbon and alloy steels.

115. Carbon Steel.—Carbon is the principal hardening
element in carbon steel, although silicon and manganese are also

present, and may aid in producing desirable qualities. The
amount of carbon may vary from a trace to 2.00 per cent, and
is usually expressed in “points,” a 0.20 per cent carbon steel

being called a 20-point carbon steel. Steel increases in tensile

strength, hardness, and fusibility with increase of carbon.

Ductility, on the other hand, decreases with increase of carbon.

The silicon content of carbon steels ordinarily does not exceed

0.50 per cent, and is usually below 0.25 per cent. Silicon is

often added to the molten steel to remove oxygen and prevent
blowholes. In the manufacture of steel castings the deoxidizing

effect of silicon is important because it quiets the melt and
insures soundness. Silicon is about one third as effective as

carbon in increasing hardness.

The manganese content of carbon steel ordinarily does not
exceed 1.00 per cent, and usually ranges from 0.30 to 0.60 per cent.

Manganese has a strong affinity for oxygen and sulphur, and aids

in withdrawing these elements into the slag. Manganese
increases hardness and brittleness, and in steel castings promotes
soundness. In the higher carbon steels manganese increases the

solubility of carbon in iron, and has a tendency to cause the

metal to crack when suddenly quenched.

Phosphorus is considered an injurious element in steel, and
is usually specified to be below 0.05 per cent. Phosphorus makes
steel brittle at ordinary temperatures, and decreases the resist-

ance to shock. The compounds of phosphorus have a tendency

to segregate in spots.

Sulphur is also considered to be an undesirable element in

steel, and is usually specified to be under 0.05 per cent. Sulphur

makes steel brittle when hot, and the presence of sulphur as high

as 0.07 or 0.08 per cent makes welding difficult.

116. Alloy Steels.—Alloy steels are very largely used and

owe their properties to the combination, with iron and carbon,

of elements such as nickel
,
chromium, vanadium, manganese, and

tungsten. Nickel in quantities from 3.5 to 4 per cent increases

the ductility and toughness as compared with a plain carbon
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steel of equal strength. Nickel steels are very commonly used

for machine parts after having received a heat treatment of

quenching and tempering. Nickel steels containing from 30 to

35 per cent nickel have high strength and ductility and good

resistance to corrosion.

Manganese steel containing from 10 to 14 per cent of manganese

can be given some very remarkable properties with proper heat

treatment. It is very tough and has great resistance to abrasion.

It is used for rails on curves, for frogs and switches, for vaults and
safes, and for crusher jaws and rolls.

Chrome steels contain from 0.5 to 2 per cent of chromium.
The steel is hard, has a high strength, and good toughness. It

is used for chisels, drills, and saw blades. Chrome-nickel and
chrome-vanadium steels are largely used for automobile springs

and shafts.

Vanadium steels contain from 0. 10 to 0.20 per cent of vanadium,
and have great strength and hardness. They are used for forg-

ings, automobile axles, and springs.

The high-speed steels are iron alloys of chromium, vanadium,
and carbon, containing from 15 to 20 per cent of tungsten. By a

proper heat treatment these steels become very hard, and retain

their hardness even up to a red heat. High-speed steels are used
for lathe and planer tools, milling cutters, and where heavy cuts

develop high temperatures in the tools.

117. Copper.—Copper in its native state is widely distributed,

and has for this reason been used alone or alloyed with tin or

zinc from the earliest times. Commercial copper is never pure
copper, but is chemically combined with impurities like iron,

red oxide of copper, oxide of antimony, tin, and lead.

Copper is soft, very ductile, very malleable, and can be ham-
mered or rolled into sheets or drawn into wire. It has great

conductivity for heat and electricity, it can be forged hot or

cold, but it cannot be easily welded except electrically. Joints
in this material may be “brazed,” and are only slightly weaker
than the solid sheet. Cold working increases the strength of

copper, but also makes it harder and more brittle. The effects of

cold work may be removed by annealing, which consists in heating
the copper to a temperature of 500 to 800° F., and quenching
in water. Copper does not expand when changing from the mol-
ten to the solid state, so that it is difficult to get sharp and sound
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castings. A little phosphorus added to the metal before pouring
improves the castings and also increases its strength.

118. Brass.—An alloy of copper and zinc is known as brass,

and one of copper and tin is known as bronze. Both of these

alloys may have other constituents besides the ones mentioned,
so that the terms brass and bronze are used somewhat loosely.

The percentage of zinc in the brasses varies between 10 and 40
per cent. Brass is harder than copper, very ductile and malleable,

and may be rolled into sheets or drawn into wire. It may be
“struck up” in dies, or “spun” into various shapes when cold.

It is used in the construction of scientific apparatus, cartridge

cases, bearings, parts of machines, and in places where resistance

to corrosion is a factor.

Delta metal is a brass containing a certain amount of iron.

It has great tenacity, may be worked hot or cold, and may be
brazed. It is used for making special shapes by hot stamping,

and in places where strength and resistance to corrosion are

desired.

119. Bronzes .—Phosphor bronze is an alloy of copper, tin, and
zinc, which has been fluxed with 0.1 to 4 per cent of phosphorus
to clear the alloy of oxides. Phosphor bronze has great strength

and soundness, and has replaced iron and steel for propellers,

pump rods, and valves, where resistance to corrosion is important.

Manganese bronze is an alloy of bronze and ferro-manganese,

having qualities similar to those of phosphor bronze. It is about
as strong and tough as mild steel, and may be forged at a cherry-

red heat. Manganese bronze containing a large proportion of

zinc may be forged and rolled hot or cold, and is used for nuts,

bolts, rods, plates, and sheets.

Aluminum bronze contains from 7 to 10 per cent of aluminum,
and gives the alloy great strength and toughness. The alloy

casts readily, can be worked easily, and can be forged at a red

heat. It is used for valves, pump rods, propellers, engine gears,

springs, and all places where strength and resistance to corrosion

are important.

120. Babbitt Metal.—Babbitt metal may mean any one of a

number of alloys of tin, antimony, lead, copper, iron, and arsenic.

The principal use of this alloy is for the lining of bearings.

121. Wood.—The principal woods used in machine construc-

tion are white ash
,
beech, white oak, and maple. White ash is

tough, elastic, and durable when protected from the weather,
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and is used for tool handles and wagon tongues. Beech is smooth
and of compact grain, and is used for the teeth of mortise gears.

White oak is hard, tough, and strong, and is used for agricultural

implements and wagon stock. Hard maple is tough and strong,

and is used for ship and car construction.

Note: For a specification of any material that is used in design engineer-
ing, the student is referred to the specifications of the American Society
for Testing Materials, known as the A.S.T.M. Standards.



CHAPTER VII

FUNDAMENTAL MECHANICS

122. Design consists in the determination of the form and
size of the various parts of a structure or machine, preceding its

fabrication. A structure is a combination of resistant bodies so

connected that the application of force to one member produces
definite forces in the other members. One characteristic of a

structure is the absence of appreciable relative motion. A
bridge is an example of a structure. A machine is a combination
of fixed and movable parts, interposed between the source of

power and the work to be done, for the purpose of adapting the

one to the other. Examples are the steam engine, which con-

verts energy into useful work; and the dynamo, which converts

mechanical work into electrical energy.

Kineinatics is the name given to the study of motion without

regard to the forces which cause the motion. Motion means a

change of position. The design engineer is interested in the

application of the several kinds of motion to machine parts,

such as plane
,
helical

,
and spherical motion.

The motion of a point or body may be classified as either

rectilinear or curvilinear motion. Rectilinear motion is motion in

a straight line, and curvilinear motion is motion in a curved line.

The position of a point may be specified by its distance from
some fixed origin in its path.

The displacement of a point for any interval of time is the

distance from its position at the beginning of the interval to its

position at the end of the interval. The displacement is a

straight line in either rectilinear or curvilinear motion.

The velocity of a point is the rate of change of its displacement

with respect to time. In a rectilinear motion, velocity is uniform

when equal displacements take place in equal intervals of time.

All other motions have non-uniform velocity. A velocity in

curvilinear motion cannot be uniform, because the displacements

cannot be the same in direction even though they are otherwise

equal.

107
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The acceleration of a point is the rate of change of velocity with

respect to time.

In rectilinear motion displacements, velocities, and accelera-

tions have magnitude, and either a plus or minus direction;

while in curvilinear motion displacements, velocities, and acceler-

ations have magnitude, and the direction may be plus or minus

at any angle whatsoever.

Translation is a motion of a body such that all lines in the body
remain fixed in direction. The side rod of a locomotive moves
with a motion of translation. A body sliding in a straight line

on a table also moves with a motion of translation. Obviously

rectilinear motion is a type of translation.

Rotation is a motion of a body such that one line in the body
or its extension remains fixed. This fixed line is the axis of

rotation, and all points in the body describe circles about the

axis of rotation.

Plane motion of a body is one in which every point in the body
remains at a constant distance from a fixed plane. A cylinder

rolling down a plane in a straight line is an illustration of plane

motion.

Helical motion and spherical motion are two special cases of

motion in three dimensions. Helical motion is traced by a point

which moves uniformerly around an axis and at the same time

moves uniformly parallel to the axis. Spherical motion is

such that only one point in the body is fixed; each point, except-

ing the fixed one, moving on the surface of a sphere.

Work is said to be done by a force when it has a component
parallel to the displacement which occurs, and the amount of

work is the product of the displacement times the working
component of the force. The time element does not enter in

work.

Power is the rate of doing work with respect to time. The
average power would be the work done divided by the correspond-
ing interval of time. The engineering unit of power is called

horsepower
,
and is the work done in 1 min. in raising a 1-lb.

weight through a distance of 33,000 ft. Horsepower is, therefore,

the work done in foot-pounds divided by 33,000. The electrical

unit is the kilowatt
,
or 1,000 watts, and there are 746 watts in 1

horsepower.

123. Stresses and Strains.—Load is defined as any external

force acting upon a machine or structural member. When a
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load is steady it is called a dead load, while if it is variable it is

called a live load. A live load may be suddenly applied without
impact

,
or may be applied with impact by falling through a

distance.

When external forces are applied to a body there are set up at

various sections of the body internal forces which resist the
external forces. The internal force acting

on any cross-section is called the stress at

that section. Figure 1 shows a simple

clamp, and when this device is in use there

are forces PP, acting as shown. At a sec-

tion such as AA there is a force exerted by
one portion of the clamp on the adjacent

portion, and either of these forces is called

the stress at the section.

Stresses may be simple or they may be

quite complex, and they may be caused by
a variety of actions. A body may be

stressed by a load which it supports, by a

load which falls on it, by magnetic forces,

and by changes in temperature.

By intensity of stress is meant the stress

sectional area. Intensity of stress is usually expressed in pounds
per square inch in the United States, and is often called unit

stress, although the appropriateness of this term is questionable.

In England intensity of stress is expressed in long tons per

square inch, and on the continent in kilograms per square

Fig. 2.

centimeter. Intensity of stress may be uniform over a surface,

or it may vary from point to point.

When a body is subjected to external forces there is a change

in its shape or size, or both, and this change is called strain . The
general term for the change of form is called deformation. By
unit strain is meant the charge in length or volume divided by the

original length or volume in which the strain accurred.

124. Tension and Compression.—In Fig. 2 is shown a case of

axial tension
,
in which the body is subjected to forces which tend

per unit of cross-
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to stretch it. For such a case the stress is called tension and the

strain is called elongation or tensile deformation .

In Fig. 3 is shown a case of axial compression
,
in which the

body is subjected to forces which tend to squeeze it. For such

a case the stress is called compression and the strain is called

shortening or compressive deformation.

Fig. 3.

In both Figs. 2 and 3, if the load P is applied along the axis

of the bar, the stress at a section such as AA will be uniformly

distributed, and for equilibrium:

P = SA, (1)

in which P denotes total load or external force, in pounds.

A denotes area of cross-section at right angles to the

external force, in in.
2

S denotes unit stress, in pounds per square inch.

125. Shear.—In Fig. 4 the body consists of two plates con-

nected by a rivet. In this case the forces PP tend to cut the

p— T"fe . „

Fig. 4.

rivet in two or shear it, and the stress on the rivet cross-section

is called shear stress. Here also, for equilibrium

:

P = SaA, (2)

in which P denotes total load or external force, in, pounds.

A denotes area of cross-section, in in.
2

Ss denotes average unit shear stress, in pounds per

square inch.

It should be noted that for tension and compression the area
involved in formula (1) is at right angles to the external force,

while for shear the area involved in formula (2) is parallel to the
external force.
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126. Working Stress and Factor of Safety.—The ultimate

strength of the materials used in engineering construction has

Table I.—Ultimate Strength of Materials
(Average values)

Material

Tension,

pounds per
square
inch

Compres-
sion,

pounds per
square
inch

Shear,

pounds per
square
inch

Weight,
pounds per

cubic

inch

Cast iron, gray, ordinary 18,000 90,000 18,000 0.26
Best grade 25 , 000 100,000 25,000
Malleable 45,000 100,000 45,000 0.28

Wrought iron, parallel to fibers 48,000 35,000“ 36,000 0.28
Perpendicular to fibers 35,000 28,000

Steel, forged or rolled 0.28
0.08 to 0.15 per cent C, structural 55,000 to 35,000 to 45 , 000 to

65 , 000 40,000“ 48,000
0.15 to 0.40 per cent C, medium 65,000 to 40,000 to

80 , 000 50,000“ 60,000
0.40 to 0.70 per cent C, hard 80 , 000 to 50 , 000 to

110,000 55 , 000“ 65 , 000
0.70 to 1.15 per cent C, spring 110,000 to 55,000 to

150,000 80 , 000“ 85 , 000
Nickel, heat treated 110,000 90 , 000“ 80,000
Castings 60,000 to 25,000 to 50 , 000 to

80,000 35,000“ 60,000
Brass, soft, rolled. 50 , 000 15,000* 0.3C

Castings 30 , 000 5,000*
Bronze, cast, ordinary 30 , 000 10,000* 0.31

Cast, aluminum 60,000 25 , 000*

Cast, manganese 70 , 000 30 , 000*

Cast, phosphor 35 , 000 12,000*

Rolled, phosphor 65,000 63 , 000*

Rolled, Tobin 70 , 000 42 , 000 J

Copper, eastings . . 22 , 000 5 , 000* 0.32
Rolled, forged 30,000 20 , 000*

Hard-drawn wire. . . . 50,000 30 . 000*

Aluminum, castings 13,000 5,000* 0. 108
Rolled 20 , 000 15,000*

Stone .... . 6 , 000 0 . 093
Brick 3 , 000 0.069
Concrete 300 3,000 0.087
Reathcu- . . . 4,000 0 . 035
Wood .

j

White oak, parallel to grain 14,000 3 . 500
j

1 , 000 0.02S
Across grain . . 500 900°

White pine, parall 1 to g r ain 10,000 3,000 600 0.017
Across grain 250 300*

Southern long leaf, parallel to grain 4,000 1,100 0.023
Across gram 275 500*

“ The ultimate strength in compression for ductile materials is usually taken as the yield

point of the material. The values marked are yield points. The bearing values for pins

and rivets may be much higher, and for structural steel is taken as 90,000 lb. per square inch.

* The values thus marked are elastic limits.
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been obtained experimentally, and from these values the breaking
strength of a machine or structure may be computed approxi-

mately. It is evident, however, that the stress induced in any
part of a machine or structure should be considerably less than
the breaking load. The unit stress which may be safely used
under working or operating conditions is called safe working
stress . .Engineering experience has determined what unit stresses

may be used as safe working stresses. The ultimate strength of

a material divided by the safe working stress is called factor of
safety. The proper factor of safety to be used in a given case
depends upon the reliability and uniformity of the material,
and also upon whether the load which is applied is a dead load,

repeated load, or an impact load.

Table I gives the ultimate strengths of a variety of materials,
and Table II indicates some of the factors of safety used under
different conditions.

Table II.—Factors of Safety
(Average values)

Kind of load

Material
Steady or

dead,

producing

stress of

one kind only

Varying or

live,

producing
equal alter-

nate stresses

of different

kind

Wrought iron, mild steel, structural
steel and machinery steel

1

4 0
Hard steel 5 6
Cast iron and brittle metals 6 10
Timber 0 10
Masonry and brickwork .... 10 15

a

Shear Stress Produced by Axial Tension or Compres-
sion.—It can be shown 1 that when a body is subjected to axial
tension or compression there is produced on every oblique plane
(see Fig. 5) a shearing unit stress whose value is:

K P
2A sin 2d,

(3)

1 Maurkk and Withey, “Strength of Materials,” p. S.
Boyd, “Strength of Materials,” p. 51.
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in which P denotes axial load in tension or compression, in pounds.
A denotes cross-sectional area at right angles to P

,

in in. 2

6 denotes the angle which the oblique plane makes with
the axis of the body.

Ss denotes unit shear stress parallel to the oblique
plane, in pounds per square inch.

The intensity of this unit shear stress reaches a maximum value
when 6 is 45 deg., and Ss is then

P
equal to *

T-» .

s'
*

In Fig. 5 the unit tensile or
Fig. 5.

compressive stress normal to the oblique plane is:

St or (4)

This unit stress is always less than that on the plane at right

angles to the load P.

128. Tension and Compression Produced by Shear Stress.

—

When a body such as that shown in Fig. 6 is subjected to shearing

forces QQ on the two end faces, it is evident that for equilibrium

there must be forces PP on
the top and bottom faces.

Furthermore, it can be shown 1

that if the unit shear stress

due to Q is S8 then the unit

shear stress due to P is also S8 .

The unit stresses produced on
any oblique plane at an angle

0 by the tangential force R s and the normal force R n are:

*SY = Ss cos 26, (o)

( 6 )

in which Ss denotes unit shear stress applied to the body, in

pounds per square inch.

d denotes the angle which the oblique plane makes
with the horizontal.

1 Maurer and Withey, ‘‘Strength of Materials/
1

p. 10.

Boyd, “Strength of Materials,” p. 55.
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S's denotes unit shear stress parallel to the oblique

plane, in pounds per square inch.

Sn denotes unit normal stress perpendicular to the

oblique plane, in pounds per square inch.

It can also be shown that the normal unit stress Sn becomes a

maximum when 6 is 45 deg. and 135 deg., and its value is then

equal to the original shearing unit stress S3 applied to the body.

In Fig. 6 the normal unit stress on the 45-deg. plane would be

compressive, and on the 135-deg. plane it would be tensile.

A body subjected to twist, as will be shown later, is subjected

to shearing unit stresses. A striking test of the above theory

may be made by twisting a piece of chalk to destruction by apply-

ing a twisting couple at each end. For a brittle material like

chalk the breaking strength in tension is less than that in either

shear or compression. Since the chalk is subjected to equal

unit stresses in tension, compression, and shear, it will fail accord-

ing to the weakest ultimate strength, which is tension. But if it

fails in tension, it should fail on a line making 45 deg. with the

axis of the chalk. If the experiment is performed, holding an
end of the chalk in each hand, failure will occur as suggested.

129. Stress-deformation Diagram.—In Fig. 7 is shown a

stress-deformation curve of a ductile material like soft steel sub-

<£“'*! H~ Uni+ DeformcrHon (5+re+ch in inches per

jected to tension. The
data for such a curve may
be obtained by subjecting

a specimen to tension in

a testing machine, and
measuring the loads and
corresponding elongations.

From the loads and elonga-

tions the unit stresses and
ich) the unit strains may be

Fig. 7 .—Stress-deformation for soft steel,
computed.

For a material like steel
it is found that the unit stresses are proportional to the unit
elongations up to a point A on the diagram. The unit stress
corresponding to this point is called the proportional elastic limit,
and the material is said to be elastic up to this unit stress.

Slightly beyond the elastic limit the material yields when it

is ductile, and the deformation increases with no appreciable
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increase in unit stress. The unit stress corresponding to this

point £ on the diagram is called the yield 'point.

Beyond the yield point the stress increases again with increase

of deformation until the highest unit stress is reached at C
,

which is called the ultimate tensile strength. For a ductile mate-
rial the specimen will begin to reduce in cross-section, or neck

down
,
at the ultimate, and the final stress at failure, the breaking

unit stress
,
may be considerably less than the ultimate strength.

All the unit stresses for the stress-deformation curve are cal-

culated on the basis of the original area.

For unit stresses within the proportional elastic limit the ratio

of unit stress to unit deformation is constant, and this ratio is

called the modulus of elasticity or Young’s modulus .

The fact that for most materials at low stresses the unit stress

is proportional to the unit deformation, makes it one of the funda-

mental assumptions in deriving formulas for calculating the unit

stress and the unit deformation. This phenomenon of propor-

tionality is known as Hooke’s Law
}
in honor of the man who

first observed and reported it.

Within the elastic limit the following relations exist:

S = PL = SL = P
€ Ae e Ae

(7)

in which E denotes modulus of elasticity, in pounds per square

inch.

P denotes total load, in pounds.

L denotes length over which deformation occurs,

in inches.

e denotes total deformation in the length L, in inches.

€ denotes unit deformation, in inches per inch.

S denotes unit stress, in pounds per square inch.

130. Poisson’s Ratio.—Within the elastic limit a specimen
under tension has its diameter slightly decreased, and under
compression slightly increased. The ratio of the unit lateral

deformation to the unit longitudinal deformation is called Poisson’s

ratio. This ratio has an average value of about 0.25 for cast

iron and steel, and it can be shown 1 that the relation between the

Maurer and Withey, “Strength of Materials,” p. 22.

Boyd, “Strength of Materials,” p. 57.
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modulus of elasticity in

of elasticity in shear is:

tension or compression and the modulus

Es ~
2(1 +\)’ (8 )

in which Es denotes modulus of elasticity in shear, in pounds per

square inch.

E denotes modulus of elasticity in tension or com-

pression, in pounds per square inch.

X denotes Poisson’s ratio.

When Poisson’s ratio is 0.25, Es is two-fifths of E.

Table III shows average values of modulus of elasticity for

some of the common metals.

Table III.

—

Values op Modulus op Elasticity

Modulus of elasticity (pounds
per inch 2

)

Material
Tension or

compression E Shear E8

Aluminum .... 9,000,000 3,700,000
Brass 13,000,000 5,000,000
Bronze 13,000,000 5,000,000
Bronze Mn .... 16,000,000 (>,000,000
Copper, cast . . 15,000,000
Copper, drawn 17,000,000 0,000,000
Iron, cast 15,000,000 0,000, 000
Iron, mall 22,000,000 8, 800,000
Iron, wrought

.

27,000,000 11,000,000
Steel 30,000,000 12,000,000
Zinc 12,000,000

131. Resilience.—By elastic resilience of a material is meant the
energy which can be absorbed for stresses below the elastic limit.

When the material is stressed to its elastic limit the corresponding
resilience per cubic inch is called the modulus of resilience .

The elastic resilience in inch pounds is evidently given by the
following formula:

Resilience = f'&Pe

in which P denotes the load applied, in pounds.

e denotes the corresponding deformation, in inches.
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Substituting SA forP and eL for e it follows

:

Hence

:

Resilience = %Se * AL .

Resilience per cubic inch = Se = S2

2E' (9)

132. Flexure or Bending.—When a force acts along the axis

of a member it produces direct stress in tension or compression.

When a force acts with a lever arm, as shown in Fig. 8, it produces
a moment . The magnitude of the moment with respect to a line is

the product of the force and the

perpendicular lever arm or moment
arm. Since force is usually ex-

pressed in pounds, and distance in

feet or inches, moment will be

expressed in foot-pounds or inch-

pounds.

In Fig. 8 any section of the bar at a distance of x from W
would be subjected to a moment of Wx. It is also evident that

in this bar every cross-section is subjected to a shear of W.

n
J

£
Fi<j. 9.

A machine or structural element which is subjected to loads

and reactions transversely to its long dimension is called a beam.

Beams may be classified by the manner in which they are

supported, thus a beam simply supported at either end, as in

Fig. 9, is called a simple beam . A beam fixed at one end and free

at the other, as in Fig. 10, is called a cantilever beam. A beam

overhanging its supports, as in Fig. 11, is called an overhanging
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beam . A beam which is restrained or fixed at either end, as in

Fig. 12, is called a restrained or fixed-ended beam . A beam

resting on more than two supports, as in Fig. 13, is called a

continuous beam .

'f*

1

k k
Fig. 13.

1

Experiment has shown that when a horizontal beam, supported

at the ends, is bent under vertical loads and reactions (a common
case), the fibers on the upper side of the beam are shortened,

and those on the lower side are elongated. Somewhere between
the top and bottom fibers is a surface at which the fibers are

neither shortened nor lengthened, and this is called the neutral

surface. The intersection of the neutral surface with any cross-

section is called the neutral axis. Experiment has shown that the

Fig. 14.

deformations in the fibers are directly proportional to their
distances from the neutral surface, and therefore, within the
elastic limit, the unit stresses are also directly proportional to the
distances from the neutral surface. Due to bending, therefore,
the stress distribution at the cross-section of a beam is as shown
in Fig. 14.

It can be shown 1 that the relation between the bending moment
in a beam and the unit fiber stress in tension or compression is:

c
or

( 10 )

in which M denotes bending moment at the given section where
the unit stress is wanted, in inch-pounds.

1 Maurer and Withey, “Strength of Materials,” p. 123.
Boyd, “Strength of Materials,” p. 120.
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c denotes distance from the neutral surface to the
extreme fiber, in inches.

I denotes moment of inertia of the cross-section at

which the stress is wanted, in in. 4 . I is taken with
respect to the neutral axis.

S denotes unit stress, in pounds per square inch.

It should be remembered that formula (10) may be used for

calculating the fiber unit stress at the outer fiber of a beam or at

any other fiber. Since the unit stress is proportional to the
distance from the neutral surface, if S' and c' are respec-

tively the unit stress at, and the distance to, the fiber in question,

then: Sc S S'

S'
~ ' °r _

'

It is evident that formula (10) is of general application to any
fiber.

In formula (10) the values of I and of c depend upon the size

and shape of the beam cross-section, and the term I/c is called

section factor or section modulus.

133. Shear in Beams.—It is evident in Fig. 14 that a total

shear equal to W exists at every cross-section of the beam. It

can be shown 1 that the shearing unit stress in a beam is not

uniformly distributed over the cross-section, but varies according

to the following formula (see Fig. 15).

S. = jb
a'y', (11)

in which S3 denotes shearing unit stress at the fiber a distance y
from the neutral axis, in pounds per square inch.

V denotes total shear at the cross-section where the

unit stress is wanted, in pounds.

I denotes moment of inertia of the entire cross-section

with respect to the neutral axis, in in. 4
.

b denotes net width of the cross-section at the fiber

where the unit stress is wanted, in inches.

a' denotes area above or below the fiber where the unit

stress is wanted, in in. 2
.

1 Maurer and Withey, “Strength of Materials,” p. 131.

Boyd, “Strength of Materials,” p. 207.
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y' denotes distance from the neutral axis to the centroid

of the area a' in inches.

denotes (see Fig. 15) distance from the neutral axis

to the place where the unit stress is wanted in inches.

Fiu. 15.

In beams of ordinary length the shearing unit stress is usually

not of importance compared with the bending unit stress. It is

Table IV.—Bending Moments and Shearing Forces in Beams

Maximum
shearing

forc(‘ at B

Rea<d ion

Case Kind of beam Maximum bend-
ing moment

Hi hh

a Cantilever, load at the
\

end M = Wl 1 W w
b Cantilever, uniformly

loaded
Wl w W
Wl w w W

c Simple, load at center M
4 2 2 2

Simple, load off center
n jr vYr 1 s\ L*l} Wh Wh Wh Wh

d M = W
j l

° r
l l l

e Simple, uniformly
loaded Wl w w w

8 2 2 2

f Restrained, load at Wl w W w
center 8 2 2 2

9 Restrained, uniformly Wl w W W
loaded 12 2 2 2
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only when beams are very short that the shear may become the

determining factor for strength.

Table IV shows the bending moments, shearing forces, and
reactions for some of the more common loadings on beams.

Table V shows the properties of some of the more common
beam cross-sections.

134. Beams of Uniform Strength.—A very common design

for machine parts which are acting as beams is to make them
approximately of uniform strength. In the beams discussed

thus far the cross-section has been constant throughout the
length of the beam; and the maximum unit fiber stress in a
cantilever, for instance, would occur only at the fixed end.

Evidently the cross-sections at other places along the length of

the beam are larger than necessary. In a beam of uniform
strength the maximum unit fiber stress at any section is kept
constant, and the cross-section is varied in size according to the
requirements of formula (10) for beams.

It will be sufficient to illustrate the principle by discussing

cantilever beams of rectangular cross-section carrying the more

common loadings. Figure 16 represents a cantilever beam with
a load P at the free end, and the design will be based on a cross-
section of constant width and varying depth.
The bending moment at any cross-section distant x from P is

Px
}
and according to formula (10)

:

- =

-?- -W <-)

By assigning various values to x and computing for the depth
d the profile of the beam may be determined.
For the beam just discussed the depth at the free end might

be zero so far as bending moment is concerned, but this is not the
case if shear is to be provided for. For a rectangular section the
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maximum shearing unit stress occurs at the neutral axis, and is

equal to three-halves of the average, or:

, = 3 V 3 P_ _ 3 P
'* 2 A 2 Bd’ 2 BS (13)

The profile of the beam would therefore look like that shown in

Fig. 17. The notch at the free end could be left, or the profile

could be made a smooth curve.

Figures 18, 19, and 20 show other profiles of cantilever beams
of uniform strength and various loadings.

Fig. 18.—Concentrated load.

Even for cross-sections much more complicated than the

rectangular it is possible to determine a beam of approximately

uniform strength. Formula (10) may be applied at every half

foot or every foot along the length of the beam, thus locating

enough points to determine the profile.

135. Eccentrically Loaded Prisms.—A short

prism, such as shown in Fig. 21, may be subjected

to a tensile or compressive load P, acting at a dis-
,

tance e from the axis of the prism. The action of B_

this load is equivalent to a direct axial load P, and

a bending moment Pe. 1

The direct axial load produces on the cross-section

of the prism a uniformly distributed stress, which,

according to Formula (1), equals:

P
A

The bending moment, Pe, produces a flexural

stress, which, according to formula (10) equals:

I

S
Fig. 21.

s = Pec •

Maurer and Withe y, “Strength of Materials,” p. 307.

Boyd, u Strength of Materials,” p. 240.
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This flexural unit stress for the case shown in Fig. 21 would
be compressive at A and tensile at B. The combined stress due

to both effects would therefore be added at A because both

stresses are compressive. At B they would be subtracted from

each other, and whether the resultant stress at B was tensile or

compressive, would depend on whether the axial stress was
smaller or greater than the flexural stress.

Cases of combined flexure and direct stress in which the eccen-

tricity of the load is relatively large may occur as shown in Fig. 22.

Fig. 22. Fig. 23.

Other cases of combined flexure and direct stress, not involving

eccentric loads, may occur due to an oblique load acting on a

beam as shown in Fig. 23. In this case the load P lies in the plane

B B
,
the component producing axial stress is P cos 0, while

the component producing flexural stress is P sin 0 . The maxi-
mum moment would occur at the

fixed end of the beam and would be

equal to Pe sin <9.

136. Curved Beams.—The discus-

sion in the previous section applies

correctly to such cases as shown in

Figs. 21 and 22 in which the sides

B j4 of the beam are straight. It is not

correct to compute the flexural stress

by this method for cases like C frames
Fig. 24. or hooks in which the sides of the

beams are curved, as shown in Fig.

24. The unit flexural stress at a point such as A depends on
the radius of curvature R in such manner that the smaller the
radius R, the larger is the unit flexural stress.

The reason for this may be illustrated by Figs. 25 and 26.

In Fig. 25 two parallel planes such as AB before loading might
take the position CD after loading, the deformations being pro-

portional to the distance from the centroidal axis. The deforma-
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tion BD and the deformation CA would both occur in an original

length which is the same in each case, being the distance between
the original planes AB . The unit deformations would therefore

be equal for two fibers equally distant from the centroidal axis.

In Fig. 26 the planes AB before loading might take the position

CD after loading. The deformation DB, however, would have
occurred in an original length BB, while the deformation EF
would have occurred in an original length EE> which is smaller.

Therefore, even for fibers equally distant from the centroidal

axis, the unit deformation would be greater for fibers to the right

of the centroidal axis than for fibers to the left. It is evident,

therefore, that for curved beams the unit deformations and also

the unit stresses will not vary linearly,

but will vary somewhat as shown in the

lower part of Fig. 24.

For curved beams, therefore, the

formula Me/

1

= S, based upon beams

Fig. 25. Fig. 26.

BD&B

CA AC

with straight sides, gives maximum unit stresses which are too

small. It can be shown 1 that the formula for the maximum unit

stress in curved beams is as follows;

Pe
(

R
R{A' - A)\R - c

Pe (A' _
R(A' - A)\

R
R + c;

+ £ (14)

+ A (15)

in which Pe denotes bending moment, in inch-pounds.

A denotes area of cross-section, in in. 2
.

R denotes radius of curvature for the centroidal axis,

in inches.

c denotes distance from centroidal axis to place where

unit stress is wanted, in inches.

S denotes the maximum unit stress, in pounds per

square inch.

1 Maurer and Withey, “ Strength of Materials,” p. 212.

Boyo, ‘‘Strength of Materials/’ p. 350.
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A f denotes a factor depending upon the shape and size

of the cross-section.

For Fig. 24, formula (14) would be used for computing the

tensile stress to the right of the centroidal axis, and formula (15)

for computing the compressive stress to the left of the centroidal

axis.

, It can be shown that the factor A

'

has the following value:

the notation being the same as above, except that c' is variable.

The value of A

*

for regular geometrical areas like the rectangle,

triangle, or circle, may be computed by the calculus. For
irregular areas resort is had to graphical and semi-graphical

methods. 1

137. Deflections of Beams.—For some cases of loaded beams
the maximum deflection of the beam rather than the maximum
unit stress governs the design, and in many problems it is desir-

able to be able to calculate the deflection of a beam. Methods
have therefore been developed for determining the equation of

the elastic curve, which is the curve which the neutral surface

assumes in the deflected position of the beam. In developing

the relations between the bending moment and the elastic curve
it can be shown 2 that the following formula holds:

R = El
~M’ (16)

in which R denotes the radius of curvature of the elastic curve
at any point, in inches.

M denotes bending moment at the same point, in

inch-pounds.

E denotes modulus of elasticity of the material, in

pounds per square inch.

I denotes moment of inertia of the cross-section of the

beam with respect to the neutral axis, in inches. 4

Formula (16) is useful in such problems as the bending of a
band saw over a wheel. For this case, sinceM = SI/c

9
R = Ec/S

,

1 Maurer and Withey, “Strength of Materials/’ p. 218.

Morley, “Strength of Materials,” p. 339.
2 Maurer and Withey, “Strength of Materials,” p. 170.

Boyd, “Strength of Materials,” p. 143.
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and the unit stress existing in the saw for a given wheel radius
and thickness of saw may be easily computed

.

The equation of the elastic curve in terms of rectangular
coordinates may be obtained from the following formula: 1

m
For a specific case of loading on a beam the equation of M in

terms of x must be inserted, and the equation must then be
integrated twice to obtain the relation between x and y of the
elastic curve. Expressions for the maximum deflections of
beams under the more common loadings may be found in the
various engineers 7 handbooks.

138. Torsion.—When a machine or structural element is

subjected to a twisting moment as shown in Fig. 27, the member

is said to be subjected to torsion. The stresses set up by torsion
are shearing stresses.

Ex-periment has shown that a longitudinal element on the
surface of a shaft will be twisted into a helix, and at any cross-

section the unit shear stresses, which are produced by the external

twisting moment or torque
,
vary as the distance from the axis

of the shaft.

It can be shown 2 that the relation existing between torque
and unit stress is as follows:

Trn = ^ (18)

in which Tm denotes torque or twisting moment, in inch-pounds.

J denotes polar moment of inertia of the cross-section,

in in. K

r denotes distance to the outer fiber, in inches.
1 Maurer and Withey, “Strength of Materials,” p. 171.

Boyd, “Strength of Materials,” p. 144.
2 Maurer and Withey, “Strength of Materials,” p. 250.

Boyd, “Strength of Materials,” p. S2.
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It should be clearly noted that this formula is correct only for

solid or hollow circular shafts, which are the most commonly
used sections. to transmit torque in machines. Textbooks on

strength of materials give formulas for the ellipse and rectangle,

but for complicated sections there are no theoretical formulas,

and resort must be had to experiment or to empirical formulas

based on experiment.

Just as was the case with formula (10) for beams, formula (18)

may be used to calculate the unit shear stress at any point of the

cross-section of a shaft. If r
f
is the distance from the axis of the

shaft to the fiber where the unit stress is S', then Tm = S'J/r

Another important formula for torsion problems is that which

gives the angle of twist of the shaft between two cross-sections a

distance L away from each other. The formula 1 is

:

_ 57.3TJL
( Q v

6 - "XT ’ (19)

in which 0 denotes the angle of twist, in degrees.

Tm denotes torque acting on the shaft, in inch-pounds.

L denotes length over which twist occurs, in inches.

Es denotes modulus of elasticity in shear, in pounds per

square inch.

J denotes polar moment of inertia of the shaft cross-

section, in in. 4
.

139 . Stresses in Columns.—Compression members may be

divided into three classes: (1) those which are so short that

practically no bending takes place and the stress is uniformly

distributed over the cross-section; (2) those which are so long

that the bending effect is the most significant action; and (3)

those which are intermediate in length, so that the resultant

maximum stress is partly due to bending and partly due to

direct stress. The word “column” is usually restricted to long

compression members which would fall into the classes 2 and
3, above.

The end conditions of a column affect the load which can be
carried, by the restraint which the ends offer in preventing the

bending of the column. Figure 28 shows various end conditions

of columns. Found ends, as shown in Fig. 28(a), do not restrain

the column at the ends. Figure 28(5) shows bending in a plane
1 Maurer and Withey, “ Strength of Materials,” p. 252.

Boyd, “Strength of Materials,” p. 80.
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perpendicular to the axis of the pins. The restraint would be
due to the friction at the pins. For bending in a plane parallel

to the axis of the pins (see Fig. 28 (c)) the column would be
very considerably restrained, and would approach the square-
ended or fixed-ended condition. Flat ends (Fig. 28(d)) offer

considerable restraint at the ends, and fixed ends (Fig. 28 (e))

offer even greater restraint than flat ends.

Fig. 2&.-“End conditions for columns.

It can be shown 1 that Euler’s formula for long columns is the

appropriate one to apply to class 2, as follows:

„ mEI P mE
p =

~zr or z
=
(W’ (20 )

in which P denotes maximum load which the column will carry,

in pounds.

E denotes modulus of elasticity of the material, in

pounds per square inch.

/ denotes least moment of inertia of the cross-section,

in in. 4
.

L denotes length of the column, in inches.

r denotes least radius of gyration of the column cross-

section, in inches.

m denotes a constant depending upon end conditions.

Experiments have shown that the constant m has an average

value of about 10 for round-ended columns, 16 for pin or hinged

ends, and 25 for square or flat ends.

1 Maurer and Withey, “Strength of Materials, ” p. 285.

Boyd, “Strength of Materials,” p. 258.
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Most of the columns used in bridges and buildings fall into

class 3, and the formulas which are used in discussing such

columns have in them experimental constants determined from

tests on columns. The most common formula used in the

United States today, and one of the simplest, is the so-called

“straight-line formula,” first suggested in 1886 by T. H. Johnson.

Johnson found that a straight line made tangent to Euler’s

curve for long columns fitted experimental points quite well.

To determine whether a given column falls into class 2 or class

3, the criterion of slenderness ratio, L/r
,

is applied as follows:

L/r = (21 >

in which the notation is the same as before, and S is an experi-

mental constant related to the yield point or ultimate compressive

strength of the material. If the slenderness ratio of a given

column is greater than that given by formula (21) it falls into

class 2 and should be handled by means of the Euler formula.

If the slenderness ratio is less than that given by formula (21)

it falls into class 3 and should be handled by means of one of the

straight-line formulas.

Two of the commonly used straight-line formulas are the

American Railway Engineering Association formula and the

American Bridge Company formula. Table VI gives these

formulas, and shows also some of the limiting conditions of their

use.

Table VI

Name of formula Formula
P/A

must not
exceed

Slenderness ratio
limitations

American Railway Engineering
Association 1 P/A = 15,000 - 50^ 12,500 L/r < 200

American Bridge Company 0T—

C1o803IIVft* 13,000 L/r > 60, L/r <120

P/A = 13,000 - 50- 1

T
L/r > 120, L/r < 200

140. Combined Stresses.—There are many cases in practice in

which structural or machine members are subjected to combined
stresses, due to the simultaneous action of either tensile or com-
pressive stresses combined with shear stresses. In a reinforced
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concrete beam there is tension due to flexure, and shear due to

beam shear. In many shafts there is tension and compression
due to flexure or direct stress, and shear due to torsion.

It can be shown 1 that the maximum unit stresses due to com-
binations of tensile or compressive stresses with shear stresses

are as follows

:

f + V(iy+'s- (22)

V(f) + ^ 2
’

(23)

in which St denotes the maximum unit tensile stress, in pounds
per square inch.

Sc denotes the maximum unit compressive stress, in

pounds per square inch.

S/ denotes the maximum unit shear stress, in pounds
per square inch.

S denotes the unit stress in tension or compression due
to flexure or direct stress, in pounds per square

inch.

S3 denotes the unit stress in shear due to beam shear or

torsion, in pounds per square inch.

One of the common cases of combined stresses occurs in shafts

subjected simultaneously to a torque and a bending moment.
In such a case S may be computed by means of formula (10) for

beams, and S* may be computed by means of formula (18) for

torsion. Having these unit stresses, formulas (22) and (23)

may be applied to determine the maximum unit stresses due to

the combination.

In design problems, S t ', S/, and Ss
' would be fixed by engineer-

ing practice, and the design dimensions would be required. For
such cases the formulas commonly give third- and fourth-power

equations, which are often most quickly solved by trial and error

methods, that is, by assuming a dimension and finding out

whether the two sides of the equation balance.

141. Other Considerations.—Problems in the design of struc-

tures and machines involve stresses which may be conveniently

grouped into three classes: (1) stresses due to steady or quiescent

1 Maurer and Withey, “Strength of Materials/’ p. 30.

Boyd, “Strength of Materials,” p. 294.
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loads; (2) stresses due to repeated loads; and (3) stresses due to

impact loads.

When members are subjected to steady loads, it is usually

sufficient if the design is based upon working stresses which are

less than the elastic limit and ultimate strength of the material.

Under repeated loads the phenomenon of “fatigue” must be
taken into account, and under impact loads the “elastic resil-

ience” is of prime importance. Repeated impact will give rise

to conditions which are very closely related to fatigue.

142. Fatigue Phenomena.—The case of repeated loads may be
illustrated by a pair of wheels and axle under an ordinary rail-

road freight car. Consider the portion of the axle projecting

beyond the wheels. The upper fibers of the axle are under
tensile stress and the lower fibers under the same amount of

compressive stress. As the wheels roll, the fiber which was at

the top of the axle is at the bottom at the next instant. In such
a case the stresses are reversed from tension to compression for

each revolution of the wheels, and this is called a cycle of stress.

In other cases of repeated loads the unit stresses may be only
partly reversed, and in still other cases the unit stresses may be
of the same kind but changing from a minimum to a maximum
value.

Numerous experiments have shown that when a material is

subjected to repeated stresses of sufficient magnitude, the action
of the stresses is such as to start a microscopic crack, which, under
continued application of stress, spreads until failure occurs.

Figure 29 shows typical endurance curves for several steels, in

which the unit stress to which the specimen was subjected is

plotted as ordinate, and the number of cycles of stress for rupture
is plotted as abscissa. The unit stress which the material can
withstand apparently indefinitely, which is shown on the dia-
gram by the horizontal part of the curve, is called the endurance
limit. For materials subjected to repeated stresses it is evident
that the endurance limit is a significant property, and machines
and structures must be so designed that the working stress is less

than this limit.

Figure 30 shows a diagram for wrought ferrous metals which is

known as the Goodman diagram, and which was developed
independently by both Goodman and J. B. Johnson. The
ordinate to the line EB represents the static ultimate tensile
strength of the metal. The minimum stresses are plotted along
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a 45-degree line DOB. The horizontal line through 0 is the line of

zero stress*, tensile stress being plotted above the line and com-
pressive stress below it. According to the “dynamic theory

”

of suddenly applied loads, the minimum or dead-load stress plus

Ki<j. 2S>.— -Effect of heat treatment on endurance limit.

twice the live-load stress equals the static ultimate strength;

and the maximum applied stress should fall on a line CAB, such

that the point A is five-tenths of the ultimate static strength.

Goodman plotted endurance limits obtained by various investi-

gators after the material has been subjected to over 4,000,000
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cycles of stress, and he found that these experimental points fell

fairly well on the straight line CAB.
As the diagram shows, when the minimum stress is zero the

maximum stress for indefinite endurance should be five-tenths of

the ultimate static strength. When the stress is completely

reversed at CD, the plus and minus stresses should be one-third

of the ultimate strength. Presumably a diagram similar to

the one shown in Fig. 30 would hold when the stress above the

zero line is compression and that below it is tension. Experi-

mental data, however, are very meager for these combinations

of compressive stress.

Fig. 30.—Goodman diagram for range of stress.

According to the Goodman diagram the range of stress (alge-

braic difference between maximum and minimum) is greatest

for reversed stresses, and decreases as the maximum stress is

increased above one-third of the ultimate strength, being actually

zero when the maximum stress coincides with the ultimate.

In other words, as the maximum stress is increased the minimum
stress must be decreased algebraically, in order that the material

may be stressed indefinitely without failure.

J. B. Johnson developed a formula, which was later simplified by
Barr, based on a diagram similar to Goodman's. The formula is:

0 . 5Su
1 - 0.5/

max (24)
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in which Su denotes static ultimate tensile strength, in pounds
per square inch.

r denotes range ratio for the cycle of stress, that is, the

ratio of the minimum stress to the maximum stress.

Srn«v denotes the maximum unit stress during the cycle.

It should be remembered that r, the range ratio, is positive if

the stress limits of a cycle are both tensile or both compressive,

but is negative if one limit is tensile and the other compressive.

Experiments have shown that $_i, the endurance limit for

completely reversed stresses, is about five-tenths of the ultimate

tensile strength, instead of one-third as indicated by the Goodman
diagram.

The Goodman diagram shows that the ratio So : i has a
value of 1.5, So being the endurance limit when the minimum
stress is zero, and $_i having the same meaning as above. Exper-
iments show that it is reasonably safe to assume that such a
ratio exists.

Moore and Kommers 1 have suggested a modification of the

J. B. Johnson formula which is not based on any assumed ratio

of S-

1

: SU) but rather on an experimentally determined value

of S-

1

for each metal. The value of 1.5 for the ratio Sa : S-

1

is retained, and the formula is:

qt 1 . 5$

—

1 Sraa.%
*Jmax — ~Z X ? Of p-y

1 — 0 .or o_i — r

in which the notation is the same as before. If r = 0,

(25)

S-i

1.5, the Goodman ratio.

It should be remembered that elastic failure is as important

as fatigue failure, and therefore $max as determined by Goodman’s
diagram or any formula for endurance stresses should

never be permitted to exceed the elastic limit of the

material.

“The Fatigue of Metals” by Moore and Kommers
gives convenient tables showing what may be expected

for the endurance limit of numerous steels and also non-

ferrous metals.

143. Impact Stresses.—Figure 31 shows an ordinary

tension bar, supported at the upper end, and subjected to the

stresses produced when a weight W is allowed to drop from a height

1 Moore and Kommers, “ Fatigue of Metals,” p. 185.
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h. It can be shown 1 that under these circumstances the stress

produced in the member due to the application of the load is as

follows

:

Si - S + (26)

in which S denotes unit stress produced in the member if W were

a quiescent load, in pounds.

e denotes total deformation in the member due to

W acting as a quiescent load, in inches.

h denotes distance through which the load W falls, in

inches.

Si denotes the unit stress actually produced by the

impact, in pounds per square inch.

Formula (26) shows that when h is zero, that is, when the load

W is “ suddenly applied” without falling through any distance,

the stress is twice as great as that due to W applied as a quiescent

load. It is also obvious that with increase in h the unit

stress Si increases very rapidly, and it follows that disastrously

high stresses may be produced by impact loads.

If the bar in Fig. 31 is held in a horizontal position and the

weight W is projected against the end with a velocity V, it can
be shown that the stress produced in the member is as follows:

Sl = S
\Fe’ (27)

in which S denotes unit stress produced in the member if W
were a quiescent load, in pounds per square inch.

F 2

h denotes
,
V being the velocity of the weight W in

inches per second, and g being the acceleration of

gravity in inches per second per second.

e denotes total deformation in the member due to W
acting as a quiescent load, in inches.

144. Effect of Shape on the Resilience of a Member.—The
shape of a member may affect the amount of energy which
can be absorbed safely, for the reason that resilience is the
product of stress and deformation. Suppose that in Fig. 32 the
bolt must withstand tension, and let the maximum unit stress

permitted at the root area of the threads be 16,000 lb. per square
1 Maurer and Withey, £< Strength of Materials,” p. 32 .
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inch. A 1-in. bolt has a diameter at the root of the thread of

0.837 in., therefore the unit stress in the shank of the bolt would

be 11,200.1b. per square inch. The shank of the bolt could

therefore absorb. an amount of energy equal to:

Energy =
2 x 30

}
000,000

X ' X 6 9,84

If the design of the shank of the bolt were changed as shown in

Fig. 33, so that the smaller diameter of the shank were made

equal to that at the root of the threads, then the energy that

could be absorbed by the bolt would be:

„ 16,000 2

v irO.837 2

v , . ,
11,200 2

Energy -
2 x 30,000,000

X X 4,5 +
2 X 30,000,000

= 10.55 + 2.46 = 13.01 in.-lb.

This shows that the bolt in Fig. 33 can absorb 32 per cent more

energy than the bolt in Fig. 32. This is due to the fact that with

the higher unit stress in the smaller diameter of the shank goes a

greater elongation, which together produce a greater capacity

for absorbing energy.



CHAPTER VIII

RIVETED JOINTS AND FASTENINGS

146. Rivets are the simplest form of fastener, and are used as

connectors in structural and machine work where a permanent

fastener is desirable. There are two general classes of riveted

connections, one in which strength alone is important, and the

other in which a fluid-tight joint is an additional requirement

besides strength. Rivets are used generally for fasteners for

ductile materials, as it is difficult to form the head in the process

of riveting against a brittle material like cast iron.

A rivet is a short cylindrical bar with upset heads. The
first head is formed on the rivet in an upsetting machine called a

header. The rivet is applied by passing the body of the rivet

through the members to be fastened, and then upsetting the

protruding point, forming a second head on the other end.

The application of a rivet and the forming of the second head is

called “riveting.” The heads of rivets have various forms,

depending upon the use of the rivet. Figure 1 shows some of

the types used in practice.

146. Driving of Rivets.—A rivet may be driven hot or cold.

When the rivet is driven cold it should accurately fit the hole,

as it is used primarily as a fastener to resist shearing action.

When the head is being formed in cold riveting, the impact of

the hammer or machine may damage the metal in the head being

formed. Hot riveting is done while the metal in the rivet is

138
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plastic, allowing the head to be formed with less danger of start-

ing cracks in the metal of the head. In cooling, the rivet will

shrink, and this contraction between the heads draws the
members tightly together, and in so doing set's up an initial stress

in the body of the rivet. This stress is indeterminate, but insome
rivets it is of considerable amount. Any additional load on a rivet

so stressed might cause the rivet to become overloaded, resulting

in the rupture of the rivet. For this reason great caution should
be exercised in the use of rivets in locations where the rivet is

likely to be subjected to an external tensile load. Figure 2 shows
a rivet before and after driving.

Fig. 2.—Rivet before and after driving.

The diameter of a rivet is one-sixteenth inch less than that of

the hole into which it is to fit, to insure easy entrance of a hot

rivet. In driving, the rivet metal in the hole spreads out to

fill the hole, and after cooling the rivet is slightly smaller, but
for all practical purposes the rivet and hole are assumed to be of

the same diameter. In calculations for boilers, the bearing,

shearing, and net tensile areas are all based on the diameter

of the hole. The head formed on a rivet by driving should be

concentric with the hole, if the rivet is to carry its full share

of the load. In design it is assumed that each rivet is equally

loaded, and that the bearing pressure is equally distributed over

the plate areas.

Riveting done by hydraulic or pneumatic machines is more
uniform and dependable than hand riveting. The pressure

that is used for machine riveting varies with the grip of the rivet.

If the grip does not exceed the diameter of the rivet, pressures

according to Table I are recommended. If the grip is greater

than the rivet diameter, the pressure should be increased

approximately in proportion to the square root of the grip of

the rivet. The power required for cold riveting is about double

that which is required for hot riveting.
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Table I.—Pressures for Hot Riveting
(R. D. Wood & Co.)

Diameter of rivet,

inches
|

Pressure in pounds per square inch of rivet area

Boiler work Tank work Structural work

H 40,000 30,000 18,000

% 50,000 36,000 24,000

H 66 , 000 44,000
; 30,000

H 90,000 60,000 44,000
l 120,000 90,000 60,000
lH 150,000 120,000 76,000

ni 200,000 140,000 90,000m 250,000 170,000 120,000

For boiler work the rivet holes should be in perfect alignment
and the hole walls true and clean. The plates should be held

together by bolts which fill the holes, until they are replaced by
the rivets. If the holes are punched, the holes should be cleaned

out by reaming, using a reamer that is H6 in. larger in diam-
eter than the punched hole. Punched holes are not true

cylinders, because the slug volume is less than that of the hole.

The explanation is, that, in piercing the sheet, the punch pushes
some metal against the hole walls in shearing out the slug, thereby
doing some damage to the metal in the hole walls. Reaming the

holes removes this damaged metal and at the same time trues

up the hole. Drifting, that is forcing holes into alignment
by the use of a long taper pin, should be discouraged because
such practice crushes the metal by the wedging action of

the pin.

When holes are punched there is a loss of strength in the plate

unless the holes are reamed, although annealing the plate will

restore its strength to some degree. This loss due to punching
is estimated at 10 per cent for J^-in plates, 20 per cent for %-in.
plates, and 30 per cent for %-in. plates.

In structural work, other than pressure vessels, punched holes

are permitted, punching being cheaper, and the insertion of a
few extra rivets in structural joints perhaps more than offsets any
weakness due to the use of punched holes. For work in which the
plates are punched but not reamed, the practice is to punch the
hole He in. larger than the diameter of the rivert. For purposes
of calculation, the bearing and shearing areas are based upon the
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diameter of the rivet, while the net tensile or compressive area
is based upon the diameter of the rivet plus }yg in.

Before riveting, all fins due to drilling or punching should be
removed, to insure good surfaces between the joint. In boiler

and tank work the outside edge of the plates is usually beveled.
If the rivets do not pull the plates of the joint together tight
enough to prevent leakage, the outside edge or edges of the plates
are calked, but care should be taken not to cut into the surface
of the plate along the seam. For this reason the nose of the
calking tool should be rounded and in the hands of a careful
workman. Calking as shown in Fig. 3(6) is to be recommended,

<«> (b)

Fig. 3.—Caulking seams of riveted joints.

so that the plates along the seam will not spring apart as shown
by Fig. 3(a).

147. Friction in Riveted Joints.—It is evident that there is

considerable frictional resistance between the surfaces of a joint,

which resists the slipping of one surface over the other; but as the

tension in the rivets is indeterminate, the resultant friction is

not taken into account in the calculations for the joint. There-

fore, being on the side of safety, friction adds to the strength of

the joint. Experiments have shown that the frictional resistance

developed in riveted joints is often equivalent to a shearing unit

stress on the rivets of 7,000 to 10,000 lb. per square inch. 1

148. Types of Riveted Joints.—Boiler and tank joints are

classified as lap or butt joints. In lap joints the shell plates are

overlapped so that one, two, or three rows of rivets can be driven

through the double thickness of plate, and are specified as

:

(a) Single-riveted (Fig. 4).

(b) Double-riveted (Fig. 5).

(c) Triple-riveted (Fig. 6).

Butt joints are formed by bringing the main plates together in

line and using strap plates to overlap for riveting. Butt joints

are specified as:

1 Johnson, Bryan, and Turneattre, “ Modern Framed Structures/ 7

Part III, p. 117.
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(d) Single-riveted (Fig. 7).

(e) Double-riveted (Fig. 8)

(/) Triple-riveted (Fig. 9).

Fig. 4.—Single riveted lap joint. Fig. 5.—Double riveted lap joint.

Fig. 6.—Triple riveted lap joint, Fig. 7.—Single riveted one strap
staggered pattern. butt joint.

Fig. 8.—Double riveted two strap butt joint. -Triple riveted two strap
butt joint.

(g) Quadruple-riveted (Fig. 10).

(h) Quintuple-riveted.

Practice recommends that butt joints be used for the longi-

tudinal seams for all boilers with shell diameters over 36 in.,

and that lap joints be used on boilers of less than 36-in. diameters
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and pressures 100 lb. per square inch or less. The girth seams

are lap joints because the stress is only one-half in this direction as

compared with the stress in the circumferential direction.

A boiler shell is a cylinder with thin walls, and it may be

assumed that the intensity of stress is distributed uniformly

over the full thickness of the plate. This assumption is justified

so long as the thickness of the plate is small compared with the

diameter of the shell.

The thickness of shell that will resist rupture along a longitu-

dinal line is: 1

f _ V X D
1 ~

2S,
( 1 )

in which t denotes thickness of the metal, in inches.

p denotes internal pressure, in pounds per square inch.

D denotes inside diameter of shell, in inches.

S t denotes unit stress in the metal, in pounds per square

inch.

The force tending to rupture the girth seams is only one-half

that which tends to burst the shell longitudinally, hence:

PJXJD
4~S

’

in which the notation is the same as before.

149. Relative Strength of Joints.—The relative strength of a

riveted joint, often called its efficiency, is the ratio of the strength

of the joint to the strength of the unperforated solid plate. Table

II shows the approximate relative strengths that may be expected

from various types of riveted joints.

i Maurer and Withey, “Strength of Materials,” p. 76.

Boyd, £i Strength of Materials,
11

p. 75.
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Table II.

—

Relative Strength op Riveted Joints
(In percentage)

Minimum Maximum Average

Single-riveted lap joint 52 64 55
Double-riveted lap joint 64 78 70
Triple-riveted lap joint 64 84 78
Single-riveted butt joint 53 64 60
Double-riveted butt joint 64 78 75
Triple-riveted butt joint 78 88 80
Quadruple-riveted butt joint 94 96 95

160 . Factor of Safety.—The factor of safety that is recom-
mended by the Boiler Code Committee of the American Society

of Mechanical Engineers is 5. The allowable stresses for design
become

:

S t = 11,000 lb. per square inch.

« 95,000 . ,o c
— — — = 19,000 lb. per square inch.

44 000
S8

3

= 8,800 lb. per square inch.

161 . Types of Failure.—A single-riveted lap boiler joint may |

fail due to any one of the following causes:

Fig. 11.

—

Various types of failure of riveted Joint.
%

1. Shearing of the rivet as shown by Fig. 11(6).

2. Tearing the plate through the rivet holes as atA (Fig. 11(a)).
3. Crushing of the plate in front of a rivet as at B.
4. Crushing of the rivet.

5. Tearing out the plate as shown at C. *

6. Splitting the plate as at D.
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If the joint is a complex one, failure may be due to a combination
of the above causes, and for illustration, in Sec. 155 a quadruple-
riveted, butt and double strap joint will be checked for strength.
This same method may be applied to any joint.

152. Pitch.—The greatest distance between rivets along a
seam is called Fitch. The seams around the boiler are called

girth seams and the lengthwise seams are called longitudinal
seams. The distance between adjacent rows of rivets is called

back pitch. The margin is the distance from the edge of the
plate to the center line of the nearest row of rivets.

The spacing of the rivets in any seam repeats itself, and the
width which will take in all the rivets, making up a pattern, is

called a unit strip, and this is equal in width to the pitch. The
pitch should be chosen so as to result in a good relation between
size of rivet and cross-section of perforated plate.

The distance of rivet holes from the edge of the plate is

governed by arbitrary rules which experience and experiment
have shown to be safe. The A.S.M.E. Boiler Code states that
rivet holes in plates for longitudinal joints, except in the ends of

butt straps, shall not be less than 1}4 nor more than 1% times

the diameter of the rivet holes from the edge of the plate.

The pitch of the different types of joints is approximately as

given in Table III.

Table III.—Relation of Pitch to the Size of Rivet

Type of joint

Pitch in inches
!

Back pitch, inches

1 Longitudinal seams
|

Girth seams

Lap, single-riveted. 2d -h 0.375 1.5d + 0.719
1

Not less than 2d
Double-riveted. 3d + 0 . 1SS ! 3d + 0 . 125 Same
Triple-riveted. 4

.

5d - 0.28 3d + 0.125 Same
Butt, single-riveted 2 76d 1 ,5d + 0 719! Same
D ouble-riveted •id Hh 1.25 3d + 0 125

,

Same
Triple-riveted 12d — 2.75 when d =

I

1 H e to Js» d -f

7.0625 when d —
1 ?de to 1He, b<i -f

0.875 when d - IK
to IK 6

! 2d +• 0.938 between
first and second rows

l.od + 0.75 between
other rows, if any

Quadruple-riveted

|

16d
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gives the pitch distance in terms nf ^
for various types of lan ioinfs +r> k+ •

dlameter to be used
‘ Haven and L^, '»JT0f StP 7 ^ ******

P- 157, John Wiley & Sons, Inf, N. Y.
^ °X ^ ^ Pressure Vessels,”
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The figure also shows the range of efficiencies which may
be expected for various joints. Figure 13 gives the same infor-

mation for various types of butt joints.

153. Rivet Material, Strength and Sizes.—Rivet steel is open-
hearth steel with an ultimate tensile strength of 45,000 to

55,000 lb. per square inch.

The ultimate shear strength is given in Table IV.

Table IV.—Ultimate Shear Strength op Rivet Material

Iron rivets 38,000 lb. per square inch 76,000 lb. per square inch

single shear double shear

Steel rivets 44,000 lb. per square inch 88,000 lb. per square inch

single shear double shear

Rivets are made in the following sizes:

From % to 1 in., increasing by 3>1l 6 m.
From 1 to lj^ in., increasing by }/% in *

The usual sizes specified are the ones that are a multiple of }£
in. The handbooks of the steel companies give tables of length

of rivets to be used for different grips. The size of rivet that will

be required for riveting plates of t thickness is approximately

d = 1.2y/t, but it is recommended that rivets be chosen according

to Table V.

Table V.

—

Rivet Size Based on Plate Thickness

|
|

Thickness of plate,

inches « 1 G !

1 1
3 2 i

3
«

j

1
? 3 2 i

J 1 ft

Diameter rivet
i

i
1 1

after driving,
S

i

inches :j
4 1

3
4 13, 1S 16 15-

154. Boiler Plates.—The steel plates should be of open-hearth

steel, made in two qualities, flange steel and fire-box steel. Steel

plates in any part of the boiler, when exposed to the fire, or to

products of combustion, and under pressure, should be of fire-box

quality steel; for any part under pressure, where fire-box steel

is not specified, either quality of steel may be used. The
A.S.M.E. specifications call for the following strengths:
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Table VI.—Strength of Boiler-plate Steel

Flange or boiler steel Fire-box steel

Ultimate tensile strength,

pounds per square inch. . . 55,000 to 65,000 55,000 to 65,000
Yield point, pounds per

square inch 0.5 X tensile strength 0.5 X tensile strength

Elongation in 8 in. minimum
percent 1,500,000 tensile 1,500,000 -4- tensile

strength strength

The compressive strength of mild steel is taken as 95,000 lb.

per square inch.

Boiler plate is rolled in the following thicknesses:

M Mg in., increasing in thickness byH2 in.

%6 M in., increasing in thickness by He in.

% to 1H in., increasing in thickness by M in.

Plates may be bought in sheared sizes in various widths and
lengths up to 125 in. wide by 144 in. long.

The thickness of plate used for boilers, based upon the diameter

of the shell, is given in Table VII.

Table VII.—Minimum Thickness t of Boiler-shell Plates

Diameter of shell
|

t in inches

36 in. and under. . . .

37 to 54 in., inclusive

55 to 72 in., inclusive

Over 72 in

Table VIII.—Minimum Thickness of Butt Strap

Minimum
Thickness of shell plate thickness of

butt straps

M to 1H 2 in., inclusive

% and in

Ke and l% 2 in

to in., inclusive.

% and % in

% in

1 and Its in

114 in
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The thickness of butt straps for different thicknesses of main
plates is given in Table VIII.

155. Analysis of a Typical Joint.—Figure 10 shows a double-
strap, quadruple riveted joint, which is typical of a joint in a
high-pressure boiler. The relative strength of this joint is to be
determined. The stresses that are involved in such a joint are

tensile, shearing, and bearing stresses, and as has been previously

stated, each rivet is assumed to carry its share of the load in

shear and in bearing.

Sa

Sd

Sc

s t

n
N

t

b

P

d

tA ) Fa
(B) Fb

(C) Fc

(D) Fd

m Fe

shearing strength of the rivet in single shear, in pounds
per square inch.

shearing strength of the rivet in double shear, in

pounds per square inch.

crushing strength of mild steel, in pounds per square

inch.

tensile strength of the plate, in pounds per square inch.

number of rivets in single shear.

number of rivets in double shear.

thickness of plate, in inches.

thickness of butt strap, in inches.

pitch of rivets, in inches, on row having the greatest

pitch.

diameter of rivet after driving, in inches = diameter

of rivet hole.

strength of the solid plate = P X t X S t . (3)

strength of plate between rivet holes in the outer row.

Fb = (P - d) X t X (4)

shearing strength of rivets in double shear, plus the

shearing strength of rivets in single shear.

Fc =
~~ X N X Sd + -

4
- X n X 8.. (5)

strength of plate between rivet holes in second row,

plus the shearing strength of rivets in the outer row.

Fti = (P - 2d) X t X S t + nX ~ X *S’,. (6)

strength of plate between rivet holes in the third row,

plus the shearing strength of rivets in the second row
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in single shear and the rivets in single shear in the

outer row.

~rd 2

Fe =(P-~4:d)XtXSt + nX~fXSs . (7)

(F) Ff = strength of plate between rivet holes in the second

row, plus the crushing strength of butt strap in front

of one rivet in the outer row.

Ff = (P - 2d) XtXS t + dXbX S0 . (8)

(G) Fg — strength of plate between rivet holes in third row,

plus the crushing strength of butt strap in front of two
rivets in the second row and one rivet in the outer

row.

Fg = (P - 4d) X t X S t + n X d X b X Sc . (9)

(if) Fh = crushing strength of plate in front of eight rivets,

plus the crushing strength of butt strap in front of

three rivets.

Fh = N X d X t X Sc + n X d X b X Sc . (10)

(/) Fi = crushing strength of plate in front of eight rivets,

plus the shearing strength of two rivets in the second
row and one rivet in the outer in single shear.

ird2

Fi - N X d X t X Sr + n X ~ X S8 . (11)

The efficiency of the joint will be found by dividing (B), (C),

(D), (E), (F), (G), (if), or (/), whichever is the least, by (A).

e
minimum strength X 100 _
strength across solid strip

min F X 100

-p-xTxsr per cent ( 12)

The various strengths of the riveted joint listed above, except
(A), are calculations based upon the various ways in which such
a joint might fail. The following statements will explain the
calculations.

(A) The strength F will be used in computing the relative

strength.

(S) The strength Fh is the strength of the joint against failure

of the main plate in tension at row 1 in Fig. 10.
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(C) The strength Fc is the strength of the joint against failure

of all the rivets in shear. The rivets in row 1 and 2 would
be in single shear, and those in rows 3 and 4 would be in

double shear.

(D) The strength J?d is the strength of the joint against failure

of the main plate in tension at row 2. But if the main
plate failed it would have to stretch, and would there-

fore shear the rivets in row 1. Fa is, therefore, the

strength of the main plate in tension at row 2 plus the

strength in shear of the rivets in row 1.

(E) The strength Fe is the strength of the joint against failure

of the main plate in tension at row 3. This would require

failure in single shear of the rivets in rows 1 and 2.

(F) The strength Ff is the strength of the joint against failure

of the main plate in tension at row 2. This failure would
require failure either by shear of the rivets in row 1, which
is covered by Fd}

or failure in bearing of the butt strap

at row 1.

(G) The strength Fg is the strength of the joint against failure

of the main plate in tension at row 3. This failure would
require failure either by shear of the rivets in rows 1 and 2,

which is covered by Fe ,
or failure in bearing of the butt

strap in rows 1 and 2.

(.H) The strength Fh is the strength of the joint against failure

in bearing at all the rows. The weakest combination is

bearing on the main plate at rows 3 and 4, plus bearing

on the butt strap at rows 1 and 2.

(/) The strength Fi is the strength of the joint against failure

in bearing on the main plate at rows 3 and 4, plus shearing

of the rivets at rows 1 and 2.

For the above case, there is no need of calculating the possible

failure of the main plate in tension at row 4, plus either bearing or

shear in the other rows, because row 3 is just like row 4 as far as

tension is concerned, and of the two, row 3 is the weaker one.

Example .—Design a longitudinal butt and double-strap joint, quadruple-

riveted, for a boiler 60 in. in diameter, to withstand a steam pressure of 165

lb. per square inch.

The efficiency may be assumed as 0.95 from Table II.

From formula (1): £ = “ 0.473 in. or 14 in*

2 X 5^° X 0.95
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TTll
'
1

From Tabic V: d = 1
o in. for a > 2'-in. plate a = — 0.6003 in. 2

From Table III: P = 16ri = 16 X 1
f:

1

0 = 15 in.

From Table VIII: b, the thickness of the strap, = JN 6 in. for a J^-in. plate.

From See. 150: S, = 44,000 lb. per square inch

St = 55,000 lb. per square inch

Sc — 95,000 lb. per square inch

Then from:

(A)
,
F = 15 X 0.5 X 55,000 = 412,500

(B)
,
Ft = (15 - 0.9375) X 0.5 X 55,000 = 386,718

(C) ,
Fc = 8 X 88,000 X 0.6903 + 3 X 44,000 X 0.6903 = 577,090

(D)
,
Fd = (15 - 2 X 0.9375) X 0.5 X 55,000 + 1 X 44,000 X

0.6903 = • 391,310
(E)

, Fe = (15 - 4 X 0.9375) X 0.5 X 55,000 + 3 X 44,000 X
0.6903 = 400,495

(F)
,
Ff - (15 - 2 X 0.9375) X 0.5 X 55,000 + 0.9375 X

0.4375 X 95,000 = 399,902

(GO, = (15 — 4 X 0.9375) X 0.5 X 55,000 + 3 X 0.9375 X
0.4375 X 95,000 = 426,269

(H), Fh = 8 X 0.9375 X 0.5 X 95,000 + 3 X 0.9375 X 0.4375 X
95,000 = 473,145

(I), Ft = 8 X 0.9375 X 0.5 X 95,000 + 3 X 44,000 X 0.6903 = 447,369
3S6 718

From formula (12) e = which is approximately the

efficiency of 0.95 which was assumed, so that the strength of the joint is

ample.

156. Structural Joints.—Structural joints and connections are

made in accordance with standard rules of construction that

have grown out of successful practice. For such work the struc-

tural handbooks gotten out by the steel companies should be

freely consulted. For connecting I-beams and channels, stand-

ard angles are recommended, the pitch and size of rivet depending
upon the size of the members to be connected. The location

of rivet holes in the flanges of all structural shapes should be in

accordance with the dimensions given in the handbooks.

The pitch used for structural riveting should not be less than
three times nor more than sixteen times the diameter of the rivet.

If the pitch is too small, difficulties might arise in forming the

heads on adjacent rivets, and if the distance between rivets is

great, the plates may be in loose contact, allowing moisture to-

enter between the surfaces, and causing rust to form, which is

detrimental to the joint.

Structural work is prepared in the shop and shipped knocked
down in such sized units as can be conveniently handled in the
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field. Riveted work that is done in the shop is called shop
riveting, and the riveting that is done at the place of erection is

called field riveting. The different elements that are to be
connected in the field are given corresponding marks so that the
members may be erected, joint by joint, according to a pre-

arranged plan. Field riveting is not considered to be as well done
as shop riveting, and for that reason the shear and bearing stresses

on field rivets are given a lower value than for shop rivets.

157. Working Rules for Structural Work.—Adjustable mem-
bers in any part of structures are to be avoided.

Sections should be made symmetrical.

No connection except lattice bars should contain less than
two rivets. Where two or more plates are in contact, rivets

should be spaced not more than 12 in. apart, to hold the plates

together.

Maximum distance from any sheared edge to the nearest

rivet should be in. for %-in. rivets, 134 in. for 24-in.

rivets, 1^4 in* for 24~in. rivets, and 1 in. for }^An. rivets.

It is customary to disregard the friction between the plate

surfaces and to proportion the rivets to take the entire stress

transmitted. Bearing stresses of rivet and plate must be con-

sidered as well as shear stresses. A gusset plate should be the

next higher commercial size thicker than the web or leg thickness

to which it is connected. Rivets should not be smaller than J'2

in. in diameter, and the sizes recommended are H, 5
s? ?4> and

74 in.

158. Stresses Allowed in Structural Work.—For structures

carrying cranes, conveyors, or any traveling machinery, the

stresses should be considered 25 per cent higher than the stresses

resulting for the live load.

Pounds per square
inch

Bearing pressure on shop rivets and pins 24,000
Bearing pressure on field rivets and bolts ... ... 20 , 000

Shear on shop rivets and pins 12,000

Shear on field rivets and holts 10,000

Shear on webs of girders and rolled sections 10,000

The building codes of cities should be consulted for the allowable

stresses which are recommended for different kinds of structural

work in a given locality. In general, for dead loads, a factor of

safety of 4 is considered ample.
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159. Analysis of a Typical Joint.—The structural bracket in

Fig. 14 is loaded as shown. The rivets are subjected to a

direct shear distributed over the six rivets, and in addition there

is a secondary shear over each
rivet, due to the tendency of

the bracket to rotate about
the center of gravity of the

rivets at o.

(a) The direct shear on
each rivet = TF/6.

(b) The turning moment is

balanced by the sum of the

shear moments acting on the

six rivets.

M = W X L = F\li + F2I2 + Fsh + F4Z4 + F5Z5 + Foie). (13)

Since J-
2 = y and also ^ = l± then F2 =

F~ 1
-- and FA =

F 'h
,

r 1 Li r 1 L 1 Li i 1

and substituting the values in formula (13) and simplifying:

M = WL — yVi 2 + h2 + h2 + U 2 + h 2 + Zb
2
)- (14)

h

(c) The force tending to shear off each rivet will be the result-

ant of the direct and secondary shears, and its magnitude may
be found graphically as shown by Figs. 15 and 16.
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For this problem R x = R 5 ; R<l = R & ;
and R 4 and R 3 may be

found from the algebraic sum of F$ and W/6> and F4 and W/6,
respectively.

Problems

Note: For design purposes the ultimate strength of boiler plate steel is

taken as Ss = 44,000, St — 55,000, and Sc — 95,000 lb. per square inch.

1. Show by sketches the various forms of rivet heads.
2 . Determine the pressure required to hot rivet a boiler joint: (a) the rivet

is in. in diameter and has a jk£-in. grip; (2>) the rivet is 1H in. in

diameter and has a grip.

3 . The pressure required for riveting when the grip is greater than the rivet

diameter is determined by multiplying the pressure values in Table I

by the square root of the grip of the rivet. Using this rule determine
the pressure required to form the heads in the following:

(a) A M-in. rivet with a grip of 1J4 in. for a boiler joint.

( b ) A 1-in. rivet with a grip of 1 in. for a structural joint.

(c) A lj^-in. rivet with a grip of 2 in. for tank work.
4 . What sized rivets would be used for a double-riveted lap joint for: (a)

^le-in. boiler plate; (6) Jf 6-in. boiler plate?

6.

How thick should the strap plates be for a two-strap quadruple-riveted

butt joint?

6. Show by a sketch the six ways in which a riveted joint might fail.

7. (a) Design the longitudinal and girth lap joints, using boiler plate and
steel rivets, for a horizontal return tubular boiler of 4S-in. diameter
subjected to a maximum working pressure of 125 lb. per square inch.

(b ) What thickness of steel plate would be used for the ends, considering

strength only?

8. Design a double-riveted lap joint using steel plate and steel rivets, the

plate being in. thick. The joint is to be equally strong in shear,

tension, and compression. Find the diameter of the rivets, the pitch,

and the relative strength of the joint.

9 . A double-riveted butt joint of 5
§ in. steel plate has two J-g-in. butt

’

straps. The pitch of the rivets is 4 in., the diameter of the rivets is

% in. after being driven, and the relative strength of the joint is 0.77.

Determine the resistance which the joint will offer to shear, tension, and
bearing.

10 . Design a double-riveted lap joint of steel plate and steel rivets, the

plate being ;h e in. thick, and the relative strength of the joint being 0.75.

11 . Make a full-size pencil drawing of a triple-riveted butt joint with two
straps, similar to Fig. 9, and show ail dimensions. The joint is to be
designed according to the following data:

Thickness of main plate is 7 i 0 i 11 *

Rivet diameter after driving is 15
x6 in.

Relative strength of joint is 0.83.

12. A 36-in. boiler drum is to carry a steam pressure of 200 lb. per square

inch. Design the longitudinal seam and girth seam in accordance with

the A.S.M.E. Boiler Code.
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13. A water tank has a diameter of 42 in,, is 6 ft. long, and is made of plates

*4 in, thick. The longitudinal joints are double-riveted lap joints with

staggered riveting of 3-in. pitch, and the girth joints are single-riveted

lap joints with a 2-in. pitch. The heads of the tank are flanged and

dished to a radius equal to that of the shell. What safe pressure will

the tank withstand with a factor of safety of 4? Assume St - 50,000

lb. per square inch.

14. An air tank is made of in. steel plate and has a double-riveted lap

joint. The pitch of the rivets is 3 )i in., the back pitch is 2 Yi in., and

the rivets are % in. in diameter after driving. Determine the efficiency

of the joint and the allowable pressure for a factor of safety of 5, if the

tank is constructed according to the A.S.M.E. Boiler Code.

15. The standard connection for a 12-in. I-beam is shown by Fig. 17. The

rivets are in. in diameter after driving. The beam is 12 ft. long

and is loaded at the center with

J2"3/S-/bJ
}

^6\4x 3
/aAngle a load of 6,000 lb.

(a) Determine the maximum
deflection of the beam due to

the load.

(b ) Determine the direct shear

stress, the secondary shear

stress, and the resultant shear

stress on each rivet.

(c) If the beam tends to rotate

about the lower edges of the

angles, determine the tensile

stress in each rivet and the re-

16 . The fabricated structural steel bracket shown in Fig. 14 is fastened to

the channel column by six in. rivets 0%6-m. holes). The vertical

spacing is 5 in. and the horizontal spacing is 6 in., center to center of

rivets.

Assume L = in. and W = lb., and determine the following:

(a) The values of l\, U, etc.

(b ) The direct shear on each rivet.

(c) The secondary shear on each rivet.

(d) The resultant shear on each rivet.

Tabulate the results.

17 . If a seventh rivet is placed midway between rivet 1 and rivet 2 in Fig.

14, and all the other data are the same as for Problem 16, make a tabic

and give the results called for under (a), (&), (c), and (d ) of that problem.

sultant stress in each rivet.



CHAPTER IX

SCREW FASTENINGS AND POWER SCREWS

160.—A thread is a helical ridge formed by cutting a groove
into the surface of a cylindrical bar or hole, the former being
an external thread and the latter an internal thread. The
employment of screw threads necessitates the use of a pair of

complementary threads, one external and the other internal,

engagement being made by turning one threaded part into, or

onto, the other.

When the threaded cylinder is turned clockwise to engage the
second member, the thread is said to be right hand. Engagement
of the two threads takes place when either member is turned,

convenience in handling determining the choice. Threads
may be cut right hand or left hand .

When the helical groove is cut so that the advance along the

thread, in one turn of either member, is equal to the distance

between similar points on adjacent threads, the thread is said to

be single thread. When a greater advance per turn is required

than can be had by a single thread, double, triple, and quadruple
threads are used, and such threads are called multiple threads.

The nominal or outside diameter of a screw is the diameter of the

crest or outside of the thread, and this is called the major diameter.

The core diameter is the diameter of the bottom of the groove or

root of the thread and is the measure of the tensile strength of the

cylinder. This is called the minor diameter . The depth of the

thread is the radial distance measured from the top to the bottom
of the groove.

The pitch of the thread is the distance measured parallel to the

axis, in inches, between similar points on adjacent threads.

For example, a single thread of eight turns per inch has a ^s-in.

pitch, but is commonly called an 8-pitch thread.

Pitch (in inches) = - - -c —

a

~—u*
number of threads per inch

The distance that either member of a threaded couple will

travel in one turn along the axis of the thread is called lead. The
157
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terms “lead” and “pitch” are often confused, the pitch and the

lead of a single-thread couple being equal, while for a double

thread the lead is double the pitch, and in a triple thread the

lead is triple the pitch.

161. Historical.—In the early stages of the employment of

the screw thread as a means of fastening, each shop often had

a local adaptation of form and pitch of threads. This necessi-

tated a large number of dies and taps, and caused expense and

delay in manufacturing and repair work. In the year 1841, Sir

Joseph Whitworth, owner and manager of the Whitworth Works
in Manchester, England, proposed a system of screw threads

which was adopted in an improved form in 1857, and is called the

Whitworth or English Standard thread.

In America, William Sellers, of Philadelphia, made many
studies of screw threads, and it is due to his findings and through

his efforts that a standard system of screw threads was adopted

in this country. The Sellers system was recommended by the

Franklin Institute in 1864, and was afterwards adopted with

slight modifications as the United States Standard by the Navy
and War departments, and is now known under all these names:
the Sellers, the Franklin Institute, or the U. S. Standard thread

system.

In May, 1924, the American Engineering Standard Committee,
sponsored by the Society of Automotive Engineers and the

American Society of Mechanical Engineers, approved and
adopted the form and profile of the Sellers or United States

Standard thread and renamed it the American (National) Form
of Thread. The above Committee
is working to make the American
System and the English Whitworth
System of screw threads inter-

changeable.

162. Forms of Thread.—Figure 1

shows the V-thread which is used on
bolts and screws of small diameter.

This form is mechanically inferior to the American Standard.

Figure 2 shows the United States Standard
,
or American

,
form

of thread, which should be used wherever possible for screw-

thread work. Table I includes the more important data on the

coarse-thread series of the American Standard threads.

Fig. 1.—Standard full V thread.
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Figure 3 shows the Whitworth form, which is the English

Standard. It is difficult to cut this thread to its true form. It

has the crest and groove bottom rounded when cut by a die,

but when chased with a round-nose tool the crest is left flat.

Fig. 2.—U. S. Standard or American Fig. 3.—Whitworth or English
thread. Standard thread.

163. Thread Cutting.—Screw threads used on screws and
bolts may be cut with dies, in an engine lathe, or on a milling

machine. Threads which are formed on small screws are rolled

on as described in Sec. 38. Rolled threads are imperfect because
the crest of the thread extends beyond the cylindrical surface of

the screw, hence the hole into which the screw is turned must be
larger than the screw body. Threaded screws and small bolts

are manufactured economically in large quantities by shops

specializing in that product; however, if small threaded products

are used in quantity in any industry it is more economical for

the industry to install automatic screw machines and manu-
facture its own product.

164. Threaded Fastenings.—The threaded fastenings which
are important by common usage are:

Through bolts or bolts.

Stud bolts or studs.

Tap bolts and cap screws.

Machine screws.

Set screws.

165. Through Bolt.—A through bolt
,
shown in Through Bolt

Fig. 4, is a round bar, with a head on one end and Fig. 4.

a thread for a nut on the other. It is the best

screwed fastener and passes through the parts which are to

be held together. The body or shank of the bolt may or

may not be finished, according to the requirements. If the bolt

is subjected to any shear action, the body of the bolt should fit

snugly into the hole, and when so applied the threaded portion

should pass freely through the hole. The use of a through bolt
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presupposes a clearance for turning on the nut with a wrench.

The bolt head and nut may be square or hexagonal, the latter

shape allowing more accessibility in drawing up the nut. The
wrench used should be the wrench which is designed to be used

on the size of nut being applied.

166 . Stud Bolt.—A stud bolt
,
shown in Fig. 5, is a round bar

with a screw thread formed on each end. It should be used in

places where through bolts cannot be applied. The application

of a stud bolt requires a tapped hole in one part, a second part

through which the body of the stud passes, and
a nut screwed down on the outer end, clamping
the parts together. Studs are used when the

connected parts have to be disconnected fre-

quently; and to provide against the backing out
of the stud, the tapped hole and the mating end
of the stud are provided with more threads than
are on the outside end of the stud, the added

threads providing friction which prevents the stud bolt from
turning. To accomplish the same purpose the thread end
which is screwed into the tapped hole is sometimes made a few
thousandths of an inch larger than the thread on the nut end.

A special tool should be used for screwing studs into place,

avoiding the use of a tool like an alligator-jaw
wrench, which will cut into the stud, weaken the

body, and disfigure the thread.

167 . Tap Bolts and Cap Screws .—Tap bolts

and cap screws
,
shown in Figs. 6 and 7, are used

to fasten parts together by passing through one

part and screwing into the other part, and are

used when the parts must be disconnected only

infrequently. The head of a tap bolt is usually

hexagonal in shape, but may not always be of standard size,

because the heads may be formed in bolt-heading machines or

by turning the bolt out of hexagonal bar stock.

Cap screws have heads of various shapes, which are saw
slotted so that a screwdriver may be used in applying them.
The use of a screwdriver removes the danger of twisting off the

heads because the twisting moment which may be applied by a

screwdriver is less than that of a wrench. Tap bolts and cap
screws are threaded about three-fourths of their length. There
is at present no standard shape or size of heads for these bolts

Stud Bolt

Fig. 5.
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and screws, and this lack of uniformity often causes confusion
and inconvenience.

168. Machine Screws.—Machine screws are small cap screws
and are made in the smaller sizes. The distinguishing feature
of machine screws is the designation of size by gage number.
The machine screws are measured by the arbitrary machine-
screw gage, while cap screws are measured by the inch scale.

For example, a 14-20 (No. 14 gage, 20 threads per inch)
machine screw is 0.243 in. in diameter, while the same thread is

Head Head Head sunk Head sunk Head

Fig. 7.—Various forms of cap screws.

cut on the 0.250-in. diameter cap screw; the result being that one
is frequently sold for the other. The size just mentioned is the

usual line of demarcation in the use of these two types of fasteners;

above in. in diameter the cap screw is used and below in.

diameter the machine screw is used.

169. Set Screws.—A set screw is a round bar threaded up to the

head, and is used to prevent relative movement between two
pieces by screwing through one part, the set screw point pressing

against the other part. Members so connected can be readily

adjusted, but the set screw fastening is not suitable for heavy
work because it depends upon friction or a small shearing resist-

ance. Set screws are made with and without heads. The ones

with heads are square or hexagonal shaped, the length of the side

being equal to the diameter of the threaded part. The headless

set screws are slotted for a screwdriver or provided with a socket

of various forms for the insertion of plug wrenches. The so-called

“safety set screws” are of the latter type. The points of set

screws are made in various shapes, and are usually casehardened

to prevent upsetting, which might interfere with the removal

of the set screw. Set screws are made in stock diameters and

lengths, and employ the American screw-thread profile. From
a number of forms, those in Table II are selected as being in

most common use.
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Table II.—Dimensions of Set Screws
. (in inches)

Cup Point^ Flat Point

Ji
±=-

~r
-->! U-jr Headless

Oval Point

Conicql Point

-D

i r-

§S&>
Dog or Pivot Point

D N B c R E F G II J

A 20 A He y% 0.166 0.185A 0.049 He
He 18 He 1SA 4 H 0.208 0.240 Ha 0.065 %2
A 16 H Ha H 0.250 0.293 H6 0.065 Ha
Vie 14 He 2K 4 H 0.291 0.344A 2 0.083A
A 12 or 13 H H 1 0.333 0.391 K 0.083A
He 12 He 2%4 lA 0.375 0.454 A 2 0.083A 2

Vs, 11 H lH 2 IK 0.416 0.506He 0.109He
H 10 H He IK 0.500 0.620 As 0.134Vl2

Vs 9 A 2V3 2 m 0.583 0.730He 0.134A
1 8 1 H. 2 0.666 0.837A 0.165%2
\A 7 1M 27A* 2K 0.750 0.939He 0.165 Ha
IK 7 IK irH 6 2K 0.833 1.064 H 0. 165He

Std. of the Hartford Machine Screw Co.

170. Holding Power of Set Screws.—The holding power
which a set screw must exert at the surface of a shaft to transmit
the torque equals:

jp 63,025 X hp.
b = —ivxT— ’ (1)

in which F denotes the force which the set screw exerts, in pounds,
hp. denotes the horsepower transmitted by the set screw.

N denotes the revolutions per minute of the shaft.

r denotes the radius of the shaft, in inches.

By experiment, B.H.D. Pinkney 1 found the holding power of

set screws to be as shown in Table III.

1 American Machinist
, p. 687, Oct. 15, 1914.
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Table III.—Holding Power of Set Screws

Crest diameter of

set screw,

inches
i

Holding power or

force, pounds

Crest diameter of

set screw,

inches

Holding power or

force, pounds

K 100 H 840

Ms 168 % 1,280

% 256 Vs 1,830

Vie 366 i 2,500
500 3,288

Me 658 IK 4,198

Example .—What size set screw is necessary to fasten a pulley to a 2-in.

shaft which transmits 7 hp. and rotates at 150 r.p.m.?

63,025 X 7

150 X 1
2,940 lb.

The table shows that one lVg-in. set screw or two Js-in. set screws will be

ample.

171. S. A. E. Bolts.—With the advent of the automotive

industry a new screw-thread system was devised by engineers,

which is identical with the American Standard thread profile,

but has more threads to the inch. This fine thread is advanta-

geous in that there is less danger of loosening the nut due to

vibration (smaller helix angle of the thread), and a smaller

displacement of the nut is made in one turn, resulting in finer

adjustment. The dimensions of the head and bolt are different

also from previous standards, and the nuts used are often castled

and usually hardened, a split cotter pin being used for a locking

device. The specifications for these bolts call for steel of 100,000

lb. per square inch ultimate tensile strength and 60,000 lb. per

square inch elastic limit. These bolts are machine made to a

close tolerance, and the dimensions are given in Table IV.

172. Tolerance.—The production in large quantities of an

article which is made up of a number of parts, necessitates that

the parts from which the article (machine or structure) is assem-

bled, be made interchangeable. Interchangeability demands

uniformity of separate parts, so that any part may be replaced

by a like part out of stock. It is not possible to manufacture

identical duplicate parts economically, hence, by agreement,

manufacturers are allowed to deviate from exact dimensions,

between limits. These limits, or tolerances
,
are assigned plus
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and minus values specified in 1/1,000 in,, and workmen are
furnished with limit gages for accurately measuring the
dimensions.

173. Nuts.—Nuts are square and hexagonal in shape and in

size conform to the bolt head for standard bolts. The thickness

of a full nut is the same dimension as the diameter of the bolt.

For example, a 1-in. nut is 1 in. thick, and the threaded hole is

tapped for a 1-in. standard thread. The action of screwing

down the nut on a bolt induces a shearing stress in the threads
of the nut, but it is seldom that a full nut will fail in this manner;
when stripping of the threads does occur it is usually due to

incomplete or worn threads. Blanks for nuts are usually made
by the cold- or hot-press process, in automatic machines. Cold-

pressed nuts are of the smaller sizes. Nuts are threaded in a
machine by passing a tap through the hole, and are usually faced

off on one side to insure a flat-bearing surface, normal to the

axis of the hole, or they may be faced and chamfered. A finished

nut is finished all over, and is sometimes hardened.

For general design work when special thin adjusting and
clamping nuts would be advantageous, a special range of 12-pitch

threads are recommended, and are standard in the following

diameters (in inches), with the American form of thread :
9
{ e?

57 l\<* 3// 13 / 74 is./ 1 ii/ A 11^ 13./ 11/ 5/
,
13 '

/09 71 09 74:9 y 1 61 / 09 / 16 9
x 9 ±/lo 9

i/8j -*-167 x 4 ? Id’ x S

?

1 1%. This pitch and the above range of diameters are some-

times called “railroad sizes/
7 taps being furnished with straight

threads or with a taper of ^4 in. to the foot.

174. Tapped Holes.—Since commercial tap drills are made
to produce approximately 75 per cent of the full depth of cut

threads, holes should be tapped deeper than if full threads were

cut, to offset the loss in strength. The use of tapered end taps,

without using a second bottom tap, w^ould also require the tapped

holes to be deeper.

The depth of holes tapped into cast iron should not be less than

one and one-half times the diameter of the screw, and if the screw

is to be removed often the depth should be two times the screw

diameter, because the screw thread in cast iron will wear faster

than the steel thread. The depth of tapped holes in steel should

not be less than one and one-fourth times the diameter of the

screw.

175. Locking Devices for Nuts.—Nuts do not fit accurately

because a certain amount of play is always allowed so that the
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nut may be easily turned into place, consequently a nut will tend

to unscrew due to frequent changes in load or due to vibrations.

A locknut is used to prevent the gradual unscrewing of nuts.

Locknuts should be on the. under side, theoretically, as is shown
in Fig. 8. However, since the average wrench is thicker than

the locknut, this nut is usually placed

on the outer side. Furthermore it

can be shown mathematically that a

nut of thickness 0.4 to 0.45 of the

bolt diameter is as strong as the bolt

thread; which is all that is required.

There are many special nut-locking

devices on the market, and several

are shown in Fig. 9.

176. Stress in Bolts Due to Screwing Up.—It is evident that a
stress is set up in the bolt, due to the squeezing action of the nut
and bolt head pressing against the parts being held together.

When the bolt holds parts together, and no external load tends to

separate the parts, the stress in the bolt will be the resultant of

the tensile stress due to screwing down the nut, and the torsional

Em. 8 .

Fig. 9.—Various forms of locking devices.

stress caused by the frictional resistance between the threads of

the bolt and nut.

There is no simple practical way to measure the stress set up
in a bolt due to tightening the nut, and it is evident that a work-
man using ordinary wrenches may easily stretch a bolt to the

point of rupture. This is especially true with the use of bolts of

M in. diameter and smaller; hence, great care and good judgment
should be exercised in the use of bolts of the smaller sizes.

From experiments at Sibley College, Cornell University, 1

it was found that the load produced by screwing down the nut
1 Barr, J. H., “The Stress on Bolts in Service,” Sibley Journal of Engineer-

ing
7 p. 1, October, 1902.
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varied about as the diameter of the bolt, and could be estimated at

16,000 lb. per inch of bolt diameter. Expressed as a formula;

W = 16,000d, (2)

in which W denotes the initial load, in pounds.

d denotes the diameter of the bolt, in inches.

If A is the area at the minor diameter di of the thread then the

intensity of the stress is as follows:

Substituting for the value of W :

16,000d _ 16,000d __ 20,400d

7rd\
~
4
~

d\
lb. per square inch (3)

It is evident that this unit stress is excessive for bolts of small

diameter, and experience shows that small bolts may actually be
broken in the process of screwing up the nut.

177, Tension in Bolts Due to External Load.—When a load is

applied which tends to separate the parts which are held together

by a bolt, there is a tensile stress induced along the axis of the

bolt, which may be in addition to the stress which already exists

in the bolt due to screwing up the nut. Design engineers allow

for the resultant of the initial and external load in the design of

bolts by choosing a sufficiently large factor of safety.

178. Bolts Used for Fluid-tight Joints.—When bolts are used

to fasten a joint which is to be tight against fluid pressure, the

parts forming the joint must be pulled together more tightly

than if the joint were an ordinary connection.

When the surfaces forming the joint are ground together to

insure good contact, and the parts are clamped tightly together

by screwing down the nuts, the bolts will stretch more than the

other members will yield, and under this condition the bolt is

designed for the initial load, or the external load, whichever is

the greater.

If packing is used between the members joined together, the

packing is made of relatively soft material, and consequently

the bolts are less yielding than the other members. In this case

the resultant load on the bolts is the sum of the initial and exter-

nal loads.
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To prevent leakage, bolts are placed relatively close together,

however, there is no rule to follow for spacing, other than that

which is practical for such classes of work.

179. Allowable Stresses in Bolt Design.—It is difficult to

determine the true resultant stress to which bolts are subjected,

but the values as given in Table V have been found satisfactory.

These values are for bolts and studs made of mild steel of 60,000

lb. per square inch ultimate tensile strength. Bolts which are

made of steel with a higher ultimate tensile strength will have
proportionately higher allowable stresses than indicated in the

table.

Table V.—Allowable Unit Stresses in Bolt Design
(For steel bolts)

Diameter of bolt,

inches

Area at root,

square inches

Allowable stress, pounds per square
inches

Fluid-tight

connections

Other than fluid-

tight connections

V2 0.126 700 2,000

H 0 . 202 1 , 400 2 , 500

H 0.302 2,000 3,000

Va 0.420 2,500 3,400
1 0.550 2,750 3,900

n-s 0.692 3,000 4 , 300m 0 . 890 3,250 4,700
in 1.057 3,450 5,100

1.293 3 , 650 5 , 500
1.510 3,800 5,800

lH 1.741 4,000 0 , 300m 2.050 4,300 6 , 000
2 2.300 4,600 7,000
2H 3.030 5,000 7,000

180. Shear Stress in Bolts.—If bolts are to prevent sliding

movement between parts, the body of the bolt should completely
fill the hole, at least for a short distance on each side of the joint,

and should be of sufficient cross-sectional area so that the shear

stress is within safe limits. When the stress in bolts is due to the

resultant of a shear action and a pull, pins are often used to carry
the shear, and the bolts are designed to take the pull only. Such
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pins are tapered 3^ in. to the foot, and may be bought from stock
in various diameters and lengths.

181. Bolts Designed for Impulsive Load.—The least cross-

section of a bolt is subjected to the greatest stress, consequently
the threaded part of a bolt is where the greatest stretch occurs,
so that when bolts rupture they invariably break in one of the
threads unenclosed by the nut. In resisting impact or impulsive
load the strength of the bolt depends upon the total extent of
distortion due to a given intensity of stress; that is, the stress

induced over the cross-section is less for a given energy if the
stretch is over a greater length of bolt. Therefore, if the cross-

sectional area of the bolt is uniform, the bolt will be of proper
design to withstand shock or impulsive loads.

Cc)~ Reduced Shank- Full

Size atJoint -for Shear

Fig. 10.—Bolts

-rx-*-* .

(b) Fluted-Area orf SectionA~A
equal +o Area at Root of Thread

(d)~Ti'e Rod -Shank Reduced

uniform strength.

Tie rods used on bridges and on passenger and freight cars are

made with the threaded ends upset so that the cross-sectional

area at the root of the thread at the threaded ends is equal to the

cross-sectional area of the rod. Other forms of bolts, designed for

uniform strength, are shown in Fig. 10.

Example.—A connecting-rod end is fastened by two l^-in. bolts. The
pressure in the cylinder causes a load of 5,000 lb. to act through a play of

0.004 in. The bolts are S in. long with American thread, the threaded

length being 1
1
L, in. For the steel in the bolts E = 30,000,000.

The load on each, bolt is ^ — — 2,500 lb. It will be assumed that

the action of the 2,500-lb. force is equivalent to a weight of 2,500 lb. falling

through a distance of 0.004 in. If the portion of the bolt enclosed in the nut

does not stretch, then the energy must be absorbed by the stretch of 6 >2 in.

of solid bolt and l 1
2 — lJi = *4 in. of threaded bolt, the nut being assumed

to be of full thickness. The unit stress in the threaded portion will be

greater than the stress in the solid bolt, and for that reason it is not con-

venient to apply formula (26) in Chap. VII. The problem will be solved
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by assuming that the energy to be absorbed will be divided between the two
portions of the bolt in the same manner as under a static load.

The area at the root of the thread is 0.890 in. 3
,
and in the body of the bolt

it is 1.23 in. 2
. The corresponding unit stresses for a 2,500-lb. load are

Si — 2,820 and S% = 2,030 lb. per square inch.

2 820 2

Energy of threaded portion =
- 2E~ ^ ^.89 X 0.25 = 0.0294 in. -lb.

o o^O 2

Energy of solid portion =
~2E~ ^ ^ ^ ^ ~ ^ ^

Energy to be absorbed = 2,500 X 0.004 = 10 in.-lb.

Of this energy the threaded portion will absorb 5.1 per cent, or 0.51 in.-lb.;

and the solid portion will absorb 94.9 per cent, or 9.49 in.-lb.

SS
2E X 0.89 X 0.25 0.51.

|| X 1.23 X 6.5 = 9.49.

51 = 11,700 lb. per square inch

52 — 8,450 lb. per square inch.

The above calculations are approximate because the total energy to be
absorbed is 2,500 times 0.004 plus 2,500 times the stretch of the bolt. The
stretch of the bolt on the basis of the above unit stress is:

ex = X 0.25 = 0.0000975.

c-z = ^4^9 x 6.5 = 0.00183.

For a second approximation, therefore, the energy will be taken as 2,500 X
0.0059 = 14.8 in. -lb. On this basis the unit stresses are found to be Si =
20,400, and S$ = 10,500 lb. per square inch. The maximum unit stress of

20,400 lb. per square inch is too large, and it would therefore be desirable to

use bolts IK in* in diameter. This would reduce the maximum unit stress

to 14,300 lb. per square inch.

Second Solution .—Section 144 of Chap. VII pointed out the effect of

change of shape on the capacity of a member to absorb energy. This

fact will be made use of in solving the above problem by making the area

of the shank of the bolt the same as the area at the root of the threads.

This can be accomplished by reducing the diameter of the shank.

Since the unit stress may now be taken as uniform throughout the length

of the bolt, formula (26) of Chap. VII may be used. Two bolts l.K in-

in diameter will be assumed.

« 2,500 , u . .

o = - = 1,940 lb. per square inch.
1.2y ^

e = X 6.75 = 0.000436.

1,940 + 1,940^ +! Xj^.
= 1,940 -|- 8,520 — 10,460 lb. per square inch.

It will be noted that the maximum unit stress is considerably lower than
that calculated in the previous solution for the same number of bolts. The
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lower stress is desirable for several reasons. The bolts would be subjected
to a repeated impact and the stresses produced would be repeated stresses.

At the root of the thread the unit stress may be three times the nominal
calculated value, and such a stress repeated many times would start a crack

if the stress were too high. The tests of Moore and Kommers 1 have shown
that a specimen with a V-groove may have its endurance limit reduced by
60 per cent.

182. Importance of Location of Bolts.—It is important that a
bolt be designed for the conditions of its use. Bolts are used
primarily to resist pull, so that by placing them in, or close to,

the direct line of action, stresses other than tension are often

reduced to negligible values. When a series of bolts is subjected

to a variety of loads, the bolt which is resisting the greatest load

is designed, and the others made of like size, since the cost

of the excessive material in the bolts is offset by other advantages,

such as simplicity, uniformity, and appearance. In Fig. 11(a)

the distance d should be as small as is practicable, allowing

clearance for turning on the nut. In Figs. 11(a) and (6) the

intensity of pressure over the joint is increased by the clearance,

e
,
provided as shown. The surface against which the bolt head

and nut bear should be faced for high-class construction. If this

is done by a circular bearing concentric with the bolt hole, it is

called ‘'spot facing.
17

Example .—The cast-steel bracket in Fig. 12 is held in place by two bolts

at the top and one at the bottom. The pull on the bolts P and Pi are found
as follows:

WL = 2PI + Pdi,

also

P
Pi

P Pjl

h

1 Moore and Kommers, “ Fatigue of Metals,’’ p. 198.
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Substituting for P and simplifying:

WL = - + P,l.

Then

P 1 = 2P -+- Zi
and P = JWLl

212 4- Zi*

If, in the above problem, W = 2,000 lb., L = 20 in., Z = 16 in., and Zi

3 in., then:

2,000 X 20 X 16 ^ 640,000 __ ,

1 "
2 X 256 + 9"“ 521

D 2,000 X 20 X 3 120,000 „Pl
2 X 256 + 9 " 521

= 230 lb -

It is seen that each upper bolt has about five times the load carried by the

lower bolt. If the allowable tensile stress for steel bolts is taken as 2,000 lb.

per square inch, each upper bolt will require an area at the root of the thread
1 030 230

of
2’5O0

~ ^*614 ^n ‘ 2j anc* die lower bolt
2 000

0.115 in, 2
. The nearest

standard bolts for these values are l)4> in. and in., respectively. How-
ever, for simplicity, all three bolts should be made 1)6 in.

Note: In this problem the shear is carried by the lug at the lower end of

the part to which the bracket is bolted. If the bolts carry the shear load as

well as the tensile load, then each bolt would have a shear load of —

=

o
667 lb. in addition to the tensile load. The resultant unit stress may be
calculated by means of formulas (22) and (23) in Chap. VII.

183. Foundation Bolts.—Foundation bolts are used for securely

fastening machines and structures to the foundations. Small

(a)'-Adjuafable Bolt

can be replaced

Tig. 13.—Throe forms of foundation bolts.

bolts for light work are often anchored by pouring molten lead

around the bolt while the bolt is held in the hole which has been
drilled to receive it. Bolts used for heavy work are seldom less
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than 1}^ in. in diameter. Foundation drawings are furnished

by the machine builders, locating and specifying the size of

bolts. Foundation-bolt holes in bed-plates of machines are cored
about H in. larger than the bolt size. To allow for core slippage

the distances between bolts, as shown on the drawings, call for

tolerance, and to insure their correct location, bolts are often

set as shown by Fig. 13(a). Other forms of foundation bolts are

shown by Figs. 13(6) and (c).

184. Eye Bolts .—Eye bolts are used for lifting machines and
heavy machine parts. One or two bolts are screwed into tapped
holes so located as to balance the load when it is suspended.
The bolts are forged of mild ductile steel and the threads are

Fig. 14. Fui. 1T>.—Square thread. Fig. 1G.—Acme thread.

standard. For the proportions of the eye bolt shown in Fig.

14, the safe load which the bolt will lift is:

W = 14,0004, (4)

in which W denotes the load, in pounds.

.4 denotes the area at the root of the thread, in in.-.

185. Power Screws.—The efficiency of screw threads used on

fastenings is relatively low, the profile of the thread being designed

for holding rather than for pushing or pulling. For trans-

mitting power, threads with small or no thread angles are used.

The ones commonly employed for power screws are the square,

Acme, and buttress threads.

The square thread, showm in Fig. 15, is adapted for the trans-

mission of power in either direction. It is a difficult thread to

cut with taps or dies, so that it is usually milled or cut in a lathe.

It has been replaced to some extent by the Acme thread.

The Acme thread, shown in Fig. 16, is a compromise between
the square and the standard American thread, with 141^-deg.
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obliquity to the pressure faces, which is the same angle that is

generally adopted for cutting worms. The sloping sides allow

for the adjustment for wear in the enclosing nuts. This thread

is easily cut with taps and dies, and is used for power screws

on many machines.

The buttress thread, shown in Fig. 17, is a modification of the

square thread, and is used for a push in one direction only. It has

the strength of the V-thread and the advantage of the square

thread. It is employed as the thread

for light jack screws.

186. Torque and Efficiency of

Square-threaded Screws.—The
torque required to raise or lower a

load by means of a screw may be

determined by considering the por-

tion of a jack screw shown in Fig.

Fig. 17.-—Buttress thread. Fig. IS.

18. The couple which moves the screw is applied in a
plane perpendicular to the axis of the screw, and has a

moment Fa with respect to the axis of the screw. The total

reaction of the nut on the screw threads is R and the force acting

on an elementary area dA of the screw thread is called dR.

As shown in the figure, the normal to the screw thread makes an
angle a with the vertical, and dR acts at an angle <t> with the

normal. The angle a. is the pitch angle of the screw threads,

which has a tangent equal to p/2irr, in which p is the pitch and r

is the mean radius of the threads. The angle
<fi

is the angle of

friction, whose tangent is equal to /*, the coefficient of friction.

For equilibrium, the sum of the forces parallel to the axis of

the screw must equal zero, and the moments of the forces with
respect to the axis of the screw must equal zero.

EFy = —W + EdR cos (<£ + «) = 0.

EM = Fa — rEdR sin (<f> + a) = 0.
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Hence

:

Fa = r^EdR sin (0 + <*)*

W = I)dR cos (0 -f- at).

Dividing one equation by the other;

Fa
W r tan (0 + a),

Fa = Wr tan (0 + a), (5)

In formula (5) Fa is the torque necessary to overcome the fric-

tional resistance at the screw threads. In addition to this

torque there would be another torque required to overcome the

friction at the collar between A and B in Fig. 18. If the coeffi-

cient of friction at the collar is jjli, and this friction has a moment
arm of rC) then:

Total torque == Wr tan (0 + a) + jj.iWrc . (6)

When the load is being lowered the force dR, in Fig. 18, falls

on the other side of the normal, because friction is reversed, mak-
ing the angle between dR and the axis of the screw equal to

(0 — at). For lowering the load, therefore:

Total torque = Wr tan (0 — a) + niWrc . (7)

An examination of this formula shows that when the pitch

angle ot is equal to the friction angle 0, the first term in the for-

mula is equal to zero. If the pitch angle is still further increased

the first term becomes negative and can be made to balance the

second term. Any increase in the pitch angle over this critical

amount would make the screw “overhaul, ” that is, it would
turn under the load.

To determine the critical angle a when the screw will overhaul,

the right side of formula (7) is put equal to zero.

Substituting:

0 = Wr tan (0 — oc) + niWrc .

tan 0 — tan a

1 -f
- tan 0 tan a

tan a. —

tan (0 — a),

jur + jj.jrc

r — MMirc

For the case when
= ji i and r rc :

tan a = 2ju
(8 )
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For the ease when the coefficient of friction p, is 0.1, tan a = 0.2,

and a = 11° 19'.

To determine the efficiency of the screw, the work done by the

load is compared with the energy expended in doing the work.

When the load moves through a distance equal to the pitch p,

the work done by the load is Wp. The work done by the couple

is 2ir.Fa, or, substituting the value of Fa from formula (6),

the work equals 2irWr tan (<£ + ce) + 2-K^iWrc .

Wp
Efficiency e = + a) + 2^1Wu

or, since

~~ = tan a.
2irr

__ tan a

tan (0 + a) +—
T

(9)

If the collar friction is negligible or zero:

_ tan a

tan (0 -f- <x)
( 10 )

Formula (8) showed that when ^ = 0.1 the screw will overhaul

when a is greater than 11° 19'. Using formula (9) and these

data, and assuming further that mi = m and that r = rn the

efficiency will be about 49 per cent. It can be shown that any
screw which does not overhaul will have an efficiency which does

not exceed 50 per cent. Neglecting collar friction and examining
formula (10) it is seen that when 0 = a the efficiency will be

slightly less than 50 per cent, because the tangent of 2a is slightly

greater than twice the tangent of a. Then as a decreases the

efficiency will decrease, being always less than 50 per cent.

187. Torque and Efficiency of V-threaded Screws.—The
derivation of the torque formula for screws with V-threads is

not as simple as that for square threads, because the reaction

dR on an elementary area of the thread makes an angle with the

axis of the screw which is not very simply related to the angles

a, 0, and /?, the latter being half of the thread angle, or the

angle between the adjacent faces of a thread.

Figure 19 is an attempt to show these angles in space. The
element of area of the thread on which the force dR acts is at A,
and AB is a line parallel to the axis of the screw. The line

MAN (Fig. 19(a)) is the development of the screw thread. In
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Fig. 19(6) the line AB is parallel to the axis of the screw, and AE
is laid off in the plane AFEB at an angle of (<£ + <x) with AB,
being the angle of friction, and a the pitch angle. The angle /3

between AE and AD is one-half of the included angle of a
V-thread, and must be laid off in a plane at right angles to AFEB ,

as shown, DE making 90 deg. with the line FE . The final angle

between the force dR and the axis of the screw is called y.

/K

Tsr%
JX5L7

Summing up forces along the axis of the screw and taking

moments about the axis of the screw

:

ZFy = —W + 'ZdR cos y - 0.

= Fa — r'ZdR cos f3 sin (<£ + a) = 0.

Dividing the second formula by the first:

Fa _ r cos (3 sin (</> + a)

W cos y
(ID

In Fig. 19(6) if AE is taken as unity, AB is equal to cos ( <j> + cc)

and AD is equal to sec /3, hence:

cos y = AB
AD = cos ( <t> + a) cos j3.

Substituting in formula (11):

Torque = Fa = Wr tan (<t> + a). (12)

Total torque = Wr tan ( <j>+ a.) + jJnWre . (13)

Efficiency = e — —

—

01— (14)

tan (<t> + a) +

The efficiency of a 1-in. standard bolt will be examined. The
assumption will again be made that m = /*i, and that rc = r.

The coefficient jjl will be taken as 0.1, and for this thread, tan

a = 0.044. Substituting in formula (14) the efficiency is 18

per cent. It is evident from this calculation that the efficiency
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of standard bolts is very low, and this is an advantage, because it

helps to prevent them from unscrewing.

For lowering the load on a V-thread screw, formula (13) may
be used, except that ( <j>

~ °0 is used instead of (4> H~ «)•

McBride 1 reported some experiments on a lubricated V-thread

screw, 2 in. in diameter and having a pitch of 0.22 in. The
average efficiency was found to be about 10 per cent.

188. Relation of Efficiency to Pitch Angle.—In Fig. 20 are

plotted a number of curves showing the variation of the efficiency

of square-thread and V-thread screws with change of the pitch

Fig, 20.—Efficiencies of square-thread and V-thread screws.

angle. Two different values of screw and collar coefficients of

friction have been used. The curves show that high efficiencies

are not obtained except with pitch angles which are so large as

to be impracticable. For this reason power screws used in prac-

tice will be found to have low efficiencies.

189. Mechanical Advantage.—By mechanical advantage is

meant the ratio of the resisting force to the driving force when
a machine is operating at constant speed. Solving formula (5)

for the load F:

« Wr tan ( <f> + a)
r == *

a

1 Trans. A.S.M.E.
,
Vol. XII, p, 781, 1891.
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This equation shows that the driving force is decreased if the

pitch angle a is decreased, thus increasing the mechanical
advantage. On the other hand, Fig. 20 shows that the efficiency

is increased by an increase of the pitch angle a . Since the use

of large pitch angles to obtain high efficiencies is usually not
practicable, the pitch used for a given screw will be a compromise
between the two conflicting elements of mechanical advantage
and efficiency.

190. Coefficients of Friction and Bearing Pressures.—The
experiments of Kingsbury 1 on lubricated square-thread screws,

working under pressures ranging from 3,000 to 10,000 lb. per

square inch, and having low velocities, showed that the coefficient

of friction varied from 0.03 to 0.25. Most of the results were
above 0.11, so that an average value of 0.15 may be assumed.
It is probable that a value of 0.10 would be a fair value to assume
for low pressures and fairly high velocities.

The bearing pressure on the threads of a square-thread screw

may be computed as follows:

W denotes the load on the screw, in pounds.

Sb denotes the bearing unit stress, in pounds per square inch.

n denotes the number of threads per inch.

t denotes the length or thickness of the nut, in inches.

d denotes the major diameter of thread, in inches.

d i denotes the minor diameter of thread, in inches.

In Fig. 18 the normal pressure N on the screw threads may be

found by dividing the total reaction into a normal pressure and a

frictional force;

then: = — W — jjlN sin a. + Ar cos a. = 0.

W
cos a — /jl sin a

N __ IF cos a

A
(cos ol fjL sin <*)^(d2 — dr)tn

Since the term y sin ql will be negligible:

4IF
66 “ ntir^P - d?)

1 Trans. A.S.M.E., Vol. XVII, p. 96, 1896.

N -

-

(15)
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For V-threads the component of the friction along the vertical

will again be neglected. The normal pressure N makes an angle

6 with the axis of the screw (see Fig. 19) such that

:

a 's/tan2 0 + sin2 a
tan u

cos a

"LFy = —W + N cos 0 = 0 (neglecting friction component)

.

N =

Sb =

w
cos 6

N
A

W CoS a cos f3

nt^(d2 — di
2
) cos

4W cos <x cos /3

nt-7r(d2 — di 2
) cos 6

The above formula gives practically the same answer as that

obtained by dividing the load W by the projected area of the

threads normal to W

:

Sb =
n«7rW ~ di 1)' (16)

191. Axial and Torsion Stresses.—From Fig. 18 it is evident

that the load W causes an axial unit stress P/A at the root of

the thread, which may be either tensile or compressive in a

power screw. The screw must also transmit a torque which is

Fa minus the friction at the collar. If the collar is at the end
opposite to the power end, the torque transmitted by the screw

is Fa.

The axial unit stress is calculated by using the area at the root

of the thread, and the torsional unit stress may be calculated by
means of formula (18) in chap. VII, using the diameter at the

root of the thread. The resultant unit stresses due to combined
axial and torsion stress may be calculated by using formulas

(22) and (23) in Chap. VII.

Example .—What force will be required at a radius of 23^ in. to raise and
lower a 2

?
400-lb. cross-bar of a planer? The bar is raised and lowered by

two 1 H-in. square-threaded screws, having 3 threads per inch. Use will

be made of a steel screw, a bronze nut 1

J

2 in. thick, and a steel collar having
an outside diameter of 3 in. and an inside diameter of 1 } 2 in. The coefficient

of friction at the threads is assumed as ju = 0.11, and at the collar as mi =
0.13.

Diameter of screw at root of thread = 1 . 167 in.

Radius of screw at root of thread — 0.584 in.

External radius of screw =0.75 in.

,, ,. , 0.75 + 0.584Mean radius of screw ^ = 0.667 m,’
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Pitch of thread = 0 . 333 in.

0 333
Pitch angle: tan ^ X 0 667

= °’0795 « = 4° 33 '-

Friction angle: tan <£=0.11 <£==6° 17'.

<£ + <* = 10° 50'. tan (<£ + «) = 0.191.

The moment arm of the collar friction may be computed from the following
formula:

(r\ 3 — r 2
s\ - 2

(

a.5 3 - 0.75 s\W _ r£) 3\a.5 2 - 0.75V
1.17 in.

Instead of using the above exact formula, the moment arm of the friction is

often taken as the mean radius of the collar:

1.5 + 0.75
rc _ 1.13 in.

Substituting in formula (6)

:

Torque = 1,200 X 0.667 X 0.191 + 0.13 X 1,200 X 1.17

= 153 + 183 = 336 in.-lb.

The force which produces the torque may be applied with any moment arm
which is convenient. If the moment arm is taken as 2.5 in., then:

336

2.5
134 lb.

From formula (9) the efficiency of the screw is:

0.0783

0.13 X 0.667

1.17

X 100 29.6 per cent.

0.191 +
0.0783

:

0.265

To determine the torque necessary to lower the arm apply formula (7)

:

(<£ — oc) = 1° 44', and tan ('<£ — a) — 0.0302.

Torque = 1,200 X 0.667 X 0.0302 +- 183.

= 24 + 183 = 207 in.-lb.

F = 207
2.5

83 lb.

= 1,120 lb. per square inch.

The unit stresses which are produced in the screw’ are as follows:

P T200 X4
A tr X 1.167"

153 >06
7T X1.167 3

The resultant unit stresses from the combination of direct stress and shear

stress are:

Torsion stress = 493 Per sc
l
uare inch.

aS/ =
^

-h 4932 = 745 lb. per square inch.

S/ - 1,120
- + ^y + 49 3 2

= 560 + 745 = 1,305 lb. per square inch.
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These stresses are very low and indicate that a. smaller screw could have been

used, but it must be noted that wear and column action must also be taken

into account.

The bearing unit stress is:

„ 4 X 1,200 u . ,* = «>arxV(i.5> -IS) = 382 lb - per S(iuare mch -

Problems

1. Make a sketch showing the V-thread of the American form, and name
the parts.

2. A rod 1 in. in diameter is suspended in a vertical position. The upper
end of the rod projects through a steel plate and is supported by a 1-in.

nut on a standard thread. The rod is of steel having an ultimate tensile

strength of 60,000 lb. per square inch. What is the length of this rod

if its weight is just enough to cause rupture?

3. The rod of Problem 2 was supported as described, but locked by a
second nut screwed up against the under side of the plate. The second
nut sets up an initial tension in the threaded end of the rod of 1,600 lb.

per square inch. What is the length of this rod if its weight is just

enough to cause rupture?

4 . Sketch and give the general application and the advantages of

:

() A through bolt and nut.

() A stud bolt and nut.

(c) A tap bolt.

6.

Sketch and give the general application and the advantages of

:

(a) Tap bolts.

( b ) Cap screws.

(c) Machine screws.

6. Show by sketches the various shapes of cap screw heads.

7 . Sketch and give applications of the several forms of set screws.

8. An 18-in. pulley on a 2-in. shaft which must transmit 8 hp. at 180 r.p.m.,

is to be fastened to the shaft by set screws. What size and how many
set screws are required ? Why would this form of fastening be considered

for temporary work only?

9 . Sketch and describe four kinds of nut-locking devices.

10 . On the basis of the experiments at Cornell University: (a) what unit

stress might be induced in a bolt % in. in diameter due to the screwing
down of the nut? (6) What would be the initial load in pounds?

11 . From the Cornell University experiments on bolts, show that by screw-

ing down the nut the ordinary mechanic will cause excessive unit stress

to be set up in bolts in. in diameter and smaller.

12 . A 16- by 30-in. Corliss engine cylinder is to have its cylinder head
fastened by 16 stud bolts. The joint is ground, and the initial steam
pressure is 165 lb. per square inch. According to the allowable unit

stresses given in Table Y, what should be the diameter of the bolts?

Make a sketch of the stud bolt, approximately full size, giving all infor-

mation and dimensions. The cybnder head is Hi in. thick at the bolt

circle.
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13. A locomotive cylinder head is clamped on with twenty 14g-in. stud bolts.

An annealed copper gasket is used to prevent leakage which had devel-

oped. The cylinder dimensions are 20 by 24 in., and the boiler pressure

is 200 lb. per square inch. What probable unit stress will be developed
in the studs: (a) due to screwing down the nut; (b ) due to the external

load? (c) What is the factor of safety of the studs if the bar steel from
which the studs were made has an ultimate tensile strength of 64,000

lb. per square inch?

14 A 1 H-in. tie rod with upset ends is to have American standard threads.

What will be the pitch of the threads, and what will be the real strength

of the rod?

15 How large a hole should be drilled into a bolt, similar to the one shown
by Fig. 10(a), if the body of the bolt is hi. in diameter, and the

tensile strength of the bolt is uniform for its full length? Does the

hole conform to a size for standard drills? What size drill should

be used?
16 . The solid steel-flanged joint of an S-in. extra-heavy pipe line is bolted by

twelve ,7'g-in. bolts on a bolt circle of 13 in. diameter. The steam pres-

sure is 250 lb. per square inch. The bolt material is high-strength steel

having an ultimate tensile strength of 72,000 lb. per square inch.

(a) If no packing is used between the flanges, what is the probable unit

tension in each bolt ?

(b ) If an elastic packing is used between the flanges, what is the probable

unit stress in each bolt?

17. Two bolts 1 in. in diameter are subjected to an impulsive load of 2,000

lb. which acts through a distance of 0.006 in. because of lost motion in

the parts. The bolts are each in. long and enclose parts of a total

thickness of 4 3
i in. Two nuts, each 13

ie in. thick, secure and lock each

bolt in place, the top of the locknut being flush with the end of each

bolt. Assuming that the threaded portion of the bolts which is enclosed

by the nut does not stretch, what probable unit stress is induced in the

bolts?

18. A pillar crane is bolted to its foundation by S bolts equally spaced on a

bolt circle 36 in. in diameter. The diameter of the flange of the pillar

base is 40 in. Determine the diameter of the bolts if a load of 12,000 lb.

is lifted at a maximum radius of 14 ft., using an allowable unit tensile

stress of 10,000 lb. per square inch. The working radius of the crane is

360 deg.

19 A cast-iron wall bracket similar to the one shown in Fig. 12 is fastened

to the wall by two 3
4-in. through bolts, one bolt at P and one at P u

respectively. A load W , at a distance of 24 in. from the wall, caused the

upper bolt to rupture. If Zi is 3 in., and L is 24 in., what was the value

of the load? Assume 0.20 per cent carbon steel for the bolts, and that

the bolts were subjected to tensile loading only.

20 , A cast-steel bracket similar to the one shown in Fig. 12 is fastened to

a steel column by two bolts at P and one bolt at Pi. A taper pin located

midway between the bolts is assumed to carry the shear.
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Data.—W - 6,000 lb.

L — 36 in.

I = 28 in.

Zi ~ 3 in.

Allowable unit tensile stress = 8,000 lb. per square inch.

(a) Determine the size of the taper pin. (The pin is 3 in. long, and
tapers % in. in 12 in.)

(b) Determine the size of the upper bolts.

(c) Determine the size of the lower bolt, assuming that it would be made
the theoretical size.

21 . A motor weighing 3,700 lb. is to be lifted by an eye bolt similar to the

one shown in Fig. 14. If soft steel of 58,000 lb. per square inch ultimate

tensile strength is used for the forging, design the eye bolt and show by
a shop sketch all information and dimensions necessary to forge and
finish it. Use a factor of safety of 10.

22 . What is the diameter and depth of the tapped hole in the cast-iron motor
frame of Problem 21 ? The motor frame is made of a good grade of cast

iron having an ultimate tensile and shearing strength of 20,000 lb. per

square inch. Use a factor of safety of 12.

23 . An eye bolt has a stem 1 in. in diameter and 2 in. long. The thread

is of American standard form. If the bolt is proportioned correctly,

what is the greatest load which could be lifted if the tapped hole in the

part to be lifted is:

(a) Cast iron, with ultimate tensile and shear strength equal to 22,000

lb. per square inch.

( b ) Cast steel, with ultimate tensile and shear strength of 64,000 and
48,000 lb. per square inch, respectively.

24 . A 2-in. jack screw with 2 square threads per inch is turning with a
force of 30 lb. acting on a 24-in. jack lever. The friction collar is 4 in.

outside diameter, and 2 in. inside diameter. The coefficient of friction

between the screw threads is 0.15, and at the collar it is 0.10,

() What load is being lifted?

() What is the efficiency of the screw and collar?

26. A sluice gate weighing 80 tons is raised and lowered by means of two
square-thread screws 3 in. major diameter, 1% in. minor diameter, and
with 1% threads per inch. The radius of the friction collar is iy> in.,

the coefficient of friction at the threads is 0.13, and at the collar it is

0.11. The two screws are driven by one motor which has a speed of

600 r.p.m. The reduction-gear mechanism has a combined mechanical
efficiency of 86 per cent.

(a) What is the speed of the power screws if the gate is to lift 5 ft. in 2

min.?

(b) What is the motor horsepower required to raise the gate?

(c) What is the motor horsepower required to lower the gate?



CHAPTER X
KEYS

192. Keys are steel fastenings extending into two machine or

structural parts to prevent relative movement between them by
means of frictional, shearing, or compressive resistance. Keys
are of circular or rectangular cross-section, of various shapes and
lengths. Within recent years the American Society of Mechan-
ical Engineers has attempted to eliminate some of the shapes
and sizes of keys, and to specify standard cross-sections of keys
and standard keyseats. Keys are used to fasten pulleys and
toothed gears to shafting, and the kind and size of key is dictated

by the load to be transmitted. Keys are easy to replace and cost

little, so that in some assemblages of parts which may be sub-
jected to sudden loads or accidental stresses, the key is designed
to rupture, thereby functioning as a safety device for the other
elements.

193. Common Forms of Keys.—When the load is light, a saddle

key may be used, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The key fits into the

Fig. 1.-—Forms of keys.

keyway of the hub and presses against the shaft, forcing the

two surfaces apart. This key holds by frictional resistance only.

The shaft may be flattened slightly, as shown in Fig. 1(6),

and a flat key used. This key will transmit more power than the

saddle key, but here also the key depends upon frictional resist-

ance for its holding power.
187
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The square key
,
Fig. 1(c), and the flat key

,
Fig. 1(d), are the

more common forms of key fasteners. The round key
,
shown in

Fig. 1(e), is used with excellent results by some manufacturers,

the key being tapered and fitting a reamed hole. Keys as shown
in Figs. 1(f) and 1(g) are often used for fastening the hubs of

gears and wheels to a shaft. The hole is tapered and the key
is a standard tapered pin, which will usually shear if the load

becomes excessive, with no damage to the hub or shaft.

A straight key with parallel sides is the most desirable one,

but since it cannot take up any play between the shaft and hub,

it requires accurate fitting of the hub and shaft.

The advantage of the taper key is that its wedging action

will take up play between the parts, but it may throw them out

of alignment unless skill is used in assembling. The taper is

usually }i in. per foot, and should be on the top or hub side.

It is more difficult to cut a taper keyseat in the shaft, and the

cross-section of the shaft at the deep end of the keyway is weak-
ened by cutting a taper keyway. Taper keys should fit accu-

rately on the sides as well as on the top and bottom.

The square key has parallel sides and parallel top and bottom.

It transmits force by its resistance to shear because it usually

has a slight clearance at the top and bottom. The hub is closely

fitted to the shaft which insures accurate concentricity of parts.

Square keys are often used for parts which may have to be fre-

quently disconnected.

Most keys are modified square keys with the width greater than
the height, and are called flat keys . They are often tapered, and
fit on all sides, but if driven in too tightly may cause the connected
parts to spring.

A draw key has a lug formed on one end of the key for easy
withdrawal by inserting a wedge between the lug and the hub.
These keys should not be used in places where the protruding
head, while rotating with the shaft, might become a hazard.

A feather or spline key prevents relative rotation of connected
parts, but allows free axial sliding of one part over the other.

It is a key of rectangular section, usually slightly higher than
wide. It fits only on the sides, allowing one member to slide,

and is fastened either to the shaft or to the hub. It may be
secured to the shaft by countersunk machine screws as in Fig.

2(a), or it may move with the hub, secured as shown in Fig. 2(6).

The length of feather keys is usually made greater than that of
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sunk keys, for the same size of shaft, in order to reduce bearing

pressure and ensuing wear on the sliding surfaces.

The Woodruff key , shown in Fig. 3(6), is a product of the

Pratt and Whitney Manufacturing Company, of Hartford,

Connecticut. The keyseat in the hub is of the usual form, while

that in the shaft is of circular outline, made in a single cut by
sinking the cutter into the shaft, as shown in Fig. 3(a). The

(b)

Fig. 2.—Feather keys.

maximum depth of the keyway is much greater than that

of ordinary keys, consequently the shaft is weakened. However,
the key is set so firmly that it cannot tip. On account of its

circular bottom it will accommodate itself to an inclined keyway
in the hub, while an ordinary key, in such a case, would perhaps

bear on one point only. Several such keyways may be inserted

in line, as shown in Fig. 3(6), matching the same keyseat in the

va)
C uiler

Fig. M.—Woodruff key.

hub, to avoid cutting too deeply into the shaft, as would be the

case if but one key were used.

A round key is a pin, either cylindrical or tapering. When
using taper pins it is best to use standard taper pins, because

these may be purchased more cheaply than they can be made in

small lots. Furthermore, reamers may be readily obtained to

correspond to the various sizes. Such keys are used only for

light and small work, as a rule, and provide a cheap and accurate

fastener for hubs to shafts. When taper pins are located on the
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parting line between parts as shown in Fig. 1(c), the key offers

more resistance to shear than if the pin penetrates the hub
and shaft, as in Fig. 1(f) 9

and when placed on the parting line

may be used for relatively heavy loads.

194. Material of Keys.—Small keys are made of mild or

machinery steel, procured from market stock in square and
rectangular shapes and in various sizes. Large keys are usually

forged from what is known as “ cheap toolstock, ” machined to

size, and fitted accurately by hand.

195. Stresses in Keys.—In Fig. 4(a) the key has a length L, a
thickness t

,
and a width b. On the basis of shear, if Ss is the allow-

able unit shearing stress for the key material, the force which the

key can transmit is:

Fs = b X L X Ss . (1)

(a) (b>

Fig. 4.

On the basis of compression or bearing, if Sc is the allowable

unit bearing stress, the force which the key can transmit is:

Fc = |
X L X S,... (2)

Since the material in the shaft or the hub may offer less resistance

to crushing than the key, Se should always be the least safe

allowable unit stress for the combination.

The torque or twisting moment M, which the key can trans-

mit on the basis of shear is

:

Ms = Ss X b X L X r, (3)

in which r denotes the radius of the shaft.

The torque which the key can transmit on the basis of bearing

is approximately:

Mc = Sc X
J
X L X r. (4)
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The resisting moment of a solid circular shaft is:

M t

7rd3

16
S.',

in which d denotes the diameter of the shaft, in inches.

Sa
' denotes the allowable shearing unit stress for the shaft,

in pounds per square inch.

196. Dimensions of Keys.—There is no fixed standard for the

dimensions of keys, the usual practice being to make the width
of the key about one-quarter of the shaft diameter.

If the twisting moment of the key is based upon shear and is to

be equivalent to the resisting moment of the solid shaft, then

:

&X!)XLX^=~ s;. (5)

If the quality of the steel is the same in the shaft and in the key,

so that Ss = £/, then:

b X L X
^

7rd_3

16
‘

(6)

If, furthermore

then:

d

v

ird 3

16’

7Td

2
1.57d. (7)

This value conforms closely to the minimum length for hubs.

Experience shows that hubs less than 1.5d in length are likely

to rock on the shaft. The above calculation shows that keys
which are 0.2od in width and 1.5d in length are satisfactory to

resist shearing of the key.

The key must also be designed to resist the bearing stress

safely. Assuming that the width of the key is 0.25d and the

length 1.5d, then, on the basis of bearing:

X
g
X l.od X

2 = ^ s.'. (8)

For mild steel, S/ = 0.8*So and substituting this for Ss
'

:

t = OAd, approximately. (9 )
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If

then:

t = 1.66. (10)

These calculations show, therefore, that a mild steel key

which will transmit the full torque in the shaft, should have the

following proportions

:

6 = t
- 1.66, and L = 1.5d.

4

The height or thickness of keys is often less than the width,

with the result that such keys are liable to bearing failure. This

may be overcome by making the key longer if the key is to

transmit the full strength of the shaft.

Table I shows the dimensions for square and fiat stock keys.

Table I.—Square and Flat Stock Keys

(American Standard)

(To be cut from cold-finished stock and to be used without machining)

Shaft Square Flat Shaft Square Flat

diameter stock
t

stock diameter stock stock

(d ), key
|

key Ul), key key

• inches, b b X h inches, b b X h,

inclusive inches inches inclusive inches inches

4 to Ho 4
|

4 X % 2 2M« to 2?4 4
H to y% He Ho X 4 24 to 3*4 4
'Hotolh h 4 XMe 34 to 34 4
lMstolk H ?8 X 34 to 4 i-^i 1

OMs to2}i 4 H X « 44 to 54
54 to 6

14
14

A negative ( - ) tolerance

in allowed an followR

Toler-

Key stock ance,

inches

4 to 4 inch 0
,. 0020

4 to 4 inch 0 ,. 0025

4 to 14 inch 0 . 0030

Table II shows the dimensions for gib-head taper stock keys,

and Table III those for plain taper stock keys.

197. Friction in Sliding Keys.—When a gear or clutch slides

along a shaft to which it is keyed, it is good practice to use two

keys spaced 180 deg. apart. Experiments have shown that the

friction of two keys so located is one-half of that for one key.
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to

5*2

Rj

1J
4

2

1
Jio

1
Jig

1H

%

1H

1

5

to

20

increment

2J4

in

to

6

1

1
2

1

12

-

3'2
1
3
4

1
3
4

1J4

1

1^4

134

1
J4

6

to

24

increment3

in
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Table III.—Plain Taper Stock Keys Square and Flat

(American Standard)

The height of the key is measured at b distance from the large end.

All dimensions for these keys are the same as those shown for gib-head
keys in the preceding table.

,
Taper '/pirj.in

Urb~*

i

At.

t
i

t

* -b -> U-_— ----- L ...

f(frmens/On6 are in mches

>

There are many forms of keys used, especially on large shafting,

or where the service is severe.

198. Multiple Splines.—When the force to be transmitted is

large in proportion to the size of the shaft, as in automobile trans-

missions and sliding-gear transmissions, a multiple spline is used,
the spline being integral with the shaft. Such shafting is cut

with four, six, ten, or sixteen splines.

The Society for Automotive Engineers has
standardized the fittings for this kind of work,
and the splines are designed from empirical
formulas. Figure 5 shows a six-spline fitting,

which, for sliding under no load, has dimensions
as follows:

d = 0.850ZX
Fig. 5.—Six-spline

hub. t « 0.075D.
b = 0.250D.

For sliding when under load the dimensions are:

d = 0.800D.
t = o.ioozx
b = 0.250D.

The maximumd iameters D(D = d+2t) vary from % to 3 in.,
inclusive, advancing by )'s-in. increments up to 1% in., and
by 3^-in. increments up to 21'-? in.

The strength of spline fittings in transmitting torque, per inch
of bearing length, and using a bearing unit stress of 1,000 lb.
per square inch, may be found by the following formula

:

T = 1,000NRt (11)
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in which T denotes torque in inch-pounds per inch of length.

N denotes number of splines.

R denotes mean radius, in inches.

i denotes depth of spline, in inches.

199. Cotter Keys.—Cotter keys, shown in Fig. 6, are used as a
fastener for the joints of crossheads, valve yokes, valve rods,

or for any similar application. Cotter keys are not standardized,

but the taper is usually small so that the key will not tend to

back out When used in the crankpin end of connecting rods,

the cotter keys should be locked in place to prevent the centrif-

ugal force from throwing the key out of position.

Fig. 6.—Cotter joint with key.

To design a joint of the cotter-key type, shown in Fig. 6, the

following possibilities of failure should be investigated

:

() Failure of the rod in tension.

() Tensile failure of the rod at KK r

,
or of the socket at KK'.

(e) Shear failure of the rod at efgh ,
or of the socket at abed.

(d) Compressive failure of the rod at eg, or of the socket at bd.

(ie) Shear failure of the key at the joint (double shear).

(/) Compressive failure of the key" where it bears against the

socket at A and B and against the rod at C.

The load which may be safely carried for the above cases,

or the unit stress produced by a given load, may be calculated as

follows

:

ird2

(a) F = tensile area of rod X S t = X S t .

(b) Fi = tensile area of rod at slotted hole X S t .

p2 = tensile area of socket at slotted hole X S t .
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(c) F3 = 2 (area in shear of the rod, back of the slot) X Ss .

Ft = 2 (area in shear of the socket back of the slot) X Ss .

(d) Fb — compressive area in socket back of the key X Sc .

Fs = compressive area in rod back of the key X Sc .

(c) Fi — 2 (shearing area of key) X Sa .

(J) Fs = compressive area of the part of the key that bears

against either the rod or the socket X Sc .

Fig. 7.—Connecting rod end, showing cotter key and adjusting gib.

Cotter keys, as shown in Fig. 7, are used as adjusting wedges as

well as for fastening the straps at the ends of connecting rods.

To prevent the cotter key from working loose as a result of the
reversing action of the rods, a locking device is sometimes used as

shown by the screw and locknuts in Figs. 7 and 8(6), and by the
setscrew in Fig. 8(a).

Fig. 8 .—Locking devices for cotter key.

Problems

1. Show by sketches the following types of keys and their application: (a)
saddle key, (i>) flat key (friction), (c) square key, (d) round key (three
applications).

2. Show by sketches the following types of keys and their application: (a)
draw key, (6) feather key (two forms), (<s) Woodruff key (for short and
long hubs).
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3 A steel key has the following dimensions.

6 - M in.

t = in.

L = 3 }'

2

in.

What resistance will the key offer to shear if the allowable shear strength

of the steel is 12,000 lb. per square inch?
4 . A square key is made of steel having an ultimate tensile, compressive,

and shear strength of 60,000, 60,000, and 46,000 lb. per square inch,

respectively. It has the following dimensions:

b = §4 in.

t = 1 in.

L = 6 in.

(a) What resistance will the key offer in shear and in compression ?

(b) In what manner will the key probably fail under an excessive load?
5. Show that a key having the following dimensions is approximately as

strong as the torsion strength of the shaft, if key and shaft are made of

the same quality of steel.

b —
jf 4d, L = 1.5d.

6 . A key is Js in. wide and in. long, and is made of machinery steel

having an ultimate shearing strength of 44,000 lb. per square inch. If

this key is replaced with one having the same cross-section but made of

steel having an ultimate shearing strength of 58,000 lb. per square inch,

determine the length of the second key.

7 . A shaft 2 in. in diameter is turning at 200 r.p.m., and delivers equal

amounts of power to each of three machines by pulleys keyed to the

shaft. What should be the length of the required keys if a factor of

safety of 4 is used? The shaft and key are of the same quality of steel.

8 . A line shaft rotates at 200 r.p.m. and transmits 50 hp. at a constant

rate. If the working shear stress in the shaft is 6,000 lb. per square
inch, determine the shearing unit stress and the factor of safety in a key
which has the following proportions:

b — 0.25c/, L — 3 .o<i.

9 . A cast-iron flanged shaft coupling has proportions as follows:

Bore for shaft = 3 in.

Outside diameter = 11 }» in.

Diameter of bolt circle — S x
4 in.

Number of bolts = 6 .

Diameter of bolts — l;i iu hi.

Length of hub of each half = 4 1

2 in.

Key for each half: b — "s in., t = ”s in.

Diameter of hub = 2//.

Determine the maximum horsepower at 150 r.p.m. which can be

transmitted by:

(a) The bolts.

(5) The key (shear).

(c ) The key (compression).
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(d) The shaft.

(e) The coupling.

Assume that the ratio of the shear strength of the steel to the tensile

and compressive strength is 0.8.

10 . Make a half-size drawing of a cotter-joint design similar to the one
shown in Fig. 6. The design is to be based upon the diameter of the rod,

proportioning all parts so that they are equally strong or approximately
so. The taper of the fit is to be in. per foot. Detail and fully

dimension each part. The diameter of the rod is ... in



CHAPTER XI

SHAFTING AND SHAFT COUPLINGS

200. A shaft is a revolving machine part, supported in

bearings, and loaded outside the bearings. An axle is a machine"

part, subjected principally to bending, and carrying a load

which is supported at the bearings. Either the axle or the

bearing rotates. Shafts are used for driving machines, pulleys,

and gears, and by means of shafting power is transmitted from
one machine or machine part to another.

Shafts may be classified according to their use as follows

:

(a) For prime movers.

1. Engine shafts.

2. Generator shafts.

3. Turbine shafts.

(b) For transmission of power.

1. Line shafts.

2. Jackshafts.

3. Countershafts.

(c) Machine spindles.

A line shaft is made up of more than one length of shafting,

joined together by couplings. A jackshaft is one which obtains

its motion directly from the source of power, and in turn imparts

the motion to other shafts or machine parts. A countershaft is a

short shaft, placed between a line shaft and a machine. The
term spindle is a general term applied to a number of short shafts

used on machines. Spindles may be solid or hollow, of uniform

cross-section or tapering.

Shafts may be classified according to form as follows:

(a) Solid shafts.

(Jo) Hollow shafts.

(c) Flexible shafts.

A solid shaft is usually of circular cross-section. Square shafts

with turned bearings, while at one time common, are now seldom

used. Hollow circular shafts are made in the larger sizes, where

the value of the installation justifies their use. Flexible shafts

199
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are used to transmit rotary motion to any desired place, bringing

the power to the work instead of the work to the power. Flexible

shafting is limited in its application to light work and short lengths.

201. Torsion in Solid Shafting.—Short shafts, and long shafts

with well-placed bearings, are subjected principally to torsion.

A case of torsional stress alone is rare, for nearly all shafting is

subjected to bending stresses due to belt pull, gear-tooth pressure,

and weight of pulleys and gears. Since the stresses due to bend-
ing are often difficult to determine in advance, and because such
calculations are complicated, they are sometimes omitted. The
shaft in such cases is designed for torsion and angular deflec-

tion only, the bending being taken into account by a large factor

of safety.

Formula (18) in Chap. VII, for torsion in shafts is:

Tm = ~ (1)
r

For solid circular sections J =

( 1):

7rd*

32’
and substituting in formula

Snd3

16
and

3 /-

7rS (2 )

When a force F acts with a moment arm r (Fig. 1) the work
done in one revolution of the shaft is 2wrF in.-lb. (F in pounds and

r in inches). If the speed of

the shaft is N revolutions per
minute, the work done per
minute is 2?rrFN, and this v lue

divided by the number of inch-
pounds per minute in a horse-
power, gives the formula for

horsepower.

horsepower
27rrFN

33,000 X 12

horsepower =

= Fr,

TmN
63,024

rp _ 63,024 hp.
m — N (3)
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Substituting this value in formula (1)

:

d = 68.4 (4)

202. Twist or Angular Deflection of Shafting.—Formula (19)

in Chap. VII, for the angle of twist in a shaft, is:

bl.ZTJL
EJ (5)

In practice the angle 6 is usually limited to 1 deg. in 20 diameters,

therefore, substituting in formula (5), letting 6 — 1 , L — 20a',

and

T 771

± =

2SJ
d ‘

57.3 X 2S X 20d

Esd

S = E.
2,292' (6)

For steel E, = 12,000,000, therefore S = 5,230 lb. per square

inch.

For cast iron Es = 6,000,000,therefore S = 2,620 lb. per square

inch.

203. Hollow Shafting.—Large shafts, especially those for

marine work, are often made hollow. Hollow shafts are stronger

Fig. 2.—Hollow shaft with solid fianjre.

per pound of material, and they may be forged on a mandrel, thus

making the material more homogeneous than would be possible

for a solid shaft. Hollow shafts are relatively short and have

the collar for connections made integral with the shaft as shown
in Fig. 2.
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If a hollow shaft is to be equal in strength to a solid shaft, the

resisting moment of the one must be equal to that of the other.

Using the notation shown in Fig. 3

:

7r(di4 - d2*)

16di
X S = trd 3

16
X S'.

If the two shafts are of like material so that S — S':

di
= d3

. (7)

Fig. 3.

204. Transverse Deflection of Shafts.—A shaft subjected to

bending will deflect as a beam, and the formulas for the deflections

of beams may be applied as follows

:

Cantilever with a concentrated load at the free end (Fig. 4(a))

:

PL 3

3El’ (8 )

Cc)

Simple beam with a concentrated load at the middle (Fig. 4(6))

:

PL 3

y 48El’ (9)

Simple beam with a uniformly distributed load (Fig. 4(c))

:

5WLS

384221
' (10 )
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in which y denotes the maximum deflection of the beam, in inches.

P denotes the concentrated load, in pounds.
W denotes the uniform load, in pounds.
L denotes the length of the beam, in inches.

E denotes the modulus of elasticity in tension or com-
pression, in pounds per square inch.

I denotes the moment of inertia of the cross-section,

in in. 4
.

For the simple beam it is usual to consider the length of the

beam to be from the middle of one bearing to the middle of the
next bearing. For cantilever action the length is taken from the

middle of the hub of a pulley or gear to the middle of the bearing.

205. Design of Transmission Shafting.—The following sections

on the design of shafting will be based upon the “Code for

Design of Transmission Shafting, ” recommended by the Amer-
ican Society of Mechanical Engineers, and approved by the

American Engineering Standards Committee in 1927.

206. Maximum Permissible Working Stresses.—For simple

flexure the maximum permissible unit stress either in tension or

compression is as follows:

16.000 lb. per square inch for “commercial steel ” shafting

without allowance for keyways.

12.000 lb. per square inch for “commercial steel” shafting with

allowance for keyways.
For shafting purchased under definite physical specifications use

60 per cent of the elastic limit in tension, but not more than 36

per cent of the ultimate tensile strength.

For simple torsion the maximum permissible unit shearing

stress is as follows:

8.000 lb. per square inch for “commercial steel ” shafting with-

out allowance for keyways.

6.000 lb. per square inch for “commercial steel” shafting with

allowance for keyways.

For shafting purchased under definite physical specifications use

30 per cent of the elastic limit in tension, but not more than 18

per cent of the ultimate tensile strength. It will be noted that

the unit stresses permitted in shear are just one-half those per-

mitted in tension or compression.

For any case of combined stresses the maximum permissible

intensity of shearing unit stress is equal to those given above for

simple torsion. It can be shown that when the ratio of the
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permissible unit tensile stress to the permissible unit shear
stress equals 2

;
the diameter as determined by the shearing unit

stress will govern the design. Since in all the above cases of

permissible unit stress this ratio equals 2,
it is clear that the

design lyill be based upon shear.

207. Shock and Fatigue Factors.—A machine part subjected
to shock or fatigue is much more likely to fail than a part sub-
jected to steady loads only. The following factors, K L for torque,
and Km for bending moment, are recommended for various types
of loading, and they are to be applied in every case to the twisting
and bending moments as shown in Table I.

Table I

Nature of loading

Values for

Km. K,

Stationary shafts:

Gradually applied load 1 0 1.0
1 . 5 to 2.0Suddenly applied load 1.5 to 2.0

Rotating shafts:

Gradually applied or steady loads 1.5 1.0

1.0 to 1.5Suddenly applied loads, minor shocks only .... 1.5 to 2.0
Suddenly applied loads, heavy shocks 2.0 to 3.0 1 . 5 to 3 .

0

208. Axial Loading Factors.—The factor a applied to cases of
axialloading, istheamount by which the unit stressP)A is increased
to take care of column action. For axial tensile loads, and for
axial compressive loads when the shaft is rigidly supported at
frequent intervals so that the shaft acts virtually as a short
column, oe. = 1.

For long columns in which the slenderness ratio L/r is less than
115, the factor a is computed from the formula:

1 - 0.0044
x

( 11 )

These values of a are given in Table II.
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Table II

Slenderness

ratio,

L
r

i

i

0 1.00
25 1.12

50 1.28

75 1.49

100 1.78

115 2.02

For very long columns whose slenderness ratio is greater than

115, the factor a is computed from Euler’s formula for long

columns:

SCL-
Cir-Er 2 ( 12)

in which a denotes the ratio of the maximum unit stress to the

average unit stress.

L denotes the unsupported length of the shaft, in inches.

r denotes the least radius of gyration, in inches.

Sc denotes the compressive yield point of the shaft

material, in pounds per square inch.

E denotes the modulus of elasticity of the shaft material,

wThich is about 30,000,000 lb. per square inch for

steel.

C denotes the coefficient in Euler’s formula depending
upon end conditions, being 1 for hinged ends, and
2.25 for fixed ends.

The authors suggest the following values of C:

Both ends round, C = 1 (from experiments).

Both ends pinned, ends guided and partly restrained, C = 1.6

(from experiments).

Both ends flat, C = 2.5 (from experiments).

Both ends fixed, C = 4 (Theoretical).

One end free, the other end fixed, C = 0.25 (theoretical).

One end round, the other end fixed, C = 2.25 (theoretical).

One end round and guided, the other end fixed, C = 2.05

(theoretical).
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209. Shafts in Pure Torsion.—For a solid- circular shaft:

K tT

K t X hp.

d

in which d denotes diameter, in inches.

Kt denotes the constant given in Table I.

hp. denotes horsepower.

S denotes the permissible unit shearing stress, in

pounds per square inch.

N denotes revolutions per minute.

0.1963Sd*.

Sd*N
321,000"
3 ^roootf, X hp.

SN (13)

Formula (13) is the same as formula (4) when K t

For a hollow circular shaft:

0. 1963/S (di 4 - d2
4
)

d i

SiV(di4 - d2
4
)

321,000di
'

K tT

K t X hp. = (14)

in which di denotes outside diameter, in inches.

dz denotes inside diameter, in inches.

The other notation is the same as above.

210. Shafts Subjected to Bending.—For a solid circular shaft:

KmM =

d = (/

32KmM
ttS

(15)

in which M denotes bending moment, in inch-pounds.
Km denotes the constant given in Table I.

S denotes the permissible unit flexural stress, in pounds
per square inches.

The other notation is the same as before.

For a hollow circular shaft:

rr _ ^(di 4 - d2
4
)KmM

32dl
' (16)

211. Shafts Subjected to Combined Torsion and Bending.

—

Formula (23) of Chap. VII gives the maximum shearing unit
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stress for a case of tensile or compressive stress combined with
shear stress as follows:

=
^ ) + (&*)

2
-

For the case of combined torsion and bending in a solid shaft:

« 323/ , „ 16T
S = — and S8 = *

7fdS 7TCP

Substituting in the formula for S/:

s: - J(-
16My /167V
tvd3

) \ird3

)
'

For a solid circular shaft the A.S.M.E. code gives the following

formula

:

3 i 16

tS
V(KmM)* + (K tT)\ (17)

d = + /396,000K t X hp.\2

2ttN

For a hollow circular shaft:

df -d2
4

di

df - df _ 16

rfi ttS

~^V(k~mY + {K tfy-.

,rr ,

/396.000A',
(A -‘V)_ +

\ 2

X hp. N

(18)

(19)

(20)

Example.—A machinery shaft is subjected to a maximum torsional

moment of 6,900 in.-lb., and a maximum bending moment of 11,500 in. -lb.

The loads are steady and the allowable shear stress is fixed at 8,000 lb. per

square inch.

From Table I, Km = 1.5 and K> ~ 1.

KmM = 1.5 X 11,500 = 17,250 in.-lb.

K tT = 6,900 in.-lb.

Using formula (17):

d
8,000

v/l7 ’
250J + 6 ’

9002 = V11T82.

d = 2.28 in.

Therefore, a shaft 2.25 in. in diameter will be used.

Example .—Determine the diameter of a hollow shaft, with the ratio

d2/d i = 0.80, capable of transmitting 400 hp. at 215 r.p.m. when subjected

at the same time to a maximum bending moment of 49,000 in.-lb. Assume
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the allowable unit shear stress is 8,000 lb. per square inch, that the shaft is

to be subjected to suddenly applied loads with minor shocks only for the

torque, and to steady loads for the bending moment.

From Table I, Km — 1.5, and Kt — 1.5.

Using formula (20)

:

16 ' , ,nnnm , ;

/ 396,000 X 1.5 X 400V
’ OToV (1 '5 X 49’°°0) ' +

V 2Tx MB )

Since =? = 0.80.
d i

dA - OAOddC = 121
di

0.591 di 3 = 121.

di = 5.89 in.

212. Shafts in Bending over Short Spans with Heavy Trans-

verse Shear.—For a solid circular shaft:

V =

d =

3wSd*
16“'

16F
3ir»S4 (21 )

in which V denotes the total shear on the cross-section, in

pounds.

S denotes the unit shear stress, in pounds per square

inch.

For a hollow circular shaft:

_ 37nSW - d2
4
)(di - df)

16(di3 - d2
3
)

di 3 - d2
3 _ StS

(di
4 - dj){d x - d2) 16F (22 )

213. Shafts Subjected to Combined Torsion and Heavy
Transverse Shear.—For a solid circular shaft:

16T 16F
rd 3 + 3ttd2

‘ (23)

For a hollow circular shaft:

16Td 16V(d x
s - d2

3
)

x(di4 - d2
4
)

+ MdS - d2
4
)(di - d»)'

(24)

214. Materials for Shafts.—Ordinary shafts are made of Besse-
mer or open-hearth steel of 0.15 to 0.40 per cent carbon, which
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is often called medium steel or machinery steel. Cold-rolled steel

is of the same quality as machinery steel. It is turned to even
sizes, and is then passed through rapidly revolving bevel rolls,

which straightens the shaft, renders it uniform in size, and gives

it a glazed finish which requires no further finishing for most
uses. Cold-rolled shafting is about 20 per cent stronger than
hot-rolled shafting of the same material, but it is no stiffer.

Cold-rolled shafting is used extensively for line shafting.

The aeroplane and the automobile industries have employed
alloy steels to a very considerable extent in the design of shafting.

Large shafts are forged approximately to the required size

from the ingot, and finished in a lathe. When great strength

as well as lightness is required, shafts are made of nickel steel.

Very large nickel-steel shafts are made hollow. Some engineers

specify cold-rolled shafting up to a diameter of 4 in. and forged

shafting for the larger sizes.

The old standard of undersized diameters has never been
changed, and it should be noted that a 2-in shaft is only 1 1

? j e

in. in diameter. For this reason, when specifying standard

shaft hangers, boxes, and couplings, it is important to specify

the exact diameter of the shaft.

215. Sizes of Shafting.—The Committee on Shafting Standards

of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers recommends
the use of the following diameters: From l a ie to 2 15 {$ in.,

varying by increments of 1 4 in.; and from 3 7 i6 to 5 15 i6 hi.,

varying by increments of ^ in. For machinery shafts they

recommend that the size increase by 1
iq in. up to 2 1

2 in., by
1
s in. from 2 1 o up to 4 in., and by 1

4 in. from 4 to 6 in. Table III

gives the dimensions and tolerances for cold-finished shafting.

Commercial shafting is obtainable in lengths of 10 to 24 ft.

varying by increments of 2 ft. If longer lengths are required

they may be obtained, but it should be remembered, that, from
the standpoint of transportation, lengths are usually limited

to the inside dimension of a box car.

216. Change of Shaft Diameter.—It is well known that

abrupt changes of cross-section in a member subjected to stress

induce high local stresses, and under the action of repeated or

reversed stresses cracks may develop causing ultimate failure.

For this reason a shaft which has been turned with various

diameters along its length, should have the different diameters

joined by generous fillets.
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Table III.—Cold-finished Shafting. Diameters and Lengths
(American Standard)

(The standard stock lengths for cold-finished shafting are 16, 20, and 24 ft.)

Transmission
shafting,

inches

W)

Machinery-

shafting,

inches

id)

Tolerance

on diam-
eters,

(
—

) inches

i

Trans-

mission

shafting,

inches

id)

Machinery
shafting,

inches

(A)

Tolerance
on diam-

eters,

(— ) inches

U 0.002 2 % 6 2Ke 0.004

fit 0.002 2X 0.004

X 0.002 2He 0.004

‘Ms 0.002 2% 0.004

X 0.002 2 Vie 2Ke 0.004

‘Me 0.002 2K 0.004

Vs 0.002 2% 0.004

‘Me ‘Me 0.002 2H 0.004
1 0.002 2% 0.004
1 He 0.002 2‘Ma 3 0.004

1 X 0.003 3X 0.004

1M 6 1 He 0.003 3X 0.004
1 X 0.003 3% 0.004
1 He 0.003 3 Ji6 3X 0.004
l X 0.003 3% 0.004
1 7'1

6

0.003 3X 0.004
i X 0.003 3V& 0.004

;

1 He 0.003 3‘Me 4 0.004
1 X 0.003 4M 0.005

l‘Me l 1 He 0.003 4 He 4K 0.005
i H 0.003 4M 0.005
l‘M 6 0.003 4‘M'e 5 0.005
i H 0.003 SH 0.005

1 l‘Me 0.003 5 He . 5X 0.005
2 . 0.003 SH 0.005
2 H.6
2 X

0.004
0.004

5‘Me 6 0.005

217. Keyseats in Shafting.—Keyseats are usually milled in

the shaft, and Fig. 5(a) shows the keyseat bottom rounded to
the cutter radius, as formed by the cutter. For some classes
of work the flat-bottom keyseat cut by an end-mill cutter is

specified, as shown by Fig. 5(6). All keyseats should stop
short of the bearing.

218. Effect of Keyseats Cut into Shafts.—Cold-rolled shafting
will sometimes warp, due to cutting keyseats into the surface,
because the cold rolling has set up internal stresses in the shaft.
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Since the cutting of a keyseat produces an abrupt change of

cross-section, this in turn produces high localized stress, which
may become dangerous under repeated or reversed loading.

For ordinary shafting the weakening of the shaft due to the

cutting of keyseats is taken into account by the factor of safety.

(b)

seats in shaft ends.

The static tests of H. F. Moore 1 on shafting of 1}£ to 2}4 in.

in diameter, showed that the rigidity of the shafts was reduced,

and that the angle of twist increased over the lengths in which
the keyseats were cut.

Gough 2 carried out static and fatigue tests on shafts of Armco
iron and a 0.65 per cent carbon steel. Tests were made using

Fig. 6 .—Shaft enlargement of hub bearing.

standard keyseats, and also ke3rseats with the same depth but
only half the width of the standard keyseats. The static tests

showed that both forms of keyseats had the elastic strength

reduced 23 per cent, while the elastic stiffness was reduced

6 and 10 per cent, respectively, for the narrow and wide keyseats.

In the fatigue tests under reversed torsional stresses the endur-

ance limit was reduced the same amount for narrow and wide

keyseats. This reduction amounted to 21 per cent for the 0.65

1 Univ. III . ,
Bull. 42, 1909.

2 Brit. Aero. Research Com. Repts., Vol. II, p. 488, 1924-1925.
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per cent carbon steel, and 12 per cent for the Armco iron. . Keyed

shafts of Armco iron showed a total reduction of 33 per cent.

Large shafts are often enlarged along the keyed portion of

the hub so that' the bottom of the keyseat is flush with the

shaft, as shown in Fig. 6. This method allows the part which is

to be keyed on to slip easily over the smaller portion of the

shaft.

219. Critical Speed of Shafting.—When a body mounted on a

shaft rotates, the center of gravity of the body must be at the

center of the shaft to be perfectly balanced. Because of the

weight of the body, lack of straightness of the shaft, and vibra-

tions, perfect balance is seldom attained, so that the center of

gravity of the body will be at a slight distance from the center

of rotation of the shaft. When the shaft is rotating, the centrif-

ugal force generated by this unbalanced condition causes the

shaft to bend, and the center of the body will rotate in a small

circle, causing a vibration called whirling
,
and the critical speed

is that speed at which the vibrations are a maximum. If the

speed is further increased the vibrations disappear, because the

frequency does not coincide with the natural period of vibration

of the shaft.

Critical speeds develop at speeds which, with few exceptions,

are above the normal running speeds of machines; but with the
ever-increasing, speeds at which modern machinery is expected
to function, critical speed has become an important problem,
especially in the design of rotor shafts of turbines. Machines,
in starting, pass through the period of whirling so rapidly that
the vibrations do not cause failure; nevertheless, provisions
must be made at the bearings and clearances must be given,
to allow the machine to pass through this condition with the
least damage.
The critical speed depends upon the kind and spacing of

bearings, and upon the distribution of the shaft loading. There
are various formulas for arriving at the critical speeds under
different conditions. 1

220. Shaft Couplings.—Shaft couplings are fastenings used to
join lengths of shafting together, so that motion from one section
may be transmitted to another. A shaft coupling should be
capable of being easily attached and detached, should transmit
the full power of the shaft, should hold the sections of shafting

1 u Machinery Handbook/' 6th Ed., p, 325.
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in alignment, and should have no projecting parts. Some forms
of couplings called muff couplings

,
are bored out slightly smaller

than the shaft, grip the shaft ends equally on either side of the

joint, and transmit power by friction.
.
Other" forms, shown in

Fig. 7, are keyed to the shaft, and are considered to be superior

to muff couplings in transmitting power.

Couplings may be classified according to the function which
they are performing, as follows:

(a) Permanent couplings, which act positively as power-
transmission devices.

(&) Releasing couplings, which transmit power at the will of

the operator.

Clamp Coupling Sleeve Coupling
(a) (b>

Fig. 7.—Permanent couplings.

Permanent couplings may be used for shafts having the same
axis, for parallel shafts, or for shafts with intersecting axes.

Releasing couplings may have a positive drive, or the drive may
be variable, as in friction and magnetic couplings. Of the large

number of commercial couplings which are readily obtainable

from the stock of transmission-machinery manufacturers, those

described in the following sections have been selected as typical.

Permanent Coupling .—The coupling shown in Fig. 7(b) is a

simple form of coupling. It is a cast-iron sleeve, bored to fit

the shaft ends which are to be connected. The key which holds

the coupling in place is more easily applied if it is made in two
parts. A sleeve coupling is sometimes shrunk on, and if this is

done it is necessary to break it when occasion arises to detach it.

Clamp Coupling .—The coupling shown in Fig. 7(a) is made in

two parts which are bolted together by through bolts and holds

by friction only, or by a combination of a key and friction. It

is properly reinforced by ribs, and the bolt heads and nuts are

protected to comply with safety laws.

Cone Coupling .—A cone coupling
,
shown in Fig. 8, is made up

of a cast-iron sleeve, bored tapering from either end to the middle,
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so that conical-shaped split wedges may be inserted and drawn
together by bolts, thus squeezing the wedges against the shaft.

Keys are used or not, depending upon the amount of power to be

transmitted.

Fig. 8.—Cone wedge coupling.

Flange Coupling .—A flange coupling is adapted for severe

service and when pressed and keyed onto the shaft it is practically

a part of the shaft and its use insures ease of alignment and per-

manence. This form of coupling is used almost exclusively on
shaft sizes 4 in. in diameter and larger. The coupling consists

of two cast-iron flanges which are bolted together, each part

being keyed to a shaft end. Alignment is secured by extending

one shaft end a short distance beyond one part and into the

-»Jfk-

<wO)

Plain

*J.5d >j

k— -3d ->J-3d
lb)

Male and Female

Fig. 9.—Flange coupling.

second part of the coupling, as shown in Fig. 9(a); or the faces

may be provided with a concentric ring and recess as shown in

Fig. 9(6). In either case each half of the coupling is keyed to
the shaft, the projecting bolt heads and nuts being covered by
a safety flange, which also adds to the rigidity of the coupling.

In applying these couplings each half is pushed onto a shaft
end, a dummy "key being used to maintain the alignment of the
keyway in the shaft and hub. After the coupling is in position
on the shaft, the dummy key is withdrawn and a. well-fitted
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key is driven in. For precise work the couplings are faced off

after being placed on the shaft, so that the faces will be normal to

the axis of rotation.

Example.—Design a flange coupling that will transmit the full power of a

2-in. cold-rolled steel shaft.

In Fig. 7:

d denotes the diameter of the shaft, in inches.

R denotes the radius of the holt circle, in inches.

n denotes the number of bolts.

di denotes the diameter of the bolts, in inches.

S8 denotes the allowable unit shear stress of the steel in the bolts, in

pounds per square inch.

S/ denotes the allowable unit shear stress of the steel in the shaft, in

pounds per square inch.

Sc denotes the allowable unit compressive stress of the steel in the
bolts, in pounds per square inch.

Sc
' denotes the allowable unit compressive stress of the cast iron in the

flange, in pounds per square inch.

(a) For equal strength the resisting moment of the bolts must equal that

of the shaft:
ird I

2

RS„. (25)

If the same quality of steel is used in the shaft and in the bolts then :

Ss
f — SSj and,

d i

1

2 \nR (26)

The usual practice with this class of coupling is to use five bolts for all

couplings for from 1 to 8 in. in diameter. The outside diameter of the

coupling is approximately equal to 4d, the diameter of the hub about 2d, and

the radius of the bolt circle is -
D + 2d D being the outside diameter of the

coupling. For this problem, therefore, n= 5, R -f—

1

= 3 in., and

formula (26) becomes:

tii h/ -
8
^ = 0.365 in., say a ?-8-in. bolt.

2 \ o X o

(b ) The cast-iron flanges should be of sufficient thick-

ness to be safe against failure by compression. In Fig. 10:

t denotes the thickness of the web, in inches.

Ss denotes the allowable shearing unit stress of the bolt

material, in pounds per square inch.

Sc
' denotes the allowable compressive unit stress of the

flange material, in pounds per square inch.

The shearing force which each bolt transmits produces bearing stress

between bolt and flange, therefore:

7r

-^
!

- X S. = d,tsc'. (27)
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For this problem Ss may be taken as 6,000, and S/ as 10,000 lb. per square-

inch.

, _ * X 0.375 X 6,000 _ n 177
1 ”

4 X 10,000

It would probably not be desirable to make the thickness less than } ^ in.,

to avoid abrupt changes of the wall thickness of the casting.

Since the strength of the steel bolts in bearing is at least equal to the

strength of cast iron in bearing, it will be unnecessary to investigate the

bolts for bearing.

The chapter on screw fastenings has shown that the use of bolts % in.

in diameter would not be considered good practice, because of the initial

stress induced in the bolts by screwing down the nuts. It is therefore

desirable to use bolts at least ^ in. in diameter, and %-m. bolts would be

better.

The above design, has indicated that the flanged coupling should include

the following:

Five bolts % in. in diameter.

Web of flange at least H in. thick.

Outside diameter of coupling, 8 in.

Diameter of the bolt circle, 6 in.

Diameter of the hub, 4 in.

The length of each hub should be at least 3 in.

The safety flanges should extend over the bolt heads and nuts.

Standard keys should be used.

221. Universal Coupling.—Universal couplings are used to

transmit rotary motion between shafts, when the axes of the

Fig. 1 1 .“Universal couplings.

rotating members are not colinear. Hooke’s Joint, shown in

Fig. 11(a), is a type of universal coupling that is used extensively.
The velocity ratio between the driving and the driven shaft is

not constant for all parts of a revolution. It can be shown 1

that the minimum speed of the driven shaft is equal to the speed
of the driver multiplied by the cos a, and the maximum speed is

•equal to that of the driver divided by the cos a, the angle oc

being the angle between the axes of the two shafts. This varia-
tion in angular velocity may be prevented by placing an inter-

1 Barr and Wood, “Kinematics of Machinery,” p. 214.
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mediate shaft, such as shown in Fig. 11 (f>), between the two
main shafts, making the same angle a. with each.

The universal coupling has been used on the transmission shaft

of automobiles to some extent, but its many parts, its position

under the car in its enclosure to protect it from dirt, and its

inaccessibility for lubrication and repairs, are the principal

reasons why it has been replaced by a flexible coupling. Figure
12 shows a semi-universal coupling which affords an easy and

Fig. 12.—Semi-universal coupling.

effective means of connecting shafts that are subjected to mis-

alignment and shocks. The center piece has two tongues at

right angles to each other, which engage loosely with slots in the

end pieces. The tongues have a continuous bearing across their

length, giving ample wearing surfaces. This coupling is appli-

cable for use with any speed up to 1,500 r.p.m., and is made in

sizes to fit shafting from 3^2 to 4^2 inches in diameter.

222. Flexible Couplings.—There are a number of flexible

couplings of the type shown in Fig. 13, the main features being

the number and composition of the disks. The flexibility of

the rubber or fabric disks allows for the non-alignment of the

sections of the driving shaft, and the variation in distance from

the front to the rear axles in an automobile is allowed for by a

slip joint at the coupling.

More rigid couplings are also made which allow for a slight

deviation in the alignment of connected shafts, and are used for

the connection between the shafts of a direct-connected engine

and generator, and between the motor and generator of a set.
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Such, a coupling consists of two solid disks which carry a series

of projecting pins on their inner faces. Each pin of one flange

is connected to a pin in the mating flange by some flexible material,

such as rubber or leather, which allows the flanges to conform

to slight inaccuracies in the alignment of the shafts.

Figure 14(a) shows the Francke coupling, which uses thin strips

of steel; and Fig. 14(6) shows a flexible coupling which uses

links of leather.

Fig. 14.—Flexible couplings

The flexible coupling shown in Fig. 15 consists of two outer

cast-iron flanges which are keyed to the shaft ends. Between
these flanges is a leather disk with lugs cemented and riveted on
each side. The driving disk being of non-conducting material,

the coupling when used on electric machines forms a good insula-

Fig. 15.—Flexible coupling.

tor. This form of coupling is designed for steady loading, and
may be used to connect all sizes of shafting.

223. The Falk-Bibby Coupling.—The Falk-Bibby coupling
consists of two flanges keyed to the shaft ends. A flat steel

spring fits into the space between the teeth, as shown in Fig.
16. The springs are packed in grease and fit easily into the
slots, permitting both misalignment and angular movement
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of the shafts. The coupling is protected by a cover ring which is

easily removed. This coupling is designed to allow a rotating
shaft to pass easily through its critical speed.

Fig. 16.—Falk-Bibby coupling.

224. Clutch Coupling.—The clutch shown in Fig. 17(a) will

drive in either direction. The one shown in Fig. 17(6) will drive

in one direction only, but may be readily engaged and disengaged
while the shafts are in motion. When a positive clutch is thrown
in under load, it should be done suddenly, to distribute the

Fig. 17.—Solid-jaw clutches.

pressure over the entire working faces. When it is necessary to

preserve relative angular position of the shafts, a one-tooth clutch

is used. Clutches of this type should be designed to resist

shearing through the jaw, and the bearing faces should be ample
to resist crushing.

In Fig. 17(c), the torque of the shaft must be transmitted

by the projecting jaws, therefore, for n number of jaws:

= nArS« (28)
16

in which d denotes the diameter of the shaft, in inches.

Ss denotes the permissible unit shearing stress of the

shaft material, in pounds per square inch.

A denotes the shearing area of one jaw, in in. 2
,

r denotes the mean radius of the jaw, in inches.
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S/ denotes the permissible shearing unit stress of the

jaw material, in pounds per square inch.

For strength in bearing:

—S. = (n - r,)LrScn, (29)

in which r x denotes the outside radius of the jaw, in inches.

r2 denotes the inside radius of the jaw, in inches.

L denotes the length of the jaw, in inches.

Sc denotes the permissible unit bearing stress of the

jaw material, in pounds per square inch.

Problems

1. A shaft 2 in. in diameter is rotating at 150 r.p.m. Assuming that the
shaft is subjected to torsion only, what horsepower is the shaft trans-
mitting for a maximum shearing unit stress of 7,000 lb. per square inch?

2. A line shaft rotating at 200 r.p.m. is to transmit 75 hp. The shaft is

eold-rolled steel having an ultimate strength in tension and shear of
60,000 and 48,000 lb. per square inch, respectively. Assuming a factor
of safety of 8, what will be the exact diameter of the shaft, and what is

the nearest commercial size which would be used?
3- Show how the torsion formula for solid circular steel shafts is developed:

4 . Show that for steel shafting, using a value of Es « 12,000,000 lb. per
square inch, the unit stress induced by a twist of 1 deg. in 20 diameters is

5,230 lb. per square inch.

6. A steel shaft 23-2 in. in diameter is 26 ft. long, and is subjected to a
twisting moment which develops a unit shear stress of 30,000 lb. per
square inch throughout the entire length. Determine the value of the
angle of twist in degrees which is produced by this condition. Es ~
12,000,000 lb. per square inch.

6. A shaft 6 in. in diameter, rotating at 150 r.p.m., is to be replaced by a
hollow shaft rotating at the same speed. The outside diameter of the
hollow shaft must not be greater than 7 in. Assuming that the same
grade of steel is used in both the solid and hollow shafts

:

{a) Determine the bore of the hollow shaft.
(h) Determine the percentage of weight saved by the use of the hollow
shaft.

7. The distance between the bearings of a shaft 3 in. in diameter is 8 ft.
4 in. The shaft is deflected as shown in Fig. 4 (b) so that y « 0.25 in.
() Determine the load which caused the deflection of the shaft.
() Determine the unit stress induced in the shaft.
(c) Determine the factor of safety if the shaft is made of steel having
an ultimate tensile strength of 63,000 lb. per square inch. E = 30,000,-
000 lb. per square inch.
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8. A shaft is subjected to a maximum twisting moment of 63,000 in.-lb„

and to a maximum bending moment of 94,000 in.-lb. Determine the

twisting and bending moments which should be considered for design

purposes if

:

() The shaft is stationary and the load is gradually applied.

() The shaft is stationary and the load is suddenly applied.

(c) The shaft is rotating and the load is steady.

{d) The shaft is rotating and the load is gradually applied.

(e) The shaft is rotating and the load is suddenly applied, and subjected

to minimum shocks only.

(/} The shaft is rotating and the load is suddenly applied and subjected

to heavy shocks.

9. A shaft having a slenderness ratio of 60 is to be designed so that any
column action will be accounted for in the unit stress. What unit stress

should be used in design, if under ordinary conditions with no column
action, a compressive unit stress of 8,000 lb. per square inch would be
satisfactory ?

10 . A shaft which is 12 ft. long is subjected to column action and its slender-

ness ratio is 125. What factor a. should be used to determine the

allowable unit stress to be used in the design of the shaft? C — 2.0.

11 . Determine the nearest machinery shafting size capable of transmitting

250 hp. at 200 r.p.m. with a unit shear stress of 6,000 lb. per square

inch. The load may be considered steady.

(a) Solve by formula (2).

(b ) Solve by formula (13).

12 . Determine the outside and inside diameters of a hollow shaft which will

transmit 250 hp. at 200 r.p.m. The maximum allowable unit shear

stress is 8,000 lb. per square inch. The ratio of the inside diameter to

the outside diameter is 0.70. The load is steady with no shocks.

13. A stationary shaft over a span of 4 ft. supports a center load of 5,000 lb.

If a commercial cold-drawn steel shaft with a standard keyway is to be
used, select the proper shaft diameter if the allowable unit shear stress

is 6,000 lb. per square inch.

14 . A machinery shaft is subjected to a maximum torsional moment of

6,900 in.-lb. and a maximum bending moment of 8,000 in.-lb. Deter-

mine the diameter of the shaft if the loads are steady and the allowable

unit shear stress is 8,000 lb. per square inch.

15 . Determine the horsepower which can be transmitted by a hollow shaft,

rotating at 250 r.p.m., which has an outside and inside diameter of 5

and 4 1
2 in., respectively. The shaft is subjected to a maximum bending

moment of 20,000 in.-lb., and all loads are suddenly applied with
minimum shocks. The maximum unit shear stress is not to exceed

6,000 lb. per square inch.

16 . Make a sketch showing three kinds of couplings, as follows: (<2 ) clamp,

(b ) cone, and (c ) flange.

Note: Show a section if necessary for clearness.

17 . The catalogue of a transmission machinery manufacturer shows the
following dimensions for a flanged coupling:

Outside diameter == 14^ in.
"V-
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Bolt circle diameter = 10 :}

4 in.

Hub diameter = 8 in.

Bore = 4 in.

Keyways — 1 in. wide by in. deep.

Length of hub of each half = 6 in.

Thickness of web = in.

Number and diameter of bolts = 6

—

2%6 in.

() Determine the horsepower capacity of the coupling for the following

allowable unit stresses

:

For the bolts and shaft—St — 8,000 lb. per square inch.

Se = 8,000 lb. per square inch.

S* = 4,500 lb. per square inch.

For the cast-iron flanges

—

St — 2,000 lb. per square inch.

Sc = 8,000 lb. per square inch.

S8 — 2,000 lb. per square inch.

() Make a pencil shop drawing showing all dimensions and other
necessary information. Scale: 6 in. = 1 ft. — 0 in.



CHAPTER XII

TOOTHED GEARS

225. Toothed gears are used to transmit rotary motion
between shafts when any or all of the following conditions

prevail

:

() When the distance between shaft centers is short.

() When the speed of the shafts is too slow for belt

transmission.

Cc) When a constant velocity ratio of shafts must be
maintained.

(d) When the power to be transmitted is large.

The above requirements might be met by the use of two
cylinders of proper size turning in contact with each other, if

they could be squeezed together tightly enough to prevent

surface slip, and at the same time have only moderate bearing

reactions. By cutting grooves along the elements of two
cylinders, teeth are formed, and positive rotary motion is

transmitted by the interlocking teeth. In turning, the teeth of

the driving cylinder push against the teeth of the driven

cylinder, and contact between the teeth is continuous.

226. The Fundamental Law of Toothed Gears.—The funda-

mental law of toothed gears states that the normal to the common
tangent of the tooth profiles must always pass through the

instantaneous center or pitch point, if the pitch cylinders are to

roll with a constant velocity ratio.

The following definition is taken from Chap. IV: An instant

center is a point coincident in two bodies about which either body
may tend to rotate with respect to the other, and being a common
point it will have the same linear velocity in each body with

respect to a third body.

In Fig. 1 are shown two gears, A and B, attached to a third

body C. The gear B rotates about the center 6c, and the gear A
rotates about the center ac. According to Kennedy's theorem,

the instant center of A with respect to B must lie on the line

connecting ac and 6c. This instant center ab
,
according to the

223
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above statement, will have the same linear velocity in each body
with respect to a third body C. The only point on the line

connecting ac and be which has the same linear velocity in the

two gears A and B is the pitch point P. Therefore the instant

center ab must lie at the pitch point P.

The point D is a common point for both gears A and J5, and

rotates about the center P. The linear velocity of D
,
as a point

in A and B }
is the same and is directed along the line normal to

DP. For counterclockwise rotation of the gear A the movement
of I) as a point in A is to the right, and as a point in B the

movement of D is to the left, both movements being normal to the
radius DP. This movement cannot take place without interfer-

ence unless the surfaces in contact at D are normal to the
radius DP. The surfaces of the two teeth at the point of contact
must therefore be such that the normal to the common tangent
of the surfaces passes through the pitch point. It follows that
the line Dab must intersect the line of centers at P.

There are a number of mathematical curves which may be used
for developing gear tooth outlines, but the ones commonly
employed are the cycloidal and involute curves.

227. Definitions of Tooth Parts.—If two cylinders or cones are
in contact and roll together, the limiting circles of the solids in
any plane normal to the axes are the pitch circles. The diameters
of the pitch circles are called the pitch diameters

,
and the point

of contact of the circles is called the pitch point . All circular
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measurements of gear teeth are made on the pitch circle, and all

radial dimensions are measured from it on a radial line.

The pitch of a gear tooth is a measure of its size, and it is

expressed as circular pitch and diametral pitch . Circular pitch

is the distance in inches, measured on the pitch circle, from any
point on a tooth to a similar point on an adjacent tooth. Diame-
tral pitch is the ratio of the number of teeth on a gear to the

number of inches in the pitch diameter, or in other words, it is

the number of teeth for each inch of pitch diameter. For
example, if a gear has 30 teeth and its pitch diameter is 10 in., the

diametral pitch is 3. It is more convenient to use the diametral
pitch, rather than the circular pitch, in specifying the size of gear

teeth, because its use will always result in a gear in which the

number of teeth is a whole number. However, since the product

of diametral pitch and circular pitch is equal to tt,

from one pitch to the other is readily made.
conversion

CP X DP = it CD

CP = —

-

DP (2;

DP =
CP (3)

in which CP denotes circular pitch,

DP denotes diametral pitch.

As shown in Fig. 2, the part of the tooth which extends outside

of the pitch circle, or the part wThich has been 4

4

added to” the

tooth for the engagement of the gear teeth, is called the addendum
of the tooth, and its boundary circle is called the addendum circle .

The distance which the tooth of one gear goes inside the adden-

dum circle of a mating gear is called the working depth of the tooth,
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and its limiting circle is called the working depth circle . It is

evident that for gears having the same addendum length the

addendum circle of one gear is tangent to the working depth cir-

cle of the mating gear, and that the addendum circles and the

working-depth circles are equidistant but on opposite sides of

the pitch circles. The distance from the top of one tooth to

the bottom of the mating tooth is called clearance
,
and the

boundary circle of the bottoms of the teeth is called the dedendum

circle.

The thickness of the tooth is the width of the tooth measured
on the pitch circle. The width of the space is the distance between
teeth measured on the pitch circle. For gears with machined
teeth the thickness of the tooth and the width of the space are

each made equal to one-half of the circular pitch; but in cast

teeth, because of the irregularities which might be present, the

width of the space is greater than the thickness of the tooth,

and this difference is called backlash.

The angle, measured on the pitch circle, which a gear turns

through from the time contact between the teeth begins, until

contact reaches the pitch point, is called the angle of approach
,

and the angle on the receding side is called the angle of recess.

The angle which a gear turns through during the contact of any
pair of teeth is called the angle of action

,
and it is the sum of the

angles of approach and recess.

When the teeth of mating gears are engaged, the contact

between the teeth will follow a definite line which is called the
line of contact or the pressure line . The names of gear and tooth
parts defined above apply to any system of gears.

228. The Involute System of Gear Teeth.—The involute
system of gear teeth has grown in favor until it has almost
supplanted the older cycloidal system. The contour of the invo-
lute tooth is the involute curve, which is generated by a point on a
taut cord as it winds or unwinds on a cylinder. Also, as shown
in Fig. 3(a), a point P on a straight rod will generate an involute
curve, as the rod is rolled without slipping on the surface in a
plane normal to the cylinder.

The development of the involute curve, shown in Fig. 3(6),
may be carried out as follows: On a base circle of any radius CO,
angles OCl, 1C2, 2C3 are laid off, and at the points 0, 1, 2, 3,
tangent lines are erected as indicated. On the tangent lines
the distances la, 26, 3c are laid off, so that they are equal to the
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arcs 01, 02, 03. The points a, b, c, so located, will be points on the
involute curve.

The involute curve forms the tooth outline from the addendum
circle to the base circle; a radial line from the base circle to the

working-depth circle completes the outline; and a fillet is added
at the bottom, extending from the working-depth circle to the

dedendum circle, as shown in Fig. 4.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3.

If the involute curve for one side of several successive teeth is

drawn, the distance between these curves is constant for any
line drawn tangent to the base circle. This distance is also

equal to the length of the arc on the base circle between successive

teeth, and is called the normal pitch .

Fig. 4.—Involute-tooth contour.

229. Involute Tooth Curves.—Figure 3 shows how the involute

form of tooth may be generated but it does not make clear the

relations between base circles and pitch circles for two mating
gears. In Fig. 5 suppose a taut cord is unwrapped from the cylin-

der A and wrapped upon the cylinder B. As the cord is unwrap-
ped from A it will trace the involute curve aPb, and as it is

wrapped upon B it will trace the curve cPd. Since the normal
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to the involute curve is tangent to the base circle, the two involute
curves have a common normal at the point of contact P and this
normal must be tangent to both base circles. When the cylin-
ders A and B revolve with the curves aPb and cPd in contact,
it follows that the point of contactP must move along the straight
line tangent to both base circles. This tangent line is called the
line of action, or the pressure line.

In Fig. 6, let a and b be the centers of two spur gears with
pitch radii aP and bP . The line ab is drawn connecting the two
centers of the pitch circles. To determine .the base circles from
which the involute curves are developed, the line ed is drawn
through the pitch point P at any convenient angle <x. The

normal to the line ed through the centers a and b determine theradn of the base circles ad and be.

The angle a is called the angle of obliquity or pressure angle,nd it is evident that this is the angle which the line of action

iJUif
8 Wlt

.

h a
Jf

ngent to the Pitch circles drawn through thepitch point. The pressure angle might have been given variousvalues, and it is clear that this angle determines the diameters
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of the base circles, or conversely, the diameters of the base circles

determine the pressure angle. Professor Willis
„
suggested in

1838 that the pressure angle be made 14}4 deg., since this value

would give satisfactory results for the sizes of gears which might
be wanted for any set. The sine of 14J | deg. is 0.25038 or practi-

cally one-fourth, which was easily laid out by the pattern maker
when most gears were made with cast teeth. Some gear manu-
facturers have adopted an angle of 15 deg.

From Fig. 6 it is now clear that involute curves developed from
the base circles satisfy the fundamental law of toothed gears,

which requires that the normal to the curve of tooth contact

passes through the pitch point.

230. Involute Tooth Contact.—If, in Fig. 6, the gear A is the

driver and B is the driven, it is evident that tooth contact will

begin at d
,
where the addendum circle of the driven gear cuts the

pressure line. Contact will then follow7 the pressure line de>

and contact will end at e where the addendum circle of the driver

cuts the pressure line. According to the geometry of the prob-
lem the addendum circle of gear B should pass through point d

,

and the addendum circle of gear A should pass through point e ,

but this wTould result in a different length of tooth addendum for

each gear. To simplify the problem the addendum lengths

for all gears of one pitch are usually made the same. The tooth

proportions on this basis will give addendums which in the

majority of cases will fall inside the points e and d of Fig. 6.

In Fig. 6, contact will begin at d on the driving tooth flank,

and end at e on the driving tooth face. It should be noted that

if the addendums of the teeth are not long enough, contact may
not begin at d

,
and the pressure line will be shortened accordingly.

If in Fig. 6, gear B is the driver, contact between the teeth will

begin at e and end at d. If the direction of rotation of A is

reversed, A being the driver, the pressure line dPe will have the

opposite slope, the construction, however, remaining the same.

In Fig. 6, it will be assumed that the angle of approach is

equal to the angle of recess and that each of these angles is called

the angle of action being 2/3. The angle j3 w7ould be slightly

larger than the angle a in the figure. If the second tooth is to

come into contact at d when the first tooth is at e
,
the pitch arc

must be 360 deg. divided by the number of teeth N in the smaller

gear, or fi must equal 180 deg. divided by N. If /3 is taken as

15 deg., evidently the least number of teeth which can be used is
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Table I.—Full-depth Tooth Proportions for 14K-deg. Composite
System for Spur Gears

iV = Number of teeth.

Diametral pitch used up to I DP, inclusive. Circular pitch used for 3-in. CP and
over.

1 A suitable working tolerance should be considered in connection with all minimum
recommendations

.

2 Minimum clearance refers to the clearance between tbe top of the gear tooth and the
bottom of the mating gear space, and is specified as minimum” so as to allow for necessary
cutter clearance for all methods, of producing gears. At the present time this value cannot
be standardised.

12, and this is taken as the smallest standard interchangeable
gear.

Since it is desirable to have more than one pair of teeth in
contact at the same time, it is necessary to have the pitch arc
less than the arc of contact. For instance, if the pitch arc is
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one-half of the are of contact, then two pairs of teeth will be in

contact simultaneously.

At the origin of the involute tooth curve on the base circle

the radius of curvature of the involute is small and changes
rapidly, but becomes less and less sensitive as the distance from
the base circle increases. The portion of the involute curve
near the base circle is difficult to produce accurately, and for

this reason it is not desirable to have the profile of the tooth
extend close to the base circle.

231. Standard Tooth Proportions.—All gears of the same pitch

should have teeth of uniform size, in order that any gear may work
equally well with any other gear, independently of the number of

teeth. When this condition is satisfied the manufacture of gears

is also greatly simplified. Table I gives the empirical formulas
for the proportions of tooth parts for the 14^ deg. American
Standard 1 gear teeth.

The term “diametral pitch ”
is used for the smaller gear teeth

up to a value of 1DP, inclusive, while the term circular pitch is

used for the larger sizes for circular pitches of 3 in. and over.

A suitable working tolerance should be considered in connection

with all minimum recommendations. The term minimum
clearance refers to the clearance between the top of one gear

tooth and the bottom of the mating-gear space, and is specified

as mimimum so as to allow for necessary cutter clearance for

the various methods of producing gears. At present there is

no standard value for this tolerance.

232. The Involute Rack.—A rack, shown in Fig. 7, is a gear

having its center at infinity, hence its pitch circle is a straight

line, and the involute curve which forms the tooth outline is a
straight line making an angle with the base line equal to the pres-

sure angle. With this arrangement it is seen that a tangent to the

base circle at the point of contact of the pinion will be normal to

the rack tooth outline, and pass through the pitch point, thus

satisfying the fundamental law of toothed gears. Evidently

a rack cannot have continuous motion in one direction.

Figure 7 shows a pinion, which is the name given to the smaller

of a pair of gears, driving a rack to the left. The point b is the

tangent point on the base circle of the pinion at the end of the

1 The American Standard has been approved by the American Engineer-

ing Standards Committee, and is sponsored by the American Gear Manu
facturers’ Association and the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
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pressure line, and contact between the teeth must not occur before
the point b is reached, if interference between the teeth is to be
avoided. Using the standard dimensions given in Table I, the
rack teeth have a length of addendum extending beyond b by
the amount /. This condition would make contact begin at a

Pmiort

Rack

[
Dedendum C.

__

Working Depth C.
Pitch C. ^

( Addendum C.

TrueAddendum C~"^
\ShortenedAdd\C- —*

PitchC
WorkingDepth C " "'1

Dedendum C:

Fig,

Pack, Tooth roundedoft
to relieve interference

Addendum shortened
/'to avoidinterference

ikdP' «Tjgr 4

7. Involute rock and pinion.

point a, and would result in interference from a to b. This
interference may be relieved by reducing the length of the
addendum of the rack teeth by the amount /, and it may
also be rekeved by leaving the addendum of standard length
but rounding the tops of the teeth as .shown at g. It may be

Addendum of
gear shortened
to avoid
interference

**Dedendum C.

'Working Depth C.

"Pitch Circle

- ShortenedAddendum
' TrueAddendum

'Addendum C,

Fig. 8.-

Pitch C.

"Working Depth C.
'Dedendum C.

Involute annular gear and pinion.

shown that involute gears of less than 30 teeth will have inter-

a°
S°?e e

i
tGnt if the standard addendum of 1/DP is used

Fift
G
T;7

The teeth of an annular gear
> as «*°wn m

T toward the center of the gear, and the- angular gear

ofTheTw
6 Sam

i-

ir6Ct
!

0n as the Pinion ’ because the centersthe two gears he on the same side of the pitch point. The
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teeth of the annular gear take the shape outlines of the space
between the teeth of the pinion, which has externally formed
teeth. The teeth of the annular gear are shortened to eliminate
interference, just as was the case with rack teeth.

234. Cycloidal Gear Teeth.—The faces of cycloidal gear teeth

are formed by the epicycloidal curve, and the flanks are formed
by the hypocycloidal curve. In Fig. 9, CD is the pitch circle

of a gear, Bp is the radius of the circle rolling on the outside of

the pitch circle and generating the epicycloidal curve, and Ap is

the radius of the circle rolling on the inside of the pitch circle

and generating the hypocycloidal curve. The point p rolling

to the left will trace the epicycloidal curve pe forming the face

of the tooth, and the point p rolling to the right will trace the

hypocycloidal curve pk forming the flank of the tooth.

The epicycloidal curve shown in Fig. 9 may be constructed by
dividing the semi-circumference of the rolling circle into any
convenient number of equal distances pa i, a x&i, biCi. On the

pitch circle divisions of equal length are laid off from p, such as

p6, 67, 78. Through the latter points radial lines are drawn
to the center of the pitch circle at E (not shown). Using E
as a center and radii equal to Eai, Ebi , Eci ,

arcs are drawn cutting
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the diameter of the rolling circle at a\ b
r

,
c\ From points 6',

7', 8', distances 6'a, 7'b
}
8'c, are laid off equal to a

f

ai, b
f
bh c

f

ch

The smooth curve drawn through the points a, b, c, will be the

epicycloidal curve. The hypocycloidal curve may be constructed

in a similar manner.

The proportions of cycloidal tooth parts may be obtained from

Table I, as was the case for involute gear teeth.

It is possible to form cycloidal tooth outlines by using two

sizes of rolling circles, but for interchangeable gears the inside

and outside circles should be of the same size. For simplicity

and uniformity, all gears of the same pitch have tooth curves

generated by the same size rolling circle.

235. Contact of Cycloidal Teeth.—For cycloidal toothed

gears the line of contact between the teeth will be along the upper

Fig. 10.—Line of action for cycloidal gears.

rolling circle from a to p, as shown in Fig. 10, and along the lower
rolling circle from p to b

,
the gear A being the driver and turning

clockwise. The point a will be where the addendum circle of

gear B cuts the rolling circle, and the point b will be where the

addendum circle of gear A cuts the rolling circle. The points

a and b may be located as for involute gears, except that in this

case the pressure line is along the arcs of the rolling circles, while
for involute teeth it was along the line of obliquity.

In Fig. 9, if the portion of the tooth outline edcb is considered
part of the gear with center at E

}
it may be rotated to the posi-

tion evdzCzbzj so that d2 is on the line of contact for two mating
gears. It will be found that a normal to the tooth outline at d%

will pass through the pitch point p, thus satisfying the funda-
mental law of toothed gears. This must be true because at the
instant when point d% is generated on the epicycloidal curve,
the generating circle is rolling at the pitch point p, and p is the
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instant center for the movement of the point d2 with a radius from
d2 to p.

236. Standard Rolling Circle.—The standard rolling circle which
has been adopted, is one which will generate a hypocycloidal curve
for a 12-tooth gear. is coincident with the diameter of

the pitch circle, thus giving the gear teeth radial flanks. This may
be accomplished by making the diameter of the rolling circle equal

to the radius of the pitch circle. Since engineering practice

limits the least number of gear teeth to 12, the standard rolling

circle for a given pitch is one whose diameter is equal to the pitch

radius of a 12-tooth gear of that pitch. In terms of diametral

pitch

:

1 12 6
Diameter of the rolling circle = ^

X -pp = pp*

For example, a 32-tooth 4-pitch gear would have a pitch diameter
of or 8 in. The pitch diameter of a 12-tooth 4-pitch gear

would be or 3 in., and one-half of this, or 1}^ in., would be
the diameter of the rolling circle.

237. Comparison of Involute and Cycloidal Teeth.—Involute

gear teeth have a tendency to be undercut too much because the

flanks of the teeth are inclined to radial lines, also, there is more
interference of teeth than in the cycloidal system.

Some of the advantages of the involute system over the

cycloidal system of gear teeth are:

1. The distance between gear centers may be increased without

affecting the velocity ratio of the gears; in other words, the

amount of backlash between the teeth is variable.

2. Since the pressure line is a straight line the pressure between
the axes of the gears is constant and the wear on the tooth sur-

faces is uniform.

238. The American Standard Tooth Form.—In recent years

there has been a tendency on the part of gear manufacturers to

introduce a number of variations in tooth forms and proportions,

and to meet a demand for uniformity, the American Standard

Spur Gear-tooth Form has been developed, after a review of all

standards now used. The sponsors 1 of this standard form have

tried to incorporate the good features of the cycloidal and

involute systems, and to eliminate as far as possible the disadvan-

tages of both.

1 The American Gear Manufacturers’ Association and The American
Society of Mechanical Engineers.
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The American System has a tooth form which has cycloidal

curves for the top and bottom portions, and the involute curve

for the middle portion of the tooth outline. Figure 1 1 shows the

application of these curves to the 14M-deg. composite system.

The cycloidal form of tooth is difficult to construct and its

layout may be approximated as shown by Fig. 12, the cycloidal

curve being drawn with the arc of a circle. The basic rack form
of tooth shown by Fig. 12 is the one used in practice.

Fio. 12.—Approximation of the basic rack of the 143^ -deg. Composite system.

The tooth proportions of the 14J4-deg. composite tooth, as
shown in Fig. 12, are given in Table I, and are identical with the
proportions of the 14*^ deg. Brown and Sharp Standard.

239* Strength of Gear Teeth.—It is assumed that as the load
is being transmitted from one gear to another it is all given and
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taken by one tooth, since it is not always safe to assume that the

load is distributed among several teeth. When contact begins,

it is assumed to be at the end of the driven tooth, and as contact

ceases it is at the end of the driving tooth. This may not be
true when the number of teeth in a pair of mating gears is large,

because the load may be distributed among several teeth, but
it is almost certain that at some time during the contact of the

teeth, the proper distribution of load does not exist and that one
tooth must transmit the full load.

For any pair of gears having an unlike number of teeth, the

gear which has the fewer teeth will be the weaker, because the

tendency towards undercutting of the teeth becomes more
pronounced in gears as the number of teeth becomes smaller.

In Fig. 13(a) the load W f acting on the tooth makes an angle

with W equal to the angle of obliquity. W is the tangential

component of W f

,
and is assumed to be uniformly distributed

over the dimension / of the tooth. The driving component W
produces a reaction at the bearing of the gear, which is increased

by the horizontal component of IF', but for the 14 1 o-deg.

involute and cycloidal systems this component is small and is

usually neglected. The increase in pressure due to this com-
ponent is about 7 per cent for the 20-deg. involute system.

The gear tooth in Fig. 13(6) is treated as a cantilever beam,
one tooth is assumed to take the full load, and the load W is

assumed to be the same as the force transmitted at the pitch

point. Hence:

Wh

W = Sfb2

6h

(4)

(5 )
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in which W denotes the load or tangential pressure at the pitch

point, in pounds.

h denotes the length of the tooth, in inches.

S denotes the allowable tensile unit stress of the gear

material, in pounds per square inch.

b denotes the thickness of the tooth, in inches.

/ denotes the width of the gear face, in inches.

In formula (5), b and h are variables depending upon the circu-

lar pitch (CP) and the form of the tooth. A large number of

gear-tooth forms were measured by Wilfred Lewis 1 from drawings,

and he thus established a coefficient which he called y. In

doing this the normal force W' was extended from the point of

the tooth to the center line of the tooth, as shown in Fig. 13(a).

By replacing b2/6h in formula (5) by (CP)y, the Lewis formula
becomes

:

W = Sf(CP)y. (6)

Since the quantities b and h are proportional to the circular

pitch, it was found that y was practically independent of the
circular pitch, but was determined largely by the number of

teeth in the gear.

The coefficient y, as determined for the gear-tooth systems
most commonly used, are given by the following formulas.

For the 14}-^- or 15-deg. involute and cycloidal teeth:

y = 0.124 - 0.684

~N

For teeth with radial flanks:

y = 0.075
0.276

N
For the 20-deg. involute teeth.

y = 0.154 - 0.912
N ’

(7)

(8 )

(9)

in which N denotes the number of teeth in a gear.

In proportioning a gear it is usual to make the width of the
gear about three to four times the circular pitch for cut teeth,
and from two to three times the circular pitch for cast teeth.
These proportions are used to insure an even distribution of
bearing pressure along the tooth for the entire width of the gear.

1 Proc. Engineers’ Club of Philadelphia, January, 1893.
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240. Unit Stresses Allowed in Gear Teeth.—At the beginning

of contact between two gear teeth, there is assumed to be more or

less shock when the teeth strike together, and this tendency
increases with higher speeds. For gear teeth that bear along the

full width of the gear, C. G. Barth gives a formula for allowable

unit stress which allows for a decrease in stress as the speed of

the gear increases:

(10)

in which S/ denotes the allowable tensile unit stress at a low
velocity or zero velocity, in pounds per square
inch.

V denotes the velocity of a point in the pitch circles,

in feet per minute.

S t denotes the allowable tensile unit stress at the

velocity V, in pounds per square inch.

The value of >S/ for the ordinary gear materials is given in

Table II.

Table II.—Allowable Bending Stress in Gear Teeth and Ordinary
Velocities of Pitch Point

Material in the teeth

Value of St' at
j

low speed or 0 i

velocity, pounds
per square inch j

Speed,

feet per

minute

Wood . . . . 3,000 2.400
Bawhide (treated leather) 1

. . . . S.000 1 ,S00

Bakelite micarta (AVestinghouse Co. i

1
. ... S . 000 1 ,500

Fabroil (General Electric Co.* 1 8,000 1 ,800

Cast iron, ordinary, cast teeth S.000 1 ,800

Cast iron, good grade, eut teeth 10,000 3,000
Semi-steel 10,000 3,000
Bronze 12 000 to 15. 000 3,000
Steel castings (cast teeth i 20 , 000 3.000
Mild steel, untreated (cut teeth 25 , 000 3,500
Alloy steels, casehardened (cut teeth > . . 50,000 3.500
Chrome-nickel steel, hardened and ground

.

100,000 4,000
Chrome-vanadium steel, hardened and ground. 100,000

1

4,000

1 The American Gear Manufacturers’ As>ociation recommends the use of the following;
formula for computing the allowable unit stress for nonmetallie spur gears composed of
laminated phenolic materials or rawhide;

s
‘ %00 + r + °-25

i
x fi-°00 '

In this formula 6,000 lb. per square inch is the working stress for static loads.
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It should be noted that the wear of gear teeth is as important as

the strength, and the use of the high values of allowable unit

stress given in Table II for chrome-nickel and chrome-vanadium
steels should be governed by a consideration of their wearing

qualities.

241. Procedure in Design.—In designing gear teeth for strength,

the distance between gear-shaft centers is known or readily

assumed, the velocity ratio of gear shafts is ordinarily fixed,

and the pitch diameters of the two gears are inversely propor-

tional to the number of revolutions per minute of the gears, hence

:

Pitch diameter of driver _ r.p.m. of driven

Pitch diameter of driven r.p.m. of driver

For the different classes of gear application there are several

sizes of teeth to choose from, and often any one of several sizes

will be satisfactory. A tooth size is chosen from Fig. 14, using

the diametral pitch because its use will give a whole number of

teeth. The allowable unit stress to be employed is determined by
the material used and the linear velocity at the pitch circle. By
choosing reasonable values for the elements in formula (6), the
force W is readily found. In any case, if the result for the num-
ber of teeth is not a whole number, a slight adjustment of gear-

center distance will not affect the velocity ratio appreciably.

Example.—A cast-iron 141^-deg. involute gear, having cut teeth, is to
transmit 12 hp. at a constant rate. The distance between centers is 20
in., the velocity ratio of driver to driven is 1 to 4, and the speed of the driven
shaft is to be 60 r.p.m.

The driving gear will turn four times as fast as the driven gear, or 240
r.p.m., and its pitch diameter is one-fourth the size of the driven gear. The
distance between gear centers is the sum of the pitch radii, hence:

Horsepower =

Substituting

:

R -j- r = 20 and since R = 4r.

R = 16 in., and r = 4 in.

27rr(r.p.m.)W
£pioorxT2~‘

0 _ 2 x 3.14 x 4 X 240 X IF

33,000 X 12

W - 788 lb.

Choosing a diametral pitch of 5 or a circular pitch of 7t/5 — 0.628 in., the
driver will have 5 X 4 = 20 teeth and the driven will have 5 X 16 = 80
teeth. v

The width of the gear may be determined from the Lewis formula (6)

:

W = Sf(CP)iy or / = W
s X (CP) X ty
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Substituting

:

788
' 5,440 X 0.628 X 0.0858

In the above formula, y was determined from formula (7):

0.684

= 2.73 in., call it 2% bi.

y - 0.124
20

- 0.0858,

and S was determined from formula (10):

-
“'““GoStt)'

With a diameter of 8 in. and a speed of 240 r.p.m.:

3.14 X 8 X 240V d X 240
12 12

— 502 ft. per minute.

St = 10,000
(000

*^
509^

— 5,440 lb. per square inch.

242. Stub Teeth.—The stub tooth (see Fig. 15), so-called

because it is shorter than a standard tooth, is intended to meet
the demand for a stronger tooth. It is an involute tooth devel-

Tooth
j

£0° Tooth

Proportions in terms of Diametral Pitch

Fig. 15.—Comparison of standard 14 1* -deg. and 20-deg. tooth proportions.

oped from base circles found by using a 20-deg. angle of obliquity.

The proportions recommended for the American Standard 20-deg.

Involute System for Spur Gears are given in Table, III.

The Fellows Stub Tooth.—The Fellows Gear Shaper Company of

Springfield, Vermont, developed a 20-deg. involute tooth for

gears, and designated the tooth proportions by a fractional pitch.

A Fellows 3
4-pitch tooth has the width of a 3-pitch tooth and the

height of a 4-pitch tooth, resulting in a shorter and thicker tooth,

and consequently a stronger one. The usual diametral pitches

for the Fellows stub-tooth gears are 3
q, f$, ?j,

B
s,

7
$,

s
io,

9
{ ir

*

z

1

2

?
and 1

r 1

4

.

For example, to lay out a 3 4-diametral-pitch tooth, the tooth

thickness is taken from a table of standard-tooth parts according

to the dimensions of a 3-diametral-piteh tooth ; and the addendum,
working depth, and clearance according to the dimensions for a

4-diametral-pitch tooth.
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Table III.—Proportions for 20-deg. Stub Involute System for Spur
Gears 1 - 2

Diametral pitch used up to 1 DP, inclusive. Circular pitch used for 3-in. CP and
over.

l A suitable working tolerance should be considered m connection with all minimum
recommendations.

2 Minimum clearance refers to the clearance between the top of the gear tooth and the
bottom of the mating gear space, and is specified as “minimum” so as to allow for necessary
cutter clearance for all methods of producing gears. At the present time this value cannot
be standardized.

243. Wearing of Gear Teeth.—The wearing quality of the
gear-tooth surfaces is sometimes more important than the
strength, this being true when gears are subjected to heavy
constant loading and continuous service. For such service,

alloy steels like chrome-nickel and chrome-vanadium are often
used. Blanks for such gears are usually forgings, and after

machining and cutting, the gears are heat treated, ground, and
lapped. Lubrication of gear teeth to reduce friction and wear
is of the greatest importance.

244. Cutting Gear Teeth.—The method of cutting gear teeth
depends upon the number of gears to be cut. The production
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of gears has assumed such large proportions that special auto-
matic gear-cutting machines have been developed, and gears are
manufactured in shops that make a specialty of gear cutting.
For cutting gears in limited quantities the milling machine is

employed, using a circular rotating tool shaped to conform to the
space between the teeth of the gear that is to be cut. Figure
16(a) showTs such a cutter, one of a set of eight for the involute
system. Each cutter is marked, showing the system, pitch, and
range of teeth that it will cut.

^2

(a)

The Tooth is formed by
the removalofthe
h/efal in the spaces

.... - The Cutter Faces are backed
offso that regrinding the
Cutting Edges does not
change the Contour

/

Fkj. 1 0.—Gear-tooth cutters.

Theoretically, a different cutter is necessary for each gear

having a different number of teeth, but for practical reasons

only eight cutters are used for the 14 1 2-deg. system. These
cutters are formed to the correct shape for gears of the smallest

number of teeth in their range and are satisfactory for general

work.

No. 1 cutter will cut from 135 teeth to a rack.

No. 2 cutter will cut from 55 to 134 teeth.

No. 3 cutter will cut from 35 to 54 teeth.

No. 4 cutter will cut from 26 to 34 teeth.

No. 5 cutter will cut from 21 to 25 teeth.

No. 6 cutter will cut from 17 to 20 teeth.

No. 7 cutter will cut from 14 to 16 teeth.

No. 8 cutter will cut from 12 to 13 teeth.

There is a second set of cutters which are listed by half num-
bers for cutting teeth when greater accuracy is required; for

example, the No. 7 1
L> cutter will cut gears of 13 teeth only and

the No. 6 l
2 cutter will cut the 15- and 16-tooth gears, the No. 7

having been designed for the exact contour of the 14-tooth gear.
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The cycloidal system of gears requires a set of 24 cutters

because the change in tooth curvature is more pronounced in

using the two-curve tooth
Sharpenedbygrinding- ,

Base Line
,

oh fhis Face COIltOUr.

Figure 16(6) shows a planer
tool, shaped and ground for

cutting gear teeth, which is

used principally for cutting
replacement teeth for broken
gears.

The Fellows gear shaper 1 uses
a cutter which is formed like a
gear, as shown in Fig. 17. The

diameter of these cutters is limited to 3 or 4 in. in pitch diameter,
which means that coarse-toothed cutters cannot be formed with

Pig. 17.-

' OuHine
on Sectionjc-x *x

-Fellows gear-shaping cutter.

Fig. 18.—Cutter and gear blank. (Fellows Gear Shaper.)

teeth of the correct length. The cutter reciprocates, and both the
cutter and the gear blank turn slightly between cuts, so that when
the gear blank has made a complete turn the teeth have all been

1 The Fellows Gear Shaper Company, Springfield, Vt.
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cut. The addendum of the teeth on the cutters are made longer

by an amount equal to the clearance to be cut at the bottoms of

the grooves* Figure 18 shows the Fellows gear shaper with the
gear-shaped cutter and gear blank in position for a cutting

operation. Figure 19(a) shows the gear teeth being formed and
the shape of the metal chips. There is no interference of teeth

cut in this manner, because the cutter in “generating” the teeth
relieves the tooth corners so that they have the correct shape for

non-interference, and gears with as few as 12 teeth have the tooth
outlines correctly formed.

Spur gears with coarse pitches have the teeth planed by
cutters which are guided by a former which is an exact repro-

duction of the tooth outline required. These machines are

specially designed draw-cut shapers having an index wheel to

space the teeth. A cutter that is the segment of a rack is used
by some gear manufacturers to cut the teeth in gears with
coarse pitches. The cutter reciprocates and the blank is turned

so that the teeth are generated similar to the Fellows method
described above. On large gears the teeth are sometimes
rough cast in the blank, and on small gears a roughing cut is

often made prior to the finishing cut.

When gears are to be produced in quantity, the “hobbing”
process is often used, because it is one of the most rapid methods
of forming gear teeth. Hobbing is a generating process, and one
hob may be used to cut all gears of the same pitch. A hob is a

worm-shaped cutter having cutting teeth formed by milling a

number of grooves across the threads. When extreme accuracy

and uniformity in results are demanded, the sides and tops of the

teeth on the hob are ground true to form after hardening. The
hobbing machine is a special type of milling machine, and

the process consists of revolving and advancing the cutter
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through a revolving blank. When cutting, the hob is set at

an angle with the gear blank so that the helix at the middle of

the hob tooth is tangent to the side of the gear tooth. Figure

19(6) shows a spur gear having the teeth formed by the hobbing
process.

A machine of recent development finishes gear teeth by a
u shave cut down the edges of the teeth in the direction of the

sliding action of the teeth.

Fig. 19(6).—Hobbing process of forming gear teeth.

Heat-treating processes in gear producton tend to distort the
gear teeth, and if extreme accuracy of tooth form is required, the
teeth are finished by grinding on a gear grinder, after having
been heat treated. The grinding is done by the flat side of a
diamond-dressed carborundum-wheel point which follows a
true tooth curve, and the teeth are finished with an accuracy of
0.0002 in.

245. Proportions for Gear Parts.—The gear rim is dependent
for its proportions on the practicability of moulding and machin-
h*£* The dimensions have a relation to the size of the tooth
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and of the adjoining spokes, so that shrinkage stresses will not
cause the misalignment of parts, and so that the rim will not
spring due to the cutter pressure when the teeth are cut. Prac-
tice has determined that a rim thickness below the bottom of

the teeth equal to 1.3 times the thickness of the teeth is

satisfactory.

The hub should be long enough to prevent the gear from
rocking on the shaft, and this means that the hub length should
be at least 1.25 times the shaft diameter. For a gear having
a face greater than this amount, the hub lengths should be the
same as the face width. The diameter of the hub should be
1.75 to 2 times the shaft diameter. Since the keyway in the
hub is a source of weakness because of the high localized stresses

at the corners, it is sometimes necessary to reinforce the hub
across the keyway. In such cases one-half the key thickness

added to the diameter of the

hub has proved satisfactory.

Small gears are made solid,

or if size permits, with a web
connection between the rim

and the hub, located centrally

when possible. Web sections

are often cored with round

holes to lighten the casting and
give it the effect of having

spokes.

Large gears have spokes joining the rim to the hub, the number
of spokes depending upon the size of the gear. Up to a diameter

of 60 in., six spokes are used; for diameters from 60 to SO in.,

eight spokes; and for diameters larger than SO in., ten spokes.

The spokes are designed on the assumption that they act like

cantilever beams fixed at the hub end, and that they are sub-

jected to a load at the tooth end which is equal to the total load

transmitted divided by the number of spokes. In Fig. 20 the

bending moment M is equal to WR, and this is put equal to the

resisting moment SZ
,
hence:

(ID

In which IT denotes the load in pounds, and is the same as

found by the Lewis formula.

R denotes the pitch radius of the gear, in inches.
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S denotes the allowable tensile unit stress of the spoke

material, in pounds per square inch.

N denotes the number of spokes.

Z denotes the section modulus of the spoke at the hub
end, in inches 3

.

If the gear teeth and the spokes are of the same material,

formula (11) becomes:

„ f(CP)yRZ = (12)

in which the quantities /, (CP), and y are the quantities of the

Lewis formula.

For common commercial gears the oval cross-section for spokes

is best for small and medium-sized gears, because its appearance is

good and it is easily molded. For large gears, subjected to heavy
loads, other shapes of spoke section are used to obtain the most

Circular Pitch fC. P.)

Fig. 21.

economical distribution of metal. The
calculated size of the arms at the hub and
rim are often modified considerably, be-

cause of the practical problems of casting

and machining to produce the finished

gear, but these modifications are always
on the side of safety.

The following empirical shapes and sizes,

shown in Fig. 21 and given in Table IV,

will give gear proportions which are on the
side of safety.

Table IV.—Empirical Formulas for Gear Proportions
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246. Non-metallic Gears.—To reduce the vibrations and noise
which, accompany the working of a pair of metal gears when
operating above normal speeds, the pinion is sometimes made of
a softer material, which will also reduce the wear on the gear.

Bakelite-micarta gears are made of canvas fabric impregnated
with bakelite. A number of thicknesses are put together and
subjected to heat and pressure, resulting in a product which is

strong and resilient and well suited to the manufacture of gears.
These gears do not require end plates, are unaffected by extremes

Fig. 22.— Micarta gear with
steel center.

Fig. 23.—Brass flanged rawhide pinion.
The effective width of the gear does not
include the metal flanges.

in temperature, will operate in water or oil, and will not deterio-
rate with age. Figure 22 shows a cut micarta gear, the central
portion of the gear being made of metal.

Rawhide gears are used for operating conditions similar to
those described for micarta gears. The gears are made by
cementing together disks of treated cowhide, forming a gear
of the proper face width, the ends being reinforced with metal
flanges securely riveted. Figure 23 shows a brass-flanged
rawhide pinion. These gears should not come into contact
with water, and are affected by heat and by extremely dry air

conditions.

Wood is sometimes used for gear teeth, the teeth being mortised
and wedged securely in a metal rim, as shown in Figs. 24(a) and
24(6). Wood for such teeth should be close grained and wear
resisting, and for this reason maple is the wood most commonly
used.
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Other non-metallie materials having various trade names are

also used, and for design purposes the strength may be estimated

to be equal to that of cast iron.

Fig. 24 (a) .— Mortise gear.

Cast-iron wheel with maple teeth.

Wood Teeth are
finished before
orafter they
are inserted a..J

mortised The
teeth are readily

replaced when
worn or broken. (—hedges ofwood

Fig. 24(5).

247. Bevel Gears.—Bevel gears are used for transmitting

power at a constant-velocity ratio between shafts which are non-

parallel but lying in the same plane. The teeth are formed by
cutting grooves along the elements of a cone frustrum, the

outside surface of the teeth being larger

than the pitch cone by an amount equal

to the addendum of the teeth. Figure 25

shows the method of finding the pitch

cones of a pair of bevel gears, which are

to transmit power at a given velocity

ratio, by shafts which make a given angle

with each other.

When bevel gears have their axes at an
Fig. 25. angle other than 90 deg. they are called

angular gears. Miter gears are bevel gears

which have axes making an angle of 90 deg. with each other and a
velocity ratio of unity, hence they are of the same size and have
the same number of teeth.

Example .—Find the pitch cones for a pair of bevel gears to transmit power
at a velocity ratio of 5 to 4, between two shafts having an angle oc between
them.

The lines 15 and Id are drawn making an angle a with each other. At
any point on the line 15, such as 5, the perpendicular be is erected, and on it

5 unit divisions are stepped off to any scale. At any point on the line Id,

such as d, the perpendicular de is erected, and on it 4 divisions are stepped
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off to the same scale used before. Through the last division point on each
line the lines pg and pk are drawn parallel to 16 and Id, respectively, so that

they will intersect at some point p. Through p and 1 the line pi is drawn,
which will be the common pitch-cone element for the gears. The pitch

cones are completed by drawing the lines 12 and 13.

From Fig. 25 it can be seen that there are a number of pitch cones which
might satisfy the requirements of such a problem. Usually, however, the
amount of power to be transmitted will determine the diameter of the pitch

circle and the width of the gear face.

248. Form of Bevel-geax Tooth.—Bevel-gear teeth have the

14J4- or the 20-deg. involute form, modified to eliminate inter-

ference of teeth and to overcome the undercutting which the

involute system develops on gears with a small number of teeth.

Fiu.

A point on a cone rotates about the apex and at a fixed distance,

indicating that the point moves with spherical motion and that

the teeth of bevel gears should be developed on the surface of a

sphere. Since this cannot be done readily an approximate
method is used. The pitch cones for the two gears are laid out

as shown in Fig. 26. The lines ca and da are then drawn normal
to oc and od, respectively, and form the back cone of the pitch

cone cod. Similarly, the lines db and eb form the back cone of

the pitch cone doe.

The gear teeth are developed on these back cones 1 as follows.

With ad and bd as radii the arcs dx and dy are drawn. The line

12 is drawn, making an angle oc with the line od which equals the

1 Tredgold's approximate method.
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angle of obliquity, 14^ or 20 deg. With a and 6 as centers

normals a2 and 61 are drawn to the line 12, determining the

base circles. The tooth curves may now be developed and the

tooth parts proportioned as for a pair of spur gears. Points on

the tooth curves are swung about the centers a and b into the back

cones of the gears, and the teeth are outlined by the lines as they

are projected to the apex o as shown in Fig. 27. The face length

of a bevel gear, as shown in Fig. 27, should be from 1.5 to

2.5 times the circular pitch, and the maximum length should not

exceed H of the cone distance for gears up to 3-in. pitch

diameter, and one-fourth of the cone distance for gears from
3- to 20-in. pitch diameter.

249. Strength of Bevel-gear Teeth.—The strength of bevel-

gear teeth is calculated by the formula:

W - S tf{CP)y-D
> (13)

in which W denotes the load or tangential pressure at the pitch

point at the large end of the gear, in pounds.

S t denotes the allowable tensile unit stress of the gear

material, in pounds per square inch.

/ denotes the width of the gear face, in inches.

CP denotes circular pitch of the gear at the large end.

y denotes the coefficient for form and number of teeth,

and is found by formulas (7), (8), or (9).

d denotes the pitch diameter at the small end of the gear,

in inches.

D denotes the pitch diameter at the large end of the
gear, in inches.
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In the above formula S t is determined from Table II and the

formula which takes velocity into account, just as was the case

for spur gears.

The coefficient y in the above formula depends upon the num-
ber of teeth on the formative circle. In Fig. 26 the formative

circle of the gear A has ad for its radius, but the pitch circle has
hd for it radius. The relation of the formative number N to the

actual number of teeth, from Fig. 26, is:

ad
actual number hd

SeC a '

Hence

N = actual number X sec a. (14)

For the same reasons which were given for spur gears, the

smaller of a pair of mating gears is used in designing for tooth

strength.

250. Axial Thrust of Bevel Gears.—Due to the form of bevel

gears, they have a tendency to push away from each other.

Referring to Fig. 28:

0 denotes the pressure angle.

01 denotes the pitch angle of the gear.

W denotes the pressure at the middle of the tooth face, in

pounds.

F denotes the separating force = W tan (3, in pounds.

T denotes the thrust, in pounds.

Then,
T — W tan 0 sin a (15)
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The thrust on. the mating gear is

:

T’ = W tan (3 cos a. (16)

For the usual gear ratios of gear to pinion, the factors by which
the tooth pressure is multiplied to determine the thrust may be

taken from Table V.

Table V.—Thrust Factors for Bevel Gears

Gear ratio Factor

Pressure angle — 141£ Pressure angle = 20

Gear to Pinion |

deg. deg.

!

Gear Pinion Gear Pinion

1 to 1 0 . 183 0.183 0.257 0.257
\y2 to l

|

0.215 0.143 0.303 0.202
2 to 1 0.232 0.116 0.325 0.163

to 1 0.240 0.096 0.338 0.135
3 to 1 0.246 0.082 0.345 0.115
3}4 to 1 0.249 0 . 071 0.350 0.100
3K to 1 0.250 0.067 0.352 0.094
4 to 1 0.251 0.062 0.353 0.088

4J-2 to 1 0.253 0.056 0.355 0.079
5 to 1 0.254 0.051 0.357 0.072
514 to 1 0 . 255 0 . 046

i

1

0.358 0.065

251. Cutting Bevel Gears.—The generating principle is applied
in the cutting of bevel-gear teeth. In Fig. 29(a) 1 the cutting

tools cut alternately toward the cone center so that correct

tapering-tooth profiles are produced along the gear face, the
tools rotating with the work in the same manner as though they
were finished teeth properly in mesh. Figures 29(6), (c), and
(d) show the tools used with the bevel-gear generator. The
ratio of roll motion between the cutting tools and the work is

controlled by change gears. The machine is fully automatic,
stopping when the last tooth has been cut. A bevel-gear planer
operates on the same principle as a spur-gear planer, the cutting
tools being guided by templates. Gear planers hre often adjust-
able for the cutting of either spur- or bevel-gear teeth.

252. Bevel-gear Blanks.—Bevel-gear blanks are usually cast,

and are made of iron, steel, or bronze, but when lighter weight as
well as strength is desired, steel forgings are used for the blanks.

1 Gleason Works, Rochester, N. Y.
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The rim and web are usually stiffened by ribs running to the
hub. A web gives a more uniform connection between rim and
hub, and if the gear is large the web is reduced in weight by a.

Fig. 29(a).—Gleason bevel gear generator.

Figs. 29(6), (c), and (d ).—Cutting tools used with the Gleason bevel gear generator.

series of holes located between the ribs, giving the effect of a

number of wide flat spokes. The hubs should be made as long

as practicable because of the end thrust. When great strength

and light weight are wanted, a disk is cut from a round steel
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billet, and forged into the required shape. The advantage

gained by this method is that the fibers of the material tend to

be parallel to the direction of the stress on the teeth, thus making

the teeth stronger.

253. Spiral Bevel Gears.—Spiral bevel gears have the teeth

cut along circular arcs on the gear face, each tooth advancing a

distance greater than the circular pitch, as indicated by Fig. 30.

Fig. 31.—Spiral-bevel gear and
pinion.

Figure 31 shows a spiral bevel gear and pinion. The cutting of

the teeth on this form of bevel gear requires a roughing cut without
the generating motion, and then a finishing cut with the generating

motion. Figure 32 1 shows the cutter forming the teeth on this

form of bevel gear. The spiral

bevel gear has a larger number
of teeth in contact than if a
straight-cut bevel gear were
used, it is less noisy, and the
stress on each tooth is less be-

cause the line of contact between
two teeth extends diagonally
across the tooth, so that the

average moment arm is reduced.
Spiral bevel teeth, if designed

for strength as though they were
straight teeth, will have an ample

factor of safety. Due to the lengthwise curvature of the teeth,
the gears are subjected to end thrust against the bearings, and if

the motion of the gears is reversed the thrust is reversed.
Bearings should be provided with thrust collars for light thrust

1 Gleason Works, Rochester, New York.
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reactions, and ball or roller bearings if the thrust is heavy. The
thrust load depends upon the tooth load, spiral angle, pressure

angle, and pitch angle.

The bearings should be as close as possible to the gear hub, and
whenever practicable the bearings of both gears should be cast

in one piece to maintain true alignment and promote bearing
along the full length of the teeth of both gears.

254. Helical Gears.—Helical gears, sometimes wrongly called

spiral gears, have teeth which are cut to follow a helical curve
around the cylinder of the gear. They may be
used to transmit power between shafts which
are located as follows:

() Parallel.

() At right angles and not in the same plane.

(c) At any angle and not in the same plane.

The common application of helical gears is

for connecting parallel shafts as shown in Fig.

33, and they are used instead of spur gears

because of the following advantages:

() The gears are stronger because more teeth

are in contact at one time, and the load is more
widely distributed.

() They are less noisy and have smoother action because the

teeth are less liable to shock conditions.

The objection to helical gears is the end thrust, which is

proportional to the helix angle, and as with spiral bevel gears, suit-

able thrust bearings must be provided. If two spiral gears with

opposite helix angles are mounted on the same shaft, the end

thrust is neutralized. It is this feature which leads to the

employment of herring-bone gears, which are double helical

gears.

255. Herring-bone Gears.—Herring-bone gears, shown in

Fig. 34, are the most efficient type of toothed gear for the trans-

mission of powrer between parallel shafts, and because of improved
manufacturing methods in forming the continuous tooth gear,

their use for the transmission of heavy loads is being extended.

Accurately formed teeth will allovr pitch-line velocities as high

as 5,000 ft. per minute, and gear ratios as high as 15 to 1 are

possible. Any form of tooth may be used, the 20-deg. involute

being common, and the pitch for any condition is smaller than

would be chosen for spur gears. The helix angle used varies

Fig. 33. -Helical
gears for parallel

shafts.
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between 20 and 30 deg., the smaller angle causing less wear on the

teeth. The minimum gear-face width is 6 times the circular pitch.

The teeth for herring-bone gears are designed according to the

Lewis formula, in which y is given a value for this type of tooth.

A speed factor modifying the allowable unit stress, and a wear

factor which depends upon the type of lubrication, are also

incorporated.

Herring-bone gears are especially adapted for the transmission

of heavy loads at ordinary speeds, and for speed-reducing

mechanisms.

Fig. 34.—Continuous tooth herring- Fig. 35.—Staggered tooth herring-
bone gear and pinion. bone gear.

256. Cutting Herring-bone Gear Teeth.—The increasing use
of herring-bone gears is due to the improvement in the art of
forming the teeth in the cutting process, and gears with cast
teeth are seldom used. Cut gears are usually made from steel

of good quality and high wear resistance. Large gears are
sometimes cast in halves which are partially machined, and then
bolted together and machined further for tooth cutting, the part-
ing being made so that it will finish at the bottom of the groove
between two teeth.

One form of herring-bone gear has the teeth staggered as shown
in Fig. 35. 1 The teeth are cut with a hob in a special double-

1 The Wuest Gears, manufactured by the Falk Corporation, Milwaukee,
Wis.
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milling machine, two cuts being made simultaneously on opposite

sides of the gear.

When the teeth are continuous across the gear face, the groove
metal is sheared away in a gear planer with a double head, one
head advancing the cutting tool while a second cutter backs away
to a new stroke position. The teeth are cut according to the

generating principle, and the machine is fully automatic.
257. Worm Gears.—A worm-gear combination, shown in Fig.

36, consists of a worm and a worm gear to transmit motion
between two shafts, which are at right angles to each other but in

different planes. The worm is a cylinder which has one or more
threads cut on it in the form of a helix,

cut on a worm, the worm is a single-thread

worm, and when turned through one re-

volution, the linear displacement of a

point on the pitch circle of the worm
wheel will equal the circular pitch of the

teeth. In this case the lead is equal to the

pitch. If the has two, three, or four

threads cut on it, the linear displacement

of a point on the pitch circle of the wTorm
wheel will be increased proportionately;

the lead will be two, three, or four times

the circular pitch, and the worm is called

double cut, triple cut, or quadruple cut

The velocity ratio between a worm and worm gear depends

upon the lead of the worm thread and the number of teeth on the

worm wheel, being independent of the pitch diameters of the gears.

Since these diameters are arbitary, there are a number of varia-

tions which will meet the requirements for velocity ratio, but

as a rule the pitch diameter of the worm should be as small as

possible so as to reduce pitch-line velocities and yet allow for an

efficient helix angle. The helix angle is the angle between the

tangent of the helical curve and a normal to the axis of the

worm.
There are two general purposes for wffiich worm gearing is

adapted: (a) when power is to be transmitted under conditions

making smoothness of action and great reduction of velocity

desirable, and (b ) when a great increase in effective power or

torque is required.

When one thread is
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There are three general types of worm gears, classified accord-

ing to the form of the gear face, as straight face, hobbed straight

face, and concave face.

The straight-face worm gear is shown
in Fig, 37(a), and is a helical gear used
with a worm, to replace spiral gears. It

is not as efficient as the concave face, and
should be used only when the load to be
transmitted is small.

The hobbed straight-face gear is shown
in Fig. 37(f>), and is first generated on a
hobbing machine, and the face is then
turned straight. It is not as efficient as

the concave face, and is used for indexing
purposes and where the load to be transmitted is small.

The concave face, shown in Fig. 37(c), is more efficient than the
other two types because there is more intimate tooth contact

(a) cb) (c)

Fig. 37.—Types of worm
gears.

between the worm and gear, the tooth contours conform closely
to each other, and since the load is more evenly distributed, the
wear on the teeth is probably more even. The concave face is

considered the most acceptable form of gear and it is recom-
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mended for worm-gear combinations. Figure 38 shows a shop
drawing of a single-thread, right-hand worm and worm-gear
combination. A section on the center line shows the teeth in

contact as for a spur gear and rack.

258. Design of Worm Gearing.—Fine pitches offer advantages
in the design and operation of worm gears, because the load is

distributed over a greater number of teeth, reducing the pressure

between tooth surfaces so that a good oil film may be maintained
between them. Worm-gear proportions given in Table VI are

recommended. 1

Table VI.—Horsepower, Circular Pitch, and Pitch Diameter of
Worm Gears*

Horsepower
j

Circular

pitch,

inches

j
Pitch

diameter,

inches

15 0.8125 2 1 ,

25 0.8750 23 4
50 I. 0000

i
3»*

75 1 . 1250 4*4

100 1 . 2500 5

* (Automotive and similar applications.)

After the pitch diameter of the worm and the pitch diameter

of the gear have been determined, it is necessary to determine the

number of teeth in the worm gear that wall give the velocity

ratio desired.

The load capacity of a worm and worm gear is controlled by

the heating effect and the resulting abrasion, rather than by

the strength of the teeth. When the load concentration on the

teeth is too great, friction causes the temperature to rise to a

point at which it is difficult to maintain proper lubrication

between tooth surfaces.

The usual and recommended system of teeth for worm and

worm gears is the involute system, because with involute curves

for tooth outlines the threads on the worm become straight sided

as for rack teeth. A worm is a continuous rack in principle, and

its tooth sections are rack teeth. Both the 14 1 o-deg. and the

20-deg. form of tooth is employed, and the interference of teeth

1 Thomas, Hugh Kerb, “Worm Gearing,” McGraw-Hill Book Company,

Inc.
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which is characteristic of the involute system is eliminated by
the methods used in forming the teeth.

It is safe to assume that the threads of the worm are stronger

than the teeth on the worm wheel, and as a rule, the worm is made
of steel and the worm wheel of cast iron or bronze. This is

done because the worm threads are subjected to greater wear

on account of more continuous contact, and because unlike metals

are in general more satisfactory for sliding contact than like

materials.

The teeth of the worm wheel are designed as for spur-gear

teeth of like pitch, but the width of the gear face is limited by
the diameter of the worm. The Lewis formula for spur gears

(formula (6)) will give satisfactory results, using the values for y
which are found from formulas (7) and (9) according to the

pressure angle. The fiber stress, however, is modified some-

what, and in place of using the working stresses as given for

spur and bevel gears, those given in Table VII are recommended.

Table VII.

—

Working Unit Stresses for Worm Gears

Velocity of

pitch point, in

feet per minute

Working unit stress, pounds
per square inch

Cast iron
Phosphor
bronze

0 5,500 8,000
100 4,500 6,800
200 4,000 6,000
300 3,500 5,500
400 3,000 4,700
500 2,700 4,200
600 2,200 3,800

It is assumed in worm gearing that more than one tooth is in

contact, and that the load is distributed over two or possibly
more teeth; that there is an absence of shock loading as in spur
gears; and that conditions in general are such that the Lewis
formula is on the side of safety. Little is known about the true
surface conditions of a worm and worm-wheel under load, so
that reliance is placed upon the fact that thousands of worm-gear
mechanisms have been manufactured and operated successfully,

and the practice followed by the manufacturers is considered
to be a safe guide for design.
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259. Analysis of Forces.—In Fig. 39(a) a portion of one worm
thread only is shown for the sake of clearness, and the worm
wheel is assumed to be above the worm. For the rotation

indicated for the worm, the worm wheel would turn clockwise.

In Fig. 39(6) the forces are shown more clearly. The x axis is

parallel to the axis of the worm, the y axis is the radial direction

on the worm, and the z axis is the tangential direction for the
worm. The angle a, the lead angle, is laid off in the tangential
direction, and the angle </>, the friction angle, also in the same

plane. The angle (3, the thread angle of the screw, is laid off

normal to the xz plane. The resultant force R w’ould then act

as indicated.

It would be more correct to lay off the angle p normal to the

line Ap, and then the angle 4> parallel to the xz plane. However,

the coefficient of friction for modern designs is so small, 0.01 or

less, that the approximation involved produces a negligible

error.

As shown in the figure, the torque Fa which drives the screw is

working against a thrust IF, which is taken by a thrust bearing

at the end of the worm shaft. The bearing reactions are not

shown in the figure.

Summing up forces along the x axis:

'ZFx R cos P cos (<£ + <*) — IF = 0. (17)
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Taking the moment sum with respect to the axis of the screw:

Silf = Rr cos P sin (0 + a) — Fa = 0. (18)

in which r denotes the pitch radius of the worm, in inches.

If T is the force which acts tangentially to the screw at the

pitch point, evidently:

Fn
1

T = — = R cos p sin (0 + a). (19)

The axial thrust on the worm is:

W = R cos p cos (0 + a). (20)

The radial thrust on the worm, which tends to separate the

worm and worm wheel, will be called H and is:

H = R sin p, (21)

It is convenient to have the components acting along the
axes in Fig. 39(6) expressed in terms of T, the tangential force

at the pitch point. When the horsepower transmitted by the
worm is known, T may always be found as follows :

Fa ^ 63,024 hp.

r nr (22 )

in which hp. denotes horsepower.

n denotes speed of the worm, in revolutions per minute.

From formula (19)

:

R cos P

Then from formula (18)

:

sin (<t> + a)

Axial thrust W = " C
--
S^ + ^ = T cot (0 + a).sm (0 + a) v '

From formula (19)

:

(23)

R =

Then from formula (21):

Radial thrust H =

cos P sin (0 + a)

T sin p Ttan/3
cos P sin (0 + a) sin (0 + a) ^

If the angle 0 is negligible compared with «, formulas (23) and
(24) become

:

Axial thrust W = T cot a

Radial thrust H = ~-
^
an ^

(25)
•

(26)sm a
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260. Efficiency of Worm Gears.—Basically, the worm is a
screw thread used for the transmission of power, and the effi-

ciency of screw threads, with inclined sides has been discussed in

Sec. 187 of Chap. IX. In Fig. 40 Curve 1 shows the theoretical
efficiency which might be expected based upon formula (14),
Chap. IX, using 0.05 as the coefficient of friction and assuming
a frictionless step. Curve 2 is based upon the same formula,
using a coeffiiceint of friction of 0.05 for the screw and also for
the step. The plotted points are taken from experiments
performed by Wilfred Lewis in which the same coefficients of

friction were developed as used in Curve 1. The agreement

between experiment and theory is seen to be quite satisfactory.

The curves indicate that reasonable efficiencies are obtainable

with helix angles as small as 10 deg., and that there is little to be

gained by using a helix angle greater than 30 deg.

Curve 3 in Fig. 40 is plotted from the above formula using a

coefficient of friction of 0.005, and indicates that very high

efficiencies may be obtained. Thomas 1 uses a coefficient of

friction of 0.002 for automobile drives, and shows that such a

value is quite reasonable.

Example .—Find the 14to-deg. worm and worm wheel that will transmit

15 hp. between shafts which are 10 in. apart, if the speed reduction is to

be 10.5 to 1, and the driving shaft is making 1,200 r.p.m.

The student should keep in mind that there are a number of tentative

solutions of this problem, because there are several possible combinations of

1 Thomas, H. K., “Worm Gearing,” McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.
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pitch radii which will total 10 in. A worm having a pitch diameter of 3.5

in. and a circular pitch of 1.25 in. will be chosen.

Choosing a quadruple thread for the worm, the lead is four times 1.25, or

5 in. The tangent of the helix angle is (see Fig. 41)

:

tan a. = ^eat^
=r

^ — o 445n
(P.D.) 3.14X3.5

u

The helix angle is therefore 24 deg. 28 min., and the efficiency which may be
expected, as taken from Fig. 40, is about 80 per cent.

For a quadruple-thread worm, the worm wheel will have 42 teeth and the

pitch diameter of the worm wheel will be
42 X 1.25

3.14
16.7 in., and the sum

of the pitch radii should equal the distance between shafts.

16.7

2

1 3.5
1 a i

*

+ ~2~ = 10.1 in.

Assuming that the distance of 10.1 in. between shafts is satisfactory, the
worm gear may be checked for strength.

2ttrNW
P * 33,000 X 12

Substituting:

15
2 X 3.14 X 8.35 X 114 X W

33,000 X12
or W = 993 lb.

From the formula of Lewis, formula (6):

W = Sf(CP)y or .8
W

J(CP)y

993

2.75 X 1.25 X 0.108
2,680 lb. per square inch.

In the above calculation the face of the worm wheel wasdaken as 2^-4 in., and
the fiber stress in the worm-gear teeth is satisfactory for phosphor bronze
and a pitch line velocity of 498 ft. per minute.

In order to transmit 15 hp. to the worm wheel with an efficiency of 80
per cent, there must be supplied a total of 18.8 hp. The torque corre-
sponding to this is:

torque = 63,024 X 18.8

1,200
988 in.-lb.

With a circular pitch of 1.25 in., the dedendum according to Table I will be
0.46 in., or the worm will have a diameter at the root of the teeth of 2.58 in.
The torsional stress in the worm will be:

988JX 16

x X 2.58 3
293 lb. per square inch.

This is very low, and therefore safe.

When the worm is hollow, and bored to fit a 1.25 in. shaft, the unit stress
will be 311 lb. per square inch.
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261. Cutting of Worm Gears.—The worm may have its threads

cut In a lathe, because it is a simple operation to form threads

which have straight sides. However, when worms are manu-
factured in quantities, they are formed on thread millers. The
worm-gear teeth are formed by a hob, shown in Fig. 42, which is

a driving worm of the same form as the worm which is to run with

the gear. The teeth on the gear are generated,

the gear blank turning with a positive relative

feed.

Problems

Show by a sketch the development of the involute

curve and its application to the involute tooth form.

The involute pinion A is driving the gear B clock-

wise. Assume all dimensions and show where con-

tact begins and ends for maximum angles of

approach and recess. The pinion is to the left on a
horizontal center line.

3. An involute rack is moving to the right and is driv-

ing a pinion. Assume all dimensions and show
where contact begins and ends so that there will be no interference of

teeth.

4 . A pinion drives an involute annular gear in a counterclockwise direction.

Assume all circles and show the tooth curves at the point where contact

» begins and ends.

Fig. 42.-—Gear hub.

8. The distance between two gear centers is 2S in., and the velocity ratio of

the pinion to the gear is 3 to 1. The diametral pitch is 3. What is the

outside diameter and the number of teeth for each gear?

6. Make a sketch and name all the tooth parts and circles for a tooth of the

American standard 14 x 2-deg. composite system.

7 . Assume all circle sizes and show the development of: (a < the hypocy-
cloidal curve; (6) the cycloidal curve; (c) the epicycloidal curve.

8 . Show the application of the cycloidal curves to the development of a

gear tooth, assuming all circle sizes.

9 . A cycloidal gear is to have: (at four pitch teeth; five pitch teeth;

(c) eight pitch teeth. What standard size of rolling circle would be used

to generate the cycloidal curves?
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10 . Show by sketches the line of contact for: (a) a pair of involute gears; (b)

a pair of cycloidal gears.

11 . Make a sketch of a rack and pinion, 14)4-deg. composite system, with

the pinion driving counterclockwise. There is to be no angle of recess

but a maximum angle of approach. Assume all circles, and show by
hatched lines where the teeth begin and leave contact.

12 . Make a full-sized ink drawing of two spur gears which are in mesh.

The teeth are:

() Involute 14%-deg. standard S3rstem.

() American Standard, 14^2-deg. composite system.

(c) Cycloidal system.

(d) American Standard, 20 deg., composite system.

Data for Gear:

32 teeth.

2 D.P.

6 elliptical arms,

lj^-in. hub bore.

33^-in. hub diameter.

Her by K 6-in. key.

Thickness of rim 1.3

thickness.

Data for Pinion:

20 teeth.

2 D.P.
Core circular holes in web
the appearance of arms,

li^-in. hub bore.

2%-in. hub diameter,

times tooth %- by %-in. key.

to give

The pinion is the driver and turns clockwise.

Note: Locate the gear centers in. from the top- and bottom-border
lines, and in the middle of the sheet from the right- and left-border lines.

Place the gear at the top. Show the outlines of the teeth and other gear

parts in black ink. Show the location of the teeth as contact begins and
ends by hatched red lines. Show and indicate the values of the angles of

approach and recess, and the angle of action. All construction lines to

be light red lines. Lay out the tooth outlines by developing the curves.

Make wood templates of pieces of soft pine about 1 in. wide and Jd6 in-

thick, pin them at the gear centers, and shape them to conform to the

tooth outlines. Check the templates by pushing one finished edge against

the other, and note if contact follows the line of action. If it does, the

curves are correct. Draw in the tooth outlines by using the templates.

Print your name on the templates and hand them in with the completed
drawings.

13

.

Make a full-sized ink drawing of a rack and pinion which are in mesh,
the pinion to be according to the data of Problem 12.

Note: Locate the pinion in the center of the sheet, and draw the whole
pinion. Draw the pitch line of the rack to the left of the pinion center and in

a vertical position. Shorten the rack teeth to avoid interference. Show the

outlines of the teeth and gear parts by black lines. Show the location of the

teeth as contact begins and ends by hatched red lines. Show and indicate

the values of the angles of approach and recess, and the angles of action. All

construction lines to be light red lines.
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14. Make a full-sized drawing of an annular gear and pinion which are in

mesh. The data for the pinion are identical with those of Problem 12.

Data for annular gear:

32 teeth.

2 D.P.
1%-in. hub bore.

3!4-in. hub diameter.

V\ 6“ by Jie-in. key.

Thickness of rim 1.3 times the tooth thickness.

Cored offset web construction.

Note: Locate the center of the annular gear on the horizontal center line

of the pinion of Problem 13, and to the right of the pinion center. Follow
the general directions as given for Problems 12 and 13.

15 . A cast-iron gear with 143^-deg. involute cut teeth has the following

proportions:

48 teeth.

32-in. pitch diameter.

4}2~in. face width.

4-in. hub bore.

6 arms.

What horsepower will this gear transmit at 90 r.p.m.? Make a pencil

drawing of this gear, one-fourth size, giving all dimensions and infor-

mation necessary for the shop to make the gear.

16 . A cast-iron pinion has the same pitch as the gear of Problem 15. (a)

What horsepower will it transmit if it is turning twice as fast as the

gear? (b) If this pinion is made of semi-steel what horsepower will it

develop under like conditions?

17. If the gear of Problem 15 is made of mild steel, untreated cut teeth,

what horsepower will it transmit under the same conditions?

18 . A 15-tooth rawhide pinion is rotating at 600 r.p.m., and transmits 37

hp. to a cast-iron gear. The velocity ratio is 5 to 1. The teeth are of

American Standard form and have a face width three times the circular

pitch. Find: (a) the diametral pitch; ib) the pitch diameter; <cj the

outside diameter of each gear.

19. The drum of a hoist is 12 in. in diameter and revolves at 6 r.p.m. The
pitch diameter of the drum gear is 36 in. and the pitch diameter of its

pinion is 6 in. Both gears are cast iron with American {Standard cut

teeth, (a) Calculate the pitch and number of teeth on each gear for

a load of l l
2 tons on the drum cable. (6) What horsepower is being

developed?

20 . Make a pencil drawing of the gears of Problem 19, giving all dimensions

and data The drawing is to be made on standard 15 by 22 in. paper,

using a scale of 3 in = 1 ft.

21» Make a full-size pencil drawing of a pair of cast-iron bevel gears with

cut teeth, to transmit power between two shafts at right angles to each

other (see Fig. 43).
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Data for Gear*
24 teeth.

2 D.P.
1%-In. shaft diameter.

Vi c- by Jfe-in- key.

3^-in. hub diameter.

4J^-in. hub length.

2J-£-in. face width.

Back of gear stiffened by four ribs.

Data for Pinion

:

16 teeth.

lj^-in. shaft diameter.

%- by %-in. key.

hub diameter.

3^-in. hub length.

Back of gear stiffened by four ribs.

EdgeAngle s Face Angle

AngleA - CenterAngle

JB~CoifingAngle
» C~ Face Angle
** D- Back Cone

Angle =AngleA

Pitch
Diameter

NI Dedendum

Addendum-^: phs Clearance

Vertex _ J Whole Depth of Tooth
'

iDistance

Show all important dimensions and finish marks, and tabulate the values

of the center angle, cutting angle, face angle, and back-cone angle.

Note: Locate the gear on a vertical center line and in the upper area of

the sheet. If any interference of gear teeth is noted, direct attention to it

by cross-hatching.

22 . Make a full-size pencil drawing of a pair of cast-iron bevel gears with
cut teeth, which will have an angular velocity ratio of 2 to 3, the D.P.
being 3. Show all important dimensions and tabulate any other infor-

mation which will be required for the making of these gears. The pro-

portions of all gear parts and other details are to be determined by the

student, and should follow standard practice.

23 . Make a full-sized pencil drawing of a 14^2-deg. involute mitre gear,

showing two views of the complete gear. Develop the teeth on the
back-cone circle, and show the teeth by projection similar to the tooth
shown in Fig. 27.
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Data: 24 teeth; 2 diametral pitch; face of gear is 2% in.

24. A pair of cast-iron bevel gears is to transmit 15 hp. The angular
velocity ratio is 2 to 1 . and the width of the face is two times the circular

pitch. The larger gear has a pitch diameter of 20 in., and rotates at 125
r.p.m. Determine the diametral pitch for the Browne and Sharpe
standard 14J-2-deg. tooth.

25. A pair of cast-iron mitre gears have 18 teeth, 7.20 in. pitch diameter, and
a 2-in. face width. Determine the horsepower which these gears will

transmit at 125 r.p.m.

26. What would be the thrust against the hub collars of the gears of Problem
25?

27 . Design a worm and worm-wheel combination which will meet the
following requirements: 8 in. distance between shafts; 16 to 1 velocity

ratio; 450 r.p.m. for the worm; and the horsepower transmitted is 16.

The worm is made of high-carbon steel, and the worm wheel of bronze.

28. An elevator is lifted at the rate of 75 ft. per minute, the diameter of the

elevator drum is 18 in., and the total load to be lifted is 4,950 lb. Assum-
ing a speed of the driving motor of 600 r.p.m., and an efficiency of 93 per

cent, determine: (a) the required horsepower of the motor; (b

)

the worm-
and-wheel combination which should be installed.

29 . Make a pencil drawing of a worm-and-wheel combination having 14

J

deg. involute teeth, for a velocity ratio of IS to 1. The worm is to have
a double-cut right-hand thread, 2.W in. outside diameter, 4 in. long, and
keyed to a l}-4-in. shaft with a 5 16~ by pi 6-in. key. The worm is

bronze, face angle 60 deg., circular pitch of 0.7854 in., and keyed to a

l x
2-in. shaft with a 3

s- by 3
s-in. key. The drawing is to be similar to

Fig. 38, full-size, and located centrally on the sheet. Show all important
dimensions, using decimals if needed.



CHAPTER XIII

FRICTION AND LUBRICATION

262. Friction is the resistance which is offered to the sliding

of one body upon another. Friction may be partly explained by
the interlocking of rough or slightly irregular surfaces, and the

deformation and tearing off of small particles as sliding occurs.

Lubrication is the introduction of any substance between the

surfaces in contact so as to promote easy sliding. The lubricat-

ing agent causes the surfaces to slide on an intervening film

instead of being directly in contact with each other.

Measure of Friction .—In Fig. I the weight of the body is W
and force the F acts in a manner tending to slide the body to the

left. Due to friction the total reaction R
of the floor on the body must act at an
angle <j> with the normal to the surface of

contact. When the body is just on the

point of sliding, R makes a maximum angle

with the normal, which is called the “angle
Fig. i. of friction. ” The total reaction R may be

resolved into two rectangular components,
one, the normal pressure, perpendicular to the surface, and the

other, the friction, parallel to the surface. The ratio of the

maximum friction to the corresponding normal pressure when
motion impends is called the coefficient of friction, and is denoted
by g. Hence;

Fa

N =

Fmax = pN ( 1 )

It is evident from Fig. 1 that when motion impends

:

M = tan 0, (2)

in which <t> denotes the angle of friction.

When the body rests on an inclined plane, as shown in Fig. 2,

and the angle 0 is such that sliding impends, 9 is called the angle
of repose. For equilibrium, the total reaction R must be colinear

274
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with W
}
and it is evident that the angle of friction 4> is equal to

the angle of repose. Hence:

ji = tan 4> — tan 6 . (3)

Numerous experiments have shown that the friction between
the surfaces of bodies which are sliding, is less than the static

friction between the bodies when they are at rest and just on the
point of sliding. When sliding occurs the body particles do not
have time to settle into place and inter-

lock as they do when the bodies are at

rest.

263. Laws of Friction.—There are

three fundamental laws of friction:

1. The force of friction, wrhen motion
impends, is directly proportional to the

normal pressure between the two sur-

faces in contact, when the pressure is low. As the pressure

increases the friction increases proportionately, but with high

pressures the friction increases rapidly until the two surfaces be-

come interlocked. This interlocked condition is known as seizing.

2. For moderate pressures the coefficient of friction and the

amount of friction are independent of the area of contact of the

surfaces. For high pressures this law is modified as in Law 1.

3. When the velocity is low the coefficient of friction is inde-

pendent of the velocity of the rubbing surfaces, but with high

velocities the coefficient of friction decreases.

264. Efficiency of Machines.—The friction between the mov-
ing parts of a machine lowers its efficiency, and a fundamental
knowledge of friction is necessary to the design engineer so that

machine elements may be utilized to the best advantage. The
ratio of the work done by a machine to the work required to

keep the machine operating at a constant rate is called its

efficiency. The maximum efficiency of a machine is attained

when it develops the most work in proportion to the energy which

it receives.

The efficiency of any machine is determined by testing it

while it is operated under working conditions, and its capacity

or rating is determined for the conditions under which its effi-

ciency is a maximum. Friction losses are usually measured in

percentage of the energy which a machine receives, and good
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design implies the least friction losses. Efficiency may be expres-

sed as follows:

e = X 100, (4)

in which e denotes the mechanical efficiency in percentage.

Wo denotes the energy which the machine delivers.

Wi denotes the energy which the machine receives.

The time element is usually important in connection with

machine energy, and when taken into account the machine

receives and delivers work per unit time, and its rating is mea-
sured in horsepower. When the mechanical efficiency of a

machine is given as 87 per cent, it is implied that 13 per centj

of the energy which the machine receives is lost due to frictional

resistance.

265. Average Efficiencies.—The efficiency of the ordinary

pairs of machine elements is well known, and Table I lists the

efficiencies which may be expected with good design and careful

workmanship.

Table I.—Efficiencies of Elementary Pairs of Machine Elements

Kind of pair in contact
Efficiency in

percentage

Bearings and journal, ordinary 93 to 97
Roller bearings and races 98

Ball bearings and races 99
Gears, spur with cast teeth, including bearings. 93
Gears, spur with cut teeth, including bearings . . 97
Gears, bevel with cast teeth, including bearings . 92
Gears, bevel with cut teeth, including bearings. 96
Belting, flat 96 to 98
Belting, chain 95 to 98

A machine consists of a combination of fixed and movable
elements, and the combined efficiency is the product of the
efficiencies of the individual elements or pairs.

e = <h X e2 X X en . (5)

266. Rolling Friction.—When there is a common surface in

contact between two bodies, motion of one body over the other
involves sliding friction, while if the bodies are so formed that
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there is line contact between them, the relative motion is rolling,

and involves rolling friction or a combination of rolling and sliding

friction.

When two dry surfaces tend to roll, one over the other, without

slipping, the force which opposes displacement, or frictional

resistance, is less than if the two surfaces slide with respect to

each other. In Fig. 3:

KW
R ? (6)

in which F denotes the horizontal force

which rolls the body with uniform motion,

in pounds.

W denotes the weight of the

body, in pounds

.

!7777777777"

Fig. 3.

R denotes the radius of the body, in inches.

K denotes a coefficient which depends upon the materials
of the two bodies and their surface conditions.

For steel on steel, iron on iron, or iron on steel, K equals 0.02.

267. Straight-line Bearings.—Straight-line bearings must have
true plane or cylindrical surfaces for the best results. When
great accuracy is required the surfaces should be scraped as

nearly true as possible. Slides should be stiff enough to prevent

springing under the load, and of sufficient area to keep the

intensity of pressure between the surfaces within established

limits. The guide and slide should be of equal width, and the

slide should overrun the guide to avoid the formation of a

shoulder.

Flat slides like the ones shown by Fig. 4 have less friction than

angular slides, shown by Fig. 5, because wdiile the normal
pressure on one side necessary to support the weight may be
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less when it makes an angle with the vertical, the total corre-

sponding friction is increased. Flat slides require an adjustment
for wear as shown by the gibs in Figs. 4(a), 4(6), and 4(c). A gib,

tapering lengthwise and adjusted at one end, as shown by Fig.

4(c), will prevent wearing in spots, as may be the case with thin

gibs set up by screws on the side, as shown by Figs. 4(a) and
4(6).

Flat surfaces are lubricated by injecting oil through holes

provided for that purpose, as shown in Fig. 4 .

Head and Tat!

A Stock Guides
^

Outer Guides,are
for Carriage. One
V-Guide is sometimes
omitted.

CcO

Bed Guides

<b)
,

<d)
PlaneGuide and Slide (c) Shaper Ram and Guides

Fig. 5.—Angular guides and slides.

268. Angular Slides.—The V-form of slide is self-adjusting

and readily oiled. Ways of lathes, Fig. 5(a), and of planers,

Fig. 5(6), catch dirt and chips. The smaller the angle between
the surfaces the less tendency there is for the table to lift

from the guides when a side cut is taken, but there is a greater

normal pressure between the surfaces. The included angle of

the V is usually about 90 deg., but may be more on heavy

Fig. 6.—Lubrication of planer ways.

machines. Figures 5(c) and 5 (d) show angular guides and slides

with gibs which are adjustable by means of set screws.

Flat and angular sliding surfaces are easily lubricated because
the oil film is swept along on the surfaces as the sliding member
reverses its motion, and returns under reduced surface pressure
for the next working stroke. Figures 6(a) and 6(6) indicate the
lubricating scheme used for planer ways. The rollers are pushed
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against the platen by springs, and they turn in a well of oil, thus
carrying the lubricant against the surfaces.

269. Circular Guides.—Crosshead guides are often made
circular because of the ease with which they may be machined.
They may be centered as shown in Fig. 7(a), with one setting,

or the centers may be shifted as indicated in Fig. 7(6), so that the
sliding member is constrained from turning about the axis of the

Circular Bore
about OneCenter

Ho/e -fo

,

removing'
Wrist Pin

~f~^Circu!ar Bore
about Two Centers

Common Form
ofCrosshead
Shoe

lb) (C )

Pig. 7.—-Circular guides and slides.

cylinder. The common form of crosshead shoe is shown in

Fig. 7(c). In all cases in which the guides are fixed there must
be some provision made for wear adjustment. This is usually

done by providing the crosshead with adjustable wedges which
will spread the bearing surfaces.

To distribute oil over the rubbing surfaces, grooves are some-
times cut into the guide member. The edges of the grooves

should be well rounded to prevent the tendency to cut the oil

Fit; s.—Circular guides.

film between the two rubbing surfaces. Oil is injected through

holes made easily accessible.

Pistons are circular slides guided by the cylinder walls, and
they should overtravel to avoid forming ridges. Figure 8(a)

shows a steam engine piston and the cylinder walls. The
rubbing surfaces are lubricated by oil which is injected into the

steam by means of a forced-feed lubricator. Figure 8(6) is a
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typical automobile engine piston, which is lubricated by oil

splashed against the crank end.

Stuffing boxes and glands for engines and pumps belong to

this class of guides, and possibly cause more friction and its

ensuing troubles than any other form of sliding bearings. Figure

8(c) shows a guide of this kind. The packing may be metallic

or one of the many commercial rubberized fabrics with graphite,

and it is placed in the circular recess of the box at B
,
the gland

C then being forced against the packing by the adjusting nuts

DD . This form of joint is used for rotary shafts also, but with

indifferent success. Stuffing boxes are imperfectly lubricated

by means of a swab which rubs against the piston rod and allows

some oil to become attached to it.

270. Pressures between Straight Line Surfaces.—On account

of the wiping action between flat sliding surfaces, there is a

tendency to expel the lubricating oil, and to insure the best

results, light pressures between surfaces are recommended.
Table II shows pressure intensities which have been used with
success.

Table II.—Pressures between Straight-line Bearings

Class of work Location of surfaces

Pressure,

pounds per

square inch

Stationary engine, high speed

Stationary engine, low speed
Locomotive

Crosshead and guide

Crosshead and guide

Crosshead and guide

Crosshead and guide
Crosshead and guide

Crosshead and guide

10 to 30
30 to 50
Up to 85

55 to 65
65 to 80

85 to 120

Marine engines:

Slow vessels

Large vessels

Small cruisers 1

Torpedo boats
J
i

271. Circular Bearings.—A bearing is a support for a revolving
shaft or axle. A journal is a rotating machine part which is

supported in a bearing. The journal and the bearing are the
elements which guide the motion of rotation or vibration in

machines, and they form one of the most important machine
parts.

j Journal and Bearing Requirements .—The following funda-
mental items are considered in the design of journals and bearings:
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(a) A journal must be a true cylinder or cone of revolution.

(b ) A journal must be strong enough to resist deformation
beyond assigned limits, to prevent excess pressure at the edges
of the bearing box.

(c) A bearing should be large enough to avoid excessive

pressure per square inch of projected area, and to guard against

squeezing out of the lubricant.

Table III.—Allowable Bearing Pressures

Class of work, where used Location of bearing

Pressure in pounds per

square inch of pro-

jected area

f Main bearings, total load 500 to 700
G as engine .

* Crankpin 1,500 to 1,800
! 1 Crosshead pin 1,500 to 2,000

j j

Driving-wheel journal Up to 560
Railroad locomotive

,
< Crosshead pins 3,000 to 4 ,000

[
Crankpins 1,500 to 1 ,700

Locomotive tender Axle bearings Up to 425
Car Axle bearings 300 to 325

Stationary engines (slow speed?

.

Main bearings:

dead load SO to 140

live load 200 to 400
• Crankpins

|

800 to 1 , 300

!
Wrist pins

J

Main bearings:

1.000 to 1,500

dead load 60 to 120

(high speed)

.

live load

,
Crank pins:

150 to 250

i overhung 900 to 1 , 500

center 400 to 600
Wristpins 1 .000 to 1 . sou

Navy 1 Merchan
Main 275 to 400 400 to 5<

Marine engine • Crankpins 400 to 5* t0 400 t«. 5<

Steam-turbine bearings

Horizontal st4-arn-turb:ne-.bf ar-

Up tu ho

Electrical machines
ings 40 to 00

Vertical step turbines, step 2«Mt to 1 ,
( H_H)

Generator and motor h« aririg-

Puneh presses and other -l«<u-

3U to MJ

1 speed intermittent load-

|

Turn table.-, bridges, -loVV-r-pef d
30 MM) to 4,000

intermitt* nt service 7,000 to 0 ,00(1

Miscellanet *u* • Heavy sloW-spe* d, -rep Up to 2, Ooo
Light ine shafting ra-t iron

Heavy line shafting bronze or

15 to 25

1

babbitt

»

100 to 150

Hoisting-machinery’ shafting 70 to 90
' Main bearings 350 to 400

Automobile engines Crankpins 350 to 400

Crosshead pins 800 to 1 . 000
Machine tools Drill-press thrust collars Up to 325
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(d) A bearing should be rigid and self-aligning for the same

reason .as &, above.

(e) A bearing must be as small as is consistent with the above

considerations, in order to reduce the work lost by friction.

(f) Provision must be made for taking up wear, and the device

should be easily adjustable and removable.

(g) Bearings should be designed so that most of the wear will

be confined to the bearing, since it is more easily replaced than

the shaft.

272. Bearing Pressures.—It is not definitely known how the

pressure is distributed on an ordinary circular bearing. For

design purposes it is assumed that the pressure due to the load-

ing is uniformly distributed over the projected area of the journal,

which is the product of the diameter and length of the journal.

The pressures which design engineers use are those which have

been used with success for the different classes of bearings, and

these values are given in Table III.

273. Clearance.—The bearing is always finished slightly

larger than the journal, and the difference between the two diam-

eters is the clearance. The amount of clearance depends upon
the speed of the shaft and the class of work where it is used,

and is approximately 0.002 in. per inch of shaft diameter for small

and medium-sized bearings, and slightly less for large ones.

Small journals are those less than 1 in. in diameter, medium-sized

journals are those from 1 to V/i in. in diameter, and large journals

are those which have a diameter larger than in.

274. The Relation of Length to Diameter of Journals.

—

Engineering practice has fixed the approximate length L of a

journal in relation to its diameter d according to the values given

in Table IV.

Table IV.

—

Relation of Length to Diameter of Journals

Type of bearing
Value of

L/d

Marine-engine main bearings 1 to 1.5
Marine-engine erankpins 1 to 1 .

5

Stationary-engine main bearings 5 to 2 .

5

Stationary-engine crankpins 1

Stationary-engine crosshead pins 1 to 1.5
Heavy shafting with fixed bearings 2 to 3
Ordinary shafting with self-adjusting bearings.. 3 to 4
Generator main bearings 2 to 3
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275. High-speed Bearings.—For bearings which are well

lubricated, the values given in Table V represent the practice of a

large manufacturer of electrical machines made in small units.

Table V.

—

Allowable Pressures for High-speed Journals

Velocity in feet per second of rubbing surface 20 30 40 69 75

Allowable pressure in pounds per square

inch of projected bearing surface

i

: 165 190 205 225 230

The demarkation between the speeds of shafting is not closely

drawn, but the student may use the following classification for a

guide.

Low speeds are those below 80 r.p.m.

Medium speeds are those from 80 to 300 r.p.m.

High speeds are those above 300 r.p.m. J

276. Materials of Journals and Bearings.—The journal is

usually made of steel and is sometimes hardened. All journal

surfaces should be accurately finished and highly polished. The

Drifted
Holes

I'm. 9.-

Dovetat!Slo+s
slop before reaching

Ends ofBearing

(a) ib)

-Method employed to make bearing metal adhere to bearing easting-

bearing material is generally cast iron, lined with a bearing metal,

which is softer than the journal so that the wear will occur in

the bearing. There are a number of bearing metals which are

used for lining bearings, among them being cast iron, brass,

bronze, babbitt metal, and various alloys which are known
under trade names. The babbitt or anti-friction metal lining is

the most common.
Figures 9 On and 9(6; show the usual method employed to

make the bearing metal adhere to the bearing casting. Ordi-

narily a mandrel of the exact size of the journal is placed inside

the bearing support, and the babbitt is poured around the

mandrel to form the bearing. For better-grade work a smaller

mandrel is used, the babbitt is peened after pouring, and the

bearing is bored to size. The bearing may or may not be

scraped in fitting.
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277. Forms of Bearings.—Bearings are classified as follows:

(a) One-piece or solid bearings.

(b) Two-piece or split bearings.

(c) Four-piece bearings.

(d) Thrust bearings.

(e) Ball and roller bearings.

278. One-piece Bearings.—One-piece bearings are made of

cast iron, and may or may not be lined with a bearing metal such

as babbitt or brass. Unlined bearings are used for ordinary

work and slow speeds. The journal must be assembled and
removed endwise, and there is no
adjustment for wear. The bearing is

provided with an oil hole or grease cup

for lubrication. When a one-piece

bearing is lined or provided with a
bushing, the bearing metal or bushing

may be replaced when worn.

Fig. 10.—Solid bearing. The solid bearing shown in Fig. 10

is a standard stock design, lined with
babbitt, and is used on conveying and hoisting machinery.
Other applications of solid bearings are piston-pin bearings

of gas engines, loose-pulley bearings, and the bearings at the pin

joints of linkages such as locomotive side rods. Empirical
dimensions used for the bearing in Fig. 10 are as follows:

d denotes the diameter of the journal, in inches.

K denotes a constant equal to d + }4, in.

Then:
A = 2.5K, B = 1.25K, C = 0.8K, and D = 1.5K.

The length of the bearing is 1 .oK.

279. Two-piece Bearings.—Two-piece bearings are used univer-

sally on all classes of machines. They are of cast iron made in

two parts, the parting line being located in the line of leasts

pressure. Shims are sometimes provided to allow for easy
adjustment, the bearing being closed in by reducing the thickness
of the shims. Shims made up of thin sheets of brass or copper,
sweated together, form a means of ready and accurate adjustment,
the thickness being reduced by peeling off a layer of the laminated
shim.

Figure 11(a) shows a common form of the two-piece bearing.
Elongated bolt holes allow for alignment of the bearing and a
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reservoir provides oil for lubrication. Vertical adjustment of
this type of bearing is sometimes provided by the arrangement
shown in Fig. 11(h). Another type of two-piece bearing is

the connecting rod end shown by Fig. 12(a)

{Base erfBearing

o t Se+
"'Screws

I

( Bo/tt/o/es ''Adjusting Wedges
Elongated

tbi

Vertical adjustment for bearing.

Fig. 11.

This form of bearing may be lubricated in various ways
depending upon the class of service in which it is employed, the
speed of the journal, and its accessibility for frequent inspection.
A wick-oiling scheme is shown in Fig. 12(6). The wick draws the

Fig. 12(ui.-—Murine type connecting Fig. 12(6).—Wick oiling bearing,
rod end.

Fig. 12(c).—Chain oiling bearing. Fig. 1 12 < «/> -Rearing-metal
liner showing oil grooves.

oil from the reservoir at the top and conveys it to the journal by
capillary action. Chain- and ring-oiling systems are commonly
used for the bearings of line shafting, electric motors and genera-

tors, small steam engines, and other machines. A chain-oiling

bearing is shown in Fig. 12(c), oil being carried by an endless
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Mi a/m from the reservoir at the bottom to the journal. This

oiling system is not adaptable to small journals running at high

speed, because of the tendency of the chain or ring to slip, and

thereby fail to provide an adequate oil supply for proper lubrica-

tion. A bearing-metal liner is shown in Fig. 12(d). Grooves

cut in the bearing surface lead the oil from its point of entrance

at the top, and distribute it in the direction of the rotation of

the shaft. If the shaft rotates in either direction the oil grooves

lead both ways. The grooves of the bearing liner shown in

Fig. 12(d) receive the oil from the counter bore at the middle,

which in turn gets its supply from an oil cup at the top of the

Fig. 13.—Main bearing, showing how adjustment for wear is made.

bearing. The lower half of a bearing is not grooved, because
of the tendency of the grooves to prevent the formation of the
oil film between the journal and its supporting bearing.

280, Four-piece Bearings.—Four-piece bearings are used for

the bearings of large steam and gas engines. They consist of a
bottom bearing, two side bearings called knee bearings, and the
top bearing or cap. Side wear is compensated for by the adjust-
ment of the wedges A

,
in Fig. 13, and wear on the bottom brass

is adjusted in a similar manner by a horizontal wedge. This
type of bearing is sometimes cooled by the circulation of water
around the bearing in a cored cavity provided for that purpose.
Lubrication is provided by multiple-feed drop oilers or non-
pressure oil-circulating system, the oil being pumped to the
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highest point and flowing by gravity to the bearings, passing

through the bearings and into a reservoir, where it is filtered and
recirculated.

The bearings of high-speed turbines and line shafting should be
designed to allow for misalignment as the shaft passes through
the critical speed, because the vibration due to the whirling of the

unbalanced parts would cause high localized stresses, which
might cause failure at the bear-

ings and serious damage to

adjacent parts. The principle

of the self-aligning bearing is

shown by Fig. 14. The point C
is a point on the axis of the

center of rotation, but the bear-

ing is free to move with spherical

motion in any direction about
}

its support. Line shafting is
Fiq 14.__Principle of

equipped with self-adjusting bearing,

ring- or chain-oiling bearings

because the bearings are relatively far apart, and the shafting

is readily misaligned because of unbalanced conditions and

variable belt pulls,

281. Thrust Bearings.—Thrust bearings are designed to

carry pressures in the direction of the axis of the shaft, maintain-

ing the shaft in its correct position while supporting the load.

Flu. 15.—Foot-step bearing.

Thrust bearings carry the load in vertical steam turbines, wTater

wThecls, motors, and pumps; and provide for horizontal-load

reactions in machine tools and marine drive shafts.

Thrust bearings which support a vertical load are called foot-j

step bearings, and a simple type is shown in Fig. 15. The bearing

is concentric with an oil reservoir which provides the bearing

surfaces with an oil bath, and the action of the turning shaft
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carries the oil up the sides of the bearing, where it overflows to

the reservoir.

In all types of thrust bearings the surface rubbing velocity is

greatest at the outside of the bearing, and since the wear due to

friction increases with the rubbing velocity, the best results are

obtained when the difference in surface rubbing velocities is a
minimum. When the load is

relatively large, a collar thrust

bearing is used because the bear-

ing pressure may be distributed

over a number of collars. Figure

16 shows a multiple collar thrust

bearing. The difference between
the outside diameter D and the

inside diameter d of the collars

should be as small as practicable

without resulting in too many collars.

The allowable pressures permitted on thrust bearings are

given in Table VI.

Table VI.—Allowable Pressures on Thrust Bearings

Mean velocity ofjrubbing

surface in feet per minute =

'(£ +f) Xr.p.m.

12

Allowable pressure

in pounds per

square inch

Slow and intermittent 1
:
500

50 200
50 to 100 100

100 to 150 75
150 to 200 60
200 and above 50

When the bearings are of the collar type and water cooled,

as in the bearings of ship-propeller shafts, the pressure may be

increased to 800 lb. per square inch, but ordinary collar bearings

are limited to pressures from 60 to 100 lb. per square inch.

282. Ball Bearings.—Ball bearings were first introduced into

this country from Germany by the bicycle manufacturers, and at

the present time they are used for all forms of bearings and for

all excepting the more severe service conditions.

Oil Reservoir

Fig. 16.—Multiple collar thrust

bearing.
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The contact between the balls and the stationary and revolving

members is point contact. The balls are placed in rows, and are

held in position by suitable retainers between an inner and outer
raceway. The balls are made of high grade steel, machined
accurately, hardened, ground, and sized by selection to 0.0001 in.

J

A ball which is oversize by more than that amount will carry

more than its portion of the load and may be overloaded, and
this in turn will overload the ball races.

Annular and thrust bearings are manufactured in all sizes and
for practically any load, speed, or loading conditions. Ball

bearings are especially adaptable for use where the starting

friction is great, and for unfavorable lubricating conditions.

283. Capacity of Ball Bearings.—Modern ball-bearing design is

based upon the investigations of Stribeck, 1 who found that the

load capacity of a single ball is:

P = Kd\ (7)
2

in wThich P denotes the load on one ball, in pounds.

d denotes the diameter of the ball, in inches.

K denotes a constant which is 1,500 for hardened steel

balls and races with two-point contact, and 750 for

hardened steel balls and races with three- and four-

point contact.

For radial bearings the load is distributed unevenly, the load

being greater on one side of the bearing than on the other.

Stribeck found that the greatest load carried by a single row of

balls was one-fifth of the load on one ball multiplied by the num-
ber of balls;

in whichPdenotes the total load carried by the bearing, in pounds.

X denotes the number of balls.

There are two general types of ball bearings: {a

)

radial bearings,

designed for vertical loads; and (b) thrust bearings, designed

for horizontal loads. A combination bearing which may be

loaded radially and endwise is made for light loads. Figure

* Pmc . A.S.M.E., Vol. XXIX, 1907. p. 420.
2 Formulas (7), tSi, and <9) are not used in actual design, hut reliance is

placed upon tables of load capacities obtained from manufacturers of hatb-

and-roller hearings.
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17(a) shows a radial bearing with a single row of balls; Fig. 17(6)

shows a radial bearing with a double row of balls; and Fig. 17(c)

shows a radial bearing which is self-aligning. The thrust type of

bearing is shown in Fig. 17(d), a one-direction bearing; Fig. 17(c),

a one-direction spherical seat bearing; and Fig. 17(f), a two-
direction bearing.

The design of ball bearings requires engineering experience
which is highly specialized, and it is best to consult freely with the
bearing manufacturers before the final selection is made.

284. Roller Bearings.—Roller bearings are used where the load
conditions are too severe for the use of ball bearings. They are
sections of true rolling cylinders or cones, and may be subjected
to end-thrust reactions which are not present in ball bearings.
Experiments have shown that there are certain principles which
apply to all roller bearings, and which are independent of their
form.
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285. Capacity of Roller Bearings.—The load capacity of

roller bearings is based upon the formula: 1

P = KlcTl- (9)
5

in which P denotes the load, in pounds.
Z denotes the length of the cylindrical roller, in inches.

d denotes the diameter of the roller, in inches.

N denotes the number of rollers.

K denotes a constant, determined by experiment as

1,000 for hardened surfaces.

coy

For rollers of conical form, d may be taken as the diameter at the

mid-section of the roller.

The roller bearing shown in Fig. IS la) is commonly used for

automobile wheels and power-transmission machinery. Figure

18(6; shows a self-aligning roller thrust bearing designed for

heavy loads. Figure 18(c) shows a step bearing with conical

rollers. If the end thrust is excessive, balls are employed at the

large end of the rolls to reduce the friction.

1 Experiments of Prof. Stribeck, Proc. A.S.M.E . ,
\ ol. XX\ II

t p. 444,

1906.
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Ball and roller bearings are made in large sizes to carry very
heavy loads. The roller bearing shown in Fig. 18 (d) is a product
of the Rollway Bearing Company, Incorporated, of Syracuse,

New York, and is designed to carry loads as follows:

Revolutions per

minute
10 25 50 150 250 500

Rated load capacity

in pounds 1,040,000 766,0001609,0001422,0001356,0001283,000

Ball and roller bearings are lubricated with a heavy oil or

grease because the lighter oils leave the bearings too quickly.

Bearings of this type which are well protected from dust and
dirt have been known to give six months’ or a year’s satisfactory

service without attention. However, it is a safe rule to inspect,

clean, and oil all moving parts of any machine at regular intervals.

The function of the lubricant is to keep the polished surfaces of

the balls and races clean, bright, and free from corrosion; to

reduce the slight friction present; and to eliminate noise.

286. Lubricants.—A lubricant is any substance which reduces
friction by preventing a moving machine member from coming
into direct contact with its supporting part.

Solid lubricants are made of flaked graphite or powdered
soapstone, which do not liquefy with heat. They are used for

heavy bearing pressures and slow speeds, and they are usually
mixed with oil or fat.

Liquid lubricants are animal, vegetable, or mineral oils, and
the best lubricant is one which has the greatest adhesion to
metallic surfaces and the least internal cohesion.

Lard oil has more body than any other oil, and its principal
use is to lubricate metal-cutting tools. Its function is to carry
off the heat developed in separating the chip from the work,
to lubricate the chip as it slides off the cutting edge, to give a
finish to the turned surface, and to wash away the small particles
of metal produced by the cutting process.

Neats-foot oil is made from the feet of cattle, and it is adaptable
to the lubrication of moving parts exposed to outdoor conditions.
Sperm oil is made from the fat of the sperm whale. It has

little body, is used for light surface pressures, and gums rapidly
when exposed to the air.
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Porpoise oil is used for the lubrication of small surfaces and
very light loads, such as the bearings of watches and clocks. It

will not congeal at zero degrees Fahrenheit.

The principal vegetable oils are olive oil, palm oil

,

and castor

oil, the latter being suitable for a wide range of temperature
change.

Mineral oils are made from selected crude petroleum, which
is refined and treated to give uniform characteristics. A high
grade of mineral oil has a lowr viscosity, and will maintain a
good lubricating film between sliding surfaces.

In general the desirable qualities for any lubricating oil are:

() It should have sufficient body to keep the metal surfaces

separated.

() It should have a low coefficient of friction.

(c) It should vaporize only at a high temperature, and solidify

only at a low temperature.

(d) It should be free from grit, acid, or any other chemical

which might be injurious to the metals in contact.

(e) It should have the property of not gumming and should

withstand decomposition.

There is a lubricating oil for each class of service, and the proper

selection of a lubricant involves training and experience.

287. Lubricating Greases.—A grease is a mixture of lubricating

oil and a fat, and it is compounded in various grades, such as

light-bodied grease, which lubricates at a relatively low tem-
perature, and dense-bodied grease, which will not lubricate until

the bearing temperature becomes sufficiently high to softcm the

grease. Grease is particularly adapted for the lubrication of

machines vffiich operate in dusty surroundings, such as are

encountered in cement mills, railways, coal hauling, and
conveying equipment. The grease closes off the access of dirt

and dust to the surfaces, by forming a grease collar around the

bearing.

Soft greases are recommended for high-speed ball and roller

bearings, because the grease will form fillets which close off the

bearings and prevent the entrance of dust, and also because the

grease will not be thrown out of the bearings as readily as will

the lighter oils.

Grease should always be used to lubricate bearings which are

located in inaccessible places. Such bearings should be provided

with grease caps or cups and the grease forced to the bearing by
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pressure. The screw grease gun with a flexible metal hose, as

shown in Fig. 19, is a lubricating device which forces the lubricant

under pressure to the bearing. The bearing is provided with a

self-closing cap, to which the hose nozzle may be attached.

Fig. 19.—Simple grease gun and connections.

288. Lubricating Systems.—The oldest and simplest system of

lubrication applies the lubricant by dropping or squirting oil

through holes which lead to the bearing. Oil cups, which hold

a supply of oil and apply it to the bearing drop

by drop, are used on all forms and classes of

bearings. Oil cups are often provided with a

window for the observance and inspection of

the oil flow, the rate of flow being regulated by
means of a valve. Figure 20(a) shows a simple

sight-feed lubricator of this type. A single oil

reservoir may supply more than one oil lead,

-Simple and such a device is called a multiple-feed

'Feed
Adjustment

Feed

(a)

Fig. 20(a).-

sight-feed lubricator.
lubricator

Open oil holes should be provided with one of the many types

of caps (oilers) which are available. Figure 20(6) shows an
oiler which will close off the entrance to the oil hole by turning

(b)

Figs. 20(b) and (c).~

(c)

-Dust-proof oilers. Fig. 20(d).—Drop-feed oiler.

the cap, thereby preventing dust or grit from getting into the

oil lead. A self-closing oiler is shown in Fig. 20(c). Figure 20(d)

shows a drop-feeding system which provides oil, drop by drop,

bythe action of a wick partlysubmerged in an oil bath. Figure 2

1
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shows a scheme employed for oiling the crankpin bearing, the
main bearing, and the eccentric of a steam engine having an
overhung crank.

Fig. 21.—Oiling system for main bearing and eccentrie of a steam engine.

289. Bath and Splash Systems.—When rubbing surfaces are
located so that they may be surrounded by a closed reservior, the

bath system of lubrication may be used. Dippers are attached

to rotating machine parts, which dip up a quantity of oil and
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spill it over the parts to be lubricated. Small steam engines
and gas engines are provided with chambers enclosing the crank,
so that the crank disk will splash into the oil which fills the cham-
ber to a fixed level, as indicated in Fig. 22. Pockets are cast
inside the crank casing to gather oil for distribution to various
channels leading to parts which require lubrication.

290. Circulation Oiling Systems.—There are two oiling

systems which embody the principal of circulation:

() Non-pressure or gravity systems.

() Pressure or forced feed systems.

The gravity system of lubrication is used to lubricate engine
bearings, crossheads, and large shaft bearings. A supply tank

v ’
. i-

,‘N'''P‘ress</re Gaffe“C— _S£
'

on Dash

OilPump
Drain Plug "Hi Valve

Fig. 23.— Pressure system of lubrication applied to an automobile engine.

filled with oil is located at a high point, so that pipes or leads will
deliver oil to the points of application. After lubricating the
bearings, the oil drains through return pipes to a sump tank,
from which it flows to a circulating pump, which in turn pumps
the oil through a closed cooler and filter to the supply tank.
For small installations the cooler and filter are often omitted.
The pressure system delivers the oil to the bearings under

pressure. This system is commonly employed for lubricating
the bearings of steam turbines, Diesel engines, enclosed type of
steam engines, and automobile engines. Figure 23 shows the
application of the pressure system to the main bearings, crankpin
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bearings, and the camshaft bearings of a modern automobile
engine. The reservoir forms the bottom of the crankcase. The
oil pump is designed to circulate a generous supply of oil at a low
engine speed. The oil is distributed through the leads A, B

,

C, and D to the crankshaft bearings, which are connected to the

crankpins by leads through drilled holes in the crankshaft,

to supply the oil under pressure to the crankpin bearings. Leads
from the main bearings feed oil to the camshaft bearings and
timing-chain drive. After lubricating the rubbing surfaces the

oil is returned to the reservoir in the crankcase.

291. Temperature of Bearings.—Under normal working con-

ditions there is a rise in temperature of the bearing, and moderate
temperatures may be considered as those under 140° F. Extreme
temperatures are those above 140° F., and they may be caused

by deficient radiation, friction, or the effects of high surrounding
temperatures. When high temperatures occur, attention must be
given to the bearings at once, because mechanical conditions

may be wrong, improper oil may be the cause, or the oiling system
may not be working as it should. When bearing temperatures
exceed 170° F. it is an indication that the condition is serious.

Induced heat may cause high temperatures, but this is overcome by
using a positive lubricating system. If extreme temperatures

are due to climatic conditions, heavy oils may overcome the

trouble.

Frictional temperature should remain constant for constant

room temperature. If the surrounding temperature is 70° F.

and the bearing temperature is 90° F., then the frictional tem-

perature is 20° F.

The lubrication of bearings in immediate proximity to steam-

heated parts, such as are present in turbines, requires a lubrication

system with a continuous flow of oil, to carry off the heat from
the bearings, so that they will operate at safe temperatures.

Steam-turbine oiling systems are provided with a circulating

pump, oil filters, and oil coolers. Large bearings are sometimes

water cooled by the mechanical circulation of water, to carry away
the excess heat of friction.

Problems

1. A line shaft 2 X
2 in. in diameter rotates at 150 r.p.m. and the total

reaction of the belt pulls and weight of pulleys and shafting is 8,t>00 lb.

Assuming that these reactions are all acting in a vertical line, determine

the friction horsepower.
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2 . A crane trolley weighing 300 lb. has four cast-iron wheels, each 10 in.

in diameter, which travel on steel beams. The maximum capacity of

the hoist is 5 tons. When the load is suspended, what force is required

to move the trolley along the beams, assuming that the beams are level.

3 . A horizontal pull of 30 lb. is required to cause a body to slide on a level

horizontal surface, the coefficient of friction being 0.30. (a) What is

the weight of the body? (b) What pull will be required to cause motion

if the pull is inclined 30 deg. upward?

4 . A drill press has an overall efficiency of 92 per cent. What horsepower

is available at the work if the machine receives 1% hp.?

5. A gear train consists of three spur gears with cut teeth. What is the

combined efficiency of the transmission if each bearing has an efficiency

of 97 per cent?

6. The crosshead of a high-speed stationary engine has 62 sq. in. of bearing

surface on each of the top and bottom sides. The length of the con-

necting rod is 42 in., and the length of the crank is 8 in. What force

is acting on the crank pin when the pressure between the crosshead and
guides is a maximum?

7. The weight of a locomotive is equally distributed over eight journals,

except the 14 per cent which is carried by the truck wheels. The
journals are 8 in. in diameter and 9 in. long. What is the weight of the

locomotive if the pressure between the driving-box brasses and the jour-

nals is limited to 175 lb. per square inch?

8 . The maximum load which is taken by the bearings of a punch press as

the punch enters a steel plate is 156,000 lb. Assuming that half of this

load is taken by the bearing on either side of the eccentric, what should

be the minimum diameter and length of the bearings?

9. The crosshead pin of a steam engine must be 2% in. in diameter to

withstand the shearing strain. If the maximum pressure is 10,000

lb., determine the length of the pin.

10. Sketch a one-piece bearing for a shaft 2^ in. in diameter, similar to the

one shown in Fig. 10, and give all the dimensions.

11 . A multiple collar bearing, like the one shown in Fig. 16, has five collars

which have an outside diameter of 4 in., and an inside diameter of 3}/±

in.

() For a mean velocity of rubbing surfaces of 180 ft. per minute, what
thrust load should the collar carry?

() For slow and intermittent service what load should the collar carry ?

(c) Why should there be so great a difference in these loads?

12. Outline the steps which you would take in choosing a ball bearing for a
loose pulley on a line shaft.

13. How would you decide when to specify roller bearings in preference to

ball bearings?

14 . How would you choose a lubricant? Cite a specific problem and give
your reasons for specifying a certain kind of lubricant.



CHAPTER XIV

FRICTION AS A USEFUL AGENT

292. The force of friction is utilized in design engineering

in a number of ways. Fluid-tight joints and structural joints

are dependent upon frictional resistance for holding power to a

more or less extent, although American practice makes no attempt

to determine its magnitude. The amount of friction is indeter-

minate, but its presence adds to the strength of the joints and

is on the side of safety.

Friction as a useful agent is prominent in the design of such

power-transmission equipment as flat belting and clutches, and

for the absorption of energy by brakes. When the velocity ratio

between a driving and driven machine member need not be

constant, and when it is advantageous to throw the driven

member in and out of action without stopping the driver, friction

devices are employed to utilize the law that “the frictional force

is directly proportional to the normal pressure between two

surfaces.”

293. Friction Gears.—Friction gears are machine members

which transmit motion or power by the force of friction developed

between the surfaces in contact. A
simple application of the force of fric-

tion as a power medium, is the arrange-

ment of two rolling cylinders or friction
R
-

wheels in contact, as shown in Fig. 1.

The amount of power which may
be transmitted by this means is limited

Fio k_Frk,tl0n cylindera .

by the bearing reactions. The surface

of the driving member of a pair of friction wheels should be of more

yielding material than the surface of he driven member, so as

to avoid the tendency to wear soft spots on the driven wheel.

The driver is usually covered with a material which will wear

faster than the driven surface. The various materials used for

surface coverings, and the allowable pressures which are used,

are given in Table I.

299
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Table I.—Allowable Pressures for Friction Driving Materials

Material
Straw
fiber

Leather
fiber

Leather Wood
j

|

Paper

Working
contact

pressure per inch of

150 240 150 150 150

The power which may be transmitted is dependent upon the

coefficient of friction of the materials in contact, and when the

velocity of the driver is great, materials with a low coefficient

of friction should be used. Average values of coefficients of

friction for the usual materials used for friction drives, are

given in Table II.

Table II.

—

Average Values of Coefficients of Friction

Material

Coeffi-

cient of

friction

Material

Coeffi-

cient of

friction

Straw fiber on cast iron .... 0.26 Paper or* cast iron 0.20
Straw fiber on aluminum. . . 0.27 Leather on cast iron 0.14
Leather fiber on cast iron . . . 0.31 Leather on aluminum .... 1 0.22
Leather fiber on aluminum

.

0.30 Wood on metal
|

0.25

The friction wheels shown in Fig. 2 are a common form of

drive on machine tools for feeds used in cutting, and may be
used when the load is light and when a— variable or reversible velocity ratio is

desired. When there is no slippage, the
velocity is inversely proportional to the
radii

;

Fig. 2.—Brush-plate
and wheel.

Wi R
OJB

( 1 )

in which co4 denotes the angular velocity ofA

.

ojb denotes the angular velocity of B .

R denotes the radius of B.

r denotes the radius of A .

A friction gear, in addition to driving the feed mechanism on
machine tools or in other applications, functions as a safety
device. If sticking or jamming occurs, due to hard spots or
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Fia. 3.—Friction cones.

lack of rigidity, the driver will slip, thus doing little if any damage
to the driving or driven members.

294. Friction Cones.—Two cone sections, arranged as shown
in Fig. 3, will transmit a variable velocity between the cones A
and B, by shifting the short endless belt

C to the desired position, and holding it

in place by the belt shifter D. This
form of driving device is in common use

for transmitting power to automatic
grinders.

295. Wedge-surface Gears.—The
purpose of wedge-surface friction gears

is to increase the power which may be transmitted without using

excessively wide wheel surfaces. Figure 4(a) shows the arrange-

ment of a pair of grooved wffieels wThich offer wedge-shaped sur-

faces for contact with each other. The angle of the groove

should not be less than 20 deg. to

avoid wredging, and not more than 40

deg. to avoid losing the effect of the

grooves. The number of wedges has

no other effect than to distribute the

wrear, due to slippage, over a greater

surface. The power wffiich may be

transmitted depends upon the normal

pressure and the coefficient of friction.

In Fig. 4 (b) the radial force P is held

in equilibrium by the normal pres-

sures and frictions as indicated.

Summing up along a vertical axis:

Fig. 4.- -Grooved friction

wheels.

P — 2X sin a -r 2jjlX cos a.

.V - , .

;

2 sin a -r —m cos a

Since the tangential friction force F is equal to 2/j.X

F =
sin a + ju cos a

The horsepower which may be transmitted is:

FY

(2i

(3)

hp. = 5733,000
(4)
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in which F denotes the tangential friction, in pounds.

V denotes the linear velocity of the mean radius of the

wedge surfaces in contact, in feet per minute.

The rubbing velocity is greatest at the outside ends of the

grooves, and there can be only one point at which the driver and
the driven have the same linear velocity; so that in order to obtain

the best results the depth of the grooves should not be greater

than K in*

296. Friction Brakes.—Brakes are used for regulating speed
and for stopping machines, by means of a frictional force applied

to some moving part. The simplest form of friction brake is

a block pressing against a wheel as shown in Fig. 5. The fric-

tional force is jjlN, and from a moment equation:

Na = W(a + b),

F = +j0
> (5)

in which F denotes the frictional force, in pounds.
jjl denotes the coefficient of friction.

W denotes the force applied to the brake, in pounds.
a and b denote the lever arms, in inches.

In Fig. 5 the fulcrum K may be

placed a distance c above or below
the action line of the friction force F.

For the rotation shown, if K is a dis-

tance c above the action line of F :

SM =vNXc-~NXb +
W(a + 6) - 0.

N = W (a + b

)

b — ixc
(6 )

This indicates that under such conditions the brake is self-acting

when jjlc equals b
,
and the normal pressure continually increases.

Such proportions should of course be avoided.

Two blocks placed on opposite sides of a wheel may be con-

trolled by levers and rods so that they are pulled together against

the wheel to form a brake. This arrangement avoids the heavy
bearing reactions which would occur in Fig. 5 when the load W
is large.

The brake shown in Fig. 6 is a common type of brake used for

heavy braking loads. The toggle joints are used with this
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brake to form a locking device, which is important for the hand-
ling of braking loads in mine work.
The normal pressure on the brake wheel of Fig. 6 is due to the

tension in the brake-shoe rods. If T is the tension in each
rod, then the normal pressure N
equals 2 T, and the total friction

on both brake shoes is:

F = 4fxT. (7)

297. Band Brakes.—The ordi-

nary band brake consists of a cast-

iron or steel drum with a steel

band wrapped around it, which
may be tightened against the drum F 6.—Band-block brake for

by applying force at the end of a
hea\y Ioadb *

lever. The brake band is usually lined with a woven fibrous

material which should have the following qualities:

() It should be more yielding than the material of the drum.

() It should resist the heat of friction.

(c) It should resist changes of humidity.

(d) It should render noiseless service.

Commercial brake linings have these qualities to a greater or

less extent.

The braking effort in a band brake is dependent upon the

location of the band connectors with respect to the fulcrum.

Fig. 7.

The student will understand what forces tend to retard the

motion of a brake drum, if he will place a taut rubber band around

the index finger of each hand, and observe what takes place when
one finger is rotated through an angle.

A drum turning clockwise, as shown in Fig. 7(a), is retarded by
the friction giV. . In Fig. 7(6) ds is a short length of brake band
subtended by the angle dd, p is the pressure per unit length of
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the band, dF is the friction, and the band tensions are T and

T + dT. Summing up the vertical forces:

2Fy = pds — T sin ~ - (T + dT) sin ^ 0.

pds = 2T sin ^ + dT sin— (8)

Since the angle dd/2 is very small, the sin dd/2 may be replaced

by dd/2, and the last term in the formula may be neglected.

Hence

:

pds = Tdd,

T
P = y (9 )

Talcing moments about the center c

:

2M = (T + dT) X r - T X r - dF X r = 0.

dT = dF = ppds.

Substituting the value of p from formula (9)

:

dT = /j-^ds = fj.Td6.

% = ude. (io)

Integrating between the limits T% and Ti, and between 0 and a:

log* T i
— log* To. = nu,

( 11 )

in which T i denotes the tension on the tight side, in pounds.
T2 denotes the tension on the loose side, in pounds.
e denotes the base of the natural logarithms, which

is 2.718.

pl denotes the coefficient of friction between the band
and the drum.

a denotes the angle on the drum subtended by the
brake band, in radians.

For the simple band brake shown in Fig. 8, the band is attached
so that the greater pull will be on the fixed pin. If the friction

between the band and drum is called F, then, taking moments
about the axis of the drum:

(T\ - T2)t - Frj

Ti — T2 = F.
(12)
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Taking moments of the forces on the lever:

P X a = Tt X b (13)

Substituting the values of T

i

and T$ from formulas (12) and (13)

in formula (11):

When the rotation in Fig. 8 is clockwise it can be shown that:

P = H>(. <T-A (15)
a — 1 J

Example .—The band brake shown in Fig. S is acting against a frictional

torque of 1,600 in.-lb. The diameter of the drum is 16 in., a = 20 in.,

b — 4 in., a = 250 deg., and ju — 0.2^. What force will be required at the

brake lever for counterclockwise rotation of the drum?

,, 1,600 250 ,
..

I — — = 200 lb., a — -r 7T = 4.3b radians.
o loU

Substituting in formula 14:

_ 200 X 4

20

200 X 4

20 '

(-J 71S" ~- y ' - - l)

(ishl) - 1 “'7 lb

For clockwise rotation of the drum P equals 56.7 lb.

For the band-brake arrangement as shown in Fig. 9, for clock-

wise rotation:
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For counterclockwise rotation:

(17)

The band-brake arrangement shown in Fig. 10 is called a

differential band brake, and for clockwise rotation:

P _ (18)a\ — 1 /
For counterclockwise rotation

:

p _ (!!!)
a e*** — 1 /

The values of e^xa for various

arcs of contact and for various

coefficients of friction used in

practice are given in Table III

Table III.—Value of e*** for Various Contact Arcs and Friction.
Coefficients

Arc of Coefficient of friction (ju)

contact
,
a

,

degrees 0. 10 0 . 15 0. 20 0. 25 0. 30 0. 35 0. 40 0. 45 0. 50 0. 55

80 1 .15 1 .23 1 .32 1 .42 1 ..52 1 ..63 1 .74 1 .79 2 .01 2 ,15
90 1 .17 1 .27 1 .36 1 .48 1 ..60 1 ..73 1 .87 2 .03 2 .19 2 .37

100 1 .19 1 .30 1 .41 1 .55 1 ..68 1 ..84 2 .01 2 .19 2 .39 2 .62
110 1 .21 1 .33 1 .47 1 .62 1 ..78 1 ..96 2 .16 2 .38 2 ,.61 2 .88
120 1 .23 1 .37 1 .52 1 .69 1 .87 2 ,.08 2 .31 2 .56 2 .85 3 .16
130 1 .25 1 .41 1 .57 1 .76 1 .98 2 .21 3 .48 2 .78 3 .11 3 .48
140 1 .27 1 .44 1 .63 1 .84 2 .08 2 .35 2 .65 3 .00 3 .39 3 .84
150 1 .30 1 .48 1 .69 1 .93 2 .19 2 .50 2 .85 3 .25 3 .70 4 .23
160 1 . 32

;

1 .52 1 .75 2 .01 2 .31 2 . 65 3 .05 3 .50 4 .04 4 .63
170 1 .34 1 .56 1 .81 2 .10 2 .43 2 .82 3 .27 3 .87 4 .39 5 .12
180 1 .36 1 .60 1 .88 2 .19 2 .56 3 .00 3 .51 4 .12 4 .80 5 .61
190 1 .38 1 .64 1 .94 2 .29 2 .70 3 .18 3 .76 4 .44 5 .22 6 .15
200 1 .42 1 .69 2 .01 2 .39 2 .85 3 ..39 4 .04 4 .79 5 .71 6 .78
210 1 .44 1 .73 2 .08 2 .50 3 .00 3 ..60 4 .33 5 .18 6 .23 7 .48
220 1 .47 1 .77 2 .15 2 .61 3 . 16 3 .83 4 .64 5 .60 6 .80 8 ..24
230 1 .49 1 .83 2 .23 2 .72 3 .33 4 ..07 4 .99 6 .08 7 ..41 9 ..08
240 1 .52 1 .87 2 .31 2 .85 3 .51 4 ,.33 5 .34 6 .59 8 ..11 10 .00
250 1 .55 1 .92 2 .39 2 .98 3 .70 4 .,60 5 .74 7 ..14 8 ..85 11 ..00
260 1 .58 1 .98 2 .48 3 .11 3 .90 4 ..89 6 .14 7 ..69 9 ..66 12 ..06
270 1 .60 2 .03 2 .56 3 .24 4 ..10 5 ..19 6 .55 8 ..30 10 . 50 13 ..25
280 1 .63

!

2 .08 2 .65 3 .38 4 .,32 5 . 51 7 ..03 8 ..95 11 ..49 14 ..56
290

|

1 .66 2 .13 2 .75 3 ..54 4 . 55 5 . 86 7 ,.55 9 . 68 12 . 52
|

16 .,12
300 1 .69 2 ..19 2 .85 3 ..70 4 . 81 6 . 25 8 ..13 10 . 52 13 ..74

!
17 ..79
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Table IV gives average values of the coefficient of friction which
may be expected for various materials, dry and unlubricated,

used for brakes.

Table IV.

—

Coefficients of Friction of Brakes

Material
Coefficient of

friction //.

Iron on iron . . .

Steel on iron . . .

Leather on iron

Oak on iron. . .

Poplar on iron

.

0.25 to 0.30
0.20
0.30
0.30
0.35

298. Prony Brake.—The Prony brake is a common type of

absorption brake which is used for measuring the power of engines,

motors, and shafting. A band brake lined with wood blocks is

wrapped around a cast-iron pulley, and the frictional force

Fi«j. 11.

—

Typical Prony brake.

which prevents the brake from rotating with the pulley is deter-

mined on a platform scale. In Fig. 1 1 (<i.) the force IF acting at

the distance L is the torque which the brake applies to the pulley,

a correction being made for the torque due to the weights of the

levers. Hence

:

Fr = WL.
The engineering unit for power is the horsepower:

TT 2-FrX 2-kNLW
Horsepower - 33000 33000

' (20 )

in winch N denotes revolutions per minute.

L denotes the length of the brake arm from the center

of the pulley to the weighing point on the scale,

in feet.

W denotes the corrected reading on the scale, in pounds.
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In formula (20) the only variables are N and W, and it is

common practice to make the length L such that the formula is

simplified and easily used. If, for example, L is made 5 ft. 3 in.

long, the horsepower formula becomes

:

hp. = NW
1,000

‘

The brake wheel may be water-cooled by having a stream of

water flowing into the flanged rim of the pulley, as shown in

Fig. ll(i>). If the block surface is sufficient, the heat will be
carried away by radiation. One square inch of block surface
for each 200 ft.-lb. of energy absorbed per minute is satisfactory.

299. Friction Clutch.—-A friction brake and a friction clutch
are identical in principle, and differ only in their application. A
brake is fixed to a stationary part of a machine, and by the action
of frictional forces absorbs energy from a moving part until
it gradually comes to rest. A clutch, on the other hand, grad-
ually picks up motion from a moving part, and after slipping to
some extent, the surfaces in contact finally cease to have motion
relative to each other, and the clutch then functions as a power-
transmission device.

The friction clutch has its principal application in automobile
transmissions, where it connects the engine to the drive shaft.
The force of friction is employed to bring the driven shaft up to
the proper speed, allowing slippage during the process. A
clutch should engage without excessive slip, and should bring
the driven member up to speed gradually.

Among the various types of friction clutches, the following
ones are common:
() Disk clutch.

() Cone clutch.

(c) Expanding clutch.

Cd) Magnetic clutch.

300. Disk Clutch.—A disk clutch has one or more pairs of
flat rings which engage as shown in Fig. 12, this clutch being
known as the Weston disk clutch. The inner disks are keyed to
the sleeve, which is constrained to rotate with the shaft, but is

permitted to move axially in order to make and break contact
with the outer disks. These are bolted to the casing which
is keyed to its section of the shaft. The two sets of disks are
held in contact by a spring, and operate in a bath of oil to prevent
seizing.
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If the pressure due to the force of the spring is uniformly
distributed, and if the coefficient of friction is constant, the fric-

tional force developed by the disks is:

F = fJ-nP,

in which F denotes the frictional force, in pounds.

n denotes the coefficient of friction.

n denotes the number of disks.

P denotes the pressure between the disks, in pounds
The torque is:

T = Fr = txiiPr. (21)

/D/'sks heldby Bofh

Inner D/sks —
hertd by Key

Fig. 12.—Weston disk clutch.

The mean radius r in formula (21 ) may be determined as follows:

2 Pa* - r i
3

)

3p2
2 - rr)'

122 ;

in which r 2 denotes the outside radius of the inner disk.

r i denotes the inside radius of the outer disk.

A more approximate method of determining the mean radius is

to take one-half the sum of the inner and outer radii.

When a clutch has metal-to-metal contact the surfaces should

be lubricated.

Dry-plate disk clutches have the plate surfaces faced with

asbestos fiber, which is riveted to the steel disks. The dry-plate

surfaces wear more rapidly than the lubricated metal surfaces,

so that some provision is made for adjustment, and the linings

may be replaced when badly worn. The popularity of the dry-
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plate clutch for the automobile is due to its ability to function

properly in the absence of lubrication.

The coefficient of friction between the disks is a variable

quantity, depending largely upon the velocity and condition

of the surfaces. Safe average values for pressures and coefficients

of friction for friction clutches are given in Table V.

Table V.—Mean Pressure and Coefficient of Friction for Clutches

Surface materials
Mean pressure, pounds per

square inch

Coefficient of

friction n

Steel on asbestos fabric . .

.

For single-plate clutch, 50 Dry 0.20
for ordinary service, 30 for

severe service

Steel on asbestos fabric . . . Same as above Lubricated, 0. 10

Cast iron on cast iron .... 25 Lubricated, 0.10
Wood on cast iron 10 lb. at 3,600 ft. per minute

100 lb. at 200 ft. per minute
0.20

Cork inserts on cast iron .

.

25 to 50 Dry 0.35
Oily 0.30

Leather on cast iron 25 to 50 Dry 0.30
Oily 0.20

For cone clutches it is recommended that the pressure be 8 lb.

per square inch for leather on metal and 45 lb. per square inch

for metal on metal.

There are various forms of disk and plate clutches manu-
factured to fit the common sizes of cold-rolled steel shafting.

The clutch shown in Fig. 13 is known as the Lemley clutch.

The driving and friction plates are forced into contact with the
friction ring by the toggle levers, maintaining contact with a
high pressure. The clutch sleeve may be replaced by a loose

pulley which has the friction ring bolted to the spokes, but when
so used the shaft would be continuous. The clutch arranged in

this manner would transmit power to a second shaft by' means of

a belt or gear.

Reasonable care should be exercised when operating a clutch
so that the friction surfaces may engage easily, and gradually
bring the driven shaft up to speed. Proper alignment must be
maintained and bearings should be located as close to the clutch
as possible.

When speeds are high, manufacturers advise that clutches be
chosen with 25 to 100 per cent greater capacity than the normal
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size. When the starting load is very heavy, of a variable nature,
or subjected to shock conditions, the clutch should have a capac-
ity of 100 per cent greater than normal. Stock sizes and capac-
ities are given in Table VI.

Table VI.

—

Stock Sizes for Friction Clutches

Largest shaft

size recom-
mended, inches

Horsepower at

100 r.p.m.
Speed r.p.m.

l l
4 l l

4 600
1 1 0 2 580
1 3 4 3 560
2 4 540
2*4 5 520
2 1 * 6 500

3 10 480
3*2 30 400

4 1 * 50 360
l

The pressure per square inch of friction surface which may be

used in the design of the type of clutch shown in Fig. 13 is:

(a) 100 lb. per square inch when the clutch is operated often.

(b

)

200 lb. per square inch when the clutch is operated seldom.

301. Cone Clutch.—The cone type of clutch is adaptable to

loads which are connected and disconnected frequently. The
operating lever arrangement is similar to that for a disk clutch.

The friction surfaces are held in contact by a spring, and for a
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given spring pressure the force of friction produced is greater than
it is with other types of clutches.

The application of a cone clutch to an automobile transmission

is shown in Fig. 14(a). The fly wheel is of cast iron and the cone

surface which engages with it is lined with leather or cork. The
clutch is disengaged by foot pressure, which is multiplied by the

lever ratio as shown in the figure, so that quite a powerful spring

may be employed. On the other hand, the axial movement of

the cone surface is less than the distance moved through by the

pedal.

Fig. 14.—Cone clutch.

The axial force P which is required to compress the spring is

from Fig. 14(6) :

P = N sin a, (23)

in which P denotes the axial force of the spring, in pounds.
N denotes the normal pressure at the friction surfaces,

in pounds.
a denotes the angle between the cone surface and the

axis of the shaft. (2a: is the cone angle.)

The frictional force F is equal to and substituting for N
from formula (23)

:

p —
sin a
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The torque due to the friction is:

T = Fr = MPr,
(24)

sin a

in which T denotes the torque due to friction, in inch-pounds.
r denotes the mean radius of the frictional force at the

cone surface, in inches.

ix denotes the coefficient of friction at the cone surface.

The usual angle which is used by designers for cone clutches,

and which is recommended by the Society of Automotive Engi-
neers, is 12l2 deg.

Example.—A cone clutch faced with leather is to transmit 20 hp. at

1,000 r.p.m. The cone angle is 25 deg., the mean radius is 6^2 in., the
coefficient of friction is 0 .20

,
and the friction surface is 3 in. wide. What

axial force will be required in the spring, and what will be the normal pres-

sure per square inch at the friction surfaces (see Fig. 14(6)).

From the horsepower formula, formula 3, Chap. XI:

^ 63,024 hp. 63,024 X 20 , . 1UTorque = —— — = — I,2b0 in .-lb.
r.p.m. 1,000

1,260 in.-lb.

From formula (24):

Pr 0.20 X P X 6.5

n*. " 0.217

P - 210 lb.

From formula (23):

960 lb.
01 n

210 - N sin a, AT = ^ = 960 lb.
I) . 2

1

1

The friction area is:

A = 2Trrit * 2 X 3.14 X 6.0 X 3 - 122.5 in. 2
.

The normal pressure per square inch is:

960

This value is satisfactory since S lb. per square inch is considered good
practice.

Example .—The data in the previous problem will be applied to a disk

clutch. The outer diameter of the disks is 10 in., the inner diameter is 6 in.,

the normal pressure is 16 lb. per square inch, and steel plates and asbestos

fabric will be used. The number of pairs of disks is required.

Area of each disk — - o- — 3 2 — 50.2 in. 2
.

Mean radius = 3^5 — 4.OS in.

Axial pressure P — 16 X 50.2 = S02 lb.

From formula c 21 »

:

T 1,260

jsPr 0.20 X 802 X 4.08
1.92. Use 2 pairs of disks.
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302. Expanding Clutches —The expanding type of clutch

has two or more shoes which are pushed in a radial direction to

engage with the inner surface of a rotating drum or pulley. The

shoes may be lined with wood or asbestos blocks, or the surfaces

in contact may be cast iron on cast iron if the clutch is operated

only occasionally. To overcome the internal pressure which is

produced by the radial push of the inner shoes, a second set of

shoes may be provided as shown in Fig. 15(a). The wood-lined

jaws grip the friction ring with a force which is produced by the

toggle joints. The toggle arrangement is very powerful in its

action, and when full engagement is made the collar lever leans

slightly toward the clutch, locking the operating levers in position.

The torque transmitted by a radially expanding clutch, with

friction acting on the inside surface of the pulley only, is, from

Fig. 15(6):

Torque = F X r,

in which F denotes the frictional force, in pounds.

r denotes the radius at which the frictional force acts,

in inches.

If the width of the friction lining is w
,
the normal pressure per

square inch is p, and the coefficient of friction is p

:

Torque = 2irr*p{iw, (25)
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and

hp. = r~pfj.w(r.p.m.)

10^00 (26)

303. Magnetic Clutch.—Magnetic clutches are operated by an
electromagnetic coil, which forces the friction surfaces together
when the coil is energized by an electric current. Magnetic
clutches are used where service and load conditions are severe,

especially at high speeds. This type of clutch is constructed
in stock sizes to transmit power for shaft sizes from 1% to 9 in.

in diameter, and for a wide range of horsepower capacities.

One of the advantages of magnetic clutches is that of remote
control.

BELTING

304. General Considerations.—Belts are used to transmit
power from one shaft to another by means of pulleys which
rotate at the same or at different speeds, when the velocity ratio

of the driver to the driven shaft may have a slight variation.

The amount of power transmitted depends upon:

() The velocity of the belt.

() The tension under which the belt is placed on the pulleys.

(c) The arc of contact between the belt and the smaller pulley.

(d) The conditions under which the belt is used.

The shafting should be properly in line to insure uniform

tension across the belt section. The pulleys should not be too

close together, in order that the arc of contact on the smaller

pulleymay be as large as possible. The pulleys should not be so far

apart as to cause the belt to weigh heavily on the shafting, thus

increasing the friction load on the bearings. A long belt tends

to swing from side to side, causing the belt to run out of line on

the pulleys, which in turn develops crooked spots in the belt.

The tight side of a belt should be at the bottom, so that whatever

sag is present on the loose side will increase the arc of contact at

the pulleys. To obtain good results with Hat belts, the greatest

distance between shafts should not exceed 25 ft., and the least

distance should be three and one-half times the diameter of the

larger pulley.

305. Leather Belts.—Leather is the most important material

for flat belts. Various substitute's for leather belting are avail-

able, and they have been used with varying success. Leather

belts are manufactured from the best quality of beef hides,
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which reach the market either in the green or dried form.

Green hides are pliable and have been salted to preserve them,
while dried hides have been dried in the sun. After reaching the

tannery, hides are soaked, and the adhering flesh parts and hair

are removed by a mechanical or a chemical process. Hides are

then soaked in tan liquid, an infusion of hemlock or oak bark
containing tannin. The hide consists of bundles of fibers with a
gelatinous binder, which is changed by the tannin into an insolu-

able compound. The hides are softened by fulling with hot
grease, which lubricates the fibers and converts them from a hard
and dry to a strong and pliable condition. The hides are then

stretched and cut into strips of the
required width.

Belt leather requires the qualities of

strength, firmness, and uniformity, so

that they will maintain reasonable
straightness. Only the back leather of

a hide is used for belting, as shown in

Fig. 16. The leather in the area out-
side the dotted lines is soft and flabby,

and is unfitted to be used for belts.

The section ABCD in Fig. 16 contains
uniform leather, and this portion is used

for the higher grades of belts.

The hair side of the leather is smoother and harder than the
flesh side, but the flesh side is stronger. The fibers on the hair
side are perpendicular to the surface, while those on the flesh

side are interwoven and parallel to the surface. For these
reasons the hair side of a belt should be in contact with the
pulley surface, thus giving a more intimate contact between belt
and pulley, and placing the greatest tensile strength of the
belt section on the outside, where the tension is greatest as the
belt passes over the pulley.

306. Weight, Thickness, and Width of Leather Belts.—
Leather is graded according to its weight and
corresponding thickness, as given in Table VII.
Because of the small hide area from which

leather is obtained, belts are made up of lengths of
about 46 in., which are cemented together. The
joint is made by lapping the edges as shown in Fig. 17, the lap
being from 3}^ to 5 in. long. Double belts are sometimes

Direction
%.ofMohon

PulleySide Direction
. _ ofMotion

PulteySide

Fig. 17.

the strongest and most
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stitched in addition to cementing. When possible, belts should
be ordered the exact length and cemented by the belt manu-
facturer to form an endless belt.

Table VII.—Weight, Thickness, and Width of Leather Belts
•

Weight per
1 Thickness, inches

f

1

Width, inches

Grade square foot.
Single

ply
ounces

1

2 ply 3 ply
H to 1 , increment M

1 to 4, increment hi
4 to 6>2 » increment t2

7 to 30, increment 1

1

Heavy (standard) . . J 16 to IS 0.18
i

0.33
|

i :

0.45
;

Medium 14 to 16
|

0.16 0.28
|

j
30 to 56, increment 2

Light 12 to 14 1 0.13 0.24 i 60 to 84, increment 4

307. Slip and Creep.—The linear velocity of a point on the

pulley surface of the driving pulley is higher than the linear

velocity of the belt, because the initial tension and working
tension in a belt are not large in comparison with the ultimate

strength of the leather. This indicates that slipping occurs

between the pulley surface and the belt surface, called belt slip.

Slip should not be in excess of 2 per cent, because larger amounts
may cause damage to the belt.

Creep is caused by the elasticity of the belt material. The
tension is greater on the pull or receiving side of the pulley, and
as the tension decreases around the arc of contact, the particles

of the belt creep back on the pulley as the belt approaches

the delivery side. The driving pulley delivers a smaller length

of belt than it receives by an amount equal to the creep.

W. W. Bird 1 found that with ordinary belt transmission the creep

was about 1 per cent. The loss in power due to slip and creep

should not exceed 3 per cent for good engineering practice.

308. Velocity of Belts.—The power which a belt will transmit

varies directly with its velocity up to the point at which centrif-

ugal force begins to manifest itself. The velocity of the belt is

intimately associated with the size of the pulleys over which

it travels. F. W. Taylor- found that the most economical speed

of belts was between 4,000 and 4,500 ft. per minute. To take

advantage of the increased efficiency at high velocities, it is

suggested that diameters of pulleys be chosen as large as is

consistent with the amount of power to be transmitted.

1 Trans. A.S.M.E. , Vol. XV, p. 204.

2 Trans. A.S.M.E„ Vol. XXVI, p. 5X4.
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The notation given below is used in the discussion which
follows:

Ti = Ath denotes the total tension in the belt on the tight

side, in pounds.

ti denotes the unit tension on the tight side, in pounds per

square inch.

T% = At 2 ,
denotes the total tension in the belt on the loose

side, in pounds.

£2 denotes the unit tension on the loose side, in pounds per

square inch.

P denotes the effective tension or pull which transmits power,

in pounds. P = T\ — 7V
p denotes the effective unit tension or pull, in pounds per

square inch, p = ti — V
e denotes the base of the natural system of logarithms,

6 = 2 .718 .

p denotes coefficient of friction.

a denotes the arc of contact between the pulley and belt.

V denotes the velocity of the belt, in feet per minute.

A denotes the area of the belt section, in in. 2
.

c denotes the centrifugal force which develops in a belt

running at high velocity, in pounds.

309. Arc of Contact.—The power transmitted by a belt is

dependent upon the arc of contact between the belt and the

smaller of the two pulleys. The arc of contact is often increased

by turning the belt over an idler pulley, so located that the belt

will enclose a large portion of the power pulley. The arc of

contact may be measured from a diagram, drawn to scale, of

the pulley arrangement.

310. Coefficient of Friction.—The coefficient of friction varies

with the velocity of the belt, according to a study made by Carl

Barth, 1 and the values given in Table VIII have been used with
excellent results. They are based upon the following formula:

" - °'54 -
500 + 1" <27 >

in which p denotes the coefficient of friction.

V denotes the linear velocity of the belt, in feet per

minute.

1 Trans . A.S.M.E., Vol. XXXI, p. 29.
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Table VIII.

—

Coefficients of Friction of Leather Belts on Iron
Pulleys

Velocity of

belt (V ) feet

per minute

Coefficient

of friction

(fx)

|

Velocity of

;

belt (V)

feet per

minute

Coefficient

of friction

00

Velocity of

belt (V)

feet per

minute

Coefficient

of friction

(Ax)

0
1

0.260
;

800 0.432 3,000 0.500
50 0.285 900 0.440 3,500 0.505
100

!

0.307 1,000 0.446
;

4,000 0.509
200 0.340 1 , 200 0.458 1 4,500 0.512
300 0.365 1,400 0.466

|

5,000 0.514
400 ! 0.384 1,600 0.473 5.500 0.517
500 1

1 0.400 1,800 0.479 6,000 0.519
600 0.413 2,000 0 . 484

;
6,500 0.520

700 0.423 2,500
! 1

0.493

311. Strength and Working Tension.—The ultimate strength

of leather belts may vary between 3,500 and 6,000 lb. per square
inch. The service which a belt is expected to give is the factor

which determines the working tension, and this is not directly

related to the ultimate strength of the material. The working
tension in a belt has been determined by experiment and from
observed data of satisfactory belt transmissions.

Defining the effective tension in a belt as the difference in

tensions between the tight and loose sides, or the force which
causes the driven pulley to rotate:

p = r, - tv

Practice has fixed the value of P according to the values given in

Table IX.

Table IX.—Allowable Values of Effective Tension in Belts
Pounds per Inch of Width

Ply or number of thicknesses of material

Material in belt. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
\ j !

t

i
; |

! < i

Leather 55 88 110 t

Rubber .20 30; 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120

Canvas (stitched) 40 50 60 ... 70 . . . SO . . 90
Balata 30 40 50 60 70 SO

j |
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The values given in Table IX for single-, double-, and triple-ply

leather belts correspond to the following values of effective unit

tension p per square inch of leather:

250

267 Average = 254 lb. per square inch.

245

312. Horsepower of Belts. Low Velocities.—The relation

between the pull on the tight and loose sides of a belt is identical

with that which was found for band brakes in Sec. 297, for-

mula (11):

Tx
t2

eiUX
‘

Since the areas are equal for Tx and T»

:

= e*>. (28)
1 2

The force which transmits power in a belt is:

P = ^ - T„

and the force per unit area of belt is:

V =

V

55

0.18

88

0.33

110

0.45

P = h — t 2 .

From the last equation t 2 = t x — p, which substituted in formula
(28) gives:

Solving for p:

For convenience let

Then

tx = txfP* - peT.

_ <i(e"“ — 1)

^ e

e'*“*

p = txK.

(29)

(30)
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In engineering units, p is the force transmitted by 1 sq. in. of

belt, hence the horsepower which 1 sq in. of belt will transmit is:

hp
' 33^XX)

(31)

in which V is the linear velocity of the belt in feet per

minute.

313. Horsepower of Belts. High Velocities.—To determine
the horsepower which a belt may deliver at high velocities, the

centrifugal force acting when the belt passes over the pulley must
be taken into account. The forces acting on the belt will be the

same as shown in Fig. 7(6), except for the additional centrifugal

force. This force is given by the formula:

12wv-

gR (32)

in which w denotes the weight of the body, in pounds.

v denotes the linear velocity of the body, in feet per

second.

g denotes the acceleration of gravity, 32.2 ft. per

second per second.

R denotes the radius of the pulley, in inches.

c denotes the force due to centrifugal action, in pounds

Formula (32) gives the centrifugal force for 1 cu. in. of belt, if ic

is taken as the weight of 1 cu. in.; or this may be looked upon as

the weight of 1 linear in. of belt having a cross-section of 1 sq.

in. The centrifugal force, which acts upward, and which must

be added to Fig. 7(6), equals rds. Summing up forces along the

vertical:

dB dd
'SFy = pda + cd$ — T sin 0 — (

T

+ dT) sin ^ = 0.

As before, this reduces to:

pds -j- cd$ = Tdd.

As before:

dT = ppds.

(33 )

Cds .
gR g

c’de.

Also
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Substituting these values in formula (33), and since for 1 sq. in.

of belt area T = t:

pds = tdS — c'dd — (t c')dO.

* = it - C)d9,
(T^7y

Integrating between the limits ti and £2 for t
,
and between the

limits 0 and ol for 6 :

= = - (34)

As before, the force transmitted by 1 sq. in. of belt section is:

V = h — U.

Substituting for f2 in formula (34) and solving for p:

* - * - <o(^>
Letting

K

V = (<i - cOiC.

In the same way as before:

(h - c')KV
hp.

33,000

(35)

(36)

(37)

This is the horsepower transmitted by 1 sq. in. of belt.

The effect of centrifugal force is usually neglected for linear

speeds less than 1,500 ft. per minute, and Table X gives the

values of c' in formula (37) for speeds from 1,500 to 5,000 ft. per

minute, based upon a weight of 0.035 lb. per cubic inch for

leather.

Table X.—Values of Coefficients c' for Leather Belts

Belt velocity, feet per

minute 1,500[2,000|2,500|3 000|3,500|4,000 4 500|5,000
Coefficient c' 8.16 14.9 23.2 33.5 44.3! 57.9 73.2 90.6

Table XI gives the values of K to be used in formulas (31) and
(37) for various combinations of arc of contact and coefficient of

friction.
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€ixa. __ J
Table XI. 1—Values of — K , for Various Coefficients of

e&x

Friction and Arcs of Contact

Value
Arc of contact between the belt and pulley (a in degrees;

of y.

90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 200

0 15 210 0 230 0 250 0 270 0. 288 0 307 0 325 0 342 0 359 0 376 0 408
0 18 246 0 270 0 292 0 314 0. 335 0 356 0 376 0, 395 0.414 0 432 0 466
0 20 270 0 295 0 319 0 342 0. 364 0 386 0 408 0 428 0.448 0 467 0 582
0 23 303 0 331 0 357 0 382 0. 406 0 430 0 452 0. 474 0.495 0 514 0 624
0 25 325 0 354 0 381 0 407 0. 432 0 457 0 480 0 503 0.524 0 544 0 649
0 28 356 0 387 0 416 0 444 0. 470 0 496 0 520 0. 542 0.564 0 585 0 502
0 30 376 0 408 0 438 0 467 0. 494 0 520 0 544 0 567 0.590 0 610 0 553
0 33 404 0 438 0 469 0 499 0 527 0 554 0 579 0. 602 0,624 0 645 0 684
0 35 423 0 457 0 489 0 520 0. 548 0 575 0 600 0 624 0,646 0 667 0 705
0 38 449 0 485 0 518 0 549 0. 578 0 605 0 630 0 654 0.676 0 697 0 735
0 40 467 0 502 0 536 0 567 0. 597 0 624 0 649 0 673 0.695 0 715 0 753
0 43 491 528 0 562 0 593 0 623 0 650 0 676 0 699 0 721 0 741 0 777
0 45 .507 0 544 0 579 0 610 0 640 0 667 o 692 0 715 0 737 0 757 0 792
0 .48 . 529 0 567 0 602 0 634 0 663 0 690 0..715 0 738 0. 759 0 779 0..813

0 .50 .544'0 582 0 617 0 649 0 678 o 705 0 . 730 0 752 10 773b‘ 792 0 .825

0 .53 . 565 0 603 0. 638 0 670 0 700 0 726 0..750! 0 772 0 793 o. 811 0'.843

0 .55 .578 0 617p. 652 0 684 0. 713 0 739 0 .763!0 785 0.805 0. 822 0 .853

0 .58 .598|0 637b 672 0 703 0 732 0 758 0..781 0 802 0.821 0 838 |o .868

0 .60 .610 0 649b 684 0 715 0 744 0 769 0 792l0. 813 0 832 |o 848 :o .877

1 .00 .792 0 825 0 853 0 877 0 897 0 913 0. 927 0 937 0 947 0 956 0 .969

l Extracted from the paper, by W. Lew is “Experiments on the Transmission <.f Pc •wt*r by

Belting/’ Vol. VII, p. 579, Trans.j A.S.M.E.

314. Maximum Working Unit Stress.—The maximum working

unit stress h for leather belts, which may be assumed in design,

is dependent upon the material in the belt and the type of joint

which is used to make the belt connection. The following

values for the unit tensile stress in the tight side of belts have

proven satisfactory:

Leather belts, endless or factory jointed, U = 400 to 425 lb. per

square inch.

Laced or metal joints, t 1 = 200 to 215 lb. per square inch.

Example .—A machine requiring 18 hp. for operation, with a receiving

pulley 14 in. in diameter and with 8-in. face, is driven from a puliev 18 in,

in diameter and 8-in. face, on a line shaft which is running at 225 r.p.m.

Find the width of the required open leather belt.
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The pulleys are nearly of equal size, so that 180 cleg, of are limy be

assumed.

V = = 3.14 X X 225 = 823 ft. per minute.
1^ I£

From Table VIII, /* = 0.432 for this velocity.

Assume U — 400 lb. per square inch for a cemented joint.

From Table XI
t
K = 0.741.

For this speed the effect of centrifugal force is neglected. Using formula

(31):

UKV
33,000

400 X 0.741 X 823

33,000
— 7.4 per square inch.

18
Belt area = =—

j
= 2.43 in. 2

.

7.4

A single-ply belt is 0.18 in. thick and would require a width of 13.5 in.,

which is too wide for a pulley with an 8 in. face. A double-ply belt would
require a width of 7.36 in., and this is satisfactory. The total tension T x

on the tight side is:

tiA = 400 X 2.43 - 972 lb.

The total effective tension P which transmits the power is:

„ hp. X 33,000 18 X 33,000 ^00 luF “ iV ~ 823
122 lb *

The total tension T

%

in the loose side is

:

T* - T x - P = 972 - 722 = 250 lb.

315. Rubber Belts.—Rubber belting is manufactured by
using layers of cotton duck for plys, cementing them together

with rubber, and vulcanizing under pressure. Rubber belts

are not affected by ordinary heat or cold, and are especially

adapted to moist conditions. Rubber belts are used where the
service and surroundings make leather belts impracticable, and
they are especially adapted for the transmission of power in saw *

mills, creameries, chemical plants, and paper mills. Such belts

are also used for conveyors to carry ore, coal, sand, and gravel,

and when so used are reinforced with a heavy layer of rubber.
316. Canvas Belts.—Stitched canvas belts are made of cotton

duck sewed with three or four rows of stitching to the inch.

The belt material is water-proofed and the surfaces are usually
painted for added protection. The material is adapted to vari-

able temperatures and rough usage, such as is experienced in.

saw mill, quarry, and farm work.

Solid-woven cotton belts are made by weaving throughout
the full cross-section of the belt. The material is very strong
and flexible, and is not affected by heat, cold, water, or grease.
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The solid form of cotton belting is adapted for conveying pur-
poses and is employed for handling light-weight materials.

Balata belts are canvas belts impregnated with the gum of the
balata tree. Balata gum does not oxidize readily, and its pres-
ence gives a good coefficient of friction to the belt surface, and
durability to the cotton belts.

317- Adjustment of Tension in Belts.—Belts which are made
endless are uniformly stronger, and have better contact with the
pulleys than when laced or hinged joints are used. The employ-
ment of endless belts requires that provision must be made for

taking up the slack due to stretching, which develops rapidly
with new belts and less rapidly with use.

When practicable, the belt tension is maintained by increasing

the distance between pulleys by means of adjusting screws.

Electric motors are adjustable in this manner with respect to

their bed plates. Sometimes an idler pulley is employed to

maintain constant belt tension, as shown in Fig. IS. Here a

gravity idler pulley is held in place by the weight of the pulley

'A and the adjustable weight W. The idler pulley is located on

the loose side of the belt, and increases the arc of contact of the

pulley B in addition to taking slack out of the belt. Other

types of idler pulleys depend upon springs to keep the idling

pulley in contact with the belt. When the machines are not in

use, idler pulleys are removed from contact with the belt to

prevent unnecessary stretching of the belt. Laced or hinged belts

are adjustable for tension by removing a short length of belt

section from time to time.

318. Laced and Hinged Joints.—The length of a belt is found

by passing a steel tape in correct alignment around the pulleys,

pulling the tape as tight as possible, and noting the length.

While factory-made endless belts are preferred to homemade
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joints, operating conditions often compel the use of laced or

hinged joints.

The laced joint is formed by punching holes in line across

the belt, leaving a margin between the edge and the holes which

is consistent with the strength and flexibility of the joint. A

L.

MW «t»
/

Pulley Side Flesh Side

Fig. 19.—Straight stitch rawhide
laced belt joint.

Fig. 20.—Steel belt fastener, Bristol
type.

rawhide strip is used for lacing the two ends together to form a

joint. There are several patterns which are used for lacing,

the one shown in Fig. .19 being called the “straight stitch, ”

in which the parallel stitches are made on the hair or grain side

of the belt.

Metal “lacing” is manufactured in various forms which are

applied by means of copper rivets, or the connection may be

used as a staple, the points being driven

through the flesh side of the belt and
clinched on the inside. Figure 20 shows
the Bristol type of metal belt lacing.

Metal hinges may also be fastened to
Fig. 2i

;

— Hinged joint, the belt ends and connected by a steel or
Clipper type.

fiber pin, as shown by the Clipper hinge

in Fig. 21. The wire hooks are furnished by the manufacturer 1

properly spaced on cards, and are readily applied to the square
ends of the belt to form a joint.

The relative strength of a factory-cemented joint is from 80 to

100 per cent, of metallic-hinged joints from 50 to 60 per cent,

and of laced joints 30 to 50 per cent of the solid leather.

PULLEYS

319. General Considerations.—The transmission of power
by belts is dependent upon the driving and driven pulleys as

1 Clipper Belt Lacer Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Disjoin+ed

J o • n+ed
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much as upon the belt itself. The two pulleys must be in perfect
alignment to allow the belt to travel in a line normal to the pulley
faces, otherwise the belt will climb to the high side of the pulley.

Pulleys are classified according to the materials from which
they are made, as follows:

(a) Cast-iron pulleys.

(Z>) Pressed-steel pulleys.

(c) Wood pulleys.

They are also classified according to the manner in which they
are fastened to the shaft, as follows:

(a) Solid pulleys.

(b) Split pulleys.

Pulleys of the above three materials are made both solid and
split.

320. Cast-iron Pulleys.—Cast-iron pulleys are designated as

lightweight and heavy duty, according to the ply of the belt

which is used with them, the belt being the criterion of the service

which the pulley may be expected to withstand. Cast-iron

pulleys are manufactured in stock sizes from 3 to 84 in. in

diameter, and in a variety of face widths for each size, ranging

from a 3-in. face for a 3-in. diameter to a 30-in. face for an 84-in.

diameter.

Small cast-iron pulleys are made with a web connection

between the flange and the hub. As the size increases, arms
are provided; pulleys up to 8-in. diameter having four arms,

those from 8 to 60 in. in diameter having six arms, and those

larger than 60 in. having eight arms. A second set of arms is

provided for pulleys having a face width greater than 20 in., but

the pulleys with a single set of arms are made in all face widths.

Two pulleys with single sets of arms and narrow faces, will, if

placed side by side on the shaft, give the same result as a pulley

with a wide face and a double set of arms.

Figure 22(a) 1 shows a cast-iron solid pulley with a single set

of six arms, while Fig. 22(6) shows a split pulley of the same type.

Figure 22(c) shows a cast-iron solid pulley with a wide face and a

double set of six arms, while Fig. 22(d) shows a split pulley of the

same type.

Cast-iron pulleys up to a diameter of 48 in. are balanced for

speeds up to 300 r.p.m. Larger pulleys are balanced for a

1 Figures 22, 25(6), 27, 28, 29, and 30 are used by permission of the Dodge
Mfg. Corp., Mishawaka, Indiana.
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maximum rim speed of 3,750 ft. per minute. C. H. Benjamin, 1

in experimenting with cast-iron pulleys, found that the maximum
safe peripheral speed was about 1 mile per minute.

Rational formulas are not of great value in arriving at the pro-

portions for cast-iron pulleys. Experience has determined the

approximate proportions for the rim thickness, cross-section and
taper of the arms, and size of the hub which will result in a
sound casting and the least warpage. Design engineers follow

the practice of using the empirical formulas which have been
deduced by manufacturers who specialize in the production of

Fig. 22.—Cast iron pulleys, solid and split.

power-transmission machinery, of which pulleys form an impor-
tant part and of considerable amount.

321. Width of Pulley Face and Height of Crown.—The width
of the belt which is to run over a pulley determines the width
of the pulley face. C. G. Barth2 gives the following formula for

the width of the pulley face

:

F = 1H&W + h (38)

in which F denotes the width of the pulley face, in inches.

W denotes the width of the belt, in inches.

If the width of the face as found by formula (38) is too wide to
conform to design limits, the same authority suggests that the
following formula be used

:

F = 1%2 If
7 + 3T6- (39)

F. W. Taylor recommends that the face width of a pulley be made
25 per cent greater than the belt width. When tight and loose
pulleys are used side by side, the face of the pulleys is made some-
what less than that obtained by formula (39)

.

1 Trans. A.S.M.E., p. 209, 1899; p. 168, 1902.
2 Am&rican Machinist

,
Feb . 11, 1915.
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Advantage is taken of the tendency of a belt to climb to the
high side of a pulley, by increasing the thickness of the rim at

the center to give it a crown

.

The crown is effective only when
the slip of the belt is a minimum, because a slipping belt will run
off a crowned pulley more easily than from a flat-faced pulley.

Leather belts require higher crowns than rubber or cotton belts.

Authorities do not agree on the amount of crown which should
be used, one manufacturer using a crown based on J^-in. taper

per foot of face. C. G. Barth recommends:

H = 0.03125 ^F2
, (40)

in which H denotes the height of the crown, in inches.

F denotes the width of pulley face, in inches.

The crown should be rounded as shown in Fig. 23(a), but for

simplicity in machining, the face is often tapered as shown in

Fig. 23(6).

322. Tight and Loose Pulley.—By shifting a belt from a loose

pulley on a shaft to one fastened to the shaft, the same result

may be obtained as with a friction clutch.

This form of friction clutch is especially

adapted for driving machine tools of the

planer type. The machine usually has two

sets of driving and idler pulleys, one for

the cutting stroke and the other for the

return stroke, as shown in Fig. 24.

Loose pulleys are sometimes made 1 in.

Key

-

Oil HoJe
',Bush/ng

Co/far

K

~Loose

smaller in diameter than the tight pulley, Fig. 25(a)—Tight and
, , , . . au loose-pulley arrangement.
to relieve the tension on the belt when the

machinery is idle. In such cases an angular flange is' provided

on one side of the loose pulley, tapering up to the plane of the
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face of the tight pulley, to enable the belt to be shifted. Figure
25(a) shows a cross-section of the standard tight- and loose-

pulley arrangement, and Fig. 25(6) shows a Timken roller

bearing on the loose pulley, with weights located on the inside

of the rim to counterbalance the pulley. Figure 26 shows the
ordinary method of shifting the belt from one pulley to the other.

By locating the pins so that the distance between them is twice
the distance A, the shifter lever will always hang in a vertical

position.

Fio. 25(6).—Tight and loose pulley.
Loose pulley is mounted on Timkin
roller bearings. {Dodger Manufacturing
Corp, Mishawaka, Ind,)

323. Steel Pulleys.—Steel pulleys are built up of pressed-steel
plate, the rim and spokes being riveted together and securely
fastened to a cast-iron hub, or riveted to a malleable-iron hub.
Steel pulleys are lighter in weight and stronger than cast-iron
pulleys, and are designed to run at very high speeds. They are
made in two parts and riveted together to form a “solid” pulley,
or they may be held together by bolts as shown in Fig. 27 !

similar to cast-iron pulleys.

Steel split pulleys are manufactured in diameters and face
widths so as to be interchangeable with cast-iron pulleys, the
largest size being 144 in. in diameter with a 40-in. face. Large
steel pulleys are reinforced at the rim section where the greatest
stress is likely to occur, as indicated in Fig. 28.

324. Wood Pulleys. Wood is used for transmission pulleys
because of its lighter weight and the high coefficient of friction
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which develops between the pulley surface and the belt. These
pulleys are built up of well-seasoned maple-wood segments,
pinned with dowels and glued. Wood, because of its flexibility,

is well adapted for pulleys which are subjected to shock loads
which would be considered dangerous to a more rigid material.
Wood pulleys should not be locatd in damp places.

Fig. 27.— Steel pulley split type. Fig. 28.—Steel pulley, reinforced
at the rim.

Small wood pulleys are manufactured in a solid form as shown
in Figs. 29(a) and 29(6). The metal core may be fitted with an
interchangeable taper bushing, which when drawn into place
by the bolts, clamps the pulley to the shaft. This form of pulley
is made in stock sizes ranging from a 2-in. diameter with a 2-in.

Fig. 29.—Wood pulley, solid form.

face, to a 12-in. diameter with a 12-in. face, and is particularly
adapted for electrical machines.
A wood rim pulley with a cast-iron spider center, as shown in

Fig. 30, is adapted to high speeds and severe service. This form
of pulley is made with solid or split hubs.
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Wood pulleys and steel pulleys are structurally very complex
as compared with the simple cast-iron pulley, but they are manu-
factured in such large quantities that their cost compares favor-

ably with cast-iron pulleys.

325, Variable-speed Belt Drives.—Stepped-cone pulleys placed

the driving and driven shafts, offer

a method of providing such machines
as drill presses and engine lathes, with
a range of driving speeds well adapted
to the work which these machines
must do. When a crossed belt is to

be used, on a pair of stepped-cone
pulleys, the sum of the radii of the
mating pulleys must be constant.

When an open belt is to be used, the

distance between the shaft centers

must be known. The solution of this

problem is rendered simple by the use
of one of the several graphical methods

which are usually employed. The scheme shown in Fig. 31, and
explained below, is credited to C. A. Smith. 1

A and B (Fig. 31) are the centers of the shafts, and L the dis-

tance between them in inches. At C, half way between A and B
}

G

Fig. 31

opposite each other on

Fig. 30.—Wood rim pulley
with cast-iron center.

a perpendicular CD of length equal to 0.314L is erected (this
coefficient was determined experimentally). 2 A line EF is drawn
tangent to the pulleys at E and F. With D as a center the arc
mn is drawn of such a radius that it will be tangent to the line EF.
BJ is the radius of one of the pulleys of the second pair of steps.

1 Trans. A.S.M.E., Vol. X, p. 269.
2 When the angle between the belt and center line of pulley exceeds 18

deg., CD is taken as 0.298L.
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To find its mate the line JG is drawn tangent to the arc mn and
tangent to an arc of radius BJ. From A

}
a perpendicular AK

is dropped to this, line which will be the radius of the mate.
If instead of the diameter of one of the second pair of steps,

the velocity ratio of the second pair together with the diameters
of the first pair is given, the solution will be as follows:

The distance from where the line JK, extended, intersects the
line of centers at G, to A, is called x . The velocity ratio of

A/B = BJ/AK - a.

Then by similar triangles
x -I” L
x

BJ . L
AK X

a - 1

So that by taking G

A

= x = and drawing a line through

G tangent to FJ, pulleys for the required velocity ratio will be
obtained.

Fig. 32.—Variable speed belt drive. (Reeves Pulley Company , Columbus, Ind.)

When the smaller pulley is at B
,
the value of a becomes less

than 1, and that of x negative, which indicates that it must be
laid off from A toward the right in the figure.

A belt-driven variable-speed mechanism is showm in Fig. 32.

Two pairs of cone-faced disks are mounted on parallel shafts,

and controlled by levers so that they may be separated or moved
closer together by changing the driving radius with respect to

a Y-shaped belt which connects them. The speed may be regu-

lated while the machine is running by turning a hand wheel at C.

These countershafts are manufactured in 14 sizes to transmit
from 2 to 150 hp., and in seven classes to give speed ratios as

low as 2 to 1 and as high as 10 to 1.
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TRANSMISSION OF POWER BY ROPES

326. General Considerations.—Flat belts are limited to a dis-

tance between pulley centers of about 25 ft., and the transmission

of large amounts of power would result in excessive cross-sections.

Since the thickness of a flat leather belt is seldom greater than

three ply, the width becomes excessive for large loads. For

example, to transmit 1,500 hp. at 5,676 ft. per minute, would

require a leather belt of three-ply thickness and 78 in. width.

Ropes, on the other hand, will transmit large amounts of power
between shafts which are 200 ft. apart, give service which is

smooth and quiet, and will not be affected by out of door condi-

tions. With rope drives the shafts may be out of strict alignment,

and power may be readily taken off in any direction, and in

fractional parts of the total amount. When comparison is

made between belt and rope drives, relative economies are impor-

tant, and the low initial cost and maintenance charge is favorable

to rope transmission. There are two systems of rope transmis-

sion in use:

(a) The English, or separate rope system.

(b) The American, or continuous rope system.

327. The English System.—The English system employs
separate loops of rope, each loop designed to carry its part of

the load. If one rope breaks, or is taken off for any other reason,

the remaining ropes carry the load. All ropes should be of the

same diameter in order to ride at the same driving radius

in the groove. Cotton cordage ropes are used, which are very
strong and have little stretch. It is difficult to maintain a
uniform tension in all the ropes, which results in overloading the
tighter ropes. This system is the older one, but is now seldom
used in American practice.

328. The American System.—The American system uses a
single rope, which is wound around the driving and driven sheaves,
forming as many belts as are required, and is then returned to
the first groove by a sheave placed at the proper angle. A
uniform tension is maintained by a traveling tension carriage,

as shown in Fig. 33, moving on a track, which takes up slack in
the rope as stretch occurs. A rope drive readily adjusts itself

to variable loads, and the rope is able to absorb shock due to its

flexible and elastic qualities. The further discussion of rope
drives will refer to the single rope or American system.
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329. Manila Rope.—Manila rope is made from long fiber

Philippine Island hemp. The rope is made endless by splicing,

and the splice should be long, with the rope diameter increased

as little as possible. This prevents the large diameter from
riding high in the wheel groove and becoming worn due to pinch-

ing. When the rope bends around the sheave wheel, there is some
sliding of the fibers, causing the rope to wear and chafe internally.

To minimize this defect the rope fibers are lubricated by a plum-
bago-tallow grease, which also renders the rope moisture proof.

New rope will stretch considerably for a time, but after the fibers

become firmily bedded, little further elongation takes place.

The slack due to stretching of the rope may be taken out by
removing a section of the rope.

330. Strength of Manila Rope.—The breaking strength of

rope varies greatly, and may be from 7,000 to 12,000 lb. per

square inch. A value of ultimate load which may be used as a

basis of design is as follows: 1

P = 7,000c/2
,

in which P denotes the ultimate load, in pounds.

d denotes the diameter of the rope, in inches.

For continuous driving the maximum tension T i on the tight

side should not exceed

:

rp = 7,000d *

Tl
35

200cT2 . (41)

The notation to be used for ropes will be the same as that used

in Sec. 308 for flat belts.

1 Hunt, C. W., Trans. A.S.M.E., Vol. VII, p. 230.
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If a rope 1 in. in diameter and 1 in. long has a weight of w', the

centrifugal force due to it, just as in the case of belts, is:

12w f
v 2

c
gr

The tension Tc produced in the rope due to the centrifugal

force alone is found as follows, using a figure similar to Fig. 7(b)

:

cds = 2Tc sin
^

12wV
gr

12w'v 2

ds = Tcdd.

dd

Tc

Tcdd .

12w'v 2

= G

The values of c", based on a weight of rope 1 in. in diameter

and 1 in. long, which is 0.028 lb., are given in Table XII.

Table XII.—Value of Coefficient (c") for Manila Rope

Velocitym feet
i 1 500 |2 , 000|2 , 500|3, 000|3 , 500|4, 000|4 , 500|5 , 000|5, 500]6 , 000|6 , 500|7 , 000

Coefficient (e") 6.53 11. 9 18. 6| 26. S
\
35. 4| 46. 3| 58.5 72.5 87. 5| 104 122 142

The difference between T i and the coefficient c" is the net

tension on the driving side, but a certain amount of tension is

necessary on the loose side to give adhesion of the rope to the

pulley. C. W. Hunt assumes that the tension necessary on the
slack side, to give adhesion, is one-half of P

,
the effective tension

which transmits power. On this basis

;

Ti = P + g
+ c".

P = g(r, - c"). (42)

The horsepower which is transmitted is:

hp ’ = = °-00002y (
27

i ~ c")- (43)

This is the horsepower transmitted by a rope 1 in. in diameter.
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If the value of T\ for a 1-in. rope be taken from formula (41),

the above formula (43) becomes

:

hp. = 0.000027(200 - c"). (44)

It will be noted that formula (44) is similar to formula (37)

for flat belts, except that the constant K in formula (37) is taken

as % in formula (44), and is not computed on the basis of the

coefficient of friction and the arc of contact. The reason for

this is that reliable data on the coefficient of friction for ropes

are meager. Since the ropes run in a grooved pulley the pressure

against the rope will be greater than the radial pressure. If the

frictional force for flat belts is up, it is jap divided by the sine of

0/2 for grooved pulleys, when the angle of the groove is 6. The
coefficient of friction for ropes may therefore be taken as

/ M
A = T

sm
^

The angle 0 for grooved pulleys is commonly taken as 45 deg.

If fx is taken as 0.135 and 0 as, 45 deg., p! is 0.353. If the
constant K be determined from Table XI for a coefficient of

friction of 0.35 and an arc of contact of 180 deg., the coefficient

K is about This indicates that formula (44) may be looked
upon as being based upon a coefficient of friction of 0.135, a
45-deg. groove, and a 180-deg. arc of contact.

The data given in Table XIII, taken from the Blue Book of the
American Manufacturing Company of Brooklyn, New York, will

be found useful.

Example. How many manila ropes 1J^2 in. in diameter are necessary to
transmit 415 hp. at a velocity of 3,500 ft. per minute?
From formula (44) and Table XII, the horsepower for a 1-in. diameter

rope is:

hp. = 0.00002F(200 - c") = 0.00002 X 3,500(200 - 35.4) = 11.5.
From Table XIII a 1-^-in. rope is equivalent to 2.25 1-in. ropes, hence:

hp. = 11.5 X 2.25 = 25.9,

and

415

2g-g = 16.02, say, sixteen lK-in. ropes.

The curves in Fig. 34 show the relation between horsepower
transmitted and velocity in feet per minute, plotted from for-
mula (44). They will be found useful for solving and checking
problems.
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331.—Rope Sheaves. The grooves in the pulleys are made
narrow at the bottom, and as it bends around the sheave, the rope

is pinched between the edges of the V-groove to increase the hold-

ing power of the rope on the pulley. The U-groove is used for

Fig. 34.—Horsepower transmitted by ropes.

idlers and tension pulleys, the rope riding at the bottom of the

groove. The grooves should be finished smooth to avoid chafing

of the rope. The diameter of the sheaves should be large to

reduce the wear on the rope due to internal friction and bending

Standard 4S°V-Groove for American

System,Laboring Sheave

**•3 " 60°V-c'Oc/e fur American
System,Laboring Sheave

Fig. 35.—Sheave wTheel grooves.

stresses. Manufacturers seem to be agreed upon 40 rope

diameters as the proper size for sheave wheels, with 36 diameters

as a minimum size. The standard 45~deg. V-groove is shown
in Fig. 35. Referring to Fig. 35, the proportions of the grooves
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are given in Table XIV, a being the distance from center to

center of grooves, b being the distance from the first and last

grooves to the edge of the sheave, and d being the diameter of

the rope.

Table XIV.—Dimensions of Grooves in Rope Sheaves

The Dodge Manufacturing Corporation uses a V-groove with
sides inclined at 60 deg., and the groove proportions are slightly

less than those shown in the table for the 45-deg. groove.

It is important that all grooves have the same proportions to

allow the ropes to assume the same position in the grooves. This
means also that the stretch of the rope must be uniform so that
the diameter will be the same throughout the length.

The design of rope-drive sheaves is similar to ordinary pulley
design, and, usually, the design engineer who is dealing with
problems of a general nature should specify the standard equip-
ment which is available. Rope sheaves are manufactured in

stock sizes from 24 to 54 in. in diameter, increasing by 2-in.

increments. All sheaves are available in solid or split form with
the number of grooves varying up to 24 as a maximum.

332. Wire-rope Transmission.—The general introduction of

electrical transmission has retarded the extension of wire-rope
drives, which had been used for transmitting power over dis-

tances of 100 ft. to 1 mile. Wire rope, because of its great tensile

strength, will carry a heavy load with a relatively small loss.

Wire-rope transmissions are low in first cost and will function
in all weathers. Wire rope is flexible enough to allow it to run
over sheaves which are made seventy-two to eighty times the
diameter of the rope. The rope rides on the bottom of the
grooves, which are usually padded with wood or hard-rubber
blocks to avoid excessive wear on the rope.
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333. Tex-rope Drives.—Tex rope 1 is a trade name for an end-
less belt which has many applications for the transmission of

power when the distance between pulleys is small. The belt

is trapezoidal in cross-section, and is made of rubberized cotton
fabric and cord. The V-shaped belt runs in a grooved sheave,
and by using a number of belts, relatively large amounts of power
may be transmitted. These belts tend to absorb the shocks due
to suddenly applied loads, have great frictional resistance due
to their form, are noiseless, have a very small amount of slip,

and may be used with pulley ratios as high as 7 to 1. Figure 36
shows a nine-rope drive, which illustrates the compactness of this

form of transmission.

Tex ropes are manufactured in five sizes as shown in Fig. 37.

The curves shown in this figure are plotted from the manu-
facturer's tables, but the formula for rope drives may be used to

determine the horsepower which a Tex rope can transmit. Using
formula (43)

:

hp. = 0.000021X7"! - c"),

in which hp. denotes the horsepower transmitted by 1 sq. in.

of rope.

V denotes the velocity of the rope, in feet per minute.
Ti denotes the tension on the tight side of the rope,

in pounds.
1 Manufactured by Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
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c" denotes the tension in the rope due to centrifugal

force.

In the above formula, T\ may be taken as 330 lb. for Tex rope

of unit area. Since the factor c" in Table XII is based upon a

weight w r which was 0.028, and since w' is 0.04 lb. for a Tex rope
1 in. long and 1 in. in cross-section, c" in the above formula
may be obtained by multiplying the values in Table XII by 1.43.

Degrees less than J80 of Arc of Contact

Problems

Two cast-iron friction wheels like those shown in Fig. 1 are used to
transmit 2 hp. from one shaft to the other. The small wheel is the
driver, is making 250 r.p.m., and is faced with leather fiber. The
distance between shafts is 13 in. and the diameter of the large wheel is

18 in.

() What is the diameter of the small wheel?
() What is the speed of the large wheel?
(c) What is the bearing reaction at each bearing if the bearings are
close to the wheels and the bending action of the shaft is neglected?

2 A brush plate and wheel like that shown in Fig. 2 are employed on a
drill press for a variable speed drive. The larger wheel is keyed to the
drill spindle and its minimum speed is 110 r.p.m. The diameter of the
driver is 4 in., is faced with leather, and is turning at 200 r.p.m. Deter-
mine the value of the radius R.

3. The brake shown in Fig. 5 has the following proportions: a — 12 in.,5=4 in., and the diameter of the drum is 12 in. The center K is in a
line tangent to the drum. What horsepower is absorbed by the brake
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if the force TF* is 40 lb., and the drum is turning at 150 r.p.m.? Assume
that the drum is made of cast iron, and that the wood blocks are poplar.

4 . The smaller of a pair of grooved cast-iron friction wheels has a mean
diameter of 4 in., has 4 grooves, and is turning at the rate of 165 r.p.m.

The angle of the grooves is 25 deg. What horsepower will be trans-

mitted if the reaction at the bearings is 200 lb. per square inch, and
bending of the shaft is neglected? Assume the journals to be 1H by
2>£ in.

5. A band brake similar to the one shown by Fig. 8 has the following

proportions: a = 14 in., b = 3 in., diameter of drum = 10 in., cc = 200
deg., and p. — 0.30. What force will be required at the lever handle to

absorb 5 hp. at 300 r.p.m.? The motion of the drum is counterclockwise.

6. A differential band, brake similar to that shown by Fig. 10 has the
following proportions: a — 20 in., b± = 4 in., b% = 4 in., a. = 250 deg.,

and p = 0.35. The force at the handle is 20 lb.

(a) What horsepower is being absorbed by the drum which is 16 in. in

diameter, when it is turning clockwise at the rate of 165 r.p.m?
(b) What load will this brake hold suspended by a crane hook if the
hoisting mechanism is 85 per cent efficient, and the mechanical advan-
tage of the gears and hoisting drum is 24?

7 . Show by means of a sketch and give all dimensions for a differential

brake which will exert a torque of 4,000 in.-lb. The following data may
be taken: a = 240 deg., ju =0.20

,
P — 25 lb., and the diameter of the

cast-iron drum is 10 in. The brake band is lined with leather and is

slightly oily.

8. A Prony brake similar to the one shown in Fig. 11(a) is to be designed,

which will be capable of measuring the output of a 125 hp. engine at

250 r.p.m. The belted flywheel is 12 ft. in diameter, and the weight on
the scales is limited to 500 lb. The face of the brake pulley is 7 in.,

the poplar friction blocks are 3 in. wide, the friction surfaces are slightly

oily, and the brake is water-cooled. Make a sketch and show all

important dimensions.

9 . An automobile dry-plate clutch is capable of transmitting 40 hp. when
turning at 1,200 r.p.m. The maximum diameter of the disks is 9 in.,

and the inside diameter is 7^2 in. The surfaces are steel plates in con-

tact with asbestos-lined steel plates. Assuming the mean pressure

between the friction surfaces as 30 lb. per square inch, determine:

() The number of disks required.

() The pressure needed to disengage the clutch if the ratio of the pedal

lever arm to the spring lever arm is 13^2 to 1.

10 . A disk clutch is made up of eight pairs of contact surfaces formed by
alternate brass and steel disks running in a bath of oil. The outside

diameter of the surfaces is 10 in., and the inside diameter is S in. Assum-
ing pL = 0.13, and the axial force pressing the disks together is 160 lb.,

determine the horsepower transmitted at 650 r.p.m.

11 . A leather-faced cone clutch transmits 15 hp. at a speed of 750 r.p.m.

The cone angle is the standard 12^-deg. inclination, the face width is

3 in., and pl is 0.25. WT
hat is the mean diameter of the clutch if the

bearing pressure is 7 lb. per square inch?
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12. A cast-iron cone clutch has a total angle of 19 deg. 20 min., and the

friction surface is 2 in. wide. The mean diameter of the engaging sur-

faces is 18 in., and m is 0.15.

(a) What horsepower will be transmitted at 175 r.p.m. if the normal

pressure is 20 lb. per square inch?

(b) What spring pressure is necessary to transmit the above power?

13. A radial expanding clutch has four shoes of poplar wood, each 3 in.

wide and 4 in. long, pressing against the inside of a cast-iron rim of 20

in. inside diameter, with a force of 30 lb. per square inch. The clutch

has a maximum speed of 550 r.p.m. The clutch was installed 50 per

cent oversize because of its frequent operation. Determine the capacity

of the clutch.

14. A mil ling machine requires a 3 hp. motor to operate under maximum
conditions. When the belt is driving the smallest pulley on the cone,

the arc of contact is 165 deg. The fastest speed of the cone pulley on
the machine is 215 r.p.m., and the smallest pulley is 8 in. in diameter.

Assuming h is 350, determine the width of a single-ply leather belt to

drive the machine.

15. A belt which is % in. thick and 8 in. wide is running over a 60-in. and a

54-in. pulley. The 60-in. pulley is making 180 r.p.m. Assuming
fi = 0.4, and ti = 300, determine the horsepower which this belt will

transmit.

16. A line shaft is to be connected to the driving motor by a two-ply leather

belt. The pulley on the motor is running at 900 r.p.m., is 16 in. in

diameter, and the pulley on the line shaft should reduce the speed in the

ratio of 4 to 1. The diversity factor for this shop is 0.60, and by count
the total maximum horsepower on the line shaft if all the machines
were operating simultaneously is 68. Taking U = 300 lb., m = 0.45, and
ol for the smaller pulley as 160 deg., determine:

() The width of the best grade belt which is required.

() The width and diameter of the line shaft pulley.

17. A five-ply 8 in. rubber belt is to be replaced by a high-grade leather belt.

The operating conditions are as follows: the diameter of the driving
pulley is 24 in., the diameter of the driven pulley is 36 in. and revolves
at 180 r.p.m., and the distance between pulley centers is 18 ft. 6 in.

(a) Assume all other data and determine the width and thickness of the
leather belt.

(b) If the life of the leather belt is double that of the rubber belt, and if

the cost is ... . and .... per foot, respectively, determine the saving, if

any, effected by the replacement. Use catalogue prices for the cost
of belting.

18. A three-ply leather belt, 30 in. wide, and traveling at the rate of 1 mile
per minute, is to be replaced by a rope drive made up of 1 in. ropes.

How many ropes are necessary?
19. (a) How many ropes are required to transmit 175 hp. at the most

efficient speed? (b) How wide should the sheaves be if the diameter of

the driving pulley is 14 ft. and the diameter of the driven pulley is 60 in. ?

(c) What is the speed of each pulley in revolutions per minute? (d)

With rope costing $0.05 per pound and the weight of a lK-in. diameter
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rope equal to 50 lb. per 100 ft., determine the cost of the rope, allowing
40 ft. for the splice and tension take-up, and assuming a distance of 60
ft. between pulleys.

20 . Design a Tex rope which will drive a 90-hp. air compressor. The data
for the installation are as follows: motor pulley makes 600 r.p.m., and
compressor pulley 200 r.p.m. Distance between centers is a minimum.



CHAPTER XV

DESIGN OF VARIOUS MACHINE ELEMENTS

SPRINGS

334. There are various applications of springs to structures

and machines, because it is possible to control the distorsion of

the spring under a known load. Springs may be used to absorb

energy, as in railway cars and in automobiles; to store energy,

as in clocks and other spring motors; to measure forces, as in

spring balances; to hold machine parts in place, as in cams and

their followers; and to produce normal pressure in friction

devices, as in automobile clutches. The two types of springs

most commonly used are helical springs and laminated springs.

335. Helical Springs.—The helical spring is commonly made
by wrapping a

Fig. 1.—Helical

spring.

rod of circular cross-section around a cylindrical

surface, thus forming the axis of the rod into a

helix, as shown in Fig. 1.

If the spring is supporting an axial load W,
and the mean radius of the coil is R, then it is

evident that every cross-section of the coil is

subjected to a twisting moment of WR. The
stress produced on the cross-sections is a torsion

stress and its value may be found from the

torsion formula:

WR = SsJ
(1)

r

For a rod or wire of circular cross-section:

„ _ 2WR TP; T*J
_r3

’
'ip 77”A ** C")

_ i ,
" TP*1 *

in which W denotes the axial load on the spring, in pounds.

R denotes the mean radius of the coil, in inches.

r denotes the radius of the wire or rod, in inches.

'

J denotes the polar moment of inertia of the wire or

rod cross-section, in in. 4

346
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Ss denotes the unit shear stress in the wire or rod, in

pounds per square inch.

The above analysis may be used for closely coiled springs in

which the obliquity of the helix may be neglected. When the

coils are open so that the obliquity is appreciable, there will be
produced a bending moment as well as a twisting moment. 1

To determine the deflection of a close-coiled spring, consider

the action as the twist of a wire of a length equal to the length

of the spring, which permits the load W to descend. The angle

of twist under torsion, from formula (19), Chap. VII is:

0
T rrJj . i

.

r
- in radians.

L 8«

The amount d
}
which the loadW will descend, is R6, and the length

L is the length of the spring, or the number of coils n multiplied

by 27tR. Hence:

R X WR X n X 27rR X 2 4WR 3n
Es X ?rr4 E3r

4 (3 )

The formula shows that for a given load and number of coils the

deflection varies as the cube of R. A large value of R therefore

means a weak, flexible spring, and a small value of R means a
strong, stiff spring.

336. Design of Helical Springs.—It is well to use a rod or

wire of the smallest diameter, consistent with the other require-

ments, since the wires of smaller diameter have a higher elastic

limit. The torsional modulus of elasticity, however, is constant,

and may be taken as 12,000,000 lb. per square inch for steel

and 5,000,000 lb. per square inch for brass. From the standpoint

of strength it can be shown that a square wire with a side equal

to the diameter of a round wire is 6 per cent stronger, but has in it

22 per cent more material. From the standpoint of economy,
therefore, it is usually desirable to use a round cross-section.

From tests made by E. T. Adams at Sibley College on governor

springs made from steel wire, varying in diameter from 3-g to

in., it was found that the maximum safe stress for such springs

was as follows:

sa = 40,000 + 7,500
(4)

1 Maurer and Withey, “Strength of Materials,” p. 274.

Morley, “Strength of Materials,” p. 291.
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Example.—A helical spring is 4 in. outside diameter
,
and has 8 effective

coils of H In- round wire. The stress should not exceed 63,000 lb. per

square inch. What deflection may be expected with a load of 1,000 lb.?

From formula (3):

j_4xFXi? 3 Xw__4X 1,000 X 1.75* X 8
a Es Xr* 12,000,000 X 0.25 4

m *

From formula (2), the unit stress will be:

„ 2 X 1,000 X 1.75 _ orin n . ,

S, = 71,300 lb. per square mch.
7r X U.jiO

This unit stress seems to be excessive. Using formula (4)

:

S* = 40,000 + = 70,000 lb. per square inch.

This value indicates that the spring should probably not be subjected to a

load as great as 1,000 lb.

Example .—Using wire of circular cross-section, design a helical spring

which will deflect 4 in. under a load of 1,000 lb. The wire is made of steel

and the unit stress shall not exceed 60,000 lb. per square inch.

Substituting in formulas (2) and (3)

:

80,000 - ?-*A°f-* S.

4 X 1,000 X R sn
12,000,000 X r*

‘

It is desirable to have a whole number for n, and convenient standard
dimensions for r and R. Assuming r = }/± in.:

R = 60,000 X ttX CK25 3

2 X lj000
1.47 in.

Use 1.5 in. and solve for n :

4_X 12,000,000 X 0.254

4 X 1,000“X 1.5*
13.9 coils.

Use 14 coils. The outside diameter of the coils will be 3.5 in.,

may be formed on an arbor 2.5 in. in diameter.

and the spring

337. Length, Free Height, and Solid Height of Helical

Springs.—The length of either a tension or compression spring is

approximately:

L = 2ttRn. (5)

The height of a compression spring when free or unloaded is

approximately

:

H = h + 0.02h (^y. (6)

This formula is based upon the assumption that steel is the
material used, and that the opening between coils will be closed

up at a unit stress of 75,000 lb. per square inch.
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The height when loaded with W, the load which will compress
the spring solidly, is:

1 + 0.02(f)*

Combining formulas (2) and (3), it can be shown that the

volume of a spring varies as the product of the load and deflection

for given values of Es and Ss :

Volume = 2Wd~{- (8)

The weight of a spring is, of course, directly proportional to the

volume-
338. Data on Helical Springs.—It is evident from the above

discussion that when only the load W and the deflection d are

specified, there are a large number of springs which might meet
the requirements of a design.

Plain Coils Closed Ends Open
T Coils in NotGround Ends
Spn'nq 8Coils mSprinq Ground
(a) (b) (c)

D/ameters

Closed

and Ground
Ends

<d)

Fig. 2.—Compression springs.

High-class compression springs have the ends ground off square

with the axis of the spring, as shown by Figs. 2(c) and 2(d), and
the height should not be more than three times the outside

diameter of the coil. Tension springs with end hooks and coils

are shown in Figs. 3(a), 3 (b), and 3(c). Steel springs are often

japanned and baked to protect the material from corrosion.

Springs are heat-treated after forming.

Some of the special alloy steels used for springs, such as vana-

dium steels, have elastic limits ranging from 180,000 to 225,000

lb. per square inch.
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Brass is used for springs which must resist corrosion from

moisture. These springs are more expensive than those made of

steel, not only because brass weighs and costs more, but also

because the permissible unit stress for brass is smaller, and the

springs must therefore be larger for the same capacity.

Phosphor-bronze wire used in helical springs may have a

maximum allowable unit stress ranging from 30,000 to 40,000

lb. per square inch.

Springs which act occasionally may carry a stress close to the

elastic limit of the material, but when the push or pull is fre-

Whoie Coil

Hook 0/7 Side

Whole CotVoop HalfCoilHooks HalfCoilLoops
cnSide Parallel ovec CenterParallel atRightAng/e—

T
i Odtsjde

J Diqmeter

(a> Cb) Cc)

Fia. 3.—Tension springs.

quently repeated, a factor of safety must be used. The maximum
unit torsional stress in a steel spring, closing the valve in a gas
engine, should not exceed 40,000 lb. per square inch, which means
that it should have a factor of safety of at least three.

339. Single-leaf Springs.—Flat springs consisting of a single

leaf may be used as cantilever beams, or as beams with more than
one support. The unit stresses which result will be tensile on one
outer fiber and compressive on the other. Such springs may be
designed by means of the beam theory given in Chap. VII, and
they may be of uniform cross-section throughout, or may be
designed as beams of approximately uniform strength.

The deflection formulas for beams of uniform strength and
rectangular cross-section, are given in Table I for some of the
common cases.
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Table I

Kind of beam and loading
Maximum deflection,

inches

1. Simple beam, supported at the ends 1

Concentrated load at center >

Constant breadth, varying depth 1

2. Simple beam, supported at the ends 1

Concentrated load at center
J-

Constant depth, varying breadth 1

3. Cantilever beam
]

Concentrated load at free end [

Constant breadth, varying depth 1

4. Cantilever beam
j

Concentrated load at free end [

Constant depth, varying breadth j

. P (Ly
2bE\h)

, 3p /Ly
8bE\hJ

, 8P/Ly
d

bE\h)

d bE\h)

In the above table d denotes the maximum deflection, in inches.

P denotes the load on the beam, in pounds.

E denotes the modulus of elasticity in tension

or compression, in lb. per square inch.

6 denotes the maximum breadth, in inches.

h denotes the maximum depth, in inches.

L denotes the length of the beam, in inches.

Example .—A flat steel spring is to carry a load of 500 lb. and is to deflect

1 in. The length of the spring is 24 in., the maximum unit stress shall not
exceed 50,000 lb. per square inch, the spring is supported at the ends and
loaded with a concentrated load at the middle, and is to be of constant depth
and varying breadth.

The material will be steel having a modulus of elasticity of 30,000,000 lb.

per square inch.

From the stress formula for beams:

From Table I:

S

50,000

Me
3

T~
anc* M =

500 X 24 X 6

AbhT-

PL
4

'

3P
SbE<i)

3 X 500 X 243
A AAA

Solving for the breadth b in each case and putting these values equal to

each other:
500 X 24 X 6 _ 3 X 500 X 24 3

4 X 50,000 X A2 8 X 30,000,000 X
h = 0.24 in., b = 6.25 in.

h*

The spring would have a maximum breadth of 6.25 in. at the center, tapering

to a point at the ends, and the constant depth would be approximately in.
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340. Laminated Springs.—It is possible to design springs

using several plates, and thus obtain a given deflection for a

certain load without having excessive maximum breadth of

spring.

Figure 4 represents a laminated spring having five plates. The

plates are assumed to have been cut from a single diamond-

shaped plate, shown in Fig. 5, which is a beam of uniform strength

with constant depth and varying breadth. The spring in Fig. 4

will therefore be a beam of approximately uniform strength whose

maximum deflection and unit stress will be the same as for the

plate in Fig. 5.

Fig. 4. Fig. 5.

Laminated spring.

The formulas for unit stress and deflection in terms of the new
breadth and number of plates are

:

3PL
2nb'h*’

3PL 3

8Enb'h3
’

(9)

( 10 )

in which n denotes the number of plates or leaves in the spring.

b’ denotes the breadth of the laminated spring, in inches.

Fig. 6.— Spring with square ends.

Taking the spring designed in the preceding section and replac-

ing it with five plates, the new width would be 6.25 in. divided by
5, or 1.25 in., which would make a much more practical design.

In laminated springs as actually used, the full-length leaf

must usually have a square end by means of which it can be
fastened to its supports. Sometimes the shorter leaves are also

cut square at the ends, as shown in Fig. 6. This change makes
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no error as far as formula (9) is concerned, but the deflection as
given by formula (10) might not be quite correct, because the
ends of the leaves are not pointed. The ends of the shorter

leaves are sometimes rounded and made thinner so as to approxi-
mate the pointed condition. Figure 7 shows an automobile
spring with the top leaf bent at the ends to form shackles.

J. B. Peddle 1 has shown that the formulas for the deflection of

full elliptic leaf springs is as follows:

d = 4T2S
tE

K, (11 )

and for semi-elliptic springs:

d = 2L 2S
tE

K. (12 )

The notation is the same as before, and K is a factor which
depends on the ratio r, which is the ratio of the number of full

length leaves to the total number of leaves, that is:

number of full-length leaves

total number of leaves

K = [~ 2
~ 2,'( 1 ~ r) “ 7-2 1°8« >•]

(13)

(14)

In Fig. 8(a) the width w
,
where the leaves are held together by

a band, is neglected, and the length of the spring L is taken as

indicated. Peddle points out that it is necessary to have the
points of the shortened leaves tapered in width or in thickness,

or both, as shown in Fig. 8(6), so as to make the transition from
one leaf to the next, gradual.

The unit stress S to be used in formulas (11) and (12) may be
calculated from the following formula, the load P being the one
indicated in Fig. 8(a).

3LP
nbh 2

*

1 American Machinist, p. 645, Apr. 17, 1913.

(15 )
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It is evident from formulas (11) and (12) that the deflection of

the full elliptic spring for the same load is double that of the semi-

elliptic spring.

The leaves of a laminated spring are often given an initial

curvature, so that they will tend to straighten under the load,

and be straight when fully loaded. When this is done the

deflection due to full load would determine the curvature of

the plates.

It will be noted that the full-length plate is a beam of constant

cross-section, while the shorter ones are not, with the result that

the unit stress in the long plate will be greater than in the short

plates. To overcome this defect E. R. Morrison 1 has suggested

that the shorter plates be given an additional initial curvature,

equal to the difference in deflection which might be expected

between the stiffer long plate and the shorter plates. After

assembling the spring, the short plates would then have an initial

stress, which, in addition to the stress induced in them by the

load, would cause a uniformity of stress in the spring unit.

341. Data on Leaf Springs.—-Figure 8(a) shows a full elliptic

spring, so called on account of its form. A semi-elliptic spring

would mean the upper or lower half of the spring shown in the
figure. Springs with rounded ends for the shorter leaves are

used in automobiles, and springs with square ends are used for

locomotives.

Springs subjected to suddenly applied loads are often provided
with rubber blocks to prevent metal-to-metal shock, while the
rebound is absorbed by snubbers of various designs.

1 Machinery
,
January, 1910.
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A high-grade alloy steel is used in the manufacture of elliptic

springs, and the heat treatment of the plates is an important part

of the process of manufacture.

The maximum unit stress allowed in springs depends upon the

thickness of the plates. It is usually taken as 100,000 lb.

per square inch for ^{^-in. plates, and 80,000 lb. per square
inch for %-in. plates.

The rational design of all classes of springs should be checked
by performance tests. This is especially true if the design

contemplates the use of springs which are to function accurately
with respect to load and deflection.

FLYWHEELS

342. General Considerations.—Flywheels are used on machines
to prevent sudden changes in speed due to the intermittent

reception of energy, or due to the variable rate at which work
is being done by the machine. The flywheel of a gas engine

tends to stabilize the energy which is received by the periodic

explosion of the gas in the cylinders. The flywheel of a punch
press prevents a sudden change in the speed of the machine due to

the intermittent rate at which the punch operates.

Flywheels which carry belts run at relatively high speeds,

to take advantage of the increased efficiency of belts when operat-

ing at high velocities. Such wheels have wide, shallow rims

to accomodate the belt. When the flywheel is not to be used as

a belt wheel, which is the usual case, the rim is rectangular in

form, and is ordinarily proportioned with the thickness of the

rim greater than the width.

Flywheels up to 10 ft. in diameter are usually cast in one piece,

and although the initial stresses in the arms and rim due to

cooling strains are uncertain, experiments 1 have demonstrated

that these wheels are satisfactory for all ordinary purposes.

Flywheels from 10 to 16 ft. in diameter are cast in two parts, and
still larger wheels are cast in segments with one arm to each

segment.

Flywheels have rarely failed due to any other cause than

excessive rim stresses, therefore the correct design of the rim is

far more important than any other consideration.

343. Energy Absorbed and Given Up by Flywheels.—When a

flywheel absorbs energy its speed increases, and when it gives

1 Benjamin", C. H., Trans. A. S. M. E., Vol. XX, p. 209.
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up energy its speed decreases. The total energy which a fly-

wheel is capable of giving up is the amount which will bring the

flywheel to rest. The total energy is expressed by the formula:

E == J^Jco 2
, (16)

in which E denotes the total energy of the flywheel, in foot-

pounds.

I denotes the moment of inertia of the flywheel with

respect to the axis of rotation, in slug ft. 2
.

o> denotes the angular velocity of the flywheel, in

radians per second.

Formula (16) is usually simplified by neglecting the moment of

inertia of the hub and arms, and considering only that of the rim.

Calculations on large flywheels have shown that about 65 per

cent of the weight is in the rim
?
and about 35 per cent in the hub

and arms. Because the hub and. arms are nearer to the axis of

the wheel than is the rim, the difference between the energies

supplied by the rim and by the hub and arms, will be much
greater than the weight percentages given above. The formula
then becomes:

E = Wv 2

2g
9 (17)

in which W denotes the weight of the rim, in pounds.
v denotes the linear velocity of a point on the rim at

a mean radius, in feet per second.

g denotes the acceleration of gravity, in feet per
second per second.

As the speed of the flywheel changes, the energy which is

stored or given up is proportional to the difference between the
squares of the initial and final speeds. The formula is

:

E = (18)

in which E denotes the energy which is given up or absorbed due
to the change in speed, in foot-pounds.

W denotes the weight of the flywheel, in pounds.
Vi denotes the maximum linear velocity of a point on

the rim at a mean radius, in feet per second,
denotes the minimum linear velocity of a point on

the rim at a mean radius, in feet per second.
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344. Flywheel Design.—The amount of energy which a

flywheel must supply may be determined as follows:

(a) For machines which receive energy at a variable rate, it is

necessary to determine the average energy supplied during each
cycle, and then design the wheel to supply the difference between
the average energy supplied and the maximum energy required.

The indicator card of a steam or gas engine will furnish the

data for laying out an energy diagram, from which the average
energy supplied may be found. The maximum energy required

depends upon the work which the machine does during a cycle.

(i>) For machines whose source of energy is constant, but
which do work at a variable rate, formula (18) will show the

energy to be supplied by the flywheel, so that the speeds may be
kept within certain limits.

345. Allowable Variation in Speed.—Experience has shown
that variation of flywheel speeds should be kept within certain

limits, and these limits are quite different for the several classes of

service in which flywheels are employed. The ratio of the total

variation in speed to the normal speed is called the coefficient

of fluctuation , and may be expressed by the following formula:

7
Vi — v 2

The usual range for this coefficient is given in Table II.

Table II.—Coefficient of Fluctuation of Flywheel Speeds

Type of machine or class of service
Coefficient of

fluctuation, k

Air compressors 0.10 to 0. 15

Electric machines (alternating current) 0.0003 to 0.003
Electric machines (direct current) ... 0.0065 to 0.0075
Punching, shearing, and power presses .... 0.10 to 0. 15

Pumping machinery 0.03 to 0 . 05
Paper making, textile, weaving, and machine tools . . . 0.025 to 0.030
Spinning machinery 0.015 to 0.025
Rolling mills and mining machinery 0.02 to 0.03

Example .—Determine the cross-section of the rim for the flywheel of a
punching and shearing machine. The largest hole to be punched is 1 in.

in diameter in a steel plate 1 o in. thick. The maximum speed of the flywheel

is 200 r.p.m., and because of the location of the shaft, the wheel may not be
larger than 42 in. in diameter.
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The force required at the punch depends to some extent upon the clearance

between the punch and die. American practice assumes that the force

required at the punch is 25 per cent larger than that found by the ordinary

formula. The force required to punch a 1-in. hole in a K~in. plate is:

F = x x 1 X 0.50 X 50,000 X 1.25 = 98,100 lb.

The maximum punching effort will be at the moment when the punch begins

to penetrate the metal. Experience has shown that when the punch has

penetrated one-third of the plate thickness, the slug is practically free.

Therefore, the work done by the punch is:

Work = 98,100 X H X XA X H 2 = 1,360 ft.-lb.

Assuming the machine to be 85 per cent efficient, the energy at the flywheel

shaft must be:

E = = 1,600 ft.-lb.

The greatest permissible slowing up of the flywheel shaft is 15 per cent (see

Table II).

Taking a mean diameter of 36 in.:

7T X 36 X 200

12 X 60
31.4 ft. per second.

v2 — 0.85 X 31.4 = 26.7 ft. per second.

From formula (18):

TF(31.42 - 26.

7

2
)

1,600 =
2 X 32.2

W = 377 lb.

Neglecting the effect of the hub and arms, the rim section will be:

b X t X tt X 36 X 0.26 = 377.

377
bt =

29.4
= 12.8 in. 2

12.8
If b is taken as 3% in., t = ^

jr — 3.66 in., say, 3 ! H6 in.

If the mean radius is taken as the sum of the inside and outside radii

divided by two

:

o ftq

r 2 = 18 + - 19.84 in.

Ti = 18 — ~ 10*15 in.

The diameters might be taken as d 2 = 39% in., and d\ = 32*^ 6 in.

The mean radius involved in formula (18) is the radius of gyration, which

is
2 a hollow cylinder. Using this formula, the computed value

of 7*1 was practically the same as that calculated in the above problem, so
that the approximation used above is sufficiently correct.

346. Stresses in Flywheel Rim.—The safe speed for flywheels
is dependent upon:
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() The tensile stress which is induced by the centrifugal force.

() The tensile bending stress which is caused by the restraint

of the arms.

(c) The localized stresses which are present in the casting due
to the unequal rate of cooling. These stresses may be very high,

but there is no easy method of arriving at their values. The
presence of these stresses is acknowledged by the designer by
the allowance of a reasonably large

factor of safety in design.

347. Centrifugal Stress.—Con-
sidering the centrifugal tension alone,

the rim is assumed to be a ring which
is unrestrained by the arms. The
ring is a thin cylinder which is sub-

jected to an internal pressure as

indicated by Fig. 9. The force

which is pushing against each square

inch of rim surface at the mean radius, tending to cause rupture

at A and B is:

Pc
_ wtv 2

(19)

in which pc denotes the centrifugal force per unit area at the

mean radius, in pounds per square inch.

w denotes the weight of the material per cubic inch, in

pounds.

t denotes the thickness of the rim, in inches.

R denotes the mean radius of the rim, in feet.

g denotes the acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 ft. per

second per second.

v denotes the linear velocity of the rim at the mean
radius, in feet per second.

The tensile stress which is induced in the rim due to the

centrifugal force pc is, from formula (1), Chap. VIII:

(20 )

Substituting 24R for d
,
and for pc from formula (19):

^ wtv 224:R 12wv 2

Rg2t g
(21 )
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The weight per cubic inch for cast iron and steel is 0.2(5 and 0.28

lb., respectively. Substituting these values in formula (21):

v2

Sc

Sc

10.3
for cast iron.

9.6
for steel.

Both of these formulas may be taken approximately as

:

Sc = V *

10

(22)

(23)

(24)

348. Bending Stress.—The determination of the unit tensile

stress in the rim, due to the partial restraint of the arms, is

based upon the assumption that

each section of the rim which lies

between a pair of arms behaves
like a beam, fixed at the ends and
uniformly loaded. Figure 10 in-

dicates the condition of loading

assumed. The maximum bending
moment will be at the arms, so that:

p4 = *¥• <25 >

The length of the rim between any
pair of arms is:

127tD
l =

From formula (19):

(n = number of arms).

(.

D

= mean diameter, in feet).

Pc = wtv 2

Rg

Sb =

Substituting these values in formula (25)

:

wtv212 2
7r

2D 2c __ 7.34wtv 2Dc
12Rgn2I n2I

Taking a rim of rectangular cross-section 1 in. wide, and using an
average value of 0.27 for w:

" 11 -9',D
(26)n 2

t

The resultant unit stress in the rim will be the sum of the
stresses due to centrifugal force and bending. The third stress,

due to shrinkage, is taken care of by a factor of safety, as already
noted. Hence

:

S = Sc 4" So, (27)
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If the arms of a flywheel did not stretch at all and were placed

very close together, the centrifugal force would not set up stress

in the rim and Sc in formula (27) would be zero. On the other

hand, if the arms stretched enough to allow free expansion of

the rim due to centrifugal action, there would be no restraint

due to the arms, and Sb in formula (27) would be zero. G.
Lanza 1 has shown that the arms of a flywheel stretch about
three-quarters of the amount necessary for free expansion.

Therefore, the assumption is made that in formula (27) the

total stress is composed of three-quarters of Sc and one-quarter

of Sb. Hence

:

S = %Sc + y+Sb-

Substituting from formulas (24) and (26)

:

i

k

Or approximately:

o _ 3 ?! , 1 v 11WD
4
X

10
+

4
X nH

S -K0035 + £)• (28)

Example .—Determine the stress which is induced in the rim of the prob-

lem in Sec. 345, if the speed is 500 r.p.m., and the number of arms is 6.

rr n 39.625 0 cHere D = — = 3.30 ft.

n —
6.

t = 3.69 in.

7T x 3.30 x 500

60

From formula (28):

S = 3 X 86.42 (o.025 +

86.4 ft. per second.

36 X 3.6s)
= 1>12° lb - per SqUare inch '

3.30

The speed used above was 500 instead of 200 r.p.m. as was
given in the original example, and yet the unit stress is only

1,120 lb. per square inch. This stress indicates a factor of safety

of about 16 if the ultimate strength of cast iron is taken as 18,000

lb. per square inch.

Formulas (24), (26), and (28) should be used for checking

purposes only. Formula (24) shows that for any material the

safe speed of a flywheel is independent of the amount of material

used. Formula (26) shows that the stress due to bending is less

with thick sections than with thin ones.

1 Trans . A.S. M.E., Vol. XVI, p. 208.
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349. Flywheel Arms.—Rational analysis of stresses in the arms
of flywheels should serve as a guide only. The shrinkage stresses

in the arms are severe, especially with wheels of large diameter.

The arms should be approximately three-quarters as strong

as the shaft to resist successfully the maximum turning moment
of the shaft.

A Considering the arms to be cantilever beams, as shown in

Fig. 11, and assuming that each arm takes its portion of the load,

the maximum bending moment for all

the arms will be:

M — Frn.

The maximum bending moment in the

arms is also

:

iy 3 S%J __ 3 >S 2xd 3

m - -
4 16 '

in which >S 2 denotes the unit shearing

stress in the shaft, in

pounds per square inch.

d denotes the diameter of

the shaft, in inches.

If the flywheel arm has an elliptical cross-section, with major
and minor axes b and a

,
and bending taking place about the a

axis, then the resisting moment of the shaft may be equated with
the resisting moment of the arms

:

Trab 2S\n
___

3 Stfrdz

32 4 TeT
’

_ 3 Sjd^
a

2 S&n
The usual proportions of the elliptical arms for pulleys and
flywheels is b — 2a, hence

:

a = (29)

in which Si denotes the tensile unit stress in the arms, in pounds
per square inch.

If the ultimate tensile strength of cast iron is taken as 18,000
lb. per square inch, and the ultimate shear strength of steel as

48,000 lb. per square inch, formula (29) becomes:
For wheels with 6 arms, a = 0.545d, b = 1.090d.

For wheels with 8 arms, a = 0.500d, b — l.OOOd.
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350. Joints in Flywheel Rim.—Flywheels which are cast in

halves are joined by fastenings at the hub and rim. The split

hub is fastened by bolts of high tensile strength steel as shown
in Fig. 12(a). Wheels which have a rim section which is rela-

tively wide in proportion to its thickness, have the rim joint

formed as shown in Fig. 12(6), the number of bolts being pro-

portional to the width of the rim. The added weight caused by
this form of joint becomes a serious defect in wheels which

(b)

Fig. 12.—Flywheel hub and rim joints.

rotate at high speeds, and for this reason this form of joint is

often located near a pair of arms.

Thick rims are held together across the joint by a fastening of

the form shown in Fig. 13. The keyway in the rim is cast and
prepared for a shrink fit of the key. A pair of keys, carefully

fitted and shrunk into place, form the fastening for each rim

joint.

J
(a)

Fig. 13.—Flywheel rim fastner.

*—j—:
~

f< Ij >7

K -b - ->{

j< £-

Cb)

Assuming the relative strength of the joint to be 0.60, the rim

to be of cast iron, the links of steel, and the unit tensile stresses

of the cast iron and steel to be 5 1 and S», respectively:

0.60f65i = 2acS2 (see Fig. 13).

If Si is 18,000 lb. per square inch for cast iron, and Ss is 70,000

lb. per square inch for steel:

ac = 0.0772tb. (30)
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The cross-section of the two keys should evidently each, be

approximately 0.08 of the cross-section of the cast-iron rim.

351. Construction of Flywheels.—Large flywheels are con-

structed in various ways, and some have assumed highly compli-

cated forms. Several of the larger manufacturers of power

transmission equipment have developed special designs, which

have given satisfactory service while running at relatively high

speeds. The “Handbook for Machine Designers and Drafts-

men 771 shows several of these large wheels in detail. The
student should bear in mind that the design and construction

of flywheels offers a problem which must be worked out with

great care. Rational formulas, while important for guidance

and for checking purposes, are subordinated to successful

practical experience.

THICK CYLINDERS

352. Thick Cylinders.—When the ratio of the diameter to

the thickness of a cylinder is 15 or greater, the maximum unit

stress due to internal pressure is not very much greater than the

average unit stress, and the assumption of uniform stress across

the thickness of the cylinder wall may be safely made. This

assumption cannot be made for thick cylinders under internal

pressure, because there is a considerable difference between the

maximum tensile unit stress on the inside fiber and the minimum
stress on the outside fiber. Besides the circumferential tensile

stress there exists also a radial compressive stress. When
a thick cylinder is subjected to external pressure, the circumferen-
tial stress is of course compressive.

There are several formulas which are used to determine the

stresses in thick cylinders, those of Barlow and Lamd having been
used considerably by design engineers. Lamp’s formula is used
by many engineers for thick-walled cast-iron and steel cylinders,

and Barlow’s formula is used for medium thick-walled cylinders.

353. Barlow’s Formula.—Barlow’s formula assumes that the
volume of metal in a cylinder does not change during the expan-
sion of the cylinder, so that the unit stress S varies inversely as

the square of the radius.

Therefore:

Sr 2 =
1 Halsey, F, A., McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York.
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in which S i denotes the unit stress at the inside fiber, in pounds
per square inch.

Ti denotes the inside radius, in inches.

S denotes the unit stress at any radius r, in pounds per
square inch.

r denotes any radius, in inches.

For equilibrium in Fig. 14:

2ripi

and

Sdr,

i j‘

' 1 ~T~ t'

(31)

in which p i denotes the internal pressure, in pounds per square
inch.

t denotes the thickness of the cylinder wall, in inches.

Formula (31) may be expressed:

2Sit
V i (32)

in which d2 is the outside diameter, in inches.

It will be noted that formula (32) is the same
as that for thin cylinders, except that the outside

diameter d2 is used instead of the inside diameter.

354. Lame’s Formula.—For very thick cylinders, many design

engineers make use of Lame’s formula. In developing the

formula, Lame assumed that each particle of metal is subjected to

a radial compressive stress, and to a longitudinal and circum-

ferential tensile stress. The formula is as follows

:

1

S = P
r2

2 + rl2
O

—
/'2" — /*i"

(33)

in which S denotes the maximum unit circumferential stress on
the inside of the cylinder, in pounds per square inch.

p denotes the internal pressure, in pounds per square

inch.

r 2 denotes the outside radius, in inches.

ri denotes the inside radius, in inches.

1 Maueer and Withey, “Strength of Materials, 7
’ p. 331.

Morley, “Strength of Materials,” p. 303.
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Solving for r2 :

r2 = (34 )

Substituting n + t for r2 and solving for t:

t r i
/g + 2

- p
(35)

When cast iron is used for hydraulic cylinders, the iron should

be close grained, and for such cast iron an allowable tensile fiber

stress as high as 5,000 lb. per square inch may be used, and for

steel cylinders an allowable tensile fiber stress of 15,000 lb. per

square inch is recommended. Hydraulic cylinders are usually

lined with brass or bronze bushings to prevent the corrosive

action of water on iron.

Example.—A cast-iron hydraulic cylinder has a bore of 10 in., and is

subjected to an internal pressure of 1,200 lb. per square inch. Determine
the wall thickness if the tensile stress is not to exceed 5,000 lb. per square

inch.

According to Barlow's formula, formula (32):

Since

l,200d 2

2 X 5,000
0 . 12^ 2 .

d'2 — d i

- 10 = 0.24 d2 .

d ‘2 = 13.2 in. and t = 1.58 in.

According to Lame’s formula, formula (35)

:

r
/
sTooSq-H^oo _ n

L \5,000 - 1,200
5

1.40 in.

355. Steam Cylinders.—Steam engine and pump cylinders are

not classified as thick or thin cylinders, although it is probably
safer to apply the thick-cylinder formulas in design. The follow-

ing empirical formulas have been used.

J. H. Barr 1 gives the formula:

t = 0.05d + 0.3 in. (36)

Kent’s “ Mechanical Engineers’ Handbook” gives the formula:

t = 0.0004dp + 0.3 in. (37)

i Trans. A.S.M.E., Vol. XVIII, p. 741.
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Marks’ u Mechanical Engineers’ Handbook ” gives the formula:

t = 0.0005dp + 0.3 in. 1 (38)

In the above formulas t denotes the wall thickness, in inches.

d denotes the bore of the cylinder, in

inches.

p denotes the initial steam pressure, in

pounds per square inch.

FLAT PLATES

356. Circular Flat Plates.—Cylinder heads, pistons, and other
circular flat plates are designed according to rational formulas
which have been developed from the investigations of Grashof,
Bach, and others. These formulas give results which agree
within reasonable limits.

For circular flat plates, supported at the edges and uniformly
loaded :

2

s
|

(39)

in which S denotes the maximum radial and tangential unit

stress, in pounds per square inch, which occurs at

the outer fibers at the center of the plate

.

p denotes the pressure on the plate, in pounds per square

inch.

r denotes the radius of the plate, in inches.

t denotes the thickness of the plate, in inches.

Formula (39) is based upon a value of 0.25 for Poisson’s ratio.

For circular flat plates fixed at the edges and uniformly loaded,

the formula is:

r2

f2
' (40)

Formual (40) gives the maximum unit stress in the plate, which
is the radial stress at the circumference.

For circular flat plates supported at the edges and with a load

uniformly distributed over a small circle of radius r Q at the center

of the plate, the formula is:

« _ P/3
,

i5
!

r
S

irt\2
+

8
l0ge

r0

9 r0
-

32
-’A

(41 )

in which P denotes the center load.

1 This value of £ allows for reboring the cylinder due to wear.
2 Maurer and Withey, “Strength of Materials,” p. 328.

Morley, “Strength of Materials,” p. 382.
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Formula (41) gives the maximum unit stress in the plate, which
is the radial and the circumferential stress at the center.

Formula (41) may be written:

S
rrt

2
K, (42)

in which K equals the parenthesis in formula (41).

Table III shows the value of K as the ratio of r to r 0 changes.

Table III

. r
Ratio ~ 10 20 30 40 50

Value of K 5.79 7.12 7.86 8.42 8.83

The above formulas on flat plates do not take into account the
practice of adding reinforcing ribs to large cylinder heads. These
added stiffening members reduce the maximum stress and are on
the side of safety.

357. Rectangular Flat Plates.—Rectangular flat plates are
usually ribbed for added strength and stiffness, and are so pro-
portioned that the casting will be sound and true. Ribbed
flat plates, such as steam chest covers, are designed according
to empirical rules.

Rectangular flat plates without ribs may be designed according
to the following rational formulas:

For rectangular plates supported at the edges and uniformly
loaded:

S = pl2b 2

(43)2t\l2 + 6 2
)

in which S denotes the maximum unit stress, in pounds per
square inch.

p denotes the pressure on the plate, in pounds per
square inch.

I denotes the length of the plate, in inches.

b denotes the width of the plate, in inches.

t denotes the thickness of the plate, in inches.

For rectangular flat plates fixed at the edges and uniformly loaded:

Q __ pl 2b 2
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COLUMNS

358. Machine Parts Designed as Columns.—Piston rods,

connecting rods, and shafts sometimes act as columns. Section
139 of Chap. VII includes a brief discussion of axially loaded
columns. Euler's formula for long columns is:

P =

P
A

(45)

(46)

In this formula m is a constant which depends upon end con-

ditions, and experiments have shown that this constant has the
following average values:

Pound ends ?n = 10.

Pin or hinged ends m — 16.

Square or flat ends m — 25.

Tj-2

One end fixed and the other free m = (theoretical).

For columns which are not long enough to fall into the Euler

class, empirical formulas have been derived, and in Amercian
practice the so-called straight-line formulas are most commonly
used.

The criterion which is applied to a column to determine
whether the Euler formula or a straight-line formula should be

used is as follows:

Xx - l3mE
S (47;

in which Ar

i denotes the slenderness ratio,

m denotes the constant for end conditions, mentioned

above.

E denotes the modulus of elasticity of the material,

in pounds per square inch.

S denotes a value of ultimate sterss determined by
experiment, usually taken as the yield point for

ductile materials, in pounds per square inch:

The value of Xi in formula (47) is the slenderness ratio at

which the straight line becomes tangent to the Euler curve.

When the slenderness ratio of a column is greater than
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the Euler formula should be used, and when the slenderness

ratio is less than X ± a straight line formula should be used.
Formulas (45) and (46) are ultimate load formulas, and a

factor of safety of 3 or 4 should be applied to obtain safe working
loads.

The following are T. H. Johnson's ultimate-load straight-line

formulas for steel:

Flat ends:

P
A

Hinged ends:

P
A

Round ends:

P
A

52,500 179
L

>

r
(limit of ~ — 195^. (48)

52,500 - 220—

>

r ^
limit of ^ = 159^. (49)

52,500 - 284-.
T

(limit of ^ = 123). (50)

The following is J. B. Johnson's ultimate-load formula for
cast-iron columns, derived from experimental data:

P
A — 34,000 — 88

^;
^Limit of ~ = 125^- (51)

The American Railway Engineering Association formula for
steel columns with hinged ends, for working loads, is:

~ = 15,000 - 50—

•

A r (52)

In formula (52) P/A must not exceed 12,500 lb. per square inch,
and L/r must not exceed 200 .

The American Bridge Company uses the following formulas,
for steel columns with hinged ends, for working loads:

j = 13,000, (7 up to 6o\ (53)

P
\

L (L \
j- = 19,000 - 100~

;

r
( “ from 60 to 120 1

|. (54)

j = 13,000 - 50-.
r

from 120 to 20o)1- (55)

The New York Building Code formula is a satisfactory one to
use for working loads on cast-iron columns

:

j- = 9,000 — 40^> ^Limit of ~ = 70 (56)
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The American Railway Engineering Association formula,

and the American Bridge Company formula, given above, while

based upon hinged end constants, are used without reference to

particular end conditions.

The methods discussed in Sec. 208 of Chap. VII for shafting

under column action, may also be employed to advantage in

certain column problems involving piston rods and connecting
rods.

359. Eccentrically Loaded Columns.—For axially loaded
columns, neither the unit stress in the column nor the deflection of

the column can be computed by formulas. However, when the

column is eccentrically loaded, both the unit stress and the

deflection may be computed.
For a column with one end fixed and the other end free ,

the

maximum compressive unit stress is: 1

S =
A 1 + ^ sec

\l?/J (57)

in which S denotes the maximum unit stress, in pounds per

square inch.

P denotes the load on the column, in pounds.

A denotes the cross-sectional area of the column, in in. 2
.

e denotes the eccentricity of the load, in inches.

c denotes the distance from the centroid of the section

to the extreme compressive fiber, in inches.

L denotes the length of the column, in inches.

E denotes the modulus of elasticity of the material, in

pounds per square inch.

/ denotes the moment of inertia of the column cross-

section, in in.
4

.

For a column with both ends round the formula is:

s - 50 + (58)

For a column with both ends round in which the tensile stress

would govern, as would be the case for cast iron, the formula is:

sec, — 1 ( 59 )

1 Maurer and Withey, £t Strength of Materials,” p. 310.

Boyd, “ Strength of Materials,” p. 229.
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Example .—The cylinder of a low-speed steam engine is 8 in. in diameter,

and the steam pressure is 125 lb. per square inch. If the length of the piston

rod is 30 in., determine the diameter of the rod.

In this case the piston rod acting as a column will be hinged at one end and
restrained at the other. The theoretical constant m for Euler’s formula for

one end fixed and the other end free is 7t 2/4 and this will be adopted.

The load on the column is:

P = 125 X * X 82
6,280 lb.

Experience shows that a factor of safety of 6 for high-speed engines and 4
for low-speed engines is satisfactory. Therefore, using formula (45)

:

6,280 X 4
7T

2 X 29,000,000 X I

4 X 302

0.316.

For a circle

7rd 4

~64 0.316.

d4 = 6.43, d = 1.59 in., use 1% in.

Ij 30
In this problem the radius of gyration is d/4 or 0.40 in., and ~ = 0"40

~

From formula (47), using S = 40,000 lb. per square inch for steel:

Xi v
37r2 X 29,000,000

4 X 40,000
= 75.

This shows that the column investigated is an Euler column, and may be
designed by the Euler formula.

Example .—A connecting rod for the engine in the previous problem is 40
in. long, and of rectangular cross-section with the width twice the thickness.
The dimensions of the cross-section are to be determined.

If the piston rod was considered free at the crosshead end, then the
connecting rod should be considered free at that end also. At the crank
end the connecting rod may be considered hinged in the plane of the motion,
and fixed in the lateral plane. For the case of one end free and the other
end hinged a value of m = 7

r

2/6 will be used, and for the case of one end free

and the other end fixed, a value of m — 7r2/4 will be used.

The column will be designed first for bending in the plane of the motion:

6,280 X 4

/

For bending about the t axis:

r2 X 29,000,000 X /

6 X 40 2

0.844.

tW
12

= 0.844.*

12

t
A

0.844.

= 1.266, t = 1.06 in., b 2.12 in.

Or, since b is to be twice t:
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For bending in the lateral plane:

« oq« X 29,000,000 X I
6,280 X 4 4 X 40=

I = 0.563*

For bending about the b axis:

1

2t*

12

bt 3

12
0.563.

0.563.

t
4 = 3.38

?
i - 1.36 in., b = 2.72 in.

This result indicates that the dimensions to resist bending in the lateral

direction govern the design.

If the above connecting rod were of circular cross-section:

ivd4
0.844.

d4 = 17.2, d = 2.04 in.

MACHINE FITS

360. Machine Fits.—To facilitate the assembling and erection

of machine parts, it is essential that the parts be fitted together

with a definite relation existing between the sizes of the parts.

This relation varies to some extent among manufacturers engaged
in the same line of production. The growth of the interchange-

able system of manufacture demands that some system of classi-

fication and standardization of fits be established, to enable design

engineers to specify and dimension the several classes of fits, so

that manufacturers may assemble the parts of a machine without

fitting one part to another. The following discussion of fits,

tolerances, and allowances is extracted from the report of the

Committee on the Standardization of Plain Limit Gages for

General Engineering Work .

1

Definitions .—To understand the following discussion of

machined fits the definitions of the terms used are first given:

Allowance .—Allowance is the intentional difference in the

dimensions of mating parts, or the minimum clearance space

which is intended between the mating parts. Its purpose is to

provide for different classes of fit.

1 The committee studied the best available practices, and where differ-

ences were noted a compromise was made. The report of the committee wTas

approved by the American Engineering Standards Committee in December,

1925. This study was sponsored by The American Society of Mechanical

Engineers. The complete report may be obtained in pamphlet form, from

the A. E. S. C. and A. S. M. E., 29 W. 39th St., New York, N. Y.
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Basic Size.—Basic size is the exact theoretical size from which
all limiting variations are made.

Standard .—A standard is a physical representative of a form,

dimension, or size, established by law or by general usage and
consent.

Tolerance

.

—Tolerance is the permissible variation in size of a
part.

Gaging.—Gaging is the process of measuring manufactured
materials to assure the uniformity of size and contour required

by the industries.

Limits .—Limits are the extreme permissible dimensions of a
part.

Gage .—A gage is a device for determining whether or not one
or more of the dimensions of a manufactured part are within

specified limits.

Ring Gage .—A ring gage is one which has the inside measuring
surfaces circular in form. The measuring surfaces may be
cylindrical or conical. Figure 15 shows two forms of ring gages.

Fig. 15.'—Ring gages.

Plug Gage .—A plug gage is one which has outside measuring
surfaces, arranged to verify the specified uniformity of holes.

A plug gage may be straight or tapered and of any cross-sectional

shape. Figure 16 shows three forms of plug gages.

(a) Cb) (c)

Fig. 16.-—Plug gages.

Receiving Gage .—A receiving gage is one which has inside

measuring surfaces arranged to verify specified uniformity of size

and contour of manufactured material. Figure 17 shows two
forms of receiving gages.
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Indicating Gage .—An indicating gage is one which shows the

variations in the uniformity of dimensions or contour, the amount
of variation being indicated on a graduated scale or dial. Two
forms of indicating gages are shown in Fig. 18.

Fig. 17.—Receiving gages.

Snap Gage .—A snap gage is a fixed gage with inside measuring
surfaces for calipering diameters, lengths, and thicknesses.

Figure 19 shows three forms of snap gages.

(a) (b)

Fig. 19.—Snap gages.

tc)

Caliper Gage .—A caliper gage is one which is similar to a snap

gage, for measuring internal dimensions, and similar to a plug

gage, for measuring external dimensions. Figure 20 shows three

forms of caliper gages.

361. Classification of Fits.—Machine fits are classified as

follows:

Class 1, Loose Fit .—A loose fit is made with a large allowance,

provides for considerable freedom of movement between the

surfaces of the members, and is recommended where accuracy is
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not essential. Examples are: Machine fits of agricultural and

mining machinery; machinery used in the textile and rubber

industries, and other machinery of a similar grade; and some
ordnance material.

Class 2, Free Fit.—A free fit is made with a liberal allowance,

and should be employed for running fits when the speed is 600

r.p.m. or over, and the pressure between the journal and

bearing is 600 lb. per square inch or over. Examples are: dyna-

mos, engines, many machine tools, and some automotive parts.

Fig. 20.—Caliper gages.

Class 3, Medium Fit.—A medium fit is made with a medium
allowance and is recommended for running fits, when the speed is

under 600 r.p.m., and the pressure between the journal and bear-

ing is less than 600 lb. per square inch. This class of fit is also

recommended for sliding fits, and the more accurate machine
tool and automotive parts.

Class 4, Snug Fits .—A snug fit is made with zero allowance.

It is the closest fit which can be assembled by hand and requires

considerable precision. It should be used where no perceptible

shake is permissible, and where moving parts are not intended
to move freely while loaded.

Class 5, Wringing Fit.—A. wringing fit is also known as a
“tunking” fit, and gives metal to metal contact. Assembly is

selective and not interchangeable.

Class 6, Tight Fit.—A tight fit is one in which light pressure is

required to assemble the parts, resulting in a more or less per-
manent assembly. This fit is used for drive fits in thin sections,

in extremely long fits in other sections, and for shrink fits on
very light sections. This fit is used in automotive, ordnance,
and general machine manufacturing.

Class 7, Medium Force Fit.—A medium force fit is made with
a negative allowance, that is, the shaft or internal member is
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turned larger than the hole or external member. Considerable

pressure is required to assemble these fits, and the parts are

permanently assembled. This fit is used to fasten locomotive
wheels, passenger and freight-car wheels, armatures of dynamos
and motors, and crank disks to their axles or shafts. This
fit is used for shrink fits on medium sections and on long fits,

and is the tightest fit which is recommended for cast-iron

holes or external members, since the cast iron is stressed to

its elastic limit.

Class 8, Heavy Force and Shrink Fit .—Heavy force and shrink

fits are made with considerable negative allowance for steel

holes, where the metal can be highly stressed within the elastic

limit. This fit causes excessive stress for cast-iron holes. Shrink

fits are used where it is impracticable to use heavy-force fits, as

on locomotive-wheel tires, and on heavy crank disks of large

engines.

Formulas for arriving at the size of the hole and of the shaft

for the above eight classes of fits are given in Table IV. The
student will note that the allowance is diminished as the tightness

of the fit increases, and that for a snug fit, class 4, the allowance

is zero. When the shaft is larger than the hole into which it is to

fit, there is interference of metal, which increases from zero for a

wringing fit, class 5, to O.OOld for a heavy force or shrink fit.-

The desired condition for a fit of classes 5, 6, 7, and 8 is the average

interference which is given in column 4, Table IV, and must be

obtained by mating large shafts in large holes, and small shafts

in small holes.

The length of engagement between the surfaces is important, a

short engagement being fitted tighter than a long one. When
the external member is long compared with the diameter of the

fit, it is usually recessed at the middle, so that the actual length

of the surface in contact is approximately equal to the diameter

of the internal member.

Example .—Determine the diameters for the tightest, loosest, and average

condition for a 6-in. shaft and a cast-iron hub, using a medium force fit, class

7.

The allowance is negative, that is, there is interference of shaft and hole

metal. The hole size is basic, so that it should be 6 in.

The shaft should be larger than the hole by O.OOOSd (column 4, Table IV),

or 0.0030 in.
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Therefore the shaft should be 6.003 in. plus the tolerance,

is (column 6)

:

0.0006-v/d = 0.00109, say 0.0011 in.

The tolerance

+0.0011
With this tolerance, the shaft size will be designated 6.003 , or

- 0.000
the upper limit will be a diameter of 6.0041 in., and the lower limit will be a
diameter of 6.0030 in.

+0.0011
The hole size is basic, so that it will be 6.00 (column 5), or the

- 0.0000
upper limit will be a diameter of 6.0011 in., and the lower limit will be a
diameter of 6.0000 in.

Summary op Dimensions

Tightest fit ... .

Loosest fit

The selected fit

or

Hole, inches

6.0000
6.0011

6.0011

6.0000

Shaft, inches

6.0041

6.0030
6.0041

6.0030
|

Difference,

inches

0.0041
0.0019
0.0030
0.0030

The hole stress

Tightest fit

Loosest fit.

Selected fit

is (column 8):

10,432,000

X 0.0041

6

10,432,000

X 0.0019

6

10,432,000

X 0.0030

6

= 7,130 lb. per square inch.

= 3,310 lb. per square inch.

= 5,220 lb. per square inch.

The force required for pressing in the shaft is (column 10):

Tighest fit 747.2 X 0.0041 = 3.06 tons.

Loosest fit 747.2 X 0.0019 = 1.42 tons.

Selected fit 747.2 X 0.0030 - 2.24 tons.

Example.—A locomotive tire is to be fitted to a cast-steel wheel center

with a shrink fit, class 8. The diameter of the fit is 64 in., and the tire is to

be fitted by selective assembly (column 2).

+0.0024
The tire should be bored 64.000 (column 5).

- 0.0000

+0.0024
The wheel should be turned 64.064 (columns 4 and 6).

- 0.0000
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Heavy
force and shrink fit (Class

8)

Selected fit Average inter-
ference

of

metal

1
0.0001 0.0003 0.0004 0.0005 0.0006 0.0008 0.0009 0.0010 0.0011 0.0013 0.0015 0.0018 0.0020

Medium
force fit (Class

7)

Selected fit Average
inter-

ference

of

metal

1 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0003 0.0003 0.0004 0.0004 0.0005 0.0006 0.0006 0.0008 0.0009 0.0010

Tight fit (Class

6)

Selected fit Average
inter-

ference

of

metal

1
0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0004 0.0004 0.0005
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i
to -+fo
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h!
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oo
ID

H
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Summary of Dimensions

Hole, inches Shaft, inches
Difference,

inches

Tightest fit 64 . 0000 64.0664 0.0664

Loosest fit. 64.0024 64.0640 0.0616

Selected fit. 64.0024 64.0664 0 . 0640

or 64.0000 64.0640 0 . 0640

The stress in the tire will be (column 7)

:

_ 29,000,000 X 0.0664 . ,

Tighest fit —- —g = 30,100 lb. per square inch.

r . 29,000,000 X 0.0616 nnn „ . ,

Lioosest fit —- —gj = 27,900 lb. per square inch.

0 _ 29,000,000 X 0.0640 on nnn „ . .

Selected fit — 1—gj = 29,000 lb. per square inch.

If the tire is forced on, the required force is (column 9)

:

Tightest fit 1,298 X 0.0664 = 86.1 tons.

Loosest fit 1,298 X 0.0616 = 79.9 tons.

Selected fit 1,298 X 0.0640 = 83.0 tons.

The allowance and average interference of metal for all classes of fits

are given in Table Y for all sizes up to 8 in. in diameter, having been deter-

mined by use of the formulas given in Table IV.

362. Taper Force Fits.—Taper fits may be readily measured
by means of a plug gage so graduated that it will indicate

the fit. The usual taper is 3^16 or 3

i

n * Per foot, and has no
effect upon the security of the fitted surfaces. The usual

practice is to ream the external member to size, making the

necessary allowance on the diameter of the external member.
The allowances and tolerances used for tapered surface fits are

approximately the same as those used for parallel surface fits.

With taper surfaces it is possible to obtain more effective lubri-

cation when making a force fit, since there is a much larger

surface contact between the parts when interference of metal
starts. The usual lubricant is a mixture of white lead and linseed

oil.

363. Temperature of Metal for Shrink Fits.—The coefficient

of linear expansion determines the temperature to which the
external member of a fit should be heated. The coefficient

of expansion is 0.0000065 for steel and 0.0000062 for cast iron,

which is the change in length in 1 in. of metal for 1° F. change of

temperature.
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To expand the tire of the problem given in Section 361, so

that it will slip into plac£ by expanding it 0.006 in. oversize,

and allowing it to cool in position, the following change of

temperature is necessary.

Total expansion — 0.064 + 0.006 = 0.070 in.

Change of temperature = Q
'

^j^Qgg = 1077° F.

If the room temperature is 70° F., the required temperature for

the tire would be 1147° F. According to temperature color

charts, this temperature corresponds to a red color distinguishable

in sunlight. There is such a wide variation in color-chart

temperatures given by different authorities, that the determina-

tion of temperature by color is not dependable. Pyrometers
should be used to measure temperatures for shrink fits, and parts

to be shrunk on should not be heated above the temperature
required to make the fit.

Problems

1 . A helical spring is to be elongated 4 in. by a load of 5001b. The mean
diameter of the coils is not to be greater than 4 in., and the unit stress

is not to exceed 50,000 lb. per square inch. What diameter of steel

wire should be used, and how many coils should the spring have?
2 . A helical spring for an automobile clutch has 8 coils of circular wire, and

is subjected to a pressure of 340 lb. when the clutch surfaces are engaged.

The mean diameter of the coils is 3?4 in., and the spring is compressed
2 in. in assembling the clutch. When the clutch is thrown out the

spring is compressed an additional }£ in. Determine the diameter of

the wire, the maximum unit stress induced in the wire, the free height

of the spring, and the length of the pedal lever for a foot pressure of 28

lb. if the fulcrum is 1 1
4 in. from the pressure point on the spring.

3 . A typical spring system for a freight car consists of concentric helical

spring nests of two springs each, and coiled opposite to avoid binding.

The data for each spring are:

Diameter of wire.

Height when solid

Free height

Outside diameter.

Outside Inner

Spring Spring

1 in. in.

4 in. 4 in.

5 l
4 in. 53*32 in.

5 in. 2% in.

() Assuming a maximum shear stress according to formula (4), deter-

mine the maximum load for each spring.

() What load is each spring subjected to when the springs go solid?

(c) Determine the number of coils, the length of the wire, and the weight

of each spring.
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4 . The steel in a laminated spring is stressed to 80,000 lb. per square inch

when the spring is deflected 4 in., the unsupported length of the spring

being 34 in. For a load of 400 lb, determine the thickness of the plates

if they are 3 in. wide and have rounded ends, and determine the number
of leaves required for the spring. Assume E = 30,000,000 lb. per square

inch.

6

.

For an automobile weighing 3,000 lb. the S. A. E. front spring which

is recommended is 40 in. long, 2 in. wide, and has six leaves. Assuming

that the car will carry six people, and that 60 per cent of the weight is

taken by the rear axle, and 40 per cent by the front axle, determine: (a)

the thickness of the plate in the spring, and the deflection of the spring.

(6) the load which the car could carry on a smooth and level road for a

maximum value of 70,000 lb. per square inch fiber stress in the spring

steel.

6. A locomotive spring is built up of eight leaves, each 5 in. wide and %
in. thick. The two top leaves are full length, that is, 36 in. long.

The maximum unit stress is not to exceed 68,000 lb. per square inch.

What load would this spring take in deflecting 4 in. ?

7. (a) What would be the safe speed in revolutions per minute of a cast

iron flywheel whose outside diameter is 48 in., and whose rim dimensions

are 6 in. wide and 6M in. deep?

(

b

) What would be the theoretical bursting speed?

(c) What would be the safe speed if the flywheel were made of steel?

8. What probable unit stress would be induced in the rim of a flywheel

with an outside diameter of 12 ft., and a rim which is 14 in. wide and
2^ in. thick, if the speed is 300 r.p.m.? The wheel has six elliptical

arms and is cast in one piece. Is this stress too high?

9. The diameter of the wheel of Problem 8 is increased to 13 ft., which
made it necessary that the wheel be cast in two parts, which were
fastened together by bolts at the hub and rim. The rim joint was located

at the middle point between the two arms, (a) What probable stress

would be induced in the rim? (b ) What would be the safe speed in

r.p.m. for the flywheel?

10 . A flywheel is to be used on a punching machine, and it is desired to

design the flywheel so that one punching operation will bring the flywheel

to rest after the power has been shut off. The maximum hole to be
punched is a 1 J-^-in. hole in a %-in. plate. The wheel is not to be larger

than 44 in. in order to clear the floor. The punch is capable of punching
25 holes per minute, and the velocity ratio of the driving shaft to the
eccentric shaft operating the punch is 6 to 1. The flywheel rim is to be
10 per cent deeper than it is wide, (a) Determine the weight of the
flywheel rim. (b ) Determine the cross-section of the rim. (c

)

Deter-
mine the maximum unit stress in the rim.

11 . Design the elliptical arms for a 14-ft. flywheel which is to turn 90 r.p.m.

on a shaft which is 7 in. in diameter. The shaft is made of a good grade
of steel with an ultimate shear stress value of 54,000 lb. per square inch.

The maximum tensile stress in the cast iron rim of the wheel is not to

exceed 4,000 lb. per square inch.
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12 . A flywheel rim is held together by ^^ dumb-bell ,, fasteners shrunk into
place. The cast-iron rim is 9 in. wide and 1034 in. deep, and the ulti-

mate tensile strength of the material is 22,000 lb. per square inch. The
steel rim fasteners are made of forged steel having a maximum tensile

strength of 73,000 lb. per square inch. What cross-section should the
steel fasteners have, and what is the probable relative strength of this

joint?

13 . A cast-iron cylinder is 8 in. in diameter and has walls 4 in. thick.

What may the internal pressure be if the maximum allowable tensile

stress is 2,400 lb. per square inch?
14 . Determine the thickness of the walls of a cylinder 12 in. in diameter for

an internal working pressure of 1,200 lb. per square inch, using a factor
of safety of 10.

(a) The cylinder is made of close-grained cast iron having an ultimate
tensile strength of 28,000 lb. per square inch.

(Jo) The cylinder is made of cast steel having an ultimate tensile strength
of 62,000 lb. per square inch.

16

.

The plunger of a wheel press is 12 in. in diameter, and the cylinder wall

is 3 in. thick.

(a) What pressure in tons may be applied if the steel cylinder is sub-
jected to a working pressure of 3,500 lb. per square inch?

(b) What is the maximum tangential stress induced in the cylinder

walls ?

16 . A locomotive cylinder is 22 by 26 in., and the safety valves on the boiler

are set to pop at 215 lb. per square inch. Using a good grade of cast

iron, having a tensile strength of 26,000 lb. per square inch, what should

be the thickness of the cylinder walls using a factor of safety of 6, and
making an allowance of 34 in. for reboring the cylinder?

17 . The steam cylinder of a simplex pump is 8 in. in diameter and the

initial steam pressure is 175 lb. per square inch. The stroke of the

plunger is 12 in., and the pump is used to furnish boiler feed water

against a boiler pressure of 200 lb. per square inch. What should be the

thickness of the steam and of the water cylinders, if the water cylinder

is bored to a diameter of 8 in.?

18 . What probable stress would be induced in the cylinder head of the steam

end of the pump of problem 17. if the thickness of the head is ?4 in.?

19 . What would be the thickness of the cast-iron cylinder head for the

locomotive cylinders of problem 16 if the allowable radial and tangential

unit stress is 4,000 lb. per square inch? If 50 per cent is added to the

strength of the cylinder head by well-designed radial ribs, what thick-

ness should be recommended for the edges of the cylinder head?

20 . A piston rod has a diameter of 2T§ in. and its length is 32 in. It must
be reduced in diameter to 2 §4 in. during its life because of truing-up due

to uneven wear. The maximum steam pressure is 200 lb. per square

inch on a piston which is 18 in. in diameter. What factor of safety does

this design imply?
21 . The plunger rod is to be designed for a hydraulic press which has a

maximum capacity of 80 tons. The maximum unsupported length of

the plunger rod is 26 in. What should be its diameter if it is turned out
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of .0.20 per cent carbon steel, and the allowable unit stress is 8,000 lb.

per square inch?
22. The connecting rod of a Corliss engine is circular in cross-section, and is

forged from steel having an ultimate tensile strength of 68,000 lb. per
square inch. The ratio of the length of the connecting rod to the crank
is 5 to 1, and the cylinder proportions are 16 by' 30 in. The initial

steam pressure is 175 lb. per square inch, and the crank turns at the rate

of 100 r.p.m. Design the connecting rod for a stress which implies a
factory of safety of 7.

23 . What allowance should be made for a fit in a 6-in. steel shaft of an
ore crusher. The shaft is to turn in a cast-iron bearing 8 in. long and
makes 125 r.p.m. (class 1, loose fit).

24 . A free fit is to be made between the main journals and their bearings for

a high-speed steam engine. The bearings are bored and finished to a
diameter of in. Determine the clearance for the fit, and also the
tolerances.

25 . The ram of a shaper is to be fitted to the guides. The distance between
the side guides is 12 in., and the distance between the top and bottom
guides is 2J^ in. Determine the allowances and tolerances.

26 . A snug fit is required between the arbor support and its bearing on a
milling machine. The bearing is finished to 4jk£ in. in diameter. What
is the finished size of the support bar?

27. A medium-force fit is to be made between a motor armature and its

shaft. The shaft is 4 in. in diameter, the bearings are 5 in. long, and
the distance between bearings is 14 in. What should be the diameter of

the shaft?

28 . A cast-iron crank disk is to be fitted to its 7^-in. shaft. (a) If a medium
force fit is employed, what will be the finished size of the shaft? Deter-
mine also the force required to make the fit, and the unit stress induced
in the disk after it has been forced into place. (6) If a shrink fit is made,
what should be the finished size of the hole in the disk? Determine also

the shaft size and the unit stress induced in the cast-iron disk.

29 . What should be the temperature of the cast-iron disk in Problem 28 to
make a good shrink fit between the shaft and crank disk?



CHAPTER XVI

MACHINE FRAMES

364. The stresses which occur in machine frames are often

of such a complex nature that they are difficult to analyze
with any great degree of mathematical exactness. The frame
of a machine is designed to resist the acceleration effects of the
moving parts and the forces which the machine transmits in

doing its work. These forces may vary from zero at no load and
a low speed, to a maximum value due to a heavy load combined
with an increase of speed of the moving parts. A frame should

be designed to resist the stresses induced under maximum operat-

ing conditions, even though the machine may not be required

normally to attain its maximum performance.

Machine frames must be strong enough to resist the stresses

induced, and they must be stiff enough to maintain alignment
of the bearings. The frames of machine tools, especially, must
present adequate surfaces to resist the wear of rubbing parts,

react against the working loads, and maintain alignment of

parts to insure the machining of surfaces which are within close

limits of accuracy.

Minor bearings, lever fulcrums, and supports for various

attachments are cast as separate parts, to simplify the making
of patterns and castings, and to eliminate the possibility of

breakage during then process of machining and trasportation.

Modern machine frames partake of the cabinet form, which

encloses many of the moving parts, making them accessible by
means of hinged doors or removable plates, which are flush with

the frame surface when in place. Machine frames should be

adapted to the requirements of the moving parts of a machine,

and should be as simple as possible.

The student should refer freely to manufacturers' catalogues

for information, and he should be guided by the general lines and
proportions of existing machines of the same general type as the

one being contemplated in his design.

366. Material for Machine Frames.—Cast iron is used exten-

sively for machine frames because it is inexpensive, easily

387
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machined and finished, and offers good resistance to wear. Its

brittleness and low tensile strength are disadvantages. Wall

sections of cast-iron frames are limited in thickness to about 4

in., because of the lack of homogeneity of the metal in thick

cast-iron sections.

Large machines which operate under severe shock-loading

conditions are provided with cast-steel frames, because cast

steel has greater strength in proportion to its weight. The rapid

development in the art of welding has led to the introduction of

fabricated-steel frames, bed plates, and supports for large

machines, such as steam turbines, motors, generators, water

wheels, and for small machines which are used in temporary

locations.

366. Design of Machine Frames.—Modern machine design

is the result of evolution in that field, and machine frames,

especially, have developed from crude wooden structures built

by cabinet makers. The wooden frames were later replaced by
cast-iron frames, but these followed the same general lines. The
more recent trend in design is characterized by the absence of

ornamentation, and the placing of metal where it will be most
effective.

Those parts of machine frames which are subjected to the
greatest stresses should be checked for strength and distribution

of the load. Very often this can be done most effectively by the
trial and error method. For instance, a beam of approximately
uniform strength may be designed by determining the dimensions
at several different cross-sections, and then connecting these
cross-sections in such a way as to make the beam adequate
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from the standpoint of strength, also of pleasing outline, and of

such form as to be fabricated most convenientlyand economically.
There are several types of machine frames which may be

designed by using rational formulas. The punching and
shearing machine frame shown in Fig. 1 is one of these, and the
maximum stresses in the frame are readily found for the maximum
working conditions. Cast iron is the metal used for machine
frames of this type, except for machines which are designed for

very heavy work.

The box section shown in Fig. 2 is a satisfactory form to resist

the induced stresses, and the cored center is convenient for the
installation of the shaft. Cast iron is about four or five times as

strong in compression as it is in tension, and this accounts for the
heavy flange used in the box section on the side at which the ten-

sile stresses occur. The distance from
the neutral axis to the tensile fiber will be ^
smaller than the distance to the compres-

j

sive fiber, thus helping to reduce the I

flexural tensile stress. A machine frame ^
of cast iron usually cannot be designed so

j

that the maximum tensile and compressive ±
stresses will be in proportion to their

ultimate strengths, because such a section

would be difficult to produce on account

of the great differences in wall thickness.

It is considered good practice to design the section so that the

tensile unit stress will be within safe limits, without attempting

to get the full benefit of the high compressive strength.

Steel has a much higher resistance to bending than has cast

iron, and the allowable tensile and compressive unit stresses are

equal, hence the frame section when made of steel would be in

the form of a modified I section, reinforced by ribs to resist the

eccentric loading which occurs in a shearing machine.

In the frame shown by Fig. 1 the maximum unit stresses will

occur at the cross-section on the line OA. The load applied at

the punch is an eccentric l<3ad for this section, and therefore

subjects the section to a direct tensile stress over the entire

cross-section, and a bending stress due to the bending moment.
In Fig. 1 the bending moment would be the force at the punch
times a moment arm equal to (24 + x) in. The basis of this

analysis is the theorem in mechanics which states that a force
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may be resolved into a force at a given point and a couple. If

the force at the punch in Fig. 1 is called P
,
and the distance x is

the distance from the edge of the frame to the centroid of the

cross-section, then at the centroidal point there may be placed

two opposite forces equal to P. It is then evident that the cross-

section is under a direct tension due to P and a moment equal

to the moment of the couple. The formulas for this case were

derived in Sec. 135, Chap. VII.

If the sides of the punch frame in Fig. 1 at the section OA are

vertical, then the following formulas give the unit stresses:

in which St denotes the maximum tensile unit stress, in pounds
per square inch.

P denotes the load at the punch, in pounds.

e denotes the eccentricity of P with respect to the

centroid of the cross-section, in inches.

Ci denotes the distance from the centroid to the tensile

fiber, in inches.

r denotes the radius of gyration of the cross-section,

in inches.

Sc denotes the maximum compressive unit stress, in

pounds per square inch.

C2 denotes the distance from the centroid to the

compressive fiber, in inches.

If the sides of the frame are curved, as they are in Fig. 1, then

the maximum stress is greater than that given by formula (1)

because of this curvature, the stress increasing as the radius of

curvature decreases. The formulas for curved beams were
discussed in Sec. 136, Chap. VII, and are as follows:

a = Pe
( R A/\

,
P

4 R(A'~A)\R-ci Aj^A’
a Pe (A' R \ P
c

R(A' - A)\A R + CJ T

(3 )

(
4
)
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in which St denotes the maximum tensile unit stress, in pounds
per square inch.

P denotes the load at the punch, in pounds.
e denotes the eccentricity of the load with respect to

the centroid of the cross-section, in inches.

R denotes the radius of curvature of the centroidal

axis of the cross-section, in inches.

A' denotes a factor which depends upon the shape and'

size of the cross-section, in in. 2.

A denotes the area of the cross-section, in in. 2
.

Ci denotes the distance from the centroid to the tensile

fiber, in inches.

Sc denotes the maximum compressive unit stress, in

pounds per square inch.

c2 denotes the distance from the centroid to the

compressive fiber, in inches.

The factor A' in formulas (3) and (4) is given by the following

formula

:

*' - <»

Example .—The frame of a punching and shearing machine as shown in

Fig. 1 is to be designed. The throat is 24 in., and the punching capacity

is a hole 1 in. in diameter, in metal % in. thick. The shearing capacity is

6- by in. flats, and 1 %-in. rounds. The frame is to be cast of close grained

iron having ultimate tensile and compressive strengths of 25,000 and
100,000 lb. per square inch, respectively. The shearing strength of the

steel is taken as 48,000 lb. per square inch. The maximum unit tensile

stress in the frame will be limited to 5,000, and the maximum unit compres-

sive stress to 20,000 lb. per square inch.

The force required to punch a 1-in. hole in a ?4-in. plate is

:

F = irdtS = 3.14 X 1 X % X 48,000 = 113,000 lb.

The force required at the punch depends to some extent upon the clear-

ance between the punch and die. American practice assumes that the

force required at the punch is 25 per cent greater than that found above,

hence

;

F = 113,000 X 1.25 = 141,000 lb.

Shear blades are beveled to reduce the force required for shearing flat

plates. Instead of shearing off the full width of the plate, the top blade

comes in contact with the plate at one edge and begins to cut into only a

small portion of the full width. Experiment has shown that this force is:

„ 0.225S*2

(g)
tan cx.
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in which a denotes the angle of the bevel, which is usually iriade from 5 to
10 deg.

Assuming an angle of 8 deg. for the upper plate, the force required for the
flat plate is:

F = 0-225 X 48,000 X 0.875* =^ lb

For the circular bar:

X 1.75 2

F =

0.141

X 48,000 = 116,000 lb.

The maximum load is therefore determined by the force required for punch-
ing the hole.

It is evident that the box section in Fig. 2 and also formulas (3) and (4)
are too complicated to make a direct solution
possible. The method of trial and error will
therefore be used. A cross-section with
given dimensions will be assumed, and a
calculation for the maximum unit stress will
then be made to determine whether the
stresses are within safe limits.

Some ideas as to the relative dimensions
for box sections may be obtained from
'‘Machinery’s Handbook.” 1

The dimensions shown in Fig. 3 will be
used for a trial calculation.

The position of the centroid must first be
determined, and for this purpose the section in divided into the four rectangles
A, B

, 15, C. The fillets are neglected.

A = 210 in. 2 B = 42 in. 2 C — 32 in. 2 Total area = 326 in. 2

v = 210 X 3 -5 + 2 X 42 X 17.5 + 32 X 29 _ 3,132 _ _ .

210 -f- 2 X 42 -f 32
~

~326
~ 9 '61 m *

The moment of inertia with respect to the centroidal axis will be deter-
mined next, to be used later for an approximate calculation.

For A, h 30 X 7 3

12
4-210X6.il 2 8,677 in. 4

For 2B, I*
/o y 913 \

2
( 12

+ 42 x 7 89

2

)
= 8,326 in."

For C, h 16 y 93—
12 + 32 X 19.39 3 = 12,031 in."

Total Iv = 8,677 + 8,326 + 12,031 - 29,034 in. 4

An approximate calculation will be made first, neglecting the curvature
and using the simple expressions in formulas (1) and (2).

= 141,000 ^ 141,000 X 33.61 X 9.61
326 + 29^3T

=

432 + 1,570 2,002 lb. per square inch.
a = 141,000 141,000 x 33.61 X 20.39
c

326 "
29,034

432 — 3,320 = 3,752 lb. per square inch.
1 “Machinery’s Handbook,” 6th Ed., p. 356, Industrial Press, New York

N. Y.
*
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The value of 2,000 lb. per square inch in tension indicates that the section
may perhaps be large enough even when the curvature is taken into account,
and a trial calculation will therefore be made on this basis.

The factor A f must next be determined. In Fig. 1 the center of curvature
lies on the flange side of the section, and the values of y in the formula are
negative to the left of the centroidal axis, and positive to the right of that
axis.

30dyFor rectangle A, A' = R f = 14.61 f
2 '61

~.
.J R + y J- 9.6i 14.61 + y

,001.. /14.61 - 2.61\ 438 X 0.380
438 log’

\14.61 - 9.6 1) 0.434
- 383 in. 2

•+ 18.39 4:dy
For 2B, A' = 14.61 f

+1
.. -

J- 2.61 14.61 + y

kq ja i
/14.61 + 18.39\

58.44 log.

For C, A' 14.

59.1 in. 2

20.39^ r2(

.61 I

J18 .

16dy
39 14.61 + y

0„ . , /14.61
-3.4 log,

^ 14 _gl

Total A '

1.36 in. 2

383 + 59.1 + 1.36 443 in. 2

Using formula (3):

141,000 X 33.61 / 14.61
o*

14/61(443 - 326) V 14.61 - 9.61

D.39\

S.39/

326/

4,762 lb. per square inch.

58.44 X 0.439

0.434

23.4 X 0.0253

0.434

41,000

326

= 4,330 + 432

Using formula (4)

:

0 _ 141,000 X 33.61 / 443 14.61 \

14.61(443 ~ 3261 \326 14.61 + 20.39/

= 2,610 — 432 = 2,178 lb. per square inch.

Since the maximum tensile unit stress is within the allowable value of

5,000 lb. per square inch the design will be considered satisfactory.

Comparing the result obtained when the curvature is taken into account,

with the approximate method in which curvature is neglected, the value of

maximum unit tensile stress is 4,762 lb. per square inch in one ease, and 2,000

lb. per square inch in the other. The flexural unit stress in the one case is

almost three times as great as in the other. It is evident, therefore, that the

approximate method is not a safe method for design.

Investigation shows that the section at OA in Fig. 1 is subjected to the

greatest bending moment and should be the strongest section. Any other

section, such as OB, at an angle of 45 deg., will be subjected to a smaller

moment but an increasing shear stress. In this case the force producing

tension over the entire cross-section is:

F = 141,000 X 0.707 - 99,600 lb.

The force producing shear on this section is equal to the same amount.
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The moment arm of the force producing bending is decreased by an

amount y (see Fig. 4), so that the moment arm is:

Arm - 19 + 14.61 X 0.707

= 19 + 10.3 = 29.3 in.

If the cross-section is the same at OB in Fig. 1 as it was at OA , the direct

tensile stress is:

-i = = 306 lb. per square inch.
A 326

The shear stress may be computed from formula (10), Sec. 133, Chap.

VII.

s‘ = 7b
AV

\

V - 99,600 lb., I = 29,034 in. 4
,
b = 4 in.

A'y' - 16 X 2 X 19.39 + 2 X 1S.39 X 2 X 9.19 = 620 + 675 = 1,295 in. 3
.

1,110 lb. per square inch.

Substituting in the formula:

0 99,600 X 1,295

29,034 X 4

The maximum bending stress will be in the ratio of the

bending moments or moment arms at the sections OB
OA and, therefore:

„ 4,330 X 29.3 0 „ . ,St
— ——

gg-g
j- = 3,770 lb. per square inch.

The maximum tensile unit stress is therefore:

S — 306 + 3,770 = 4,076 lb. per square inch.

The shear stress of 1,110 lb. per square inch is amply safe.

The fact that the maximum unit stress at the section OB is less than at the

section OA, indicates that the outside radius of the frame may be gradually
decreased for sections between OA and OC.
The portion of the frame to the left of OC acts as a beam, and might be

gradually tapered as the free end of the beam is approached, if it were not
for the shaft, bearings, and the mechanism of the ram.

367. Load Eccentric in Two Directions.—For the cross-section

shown in Fig. 5, the usual loading is such that the load P has its

action line coinciding with the center line AB . The load is then
eccentric only with respect to the centroidal axis gg

r
. In a

shearing machine or in a drill press the load may be eccentric
with respect to the axis gg

f and also with respect to the axis AB,
as shown in the figure. To determine the maximum unit stress

induced in the frame for such a case, it is necessary to know the
location of the principal axes through the center of gravity.
The principal axes for an area, are the axes through a given point
with respect to which the moments of inertia are respectively
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a maximum and a minimum. For the section in Fig. 5 the axes
AB and gg

r are the principal axes.

For the eccentricities of the load shown in Fig. 5 the maximum
unit stress would occur at corner DA The bending moment
with respect to axis gg

f would be P times yu and to obtain the
unit stress at corner D

,
formula (3) should be used, because

for this axis the beam is a curved beam. The bending moment
with respect to axis AB is P times and the unit stress may be
obtained by the formula S = Mc/I

, because the beam is not a
curved beam with respect to this axis. For corner D these two
flexural stresses will both be tension, and to them must be added
the direct stress, which is also tension and is equal to P/A .

368. Hooks.—While the subject of hooks does not logically

belong in this chapter, it will be discussed here because the action

of a load on a hook is similar to that just discussed for punch

frames. In Fig. 6 the load P induces a direct tension and a flex-

ural stress on the section at AB. The proportions which are

commonly used in the design of hooks may be found in the various

engineering handbooks. 2

Example.—For the hook shown in Fig. 6 the load is 30,000 lb., and the

hook has been given dimensions which are commonly used. The maximum
unit stresses in tension and compression are to be determined.

The dimensions of the cross-section at BA in Fig. 6 are shown in Fig. 7.

For convenience of calculation the cross-section of the hook is transformed

1 Maurer and Withey, “Strength of Materials,” p. 309.

Boyd, “Strength of Materials, p. 247.

2 Halsey, “Handbook for Machine Designers and Draftsmen,” p. 486,

2nd Ed., McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.
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into the trapezoidal section as indicated, the area which is subtracted being

made approximately equal to the area which is added.

Area - » + W) * 7 5 = 31.8 in.*

_ (5 + 2 X 3.5) X 7.5 _ 0 K5>
v = l?T+05 353 m ‘

Rf
dA

R A-y
- 7.28

fr.
b'dy

28+?/

The variable width b' = 4.3 — 0.2y.

0.2y)dy
A' = 7.28

X
+ 3.97

(4.3 -

7.28 + y
- 3.53

= 7.28
(
-1.5 + 5.76 log,

/»+ 3.97

.28 I t —0.2 +
J- 3.53

5.76

y + 7.28,
)dy.

11.25

3.75)- 35 in. 2

Substituting in formula (3):

cr 30,000 X 7.28 / 7.28 35 \ 30,000

7.28(35 - 31.8) \7.28 - 3.53 31.8/
^

31.8
'

= 7,860 -}- 940 = 8,800 lb. per square inch.

0 30,000 X 7.28 / 35 7.28 \ 30,000

7.28(35 - 31.8) V31. 8 7.28 + 3.97/ 31.

= 4,230 -b 940 = 5,170 lb. per square inch.

Halsey states that for a high grade of wrought iron, properly heat treated,

a maximum unit tensile stress of 17,000 lb. per square inch is permissible.
For wrought iron with an ultimate tensile strength of 48,000 lb. per square
inch this cannot be considered safe, especially when it is remembered that a
hook may be subjected to a shock load, and that there is considerable danger
to life and limb in case of failure. Using a factor of safety of seven the
allowable unit stress is about 7,000 lb. per square inch for wrought iron, and
about 8,500 lb. per square inch for steel. The above computed maximum
unit stress may therefore be considered safe for a hook which is made of a
good grade of steel.
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If the curvature is neglected in the above problem, the maximum unit
tensile stress is as follows:

52 -f 4 X 5 X 3.5 + 3.52

« Me P
St =

“T + A

36(5 + 3.5)

30,000 X 7.28 X 3.53

148

X 7.5 148 in.*

30,000

31.8

— 5,220 -f" 940 = 6,160 lb. per square inch.

This calculation shows again that the flexural unit stress is much too low
when determined by this approximate method.

Sometimes the cross-section of a hook, punch frame, or other

curved beam is of such shape that it cannot be conveniently

broken up into areas for which the factor A' may be computed.
In such cases the value of A' may be determined by employing
graphical or semi-graphical methods .

1

Problem

1. Punch and Shearing Machine .—Design and make a complete set of

drawings for a
|

punch and shearing machine in accordance

with the following specifications:

Capacity .—The capacity must be equal to that given in Table I for

machine No The general specifications must be consistent with

those capacities and dimensions given in Table II and for a throat depth

of ... in.

Frame .—The frame of the machine is to be made of a good grade of

cast iron, free from defects, and to be of box section amply designed for

its rated capacity. The permissible maximum unit stresses to be used for

this design are .... lb. per square inch for tensile and shear and .... lb.

per square inch for compression.

Shafts .—The main shaft is to be forged of open-hearth steel containing

from 0.20 to 0.30 per cent carbon. The journals to be large enough to

insure ample bearing surface and good lubrication.

Bearings .—The main shaft bearings are to be bushed with bronze.

Pendulum .—The pendulum is to be a steel casting, finished to fit

accurately at the eccentric and ram, and provision made to insure good
lubrication. The pendulum block is to be of phosphor-bronze.

Ram .—The ram is to be of cast steel and proportioned to present ample
sliding surfaces. A bronze gib should be provided to allow for adjust-

ment for wear. The punching and shearing tools are to be fastened to

the ram by through bolts made easily accessible.

Clutch .—The clutch is to be of fitted and attached to the

main shaft by two feather keys.

Maurer and Withey, “Strength of Materials,” p. 218.

Moreey, “Strength of Materials,” p. 339.
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Gears .—The gear and pinion are to he made of a good grade of cast

iron. The gear is to be made and the jaws are to be

The gear teeth are to be machine molded. The gear ratio is to be
to

Flywheel.—The flywheel is to be made of a good grade of cast iron.

The outside diameter to be in. and the face in.

Pulleys .—Tight and loose pulleys are to be provided. The diameter
of the pulleys are in. and the face in. The driving

belt is to be two-ply leather and in. wide.

Pinion Shaft .—The pinion shaft is to be cold rolled steel shafting

provided with ample journals. The boxes are to be split and lined with
babbitt metal.

Back Frame .—The back frame is to be made of a good grade of cast
iron and to conform with the general lines of the main frame. The back
frame is to be fastened to the main frame by through bolts.

Other Details .—The machine is to be provided with a treadle connected
to the clutch operating mechanism by adjustable links. The ram is to be
provided with an adjustable counterbalance. All pins, studs, and levers

are to be designed to withstand reasonably hard usage. The machine
should conform with all local and state safety rules and regulations.

Table I.

—

Punch and Shear Capacity

Size

number

Punching
pressure,

tons

Area
sheared,

square
inches

Maximum
hole

punched

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
11

7.5
20.0
30.0
50.0
78.0
100.0
137.0
200.0
242.0
300.0
475.0

0.30 y8 x *4
0.80 34 X 34
1.20 HX H
2.00 HX U
3. 12 1 XI
4.00 134X1
5.50 1^X1
8.00 234X1 34
9.68 234xm
12.00 234X134
19.00 3 X 2

Bars
sheared,

inches

Rounds
sheared,

inches

2UX 34 H
3 X 34 1

3 XU 134
5 X U 134
6 X 14 lU
7 XI 2

8 X134 2>4
9 X1K 234
10 X134 2U
11 XI hi
10 X 234 434

Thick-
Angles
sheared,
inches

l^xiKx H
1%X1HX 34

ness of

plate

split,

inches

34

H
2>2X2HX 34
4 X 4 X 34
6 X 6 X 34
6 X 6 X %
6 X 6 X 34
6 X 6 X U
6 X 6 X %
8 X 8 XU
8 X 8 X134

34

H
H

l

1H
134
1H
1 34

234
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Motor,

horsepower

Strokes

per

minute

Throat

depths,
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CHAPTER XVII

SAFETY ENGINEERING DESIGN

369 . Any moving part of a machine which is within the

zone of a worker is considered an accident hazard, and may be
the cause of an injury. Machines employed on heavy work, or

machines which are operated at high speeds, are especially

hazardous, unless precautions have been taken to guard against

accidents.

The records of one of the state 1 accident boards shows that

during one year there were 90,168 accidents in the industries of

that state, of which 474 were fatal. Machinery was responsible

for 32,088 accidents, 215 of which were fatal. It is estimated
by safety engineers that from 50 to 75 per cent of all accidents

are preventable, one-half by the removal of dangerous hazards
by the application of safety devices, and one-half by safety

education.

Most of the states have enacted legislation which prescribes

reasonable protection for machine operators and other workmen
who may be exposed to injury. States having such laws hold the

employer of the workers responsible for injuries to their employees,
provided workers are injured while performing their regular

duties.

Industrial concerns and other employers usually carry casualty
insurance for the protection of the workers. Insurance premium
rates are lower in well-regulated industries where reasonable
precautions are taken to prevent accidents, by providing machin-
ery and shop equipment with safety appliances, than in indus-
tries where these appliances are lacking.

The Industrial Commissions or Accident Boards of the several

states are charged with the enforcement of the laws, which hold
the employers liable for compensation for the temporary dis-

ability of the worker, or for an injury of a permanent nature.

These commissions and boards are often given quasi-judicial

powers to make rules and regulations for the protection of

1 Annual Report of the Massachusetts Industrial Accident Board, 1913.

400
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workers, without imposing unnecessary or unreasonable hardships
upon the employers. These boards also act as arbiters on dis-

puted points, and have legal power to penalize employers who
fail to provide reasonable protection for their workers.

Purchasers of machinery and mechanical equipment demand
that the builders provide safety devices in accordance with the
accepted standard of local requirements, and it frequently
happens that the safety features of one machine are the de-

ciding factor in its choice over another machine offered in

competition.

Safety appliances should in no way interfere with the operation
of the machine, should not slow up production, nor inconven-
ience the worker unnecessarily.

The lack of uniform state and underwriter company require-

ments has been partially overcome by the adoption, in 1927, of a
safety code by the American Engineering Standards Committee, 1

and the following discussion has been abstracted from the first

revision of the Safety Code for Mechanical Power-Transmission
Apparatus.

370. Purpose of the Code.—The purpose of the code is to

provide reasonable safety for life, limb, and health. The sugges-

tions made in the code are intended to serve as a guide for design

engineers, and apply especially to new machines and installations.

The rules given should be liberally construed and applied to

secure the best results, and in case of practical difficulty or

unnecessary hardship, exception to the literal requirements may
be granted if equivalent protection is secured. Where specific

devices or methods are mentioned, other devices or methods
which will secure equally good results may be used, subject to the

approval of the enforcing authority.

371. Guards for Prime Movers.—Prime movers include

steam, gas, oil, and air engines, motors, steam turbines, and

hydraulic turbines. When a flywheel is located so that any part

is 6 ft. or less above the floor, it should be guarded in one of the

following ways:
(a) With an enclosure of sheet, perforated, or expanded

metal, or woven wire, as shown in Fig. 1. The specifications for

this material are given in Table I.

1 The sponsor organizations are: National Bureau of Casualty and Surety

Underwriters, International Association of Industrial Accident Boards and

Commissions, and the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
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Table I.—Materials and Dimensions for All Guards Except Those
for Horizontal Overhead Belts

GUARD CONSTRUCTION
, MetalMo&or/tea vier.

IRON PIPE GUARD WITH
WIRE CLOTH FILLER •PROTECTION OF

ROUGH EDGE5

PERFORATED OR
SHEET NETAL BOLTED
DIRECTLY TO ANGLE

‘‘O''
1 '

Cl ATFLAT STRIP
RIVETED (OR BOLTED)
TO ANGLE TO

FASTEN FILLER

WOVEN WIRE.
I" MESH %'ROUHD

FRAMES.

Material

Clearance
from mov-
ing part at

all points,

inches

Largest
mesh or

opening
allowable,

inches

Minimum
gage (U. S.

Stand.) or

thickness

Minimum
height of

guard from
floor or plat-

form level,

feet and inches

Woven wire

Expanded metal.

Perforated metal

Sheet metal

Under 4
4-15

Under 4
4-15

Under 4

4-15

Under 4

>2 No. 16

2 No. 12

K No. 18

2 No. 13

H No. 20

2 No. 14

No. 22

6-0

5-

0
6

-

0

5 0
6-0

5-

0
6

-

0

Wood or metal atrip crossed

4-15
Under 4

4-15

Wood or metal strip not crossed. Under 4
4-15

Standard rail Min. 15

>2

2

j^2 widtn

1 width

No. 22
Wood % in.

Metal No. 16

Wood £4 in.

Metal No. 16

Wood £4 in.

Metal No. 16

Wood % in.

Metal No. 16

5-0

6-0

5-

0

6

-

0

5—0

Max. 20

(b) With guard rails as shown in Fig. 2, placed not less than 15
in. nor more than 20 in. from the rim. Specifications for guard
rails are included in the code. When a flywheel extends into a
pit, or is within 12 in. of the floor, a toe board should be provided
which is at least 4 in. high, made of wood, metal, or metal grill.

Toe boards at flywheel pits should be placed close to the edge of

the pit.
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(c) The upper part of a flywheel which protrudes through a
working floor should be entirely enclosed, or surrounded by a
guard rail and toe board.

(d) For flywheels 1 with smooth rims which are 5 ft. or less in

diameter, when the preceding methods cannot be applied, the

following may be used: A sheet-metal disk is attached to the

flywheel so as to cover the spokes on the exposed side, presenting

a smooth surface and edge. A 4-in. open space may be left

Fig. l.»—Guard of woven wire.

Fig. 2.—Guard rail enclosure.

between the outside edge of the disk and the rim of the wheel,

to facilitate turning the wheel over. When a disk is used, the

keys or other dangerous projections should either be cut off or

covered.

Engine cranks, connecting rods, tail rods, or extension piston

rods, which are exposed to contact, should be enclosed by a guard

rail or a metal guard, fastened to the frame of the machine or to

the floor.

1 It may be of interest to the student to know that casualty insurance

rates are higher for flywheels than for boilers, which indicates that accidents

due to the bursting of flywheels are more frequent than those due to boiler

explosions.
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Governor balls which are 6 ft. or less from the floor or other

working level, if exposed to contact, should be enclosed for the

full working range of the governor.

372. Guards for Shafting.—Each continuous line of shafting

should be secured in position against excessive endwise move-
ment. Inclined and vertical shafts,

especially inclined idler shafts, should

_ be securely held in position against end
thrust. All exposed parts of horizontal

rv 13 A AT* 1 ASQ fT*r\TY"\ + Vl Oi

* floor or working platform (excepting

\ ^ runways used exclusively for oiling ormJk-

¥
— (b)

J for making running ad j
ustments) should

be protected by a stationary casing

a \ which, encloses the shaft completely, as

shown in Fig. 3(a), or by a trough

enclosing the sides and top as shown in

Fig. 3(b), or by a trough enclosing the
iards. sides and bottom, as shown in Fig. 3(c).

Shafting which extends over a drive-

Fxo. :

(C)

3.—Shaft gi

way should be protected as indicated above, unless it is 15 ft. or

more above the driveway.

Shafting under bench machines should be enclosed by a fixed

casing, as shown in Fig. 4. The sides of the trough should come
within 6 in. of the under side of the table, or, if near the floor,

within 6 in. of the floor. The trough should extend at least

2 in. below or above the shafts.

Projecting shaft ends should present a smooth edge, and the

shaft should not project a distance greater than one-half its

diameter, unless provided with a non-rotating cap or safety

sleeve. Unused keyways should be filled up or covered.

373. Pulley Guards.—Any parts of a moving pulley which are

6 ft. or less from the floor or working platform should be guarded.
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Pulleys which serve as flywheels, on which the point of contact
between the belt and pulley is more than 6 ft. from the floor or
platform, should be guarded with a disk as described for flywheels.

Pulleys with cracks, or pieces broken out of the rims, should be
replaced.

374. Location of Pulleys.—When the distance between a
shaft bearing and a fixed pulley is less than the width of the belt,

a guide should be provided to prevent the belt from leaving the
pulley on the side where insufficient clearance exists.

The Wrong Way* Countershaft showing how belts may
wedge when they slip offputleys if insufficient
space is allowed.

Ca )

Fig. 5.—Wrong and right ways of locating pulleys.

When a pulley overhangs a bearing, a guide should be provided

on the outer side of the pulley, to prevent the belt from running

off the pulley.

Pulleys should be located on the shaft so that the distance

between the pulley and the shaft bearing is equal to the width

of the belt. Figure 5(a) shows how pulleys should not be located

on the shaft with respect to the bearings, and Fig. 5(6) shows the

correct location.

Ordinary pulleys should not be operated at rim speeds in

excess of 4,000 ft. per minute. When pulleys operate at rim

speeds in excess of 4,000 ft. per minute they should be balanced

for the speed at which they operate.
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Composition pulleys and laminated-wood pulleys should not

be used in locations which are continually subjected to the

action of moisture. Pulleys used under conditions producing

active corrosion should be constructed of corrosion-resisting

material.

Pulleys which are permanently out of service should be

removed from shafting which is in use.

375. Belt, Rope, and Chain Guards.—Horizontal belts and
ropes which are 6 ft. or less from the floor level should be guarded.

The guard should be constructed of material according to

Table I, and should extend at least 15 in. above the belt. Hori-

zontal belts and ropes having both runs 42 in. or less from the

floor, should have guards fully enclosing the belt or rope. In
power plants or rooms in which power is developed guard rails

may be used.

Overhead horizontal belts, with the lower strand 7 ft. or less

from the floor or platform, should be guarded on the sides and
bottom, as shown in Fig. 6. The guard material and dimensions
are given in Table II.

Overhead horizontal belts which are more than 7 ft. above the
floor, should be guarded for their entire length under the following

conditions

:

() If located over passageways or work places, and if the
speed of the belt is 1,800 ft. or more per minute.

() If the center to center distance between pulleys is 10 ft.

or more.

(c) If the belt is 8 in. or more in width.

When the upper and lower runs of horizontal belts are so
located that passage of persons between them would be possible,

the passage should be completely barred by a guard rail or other
barrier, or a platform should be constructed over the lower run.
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This platform should be guarded by a railing completely filled

with wire mesh or other filler, or by a solid barrier. The upper

run should be guarded to prevent contact with the belt by the

worker or by objects carried by him. In power plants, only the

lower run of a belt need be guarded.

Overhead chain and link belt drives which are in excess of

2 in. wide should be guarded as described for belts.

The American or continuous system of rope drives, which are

so located that the condition of the rope (especially the splice)

cannot be constantly and easily observed, should be equipped
with a “telltale” device which will give warning when the rope

begins to fray. A “telltale” device which rings an electric bell

when the rope begins to fray is shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7.—-“Tell tale” device for indicating frayed rope.

Cone-pulley belts should be equipped with a belt shifter so

constructed that it will guard the nip-point of the belt and
pulley. The nip-point is the point where the belt running on
to a pulley meets the face of the pulley. If the belt is of the
endless type or laced with rawhide laces, the belt will be con-
sidered guarded if the nip-point guard is located in front of the
cone, and extending to the top of the largest step of the cone, and
so formed that it will show the contour of the cone in order to
give the nip-point of the belt and pulley full protection. If the
cone pulley is located less than 3 ft. from the floor, the pulley-and
belt should be guarded to a height of 3 ft.

Belt tighteners of the counterbalanced form should be of

substantial construction and securely fastened, and the bearings
should be capped. Means should be provided to prevent the
pulley from falling in case the belt should break. If suspended
counterweights are used which are not safe by location, they
should be fully guarded.
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376. Gear Guards.—Power-driven gears should be guarded
by (a) a complete enclosure constructed of sheet metal, as shown
in Fig. 8, or wire mesh as shown in Fig. 9; by (6) a band guard
constructed from the materials given in Table I; or by (c) a
band guard covering the width of the gears and having flanges
extending beyond the bottom of the teeth in the exposed sides.

Front Side

Wire
Cloth '

or

Sheet
Metal-

Fig. 9.—Wire mesh gear guard.

377. Sprocket Wheels and Chains.—Power-driven sprocket

wheels and chains should be enclosed unless they are at least 7 ft.

above the floor.

378. Openings in Guards for Oiling.—When parts which are

guarded by enclosed guards require frequent attention and
lubrication, the enclosure should be provided with hinged or

sliding self-closing covers.

379. Guarding Friction Drives.—The driving portion of fric-

tion drives, if exposed to contact, should be guarded. All

friction drive wheels, having arms, spokes, or holes in the wheel

web, should be enclosed. Projecting bolts or other parts which

might be dangerous should be guarded.

380. Keys, Set Screws, and Other Projections.—Keys and
set screws, or other projecting parts of revolving members,
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should be guarded by a metal cover, or made flush with the cir-

cular contour of the moving member. Safety set screws and ’the

method of their application are shown in Fig. 10. When set

screws, keys, or oil cups are on the hubs of wheels and pulleys

Countersunk Heads wiih Special Wrenches

Fig. 10.—Various forms of safety set screws.

which are 20 in. in diameter or less, and which are inside the plane
of the rim edges, they are not considered dangerous.

381. Collars and Couplings.—Revolving collars, including
the split type, should be cylindrical in form. Set screws or

(a)
Split" Coupling

( b) ( c)

Solid Sleeve Clamp Coupling
Coupling with Safety Sl°evei

Fig. 11.—Safety couplings.

bolts should not project outside of the large periphery of the

collar. Figure 11 shows three types of safety couplings.

Shaft couplings should present no hazards from bolts, nuts, set

screws, or revolving surfaces. Three types of safety-flanged

couplings are shown in Fig. 12. The shifting parts of jaw
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clutches and the shifting or mechanism part of friction clutch
couplings should be attached to the driven section of the shaft,

that is, the section of the shaft which is idle when the clutch is

disengaged.

, <a)
.

Cb)
Compression Bolt Heads and

Coupling Countersunk

Fig. 12.—Safety-flanged couplings.

382. Bearings.—Self-lubricating bearings are recommended
for safety. All oil-drip pans and drip-oil cups should be securely

fastened.

383. Starting and Stopping Devices.—A permanent belt-

shifting device should be provided for a tight and loose pulley

combination, so arranged that it will prevent the belt from creep-

For Horizontal Belt*
W

Fig. 13.—-Types of belt perches.

ing from the loose to the tight pulley. Belt shifter and clutch

handles should be rounded, and located within easy reach of the

machine operator. When a belt shifter is not located directly

over a machine or bench, the handles should be 6 ft. 6 in. above

the floor. Belt and clutch shifters of the same type should

move in the same direction to stop machines. This suggestion
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does not apply to shifters which have three positions, the handle

being in the neutral or central position when the machine is idle.

Belt poles should not be substituted for mechanical belt

shifters. If pole belt shifters are used they should be large

enough to enable the worker to grasp and hold them securely.

A 2-in. diameter or a by 2-in. rectangular section is suggested.

Poles should be made of straight-grained wood such as ash or

hickory, and finished smooth, with the edges of rectangular

sections rounded. Poles should be long enough to extend from
the top of the pulley to within 40 in. of the floor.

Belt perches should be provided to keep idle belts, which are

off their moving pulleys, from coming in contact with the pulley

or shaft. Several types of belt perches are shown in Fig. 13.

Perches should be substantially made, and designed to allow the

belt to be shipped easily from the pulley to the perch, and back to

position on the pulley.

When the shifting of a belt by hand must be done of necessity,

the joint in the belt should not be formed by metal fasteners,

or any other fastening, which, by its construction or due to wear,

would be considered a hazard.

384. Abrasive Wheels. 1—All abrasive wheels which operate

at speeds in excess of 2,000 surface ft. per minute, should be
provided with one of the following forms of protection, which

are listed in the order of their

importance.

(a) Protection Hood .
2—A pro-

tection hood is an enclosure con-

sisting of a peripheral and two
side members, enclosing as much
of the grinding wheel as the

nature of the work will permit.

If the wheel surface speed is

below 7,000 ft. per minute, the

hood may be made of gray iron,

malleable iron, or steel castings.

If the surface speed is above 7,000 ft. per minute, the hood should
be constructed of fabricated steel, as shown in Fig. 14.

1 American Standard. Safety Code for the Use, Care, and Protection of

Abrasive Wheels. Adopted July 7, 1926, American Engineering Standards
Committee.

2 Specifications for materials for hoods may be procured from the American
Society for Testing Materials, Philadelphia, Pa.

Pig. 14.—Protection hood for

abrasive wheel.
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(b) Protection Flange.—A protection flange is designed for a
wheel of special shape, so that it will retain the parts of the wheel
if the wheel should break in operation.

(c) Protection Bands .—A protection band is a continuous band
placed around a cup, cylinder, or sectional ring wheel, to retain

effectually the pieces of such a wheel which might break in

operation.

(d) Protection Chuck,—A protection chuck is used for mounting
cup, cylinder, or sectional ring wheels, and is so designed that the
jaws enclose the wheel, up to a point which depends upon the
thickness of the wheel. The distance which any wheel extends
beyond the jaws of the chuck should not exceed 2 in.

Hoods on wheels used for dry grinding should be provided
with a connection to an exhaust system, in order to carry away
the particles and dust of the grinding operation.

All new wheels should be run at full speed for 1 minute before

applying the work, during which time the operator should stand

at one side. Abrasive wheels should not be operated at

speeds in excess of those which are recommended by the wheel

manufacturer.

The above discussion does not apply to metal, cloth, or paper

wheels or disks having a layer or layers of abrasive on the surface.

385. Power and Foot-press Guards.—Punch and forming

presses are a particularly dangerous type of machine tool to

operate. The work must be placed and removed for each machine
operation by one of the following methods:

(a) Manual feeding, or placing the material under the ram by
hand, or by the use of hand tools.

(

b

) Semi-automatic feeding ,
or placing the material under the

ram by some mechanical device. The device requires the

attention of the operator at each stroke of the ram.

(c) Automatic feeding ,
or placing the work under the ram by a

mechanical device which does not require the attention of the

operator at each stroke of the ram.

Press guards are classed as gate or sweep guards, depending

upon whether they completely enclose the point of operation

before the operating clutch becomes engaged, or move across the

point of operation after the operating clutch has become engaged.

Every power press should be provided with some means for

disconnecting all power from the press, and from the pulley on

the press. Large presses should be provided with means of
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stopping the machine instantly at any point in the stroke.

Treadles or pedals should be guarded against accidental tripping.

Automatic or semi-automatic feeding devices are the best

means of safeguarding the operation of power presses, and they
usually result in an increase of production. Automatic feeding

devices are actuated by one of the following movements; roll,

push, pull, or plunger.

Gate guards are usually preferable to sweep guards, because

when the treadle or hand lever is operated, the gate completely

encloses the work. Gate guards are usually connected to the

foot treadle, and may expand upward, downward, or sidewise.

Two-hand tripping devices require the use of both hands to

start the working operation, taking the hands of the operator

out of the danger zone.

386. Suggestions for Die Designers, Makers, and Setters.

—

Feeding devices, knockouts, and guards are usually attached to

the die, or must be made to conform to the die, therefore, the

designer of the die should have the element of safety constantly

in mind while planning for the work. The following suggestions

should be given consideration:

1. The method of feeding should be determined before start-

ing the design, to insure the safe operation of the machine.

2. Holes should be tapped in heavy dies for the insertion of

screw-eyes for lifting.

3. Guide pins should be used to insure alignment of the dies.

4. The stripper or guard enclosure should be set not more
than H of an in. above the lower die, and the enclosure should
be at least as high as the highest travel of the ram.

5. The front, both sides, and the back of the die should be
guarded, so that the operator will not be tempted to reach
around the ram if the material sticks.

6. When setting dies or making adjustments (except on large

presses which cannot be turned by hand) the power should first

be disconnected. If the power is disconnected by the throwing
of a belt shifter, clutch lever, or electric switch, these should be
locked or blocked in the open position.

7. The dies and die holders should be designed to allow the
operator the greatest visibility of the work.

387. Woodworking Machinery.—Machines should be used on
work and material for which they are designed. Many wood-
working machines accomplish a variety of operations satis-
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factorily, and because of this variety it is sometimes difficult to
provide effective guards for the point of operation. Whenever
practicable, a machine should be selected and guarded for a
specific operation, and other work of a different character,

involving special hazards, should be assigned to other machines
suitable for the work. This may require additional machinery,
but usually the cost is offset by the economy in time which
would otherwise be required to change the setting of machines,
and by the prevention of delays which this causes in a busy shop.
All woodworking machines should be stopped immediately upon
the completion of an operation, and the accidental starting of

machines should be guarded against.

388. Hot Forging and Stamping.—Where practicable, metal
guards should be provided at the point of operation, and a guard
should be provided to stop all flying particles. This class of

machinery includes drop hammers, steam hammers, pneumatic
hammers, hydraulic presses, trimming presses, bulldozers, upset-

ting machines, bolt- and rivet-heading machines, and hot saws.

389. Identification of Piping Systems by Colors. 1—Various

color schemes have been introduced by industrial plants and
organizations for the identification of piping systems, and in

general the key colors used were satisfactory to those using them.

Such color schemes could not be uniform, and their significance

was lost to outside agencies such as fire departments, and caused

confusion in the minds of those who changed employment from
one plant to another. Many mills and plants, desirous of secur-

ing the advantages of an identification scheme, did not install

one because there was no generally accepted standard available.

390. Definitions.—Piping systems include, in addition to the

pipes of any kind, fittings, brackets, valves, and pipe coverings.

Pipes are conduits for transporting gases, liquids, and semi-

liquids or plastics, but not solids carried in air or gas.

For general identification purposes piping systems are classified

as follows:

1. Fire Protection ,
Materials

,
and Equipment .—Materials and

equipment for fire protection include sprinkler systems and other

fire-fighting equipment.
1 Extracted from the report of the Sectional Committee on the Identifi-

cation of Piping Systems, American Engineering Standards Committee.

The sponsor organizations are The National Safety Council, 108 E. Ohio

St., Chicago, HI., and the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 29

W. 39th St., New York City.
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2. Dangerous Materials.—Dangerous materials are those which
in themselves are hazardous to life or property by virtue of

being easily ignited, productive of poisonous gases, or are in

themselves poisonous. They include materials which are known
ordinarily as fire producers or explosives.

3. Safe Materials.—Safe materials are those involving no
hazard in their handling, and are of no extraordinarily high

value. A workman making repairs on a piping system will run
no undue risk in breaking into a pipe bearing a safe material,

even though the pipe had not been emptied by previous

arrangement.

Fig. 15.—Location and size of lettering on pipe.

4. Protective Materials.—Protective materials are those which
are piped through plants to be available either to prevent or

minimize the hazards of dangerous materials. A plant may have
special gases, which are antidotes to poisonous fumes, piped

through the shop to be released in case of danger.

5. Extra Valuable Material.—Extra valuable material might be
classed with safe materials, but because of its high value it is

given a separate major classification.

391. Method of Identification.—At conspicuous places in a

piping system color bands should be painted on the pipes to desig-

nate to which one of the five main classes the contents belong.

If desired, the entire length of the piping system may be painted
according to the main classification color.

The actual contents of pipes may be indicated, preferably by a
stenciled legend, giving, the name of the contents in full or in
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abbreviated form. These legends should be placed on the colored
bands. The identification may be extended by the use of colored
stripes placed at the ends of the colored bands. Figure 15
shows the size of stencil letters to be used, and their location
with respect to the center fine of the pipe. The bands, legends,
and stripes should be placed at intervals throughout the piping
system, preferably adjacent to valves and fittings, to insure ready
recognition during operation, while making repairs, and at times
of emergency. Figure 16 shows the position of legends with
respect to visibility from the floor.

Fig. 16 .—Position of pipe legends with respect to visibility from the floor.

392. Color Scheme.—The following colors have been chosen

for marking purposes because they are readily distinguishable

one from the other. Red has been assigned to fire-protection

equipment because of long established custom. Yellow and

orange have been assigned to dangerous materials because they

have a high coefficient of reflection under white light, and can be

readily recognized under the poorest condition of illumination.

Yellow is the traditional color of the quarantine flag and has been

adopted as the caution signal for railroads and road traffic.

The assignment of the other three colors follow's in natural order.

1. (F) Fire Protection

—

red

2. (D) Dangerous Materials

—

yellow or orange

3. (S) Safe Materials

—

green (or the achromatic colors white,

black
,
gray

,

or aluminum).

4. (P) Protective Materials

—

bright blue .

5. (F) Extra Valuable Materials

—

deep purple.

The classification of some of the ordinary materials contained

in or transported by piping is given in Table III.
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Table III.

—

Classification of Materials Carried in Pipes

Key: F-Fire D-Danger- $-Safe

Protection oijs

Red Yellow Green

P-Protec- Y-Extra
tive Valuable
Blue Purple

Pressure

Material piped
Physical
state

Temperature
of material
degrees

Fahrenheit

Vacuum
Pounds per in water
square inch or mer-

cury

Classifi*
cation

Acetic acid , . , Liquid
Liquid
Liquid
Gas

Normal
Alcohol Cool
Alum solution . Cool
Acetylene gas 0 to 200
Benzol Liquid

Liquid
Gas

Cold
Brine Cold
Blau gas 00 to 200
Compressed air Gas 80
C0 2 Gas and -30 to -100

Caustic soda sol

liquid
Solution

Chlorine Gas, liquid
and

solution
Gas andCarbon bisulphide

Chloroform
liquid

Gas and

Carbon tetrachloride . .

liquid
Liquid
GasCoal gas 0 to 200

Dyes Solution Cool
Flue gas (waste heat) ....
Glycerine

Gas
Liquid
Gas

0 to 200
Hot and cold

Hydrogen
H 2S gas Gas 0 to 150
Lactic acid Liquid

Liquid
Gas and
liquid
Liquid
Gas

Normal
Miscl. solvent Cool
Mercury

Muriatic acid
Natural gas 0 to 200
Nitric acid Liquid

Liquid
Liquid
Gas

Normal
Oils (petroleum) below 580
Paper sizing solution
Pintsch gas 6 to 200
Producer gas Gas 0 to 200'

Paint Liquid
Liquid
Liquid
Vapor
Vapor
Gas and

Cold
Soda ash solution Cold
Sugar juices and syrup. .

.

Steam
195 to 200
below 212

Steam 212 to 800
S0 2 -30 to 100

Turpentine
liquid
Liquid
Liquid

Cold
Tar
Varnish Cold and hot
Water Liquid

Gas
Cold

Water gas 0 to 200

30 28 Hg

0.5 to 250
up to 80
about 60
0.5 to 250

300 to 3,000
0 to 250 (gage)

0.5 to 250

0.5 to 250
up to 60

0.5 to 100
60 to 22

29 in. to 1001b.

0.5 to 200
10

below 1,200

0.5 to 250
0.5 to 250

30
60

0 to 50
below atmos.
above atmos.
0 to 250 (gage)

up to 80

30
any pressure
0.5 to 250

D
D
D
D
D
S
D
S
D

D
D

D

D

S
D
D
D
S
D
D
V
D
D

D
D
D
D
S
D
D
D
S
s
s
D
D

D
D
D
S
D

Example .—Applying the color scheme to the stream and water piping

system of a power plant, the colors and additional stripes are suggested as

shown by Table IV.
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Table IV.

—

Identification of Steam and Water Piping

Material
piped

Pressure Color band
Additional

color stripes

Steam. . .

.

Saturated (100 lb. and higher) Orange White
Superheated (100 lb. and higher) Orange White-grav
Saturated (20 to 75 lb.) Orange White-black
Superheated (20 to 75 lb.) Orange White-black
Saturated (atmosphere to 20 lb.) Orange White-green
Superheated (atmosphere to 20 lb.) Orange White-green
Vacuum (atmosphere to 1 in.

absolute) Yellow White-buff
Water. . .

.

Fire protection Red
Fresh Green
Circulating Green-blue
Boiler feed Green Black
Blow-off Green Brown
Make-up Green Gray
Treated Green Yellow
Filtered Green
Waste Green White
Hot Green
Wash Green
Return condensate Green Black
Hydraulic piping—high pressure Yellow Green-red

Hydraulic piping—low pressure Green
High pressure 50 to 125 lb. Yellow Black-white

Low pressure atmosphere to 3 lb.
i

Green Black-white

Problems

1. Design a flywheel guard for the engine in the mechanical

laboratory. The guard is to be constructed from pipe and standard

guard rail fittings similar to the guard shown in Fig. 2. Make a pencil

sketch showing all important details and dimensions.

2 . The motor in laboratory is to be fully guarded as

shown by Fig. 1. Make a pencil sketch giving all dimensions and specifi-

cations which are required in order to construct and erect the guard in

place.

3 . Design a gear guard with metal-cloth filler for the exposed gears on the

machine in the engineering shop laboratories.

4. Design a gear guard of sheet metal enclosing the gears on the

machine in the engineering shop laboratories.
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Table I.—Table of Decimal Equivalent Parts of an Inch
Fractional inch equivalents

Fractional
inch

Decimal
inch

MM Fractional

inch
Decimal
inch

MM

0.015625 0 . 3968 3%4 0.515625 13.0966
H 2 0.031250 0 . 7937 1K* 0.531250 13.4934

H* 0.046875 1.1906 3H4 0.546875 13.8903
1/16 0.062500 1 . 5874 9/16 0.562500 14 . 2872

•MU 0.078125 1 . 9843 SH4 0.578125 14.6841

yiz 0.093750 2.3812 0.593750 15.0809

%4 0 . 109375 2.7780 3Ha 0.609375 15.4778
1/8 0.125000 3.1749 5/8 0.625000 15.8747

%4 0 . 140625 3.5718 *H4 0 . 640625 16.2715

Hi 0.156250 3 . 9686 2 34 2 0.656250 16.6684

^4 0.171875 4.3655 *Ha 0.671875 17 . 0653
3/16 0 . 187500 4.7624 11/16 0.687500 17.4621

1 Ha 0.203125 5.1592 4-MU 0.703125 17.8590

J'ii 2 0.218750 5.5561 2%2 0.718750 18 . 2559
0 . 234375 5.9530 0.734375 18.6527

1/4 0 . 250000 6.3498 3/4 0.750000 19.0496
1 /64 0.265625 6 . 7467 4 ?64 0.765625 19.4465

?'3 2 0.281250 7.1436 3 94 2 i

0.781250 19.8433
0.296875 7 . 5404 5 >64 1 0.796875 20 . 2402

5/16 0.312500 7 . 9373 13/16 0.812500 20.6371
a

.

144 0.328125 8 . 3342 58 64 0.828125 21.0339
1H 2 0 . 343750 8.7310 27

3 2 0 . 843750 21.4308
2 iMU 0.359375 9.1279 53 64 0.859375 21.8277

3/8 0 . 375000 9 . 5248 7 8 0.875000 22 . 2245
2^4 0 . 390625 9.9216 57 64 0.890625 1 22.6214

0 . 406250 10.3185 29 32 0.906250 23.0183
2 3MU 0.421875 10.7154 39 64 0.921875

:

23.4151

7/16 0.437500 11.1122 15 16 0.937500
]

23.8120
2 %4 0.453125 11.5091 3 1 64 i 0.953125 1

24 . 2089
1542 0.468750 11.9060 3 >32

i

0 . 968750 24 . 6057
3h 4 0.484375 12.3029 3 3 64

|

0 . 984375 25 . 0026

1/2 0.500000 12.6997 1
1

1 . 000000 25 . 3995

421
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Table II.—Lineal Inches in Decimal Fractions of a Lineal Foot

Lineal

inches
Lineal foot

Lineal

inches
Lineal foot

I Lineal

inches
Lineal foot

3^4 0.001302083 iH 0.15625 6M 0.5625
M 2 0.00260416 2 0.1666 7 0.5833
He 0.0052083 2H 0.177083 7H 0.60416
H 0.010416 2H 0.1875 7H 0.625
Me 0.015625 2H 0.197916 7H 0 . 64583
H 0.02083 2K 0.2083 8 0 . 66667
He 0.0260416 2H 0.21875 8H 0 . 6875

H 0.03125 2H 0.22916 8H 0.7083
He 0.0364583 2H 0 . 239583 8% 0.72916
H 0.0416 3 0.25 9 0.75
He 0.046875 3H 0 . 27083 9H 0 . 77083
H 0.052083 0.2916 9H 0.7916
"He 0.0572916 3H 0.3125 9H 0.8125
H 0.0625 4 0.33333 10 0 . 83333
"He 0.0677083 4H 0.35416 10H 0.85416
H 0.072916 4H 0.375 10H 0.875
"He 0.078125 4H 0.39583 10H 0.89583

1 0.0833 5 0.4166 11 0.9166
1 H 0.09375 5H 0.4375 llH 0.9375
1 H 0.10416 5H 0 . 4583 11H 0 . 9583
l H 0.114583 5H 0.47916 HH 0.97916
1 H 0.125 6 0.5 12 1.000
1 H 0.135416 6H 0 . 52083
1 H 0.14583 6H 0.5416
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Table III.—Weight, Specific Gravity and Coefficient of Expansion
of Metals

Specific gravity,
range according

to several

authorities

Specific

gravity,

approxi-
mate mean
value used
in calcu-

lation of

weight

Weight Weight
per cubic jper cubic)

foot, inch,

pounds pounds

Linear
coefficient

of

thermal
expan-
sion,

degrees
Fahren-

heit

Aluminum. . . . 2.56 to 2.71 2.67 166.5 0.0963 0.0000128
Antimony. . . . to 6.86 6.76 421.6 0.2439
Bismuth 9.74 to 9.90 9 . 82 612.4 0.3544
Brass, copper. and zinc

80 20
1

( 8.60 536.3 0.3103
70 30 7.8 to 8.6 I1 8.40 523.8 0.3031
60 40 1 8.36 521.3 0.3017
50 50

1[
8.20 511.4 0.2959

/ copper 95 to 80 \Bronze < >
1 tin 5 to 20 J

8.52 to 8.96 8.853 552.0 0.3195 0.0000104

Cadmium .... 8.6 to 8.7 8.65 539.0 0.3121
Calcium 1.58
Chromium . . . 5.0
Cobalt 8.5 to 8

Gold, pure. . . 19.245 to 19 361 19.258 1 , 200 .

9

0.6949
Copper 8.69 to 8 92 8.853 552.0 0.3195 0 . 0000093

22 . 38 to 23 0 1 , 396 .

0

0 . 8076
Iron, cast . . . . 6.85 to 7 48 7.218 450.0 0. 2604 0 . 0000060
Iron, wrought 7.4 to 7 9 7.70 480.0 0. 2779 0.0000067
Lead 11.07 to 11 44 11.3S 709.7 0.4106
Manganese. . . 7.0 to 8 0 8.00 499.0 0.28S7
Magnesium . . . 1.69 to 1 75 1.75 109.0 0.0641

[

32°
|

13. 60 to 13 13.62 849.3 0.4915
Mercury.

i
60° 13.58 13.58 846.8 0.4900

[212° 13.37 to 13 38 13.38 834.4 0 4828
Nickel 8 . 279 to 8 93 8.8 548.7 0 3175

Platinum .... 20.33 to 22 07 21.5 1.347.0 0. 7758

Potassium. . . 0.865
Silver 10.474 to 10 511 10.505 655. 1 0.3791

Sodium 0.97
Steel 7. 69* to 7 932f] 7.854 489.6 0. 2834 0.0000065

Tin 7.291 to 7 409 7.350 458.3 0.2652

Titanium .... 5.3

Tungsten .... 17.0 to 17 6

Zinc 6.86 to 7. 20 7.00 436 .

5

0. 2526

* Hard and burned, f Very pure and soft. The specific gravity decreases as the carbon

is increased. In the first column of figures, the lowest are usually those of cast metals,

which are more or less porous; the highest are of metals finely rolled or drawn into wire.
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Table IV.—Weight of Round and Square Steel per Lineal Foot in
Pounds

(Based on 489.6 Lb. per Cubic Foot)

Size,
inches

Weight
of O 1

ft. long

Weight
of 1

ft. long

Size,
inches

Weight
of O 1

ft. long

Weight
of 1

ft. long

Size,
inches

Weight
of O 1

ft. long

Weight
of n 1
ft. long

0 .0026 0 .0033 3 24 .03 30 .60 6 96 14 122 .4
0 .0104 0 .0133 3 H 6 25 .04 31 .89 6 He 98 14 125 .0

H 0 .0417 0 .0531 3 26 .08 33 .20 6 Vh 100 .2 127 .6
He 0 .0938 0 1195 3 He 27 . 13 34 .55 6 He 102 .2 130 .2

H 0 1669 0 .2123 3 H 28 .20 35 .92 6 H 104 .3 132 .8
He 0 .2608 0 .3333 3 He 29 .30 37 .31 6 H 6 106 .4 135 .5
H 0 .3756 0 .4782 3 H 30 .42 38 .73 6 H 108 5 138 .2
H 6 0 .5111 0 .6508 3 He 31 .56 40 18 6 He 110 7 140 .9

H 0 .6676 0 .8500 3 M 32 71 41 .65 6 • H 112 8 143 .6
He 0 8449 1 076 3 He 33 90 43 14 6 He 114 9 146 5
H 1 043 1 328 3 35 09 44 68 6 117 2 149 2

1 262 1 608 3 M 6 36 31 46 24 6 ] He 119 4 152 1

H 1 502 1 913 3 3
1 37 56 47 82 6 34 121 7 154 9

1 He 1 763 2 245 3 lHe 38 81 49 42 6 ] He 123 9 157 8
H 2 044 2 603 3 H 40 10 51 05 6 U 126 2 160 8

1He 2 347 2 989 3 1LHe 41 40 52 71 He 128 5 163 6

1 2 670 3 400 4 42 73 54 40 7 3 30 9 166 6
1 3 014 3 838 4 He 44 07 56 11 7 U 135 6 172 6
1 H 3 379 4 303 4 H 45 44 57 85 7 H 140 4 178 7
1 He 3 766 4 795 4 He 46 83 59 62 7 H 145 3 184 9

1 H 4 173 5 312 4 H 48 24 61 41 7 H 150 2 191 3
1 He 4 600 5 857 4 He 49 66 63 23 7 5

h 155 2 197 7
1 H 5 049 6 428 4 51 11 65 08 7 160 3 204 2
1 He 5 518 7 026 4 He 52 58 66 95 7 7 8 165 6 210 8

1 H 6 008 7 650 4 54 07 68 85 8 171 0 217 6
1 He 6. 520 8 301 4 'He 55 59 70 78 8 176 3 224 5
1 7 051 8 978 4 H 57 12 72 73 8 l

4 181 8 231 4
1 :lHe 7. 604 9. 682 4 1 He 58. 67 74. 70 8 3

S 187. 3 238. 5

1 % 8. 178 10. 41 4 H 60. 25 76. 71 8 *8 193. 0 245 6
1 l He 8. 773 11

.

17 4 1 H 6 61

.

84 78. 74 8 198. 7 252. 9
1 7A 9. 388 11

.

95 4 7 8 63. 46 80. 81 8 204. 4 260. 3
1 lH 6 10. 02 12. 76 4i He 65. 10 82. 89 8 210. 3 267. 9

2 10. 68 13. 60 5 66. 76 85. 00 9 216. 3 275

.

4
2 He 11. 36 14. 46 5 He 68. 44 87. 14 9 1

K 222. 4 283

.

2
2 H 12. 06 15. 35 5 H 70. 14 89. 30 9 >4 228. fj 290. 9
2 H e 12. 78 16. 27 5 He 71. 86 91. 49 9 234. 7 298

.

9

2 H 13. 52 17. 22 5 H 73. 60 93. 72 9 J
2 241

.

0 306

.

8
2 He 14. 28 18. 19 5 He 75. 37 95. 96 9 247. 4 315. 0
2 $8 15. 07 19. 18 5 3 ^ 77. 15 98. 23 9 3

4 253. 9 323

.

2
2 He 15. 86 20. 20 5 He 78. 95 100. 5 9 U 260. 4 331

.

6

2 H 16. 69 21

.

25 5 H 80. 77 102. 8 10 267. 0 340. 0
2 He 17. 53 22. 33 5 He 82. 62 105. 2 10 H 280. 6 357. 2
2 18. 40 23. 43 5 84. 49 107. 6 10 H 294. 4 374

.

9
2 lHe 19. 29 24. 56 511H 6 86. 38 110. 0 10 H 308. 6 392

.

9

2 H 20. 20 25. 71 5 U 88. 29 112. 4 11 323. 1 411 . 4
2 LHe 21. 12 26. 90 51 He 90. 22 114 . 0 11 H 337. 9 430. 3
2 22. 07 28. 10 5 H 92. 17 171 . 4 11 H 353. 1 449. 6
2'He 23. 04 29. 34 5i He 94. 14 119. 9 11 H 368

.

6 469 4

These figures represent the theoretical weights of steel. Iron will run about 2 per cent
lighter; cast iron 9 per cent lighter.
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Table V.—Alloys
(U. S. Navy Specifications for Non-ferrous Rolled Metals)

Composition by percentage

Letter Name
Copper Tin Zinc

Lead,
maxi-
mum

Iron,

maxi-
mum

Miscellaneous

A Admiralty
1

70 I Remain- 0.075 0.06
(min.)

j

(min.) der
Be-r Benedict nickel S4-86 Remainder nickel
B-r Sheet brass and pip- 60-70 Remain- 0.5

ing. der
B-r Commercial brass rod 60-63 Remain- 3.0

j der
Cu-r Copper 99.5

(min.)

D-r Muntz metal 59-62 Remain- 0.6
der

P-r Phosphor-bronze 1 .. . . 85-95 5-10 4 0.2 0.06 Phosphorus, 0.15
(max.)

Mn-r Manganese-bronze 1 .. 57-60 0.5 37-40 1.0 Manganese, 0.30
Mo-r Monel metal Remain- 3.5 Nickrf, 60 (min.) j

!

der aluminum, 0.5
i (max.)

N-r Rolled naval brass. .

.

59-63 0. 5-1.5 Remain- 0.2 0.06
I der

1 The figures given are approximate md are a guide as to the proportions of the elements,

except those for lead, aluminum, and iron, which are maximum limits.

Table VI.—Composition of Miscellaneous Alloys

Alloys
Anti-

mony
Bis-

muth
Cop-
per

Iron Lead Nickel Silver Tin Zinc

Brass, common yellow. 01.6 2.9 1 0 2 35 3

32 1 5 10

Brass castings, common 20 2 5 1 25

S 1

Copper flanges 9 0.26 1

Rrnri?|P ptn.tiifl.ry . . . 91.4 1.37 1 7 5 . 53

Oprmfip piprer .... 2 6 .

5

7 9
i

6 3

Britannia metal 50 25 .. 25

Cl Vi i FiPQP wnl OADDOr 20.2 1 15 8 1.3 12.7C W IIJ LC CURp ^ 1 - -

Pattern letters . . . 15 15 70

Pell metal 4 1

Chinese gongs 40.5 9 2

White metal, ordinary.. 28.4 3.7 .
,J 14.2 3.7

Qrw&l f.pr 1 1 1

Type metal 1 3-7
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Table VII.—Strength op Standard and Extra Flexible Steel Hoisting

Rope. Allowable Working Loads are 20 Per Cent of Breaking
Strength

_ , , Extra flexible steel hoisting
Standard hoisting rope 6 strands, 19 wires per strand

rope g atrandSj 19 wires per
hemp center

strand hemp center

1

Diameter,

inches

i

Approximate

circumference,

inches

Approximate

weight

per

foot,

pounds

Approximate breaking

strength tons (2,000 lb.)

Mini-
mum
sheave
diam-
eter

Approximate break
strength tons

(2,000 lb.)

Mini-
mum
sheave
diam-
eter

Iron

Crucible

Bteel

Extra

strong

crucible

steel

Plow

steel

Monitor

plow

steel

Feet
0
q,
0
u

3
00

Crucible

steel

Extra

strong

crucible

steel

Plow

steel

Monitor

plow

steel

Steel

rope

j? Ct-

M X 0.10 1.1 2.2 2.43 2.65 3.15^ 1.00 1.80 2.02 2.25 0.75
Me l 0.15 ! 1.5 3.1 3.50 3.80 4.50 1.25 2.75 3.05 3.35 0.83

H lX 0.22 2.4 4.8 5.30 5.75 6.75 1.50 4.2 4.66 5.12 1.00

Me iX 0.30 2.9 6.5 7.25 8.00 9.40 1.75 5.7 6.30 6.90 1.16

X IX 0.39 3.9 8.4 9.20 10.0 12.1 2.00 7.3 8.0 8.7 9.5 1.33

Me 1% 0.50 4.7 10.0 11.2 12.3 14.5 2.25 8.7 10.

1

11.6 12.0 1.50

X 2 0.62 6.0 12.5 14.0 15.5 19.0 2.50 10.9 12.4 14.0 15.0 1.75

H 23*
j

0.89 8.5 17.5 20.2 23.0 26.3 3.00 15.3 17.6 20.0 22.0 1.83

X 2M
!

1.20 11.8 23.0 26.0 29.0 35.0 3.50 20.0 23.0 26.0 28.0 2.16
1 3

i

1.58 14.5
,

30.0 34.0 38.0 45.0 4.00 26.0 29.0 33.0 36.0 2.50
1H CO£ 2.00 18.6

;

38.0 43.0 47.0 56.0 4.50 34.0 38.0 43.0 46.0 2.83
IK 4 2.45 22.8

,
47.0 53.0 58.0 69.0 5.00 42.0 47.0 52.0 56.0 3.20

43* 3.00 28.0 56.0 64.0 72.0 84.0 5.50 51.0 57.0 64.0 68.0 3.50
H*

|

4M 3.55 33.0
!

64.0 73.0 82.0 98.0 6.00 58.0 66.0 74.0 180.0 3.75

Non-spinning hoisting rope, 18 strands, 7 wires per

strand, hemp core

% iVe 0.25 2.. 10 3 .90 4 .60 5. 55 6.. 10 1. 50

Me IK 0.31 2..63 4..90 5,.80 6..85 1

.

75

X IX 0.42 3..65 6 .90 8,. 10 9..75 10..70 2. 00

Me IX 0.57 4..85 9,.10 10..70 12..80 2. 25

X 2 0.70 5..90 11,.10 13.. 10 15..75 17..30 2. 50

X 2K 1.02 8..85 16,.70 19..60 24. 60 27..00 3. 00

X 2H 1.44 11,.95 22,.50 26 .50 31..80 35..00 3.,50

1 3 1.73 14,.95 28,.00 33 .00 36..30 39..00 4. 00

IX 3X 2.34 19,.60 36 .80 43..20 47..50 52..20 4.,50

1J4 4 2.80 23,.40 43,.80 51,.60 56..80 62..50 5. 00
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Table VIII—Average Strengths op Common Materials. Copper,
Zinc, and Tin Alloys

(U. S. Government Tests)

Percentage of Tensile

strength,

pounds per

square inch

Percentage of Tensile

strength,

pounds per

square inch

Percentage of Tensile

strength,

pounds per

square inch

Cop-

per
Zinc Tin

Cop-

per
Zinc Tin

Cop-

per
Zinc Tin

45 50 5 15,000 60 20 20 10,000 75
1

20 5 45,000

50 45 5 50,000 65 30 5 50,000 75 15 10 45,000

50 40 10 15,000 65 25 10 42,000 75 10 15 43,000

55 43 2 65,000 65 20 15 30,000 75 5 20 41,000

55 40 5 62,000 65 15 20 18,000 80 15 5 45,000

55 35 10 32,000 65 10 25 12,000 80 10 10 45,000

55 30 15 15,000 70 25 5 45,000 80 5 15 47,000

60 37 3 60,000 70 20 10 44,000 85 10 5 43,000

60 35 5 52,000 70 15 15 37,000 85 5 10 46,500

60 30 10 40,000 70 10 20 30,000 90 5 5 42,000

Table IX.—Carbon Steels

(S. A. E. Specifications for Steels)

Carbon, per cent Manganese, per cent Maximum percentage S. A. E.

Specifi-
%

cation

numberDesired
Minimum and

maximum
Desired

Minimum and

maximum
Phos-

phorus
Sulphur

0.10 0.05 to 0.15 0.45 0.30 to 0.60 0.045 0.050 1010

0.20 0.15 to 0.25 0.45 0.30 to 0.60 0.045 0.050 1020

0.25 0.20 to 0.30 0.65 0.50 to 0.80 0.045 0.050 1025

0.35 0.30 to 0.40 0.65 0.50 to 0.80 0.045 0,050 1035

0.45 0.40 to 0.50 0.65 0. 50 to 0.80 0.045 0.050 1045

0.95 0.90 to 1.05 0.35 0.25 to 0.50 0.040 0.050 1095

l
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Table IX (Continued )

Nickel and Nickel-chromium Steels 1

Carbon, per cent
Manganese,

per cent
Nickel, per cent

Chromium,

per cent S. A. E.

speci-

fication

No.De-

sired

Minimum
and

maximum

De-

sired

Minimum
and

maximum

De-

sired

Minimum
and

maximum

De-

sired

Minimum
and

maximum

INickel s ;eels

0.15 0.10 to 0.20 0.65 0.50 to 0.80 3.50 3.25 to 3, 75 2315

0.20 0.15 to 0.25 0.65 0.50 to 0.80 3.50 3.25 to 3.75 2320

0.30 0,25 to 0. 35 0.65 0.50 to 0.80 3.50 3.25 to 3.75 2330

0.35 0.30 to 0.40 0.65 0.50 to 0.80 3.50 3.25 to 3.75 2335

0.40 0.35 to 0.45 0.65 0.50 to 0.80 3.50 3.25 to 3. 75 2340

0.45 0.40 to 0.50 0.65 0.50 to 0.80 3.50 3.25 to 3.75 2345

0.12 0.17 0.45 0.30 to 0.60 5.00 4.50 to 5.25 2512 f

Nickel chromi urn steels 1

0.20 0.15 to 0.25 0.65 0.50 to 0.80 1.25 1.00 to 1.50 0.60 0.45 to 0.75 3120

0.25 0.20 to 0. 30 0.65 0,50 to 0.80 1.25 1.00 to 1.50 0.60 0.45 to 0.75; 3125

0.30 0.25 to 0.35 0.65 0.50 to 0.80 1.25 1.00 to 1.50 0.60 0.45 toO.75
1

3130

0.35 0.30 to 0.40 0.65 0.50 to 0.80 1.25 1.00 to 1.50 0.60 0.45 to 0.75 3135

0.40 0.35 to 0. 45 0.65 0.50 to 0.80 1.25 1.00 to 1.50 0.60 0.45 to 0.75 3140

0.20 0.15 to 0.25 0.45 0.30 to 0.60 1.75 1.50 to 2.00 1.10 0.90 to 1.25 3220

0.30 0.25 to 0.35 0.45 0.30 to 0.60 1.75 1.50 to 2.00 1.10 0.90 to 1.25 3230

0.40 0.35 to 0.45 0.45 0.30 to 0.60 1.75 1.50 to 2.00 1.10 0.90 to 1.25 3240

0.50 0.45 to 0.55 0.45 0.30 to 0.60 1.75 1.50 to 2. 00 1.10 0.90 to 1.25 3250

.0.15 0.10 to 0.20 0.60 0.45 to 0.75 3.00 2.75 to 3.25 0.80 0.60 to 0.95 3415

0.35 0.30 to 0.40 0.60 0.45 to 0.75 3.00 2.75 to 3.25 0.80 0.60 to 0.95 3435

0.50 0.45 to 0.55 0.60 0.45 to 0.75 3.00 2.75 to 3.25 0.80 0.60 to 0.95 3450
0.20 0.15 to 0.25 0.45 0.30 to 0.60 3.50 3.25 to 3.75 1.50 1 . 25 to 1 . 75 3320

0.30 0.25 to 0.35 0.45 0.30 to 0.60 3.50 3.25 to 3. 75 1.50 1 . 25 to 1 . 75 3330

0.40 0.35 to 0. 45 0.45 0.30 to 0.60 3.50 3.25 to 3. 75 1.50 1 . 25 to 1 . 75 3340

1 The phosphorus in the nickel and nickel-chromium steels must not exceed 0.040 per cent.

The sulphur in nickel steels must not exceed 0.045 per cent. The sulphur in nickel-chrom-

ium steels, up to and including specification No. 3140, must not exceed 0.045 per cent, and for

all specification numbers above 3140, the sulphur must not exceed 0.040 per cent.

t When it is necessary to machine, after carburizing, nickel steel parts made according to

specification No. 2512, the nickel content should be maintained as close to the lower limit as

possible.
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Table IX (Continued)

Chromium and Chromium-vanadium Steels*

Carbon, per cent
Manganese,
per cent

Chromium,
per cent

Vanadium,
per cent S. A. E.

De-
sired

Minimum
and

maximum

De-
sired

Minimum
and

maximum

De-
sired

Minimum
and

maximum

De-
sired

Minimum

speci-

fication

No.

Chromium steels

0.20 0. 15 to 0.25 t t 0.75 0.60 to 0.90 5,120
0.40 0.35 to 0.45 t t 0.75 0.60 to 0.90 140
0.65 0.60 to 0.70 t t 0.75 0.60 to 0.90 5, 165
1.00

|

0.95 to 1.1

0

0.35 0. 20 to 0.50 1.35 1.20 to 1.50j
i

52, 100

Chromium-vanadium steels

0..20 0..15 to 0. 25 0. 65 0. 50 to 0. 80 0..95 0. so to 1.. 10 0. 18 0. 15 6,120
0..25 0.,20 to 0. 30 0. 65 0. 50 to 0. SO 0..95 0. 80 to 1.. 10 0. IS 0. 15 6,125
0..30 0. 25 to 0. 35 0. 65 0. 50 to 0. 80 0. 95 0. 80 to 1. 10 0. IS 0. 15 6,130
0..35 0. 30 to 0. 40 0. 65 0. 50 to 0. 80 0. 95 0. 80 to 1. 10 0. 18 0. 15 6,135
0..40 0. 35 to 0. 45 0. 65 0. 50 to 0. 80 0. 95 0. SO to 1. 10 0. IS 0. 15 6,140
0..45 0. 40 to 0. 50 0.,65 0. 50 to 0. 80 0. 95 0. 80 to 1. 10 0. 18 0. 15 6,145
0..50 0. 45 to 0..55 0..65 0. 50 to 0. 80 0. 95 0. 80 to 1. 10 0. 18 0. 15 6,150
0..95 0.,90 to 1., 05 0,,35

j

0. 20 to 0. 45 0. 95 0. 80 to 1. 10
L_^l

18 0.15 6,195

* The phosphorus in ehromium steels up to specification No. 5,165 inclusive must not
exceed 0.040 per cent; the maximum amount for No. 52,100 is 0.030 per cent. The maximum
sulphur content is 0.045 per cent, except for steel No. 52,100, which must not have over 0.030

per cent sulphur. The maximum amount for both phosphorus and sulphur for all chromium
vanadium steels is 0.040 per cent, except No. 6,195 which must not have over 0.03 per cent.

t Two types of steel are available in this class, one with manganese from 0.25 to 0.50 per

cent (0.35 per cent desired) and silicon not over 0.20 per cent; the other with manganese from
0.60 to 0.80 per cent (0.70 per cent desired) and silicon from 0.15 to 0.50 per cent.

Tungsten Steels

Carbon, per cent Manga-
nese,

maxi-
mum,

per cent

Phos-
phorus,

maxi-
mum,
per

cent

Sulphur,

maxi-
mum,
per

cent

Chromium,
per cent

Tungsten,
per cent

S. A. E.

specifi-

cation

No.Desired

Minimum
and maxi-
mum

0.60 0. 50 to 0. 70 0.30 0.035 0.035 3 00 to 4. 00 12 Otolo 0 1 71,360

0.60 0 . 50 to 0 . 70 0.30 0.035 0.035 3.00 to 4.00 15.0 to IS. 0 7 1 , 660

0.60 0.50 to 0.70 0.30 0.035 0.035 0.50 to 1.00 1 .5 to 2.00 7,260

Si LICO-MANGANESE STEELS

Carbon, per cent Manganese, per cent Silicon, per cent
Phus-

j

phorus
and

sulphur,

maxi-
mum

S. A. E.

specifi-

cation

No.
Desired

Minimum
i and maxi-

mum
l

Desired

Minimum
and maxi-
mum

Desired

Minimum
and maxi-
mum

0.50
0.60

0.45 to 0.55
0.55 to 0.65

1 0.70
0.60

0.60 to 0.80
0. 50 to 0.70

1.95

1.65

1.80 to 2.10
1 . 50 to 1 . SO

0.045
0.045

|

9,250

1

9 , 260
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Table X.—Average Ultimate Strengths of Common Materials
Wire

Material in wire

Tension Compression Shear
Modulus of

elasticity
Pounds per square inch

Copper, annealed
Copper, unannealed
Iron, annealed
Iron, unannealed
Steel, annealed
Steel, unannealed
Steel, crucible

Steel, susp. bridge

Steel, piano
Steel, plow

36 . 000
60 . 000

60 . 000

80 , 000

80 , 000

120,000
180,000
200 , 000

300 . 000

270 . 000

15.000.

000

18.000.

000

15.000.

000
25 . 000

.

000

30.000.

000
30 , 000 , 000
30,000,000
30,000,000

Bronzes
(U. S. Government Tests)

Per cent of Tensile Yield point Compressive
Elongation
per cent

Copper Tin Pounds per square inch

100 27,000 14,000 41,000 8.0
95 5 31,000 17,000 46 , 000 10.0
90 10 29 , 000 21,000 54 , 000 4.0
85 15 33 , 000 26 , 000 74,000 1.6
80 20 32 , 000 28,000 124,000 0.5
75 25 18,000 18,000 150,000
70 30 6,500 6,500 143,000
65 35 2,800 2,800 75,000 1

Brasses

Per cent of Tensile Yield point Compressive
Elongation
per cent

Copper Zinc Pounds per square inch

100 27 , 000 14 , 000 41 ,000 7

95 5 28 , 000 12,000 28,000 12

90 10 30 , 000 10,000 29 , 000 18

85 15 32 , 000 9 , 000 33 , 000 25
80 20 34 , 000 8,000 39,000 33
75 25 37 , 000 9,000 46,000 38
70 30 41,000 10,000 54,000 38
65 35 46,000 13,000 63,000 33
60 40 49,000 17,000 74,000 19

55 45 44,000 20 , 000 90,000 10
50 50 30,000 24,000 116,000 4
45 55 14,000 14 , 000 126,000
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1

Table XI.—Physical Properties of Heat-treated Alloy Steels
(S. A. E. Reports of Iron and Steel Division)

Carbon steel

Range of

carbon con-
tent

Range of

manganese
content

Physical properties (average minimum values given) 1

:

Heating
temper-
ature

Reheat-
ing

temper-
ature

Tensile

strength
Elastic

limit

Reduc-
tion of

area

Elon-
gation in

2 in.

Per cent Degrees Fahrenheit
Pounds per

Per cent
square inch

1

400 80,000 50,000 60.0 20.0
0.15 to 0.25 0.30 to 0.60 1560 to 1580 900 75,000 42,500 65.0 26.5

1400 70,000 35,000 70.0 32.5

400 90,000 60,000 55.0 17.0
0.20 to 0.30 0.50 to 0.80 1540 to 1560 900 82,500 50,000 61.0 23.5

1400 75,000 40,000 67.5 30.0

400 105,000 75,000 42.5 15.0
0.30 to 0.40 0.50 to 0.80 1510 to 1530 900 94,000 63,000 52.5 21.5

1400 82,000 50,000 62.5 28.0

400 125,000 90,000 35.0 12.5
0.40 to 0.50 0.50 to 0.80 1490 to 1510 900 110,000 75,000 45.0 17.5

1400 95,000 60,000 55.0 22.5

Nickel steels

Range of

nickel

400 170,000 140,000 45.0 11.0
0.15 to 0.25 3.25 to 3.75 1510 to 1540 900 130,000 99,000 60.5 21.5

1400 70,000 40,000 75.0 30.0

400 220,000 190,000 35.0 10.0
0.25 to 0.35 3.25 to 3.75 1485 to 1515 900 140,000 115,000 54.0 16.0

1400 80,000 50,000 70.0 25.0

400 240,000 215,000 32.5 10.0

0.35 to 0.45 3.25 to 3.75 1435 to 1465 900 155, 000 130,000 51.0 16.0
1400 90,000 60,000 62.5 22.5

Nickel-chromium steels 2

400 160,000 120,000 52.5 15.0

0.15 to 0.25 1 . 00 to 1 . 50 1585 to 1615 900 111,000 84,000 69.0 21.0
1400 75,000 50,000 72.5 35.0

400 190,000 155,000 1
37.5 10.0

0.25 to 0.35 1 . 00 to 1 . 50 1535 to 1565 900 134,000 102,000 63.0 17. 5

1400 80,000 70,000 ! 70.0 30.0

400 230,000 200,000 27.0 7.5

0.35 to 0.45 1 . 00 to 1 . 50 14S5 to 1515 900 157,000 126,000 46.5 14.0
1400 90,000 75,000 62.0

j

20.0

1 Round specimens varying from to in diameter. Heated from!5 to 30 min.,

quenched in oil, reheated for 30 min. to the temperature giv$n fh the tablgapfdxooled in sSr.

2 The chromium content for all steels listed, ranges,- from 0.45 to 0>7a per cent in the

standard specifications. 0.60 being desired.
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A

Acceleration, definition of, 108

Acme thread, 175

Air furnace, 96

Allowance, definition of, 373

Allowances for bearings, 282

for fits, 378

Alloy steels, 103

physical properties of, 431

strength of, 111

Alloys, aluminum, 14

brass, 14

bronze, 14

iron, 93, 94

lead, 15

non-ferrous, composition of, 425

table of, 425

steel, 103

tin-base, 14

Aluminum bronze, 105

American standard thread form, 159

tooth form, 235

system of rope drive, 334

Water Works Association,. 40

Angle of action, 226

approach, 226

bevel gears, 252

obliquity, 228

pressure, 228

recess, 226

twist, shafting, 201

Angular gears, 252

velocity of gears, 300

Appendix, 421

Arc of contact of belts, 318

welding, 19

applications of, 20

data for joints, 21, 22

Arms for flywheels, 362

for gears, 249

Arms for pulleys, 328
Ash, white, 105

Assembling of machines, 6

Autogenous welding, 17, 19

Automatic gear cutting machines,

246, 248, 256, 260

Automobile bolts, 165

clutches, 308

springs, 354

worm gears, 263

Axis, neutral, 118

B

Babbitt metal, 105

Babbitted bearings, 283

Bach, C., 367

Back cone of bevel gears, 253

pitch of rivets, 145

Bakelite micarta gears, 251

Balancing of pulleys, 330

Balata belts, 325

Ball bearings, 288

capacity of, 289

radial, 290

thrust, 290

Band brakes, 303

Barlow's formula, 364

Barr, John, 168, 366

Barth, Carl, 239, 318

Base circle, of cams, 75

of gears, 226

Bearing clearances, 282

pressures on crosshead pin, 281

on crossheads, 280

on straight-line bearings, 280

table of, 280, 282

Bearings, 277, 280, 282, 283

adjustment for wear, 285

angular slides, 278

babbitted, 283

433
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Bearings, ball, 288
brass, 283
bronze, 283
cast-iron, 283
chain-oiling, 285

circular guides, 279

collar, 288
die-cast, 14

foot-step, 287
forms of, 284
four-piece, 286
heating of, 297
high-speed, 283

lubrication of, 286

materials for, 283
one-piece, 284
relation length to diameter, 282

requirements, 281

ring-oiling, 285

roller, 290
safety, 411
self-aligning, 287
step, 287
straight line, 277

thrust, 287
two-piece, 284
wick-oiling, 285

working load on, table, 280, 281,

283
Beech wood, 105

Belt drives, 315
joints, 325
lacing, 325
pulleys, 326
safety devices, 406
shifting devices, 406
variable, speeds, 332

Belting, 315
veocity of, 317

Beltl, 315
alsowable tension in, 319
arlc of contact, 318
balata, 325
centrifugal force in, 322
coefficient of friction of, 318, 323
cotton, 324

table of, 319
creep of, 317
effective pull on, 323

Belts, horsepower of, 320, 321
joints, 325
lacings for, 325
leather, 315
length of, 317, 332
materials for, 324
maximum working stress in, 323
pulleys, 326
Reeves, 332

slip of, 317
speed of, 317
step cone, for, 332
strength of, 319
Tex-rope, 341

thickness of, 316
weight of, 316
width of, 316
working tension of, 323

Bending, 117

and torsion, 130

Benjamin, C. H., 328, 355
Bessemer, Henry, 99

process, 99

steel, 99

Bevel gears, 252
angle of, 252
angular, 252
back cone of, 253
blanks, 256
cutting, 256
end thrust, 255

face of, 254
generator, Gleason, 256
Lewis formula for, 254
miter, 252

pitch cone of, 252
spiral, 258

strength of, 254
tooth forms, 253
Tredgold’s method, 253

Bird, W. W., 317
Blast furnace, 92

Block brakes, 302
Boiler code, A.S.M.E., 144, 145, 147

joints, 141

plates, 147

thickness of, 148

ultimate strength of, table, 148
working stresses, 144
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Bolts, automobile, 166
effect of tightening, 168

eye, 175
for fluid tight joints, 169
foundation, 174

location of, 173

and nuts, standard table of, 160
machine, 163

S. A. E., 165

table of, 166

screw, 164
shear stress in, 170

Sibley College tests on, 168

stresses in, 176

table of allowable, 170

stud, 162

tap, 162

tension in, 169

through, 159

Boyd, J. E., see Preface.

Brackett’s formula, 39

Brakes, band, 303
block, 302
coefficients of friction of, 307, 310
friction, 302

loads on, 308
Prony, 307

Brass, 104

strength of, 430

Brazing, soldering and, 12

Bronze, 105

aluminum, 105

phosphor, 105

strength of, 430

Butt joints, 142

straps, 148

welded pipe, 41

welding, 22

Buttress thread, 176

Cam, base circle, 75

charts, 77
constant-breadth, 85

constant-diameter, 84

cylinder, 85

cylinder, definition of, 72

with straight-line follower, 85

435

Cam cylinder, with swingingfollower,
86

definition of, 72
disk, 72

edge, 72
face, 72

flat-face follower, 76
follower, 72
involute, 84
plate, 72, 78, 80, 81
positive motion, 72
pressure angle, 75
roll follower, 76
single edge, 72
sliding, 73
special, 84
swinging follower, 81

theoretical curve of, 77
two-edge, 72

Cams, making of, 87
Cap screws, 162

Carbon steel, 103

S. A. E., 427^29
Cast iron, advantages of, 96

chemical elements in, 94
classes of, 93

disadvantages of, 96
bearings, 283
malleable, 97

pipe, 39

pulleys, 327
sand blasting of, 97

strength of, 111

Casting, die, 14

Castings, annealing of, 97

chilled, 97
pickling of, 97

Caulking boiler seams, 141

Center, instant, 54

Chain, kinematic, 53

locked, 53

Charts, cam, 77

Check valves, 47

Chilled castings, 97

Chrome-nickel steel, 104

Chrome-vanadium steel, 104

Chromium plating, 34

Circle, base, of cams, 75

of involute gears, 226
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Circular flat plates, 367
pitch, 225

Coefficient of friction of belts, 318

of brakes, 307
of clutches, 310

of screw threads, 181

of worm gears, 267
of expansion of metals, 382

Classification of steel pipe, 42

of wrought-iron pipe, 42

Clearance in bearings, 282

Clutch, 219, 308
Clutches, coefficient of friction for,

310
cone, 311

disk, 308
dry-plate, 309
expanding, 314
friction, 308

jaw, 219

Lemley disk, 310

magnetic, 315
multiple disk, 308
plate, 308
solid jaw, 219

Cold drawing of metals, 27, 29

drawn tubes, 27

shut, 96

working of metals, 127

Collars, for shafting, 201

Column action of connecting rod,

272
formula, 129, 130, 370

American Bridge Co., 130, 370

A. R. A., 130, 370

Euler's, 129, 369

Johnson, J. B., 370

Johnson, T. H., 130, 370

N. Y. building code, 370

Columns, eccentrically loaded, 371

fixed ends, 129

fiat ends, 129

formulas for, 130, 370

machine parts designed as, 369

pin ends, 129

round ends, 129

slenderness ratio of, 130

square ends, 129

stresses in, 128

Combined direct stress and shear,

130, 204
rational and empirical design, 10
stresses, 130, 204

Compression, definition of, 109
produced by shear stress, 113
springs, 349

Compressive stress, 110
Conduit, metal, 50

Cone, back, 253

clutch, 311

Connecting rod, 196, 372
Constrained motion, 53
Converter, Bessemer, 99
Copper, 104

pipe, 45

plating, 34

tubing, 45

Cost, consideration of, 5

Cotter keys, 195

Cotton belting, 324
Countershafting, 199

Couplings, clamp, 213
clutch, 219

cone, 213

Falk-Bibby, 218
flange, 214

flexible, 217
Francke, 218
link, 218

permanent, 213
pipe, 49

safety, 410
solid jaw, 219
universal, 216

Cost, of construction of machines, 5
of operation of machines, 5

Cover plate, thickness of, 367
Crank pin, 281

shafts, 199

Creep of belts, 317

Critical speed of shafting, 212

Crosshead, bearing pressures, 280

guides, pressures, 280

pin, 281

Crown of pulleys, 328

Cupping process of tube making, 27

Curved beams, 124
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Cutters for bevel gears, 256
spur gears, 245
worm gears, 269

Cutting processes, 32
Cylinders, thick, 364

thin, 143
steam, 366

D

Decimal equivalents of inches, 421
of feet, 422

Dedendum, 226
Deflection, of beams, 126

in shafting, 201, 202

torsional, 128

Deformation, 109

compressive, 110

tensile, 110

Delta metal, 105

Design, definition of, 107

empirical, 9

of fly wheels, 357

pipe line, 50

procedure, 7

rational, 8

and empirical, combined, 10

Diametral pitch of gears, 225

Die casting, 14

castings, 14, 15

Differential band brake, 306

Direct, instant center method, 57

stress and shear combined, 130,

204
Disk clutches, 308

calculations of, 308

Dodge Manufacturing Corporation,

327

Drawing processes, 29

Drop feed lubricators, 294

forgings, 15

Dry-plate clutches, 308

E

Eccentric loading of columns, 371

of prisms, 123

Effective pull of belts, 323

Efficiency, of belt joints, 325
of belting, 325
of boiler joints, 143
of machine elements, table of,

276
of machines, 275
of square thread screws, 176
of V-thread screws, 178
relation of pitch angle to, 180

Elastic limit, in shear, 111

in tension, 111

proportional, 114
table of, 111

resilience, 116

Elasticity, modulus of, 115

Electro plating, 34

Elongation, 110

Empirical design, 9

End conditions of columns, 129
connections of beams, 152

thrust collars, 288

of bevel gears, 255
of herring-bone gears, 259
of shafting, 288

Endurance factor, 204
English system of rope drives, 334
Euler’s column formula, 129

Expanding clutch, 314
Expansion, coefficient of, metals,

234

of piping, 45

thermal, 50, 423

Extruded, covering of telephone

cables, 45

metals, 30

Extrusion process, 30

Fab roil gears, 239

Factor of safety. 111

for boilers, 144

table of, 112

Falk Corporation, 260

Falk-Bibbv coupling, 218

Fastenings, for belts, 325

Fatigue of metals, 132

Feather keys, 188

Fellows Gear Shaper, 246
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Fits, 373
allowance for, 278

classification of, 375

formulas for, table, 378

free, 376
heavy force, 377

hole tolerance, 378

loose, 375
machine, 373

medium, 376
force, 376

selective assembly, 378

shaft tolerance, 378

shrink, 377
snug, 376
standard, table of, 380

stresses in, 378

taper force, 382

temperature for shrink, 382
tight, 376
tunking, 376

Fittings, pipe, 45

double extra heavy, 46

extra heavy, 46

hydraulic, 47
standard, 46
stock pipe, 46

Flange couplings, 214

proportions for, 214

Flanges, pipe, 48

Flat keys, 187

plates, 367
circular, 367

Poisson’s ratio for, 367

rectangular, 368

Flat-face follower, of cams, 76

Flexible, coupling, 217

joint pipe, 40
shafts, 199

Flexure, combined with direct stress,

123

orbending, 117

Flooded lubrication, 295

Flywheels, 355

allowable variation in speed, 357

arms, 362
calculations, 355

construction of, 364

design of, 357

Flywheels, energy absorbed and given
up by, 355

joints in rim, 363
materials, 360
rim fastener, 363
rims, 363
sizes, 355
stresses in, 358

velocities of, 357
Force fits, 373
Forced lubrication, 296
Forging, drop, 15

hot, 15

safety, 415
Fractional equivalents of inches,

421

Frames, machine, 387
Francke, coupling, 218
Friction, brakes, 302

coefficients, table, 306
clutches, 308
coefficients of, 274
cones, 301

drives, 300
gearing, 300
laws of, 275

measure of, 274

of screw threads, 181

rolling, 276
sliding, 275

Frictional resistance and lubrication,

3

Furnace, air, 96
blast, 92

cupola, 95
open hearth, 101

Fusion welding, 15

G

Gage, caliper, 375

indicating, 375

plug, 374

receiving, 374

ring, 374

snap, 375

Gages, wire and sheet plate, 34

tables, 35
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Galvanizing, electrolytic process, 33
hot-bath process, 33
vapor-bath process, 33

Gas welding, 18

Gear, American standard, 235
bevel, 252
composite tooth form, 236
cutters, 245
cycloidal tooth form, 233
involute tooth form, 227
materials, 239

teeth, calculations for, 239
circular pitch, 225
cutting of, 244
diametral pitch, 225

face, 225
flank, 225
full size of, 240
generating of, 247
interference, 232
pitch, 225
strength of, 236
stresses allowed in, 239

stub, 243

wear, 244

wood, 251

Gears, addendum circle, 225

allowable stresses in, 239

angle of action, 226

of approach, 226

of obliquity, 228

of recess, 226

angular, 252

annular, 232

arms for, 249

back lash of, 226

bakelite-micarta, 239, 251

Barth’s formula for allowable

stresses, 239

base circle, 226

bevel, 252
cast, 249
circular pitch, 225

composite system, 230

cycloidal, 233

and involute comparison, 235

standard rolling circle, 235

tooth contact, 234

dedendum circle, 226

439

Gears, definition of tooth parts, 224
design of spur, 242
diametral pitch, 225
fabroil, 239
face of, 225
friction, 300
guards, 409
hardening, 248
helical, 259
herringbone, 259

cutting of, 260
hubs, 250
involute, 226
and cycloidal comparison, 235
tooth contact, 229

Lewis’ formula for, 238
line of contact, 226
miter, 252
non-metallic, 251

pitch circle, 224

diameter, 224

point, 224
pressure angle, 228
proportion of parts, 248
proportions, table, 250
rawhide, 239, 251

rim-thickness, 250

spiral bevel, 258

spur, 223

standard tooth proportions, 231

strength of spur, 236
thrust of bevel, 255
wear of, 244
wedge surface, 301

width of, 250

wood, 251

working depth circle, 226
worm, 263

Wuest, 260

General procedure in design, 7

Gib-head keys, 193

Gleason bevel gear generator, 256

Goodman’s diagram, 134

Gough, H. J., 211

Grashof, Prof., 367

Grease lubrication, 293

Greases, lubricating, 293

Grinding, 32

of gears, 248
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Grooved wheels, 301

Grooves for rope sheaves, table, 240

Ground joints, 169

Gyration, radius of, 121

H

Hardening, of gears, 248
Heads, cylinder, 169

Heat treatment, of gears, 248

Helical gears, 259, 260

motion, 107

Helix, 157
Hemp rope, 335
Herringbone gears, 259

Hollow shaft, 201

Hoisting hook, 395
Hook, hoisting, 395

Hooke’s joint, 216

Law, 115
Horsepower, definition of, 108

Hot forging, 15

Hubs, for flywheels, 250
for pulleys, 250

spur gears, 250

Hydraulic, pipe fittings, 47

press, 31, 139

pressures, 140

Impact, 109
stresses, 135

Inches, in decimal feet, 422
Inertia, moment of, common shapes,

121

Instant center, definition of, 54
located at infinity, 56

centers, location and number of,

55

Interference of gear teeth, 232
Internal gears, 232

Involute curve, 227
angular gear, 232
gear tooth contact, 229
gears, 226
rack, 231

tooth curves, 227
system, 226

Iron, 91

cast, 91

classes of, 91

malleable, 91

pig, 91, 92

classification of, 93, 94
wrought, 91

Johnson, J. B., 132, 370
Johnson, T. H., 130, 370
Joints in belts, 325

^
t

Journals, high speed, 283
materials, 283
relation length to diameter, 282
requirements, 280

K

Kennedy, C. E., 55

Kennedy’s Theorem, 55
*Key, draw, 188

feather, 188
flat, 187

pin, 189

round, 189

saddle, 187

square, 188

straight, 188

Woodruff, 189

Keys, 187

common forms of, 187
cotter, 195

crushing resistance of, 190
dimensions of, 191

friction, 187

in sliding, 192

gib-head, table of, 193
material of, 190

shearing resistance of, 190
strength of, 190

table of flat, 192

of square, 192

of standard, 192

taper of, 188

square and flat, table, 194
Kevseats, 211

effect of, on strength of shafting,

210
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Kinematic chain, 53
Kinematics, 2

definition of, 107

Kommers, J. B., 135, 173

Lacing for belts, 325
Lanza, G., 361

Lap joints, of boilers, 141

of welded pipe, 41

Lard oil, 292
Lead of screw threads, 157

pipe, 45
Leaf springs, 352

automobile, 353
design of, 352
materials for, 354
stresses in, 352
theory of, 352

Leather belts, 315
design of, 320
friction of, 318, 323

thickness of, 316

weight of, 316
width of, 316

Lemley disk clutch, 310

Lewis’ formula for strength of bevel

gears, 254

of spur gears, 238

Lewis, Wilfred, 238

Line of action of gears, 229, 234
shafting, 199

Linear velocity, 57

diagrams, 61

Linkwork, 53

compound, 53
simple, 53

Load, dead, 109

definition of, 108

impact, 109

suddenly applied, 109

Location of instant centers, 55

Lock nuts, 168

washer, 168
Lubricants, 292

castor oil, 293
lard oil, 292

liquid, 292

Lubricants, mineral oil, 292
neats-foot oil, 292
olive oil, 293
palm oil, 293
porpoise oil, 292
solid, 292
sperm oil, 292

Lubricating greases,. 293
systems, 294

bath and splash, 295
circulating, 296
drop, 294
force feed, 296
gravity, 296

Lubrication, drop feed, 294
flooded, 295
forced, 296
gravity, 296
grease, 292
provisions for, 294
ring, 285
wick, 285

M

Machine, bolts, 162

definition of, 107

design, definition of, 107

efficiency of elements, 276
machines, 275

fits, 373
frames, 387

design of, 388
eccentric load in, 394
materials of, 387
stresses in, 388

screws, 163

Mackay, Prof Scott, see Preface

Magnetic clutch, 315

Malleable cast iron, 97

strength of, 111

Malleableizing process, 98
Manganese bronze, 105

steel, 104, 429
Manila rope, 335

strength of, 335
Mannesman, Max, 26

Rheinhard, 26

process of tube making, 26
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Maple wood, 105

Maudslay, Henry, 9

Materials, for bearings, 283

belts, 324
boilers, 148

coil springs, 35, 354

gears, 239

leaf springs, 354

of construction, 91

rivets, 147

selection of, 2

strength of, table, 111, 427

weight of, table, 111, 427

Maurer, E. R., see Preface.

Mechanical advantage, 180

Mechanism, definition of, 53

four-link, 54

slider-crank, 54
Metal conduit, 50

working and shop processes, 12

Metals, strength of, table of, 111

Mineral oil, 293
Miter gears, 252
Mixer, hot metal, 99

Modulus of elasticity, definition of,

115

of resilience, 116

of sections, common shapes, 121

Young's, 115

Moment of inertia of common
shapes, 121

Moore, H. F., 135, 173, 211

Morrison, E. R., 354
Motion, definition of, 107

curvilinear, 107

harmonic, 74
helical, 107

plane, 107

spherical, 107

uniformly accelerated, 74

retarded, 74

Multiple-disk clutch, 308

system of rope drive, 334, 341

N

National standard pipe threads, 42

Neats-foot oil, 292

Neutral axis of sections, 118

surface of sections, 118

Nickel, chromium steel, 104, 428, 431
plating, 33

steel, 428, 431

Non-metallic gears, 251

Nuts, 167

casteled, 166

lock, 167

special, 167

standard bolts and, 160

O

Oak, white, 105

Oil, animal, 292
castor, 293
cups, 294

crude, 293

lard, 292

lubricating, 292
neats-foot, 292
palm, 293

Open hearth furnace, 101

process, 101

steel, 102

Oxyacetylene welding process, 18

P

Packing, 279
Palm oil, 293
Parts, form and size of, 3
Peddle, J. B., 353
Phosphor bronze, 105

Phosphorus, effect in cast iron, 94
in steel, 103

Pickling of castings, 97
Pig iron, 92

classification of, 93
Pins, 189

Pipe, 39
areas and diameters, 43
bends, 45
brass, 45

bronze hydraulic fittings, 47
butt welded, 41

cast-iron, 39

classification of, 42
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Pipe, conventions, 5.1

copper, 45

covering, 50

diameters and areas, 43
drawings, 51

extra-heavy, 42
fittings, flanged, 45, 48

' railing, 45

screwed, 45
special, 47

flanges, 48
flexible joints, 40

lap-welded, 41

lead, 45
line design, 50
spiral riveted, 43
standard weight, 42

steel and wrought iron, 40

threads, 42

Piping, color scheme for, 415

identification by color, 419

safety, 415
Pitch, back, of rivets, 145

circular, 225
diametral, 225
of gear teeth, 225

of rivets, 145

of screw threads, 157

Plate, boiler, 148

gages, 34

Plating, chromium, 34

copper, 34

nickel, 33

tin, 34
Poisson’s ratio, 115, 367

Polar velocity diagrams, 61

Porpoise oil, 293

Power, definition of, 108

screws, 175

Press fits, 375

Pressure angle, of cams, 75

spur gears, 228

Pressures, allowable bearing, 280,

281, 283

Proportions of, gear arms, 249

journal bearings, 282

Procedure, in design, 7

Prony brake, 307

Pulleys, 326
arms for, 328
belt, rope, and chain guards, 406
crown of, 328
face of, 328
guard for, 404
location of, 405
paper covered, 300
pressed steel, 330
rim thickness of, 329
size of, 331
speed of, 317
split, 327
steel, 330
tension, 325
tight and loose, 329
width of face, 328
wood, 330

Punch and shearing machine, 388
capacity of, table, 398
specifications for, 397

Q

Quick-return motion, 63, 66
swinging arm mechanism, 66
Whitworth’s, 63

R

Radial ball bearings, 290
Radiating capacities of bearings, 286
Radius of gyration, 121

Rational design, 8
Rawhide gears, 239
Rectangular flat plates, 368
Repeated stresses, 132

Resilience, elastic, deformation of,

116

effect of shape on, 136

modulus of, 116

of steel, 116

Reversed stresses, 132

Rim, for flywheel, 363
thickness of gears, 250

of pulleys, 329

velocities of flywheels, 357
pulleys, 317

Ring oiling bearings, 385
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Rivet heads, forms of, 138

hole sizes, 140
holes, punched, 140

spacing for structures, 140

Riveted joints, 138

analysis of typical, 149

efficiency of, 143

factor of safety of, 144

friction in, 141

relative strength of, 144

strength of, 143

structural, 152

stresses allowed in, 153

working rules for, 153

types of, 141

butt, double riveted, 142

quadruple riveted, 142

quintiple riveted, 142

single riveted, 142

triple riveted, 142

failure, 144

lap, double riveted, 141

single riveted, 141

triple riveted, 141

unit strip, 145

Rivets, material of, 147

pitch of, 145

back, 145

margin, 145

relation of pitch to size, 146

table, 145

sizes of, 147

strength of, 147

ultimate shear strength of, table,

147

Rope, cotton, 334
drives, 334
American system, 334
English system, 334

horsepower, table of, 337

manila, 335

sheaves, 339

grooves for, table, 340

strength of manila, 335

wire, 340

Tex, 341

transmission, 334

Rotation, definition of, 10S

Round keys, 189

Rubber belting, 324

S

S. A. E. bolts and nuts, 166

steel, table of, 427-429

Safety, abrasive wheels, 412
all metal enclosure, 403

belt, rope and chain guards, 406
codes, 400, 419
collars and couplings, 410
design, 400
dies, 414
factors, table of, 112

fire protection, 415
friction drive guards, 409
gear guards, 409
guard rail enclosure, 403

material and dimensions for,

402, 407

guards for prime movers, 401
shafting, 404

hot forging and stamping, 415
of machine operators, 5

piping, 415, 419
power press guards, 413
pulley guards, 404

set screw, 409

starting and stopping devices, 411
wood working machines, 414

Sand blasting of castings, 97
Screw fastenings, 157

threads, Acme, 175

American standard, 159
table of, 160

buttress, 176
coefficient of friction, 181

cutting of, 159

lead of, 157
mechanical advantage, 180
pitch of, 157
relation of pitch angle, 180
Sellers, 159

square, 175
United States standard, 159
Whitworth, 159

Screws, bearing pressure on powers,
181
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Screws, cap, 162
efficiency of, 176

square thread, 176
V-thread, 178

holding power of set, 165
machine, 163

mechanical advantage, 180
power, 175

axial and torsion stress in, 182
set, 163

table of, 163
Seamless tubing, 26
Section modulus of common shapes,

121

Seller’s thread, 159

Set screws, 163

holding power of, 164

table, 165

safety, 409
Shaft couplings, 199, 212
Shafting, 199

angular deflection of, 201

axial loading factors, 204
bending in, 206, 208

cold rolled, 209
standard sizes, table of, 210

combined torsion and beam shear,

208
and bending, 206

commercial sizes of, 210

critical speed of, 212

design of transmission, 203

fatigue and shock factors for, 204

hollow, 201

key seats in, 210

manufacture of, 209

materials for, 208

safety guards for, 404

shock and fatigue factors for, 204

simple bending of, 206

strength of, 203

torsion in, 200, 206

hollow, 201

torsional stiffness of, 20 i

transmission, design of, 203

transverse stiffness of, 202

working stresses in, 203

Shafts, 199

countershafts, 199

Shafts, engine, 199
generator, 199
jackshafts, 199
line, 199

spindles, 199
turbine, 199

Shear, 110
in beams, 119

stress produced by tension or
compression, 112

stresses, table, 111

Shearing combined with compres-
sion, 130, 204

Sheaves, rope, 339
Sheet plate gages, 36
Sherardizing, 33
Shop facilities, 5

processes, 12

Shrinking of castings, 13

Silicon, 94, 103

in steel, 103

steels, 429
Slenderness ratio, of columns, 130
Slip of belts, 317
Smith, C. A., 332
Soldering and brazing, 12

Specific gravity of metals, table, 423
Speed of flywheels, 358
Sperm oil, 292

Spinning process, 28
Spiral bevel gears, 258
Spline, 188

Splines, proportions for, 194

Split bearing, 284
Spring wire, 346
Springs, automobile, 353

compression, 349
full elliptic, 354

helical, 346
data on, 349

design of, 347

length and height, 348

stresses in, 347

leaf, 352

data on, 354
laminated, 352

materials for, 351, 354
semi-elliptic, 354

single leaf, 350
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Springs, tension, 350
Spur gears, arms of, 249

efficiency of, 276

hubs of, 250
rim of, 250
strength of cast, 239

of cut, 239
Square thread, 175

coefficient of friction for, 181

Stamping process, 28

Standard parts, use of, 4

Steel, 102

alloy, 103, 428, 429

Bessemer, 99
carbon, 103, 427
casting, 102

crucible, 102

electric furnace, 102

manganese, 104

chrome, 104

chromium-vanadium, 104

cold rolled, 209
manganese, 103, 429

manufacture of, 99

modulus of resilience for, 116

nickel, 104, 428, 431

nickel-chromium, 104, 428, 431

open hearth, 101

physical properties of, 431

pipe, 40, 42
silicon, 103, 429
stress-strain diagram of, 114

tungsten, 104, 429

vanadium, 104

Step bearing, 287
Stiffness of shafting, 201

Straight line bearings, 277
formulas, columns, 130

Strain, definition of, 109

unit strain, 109
Strains and stresses, 109

Strength of boiler joints, 144

of brass, 430
of bronze, 430
of gear teeth, 236
of materials, 427
of welded joints, 21

of wire, 430
rope, table, 426

Strength, ultimate, 115

Stress, breaking, 115

compressive, 110

definition of, 109

flexure, 117

impact, 135

safe endurance, 135

working, 112

in gears, 239

shear, 110

tensile, 109

torsional, 127, 200, 203
working, 111

Stress deformation diagram, 114

Stresses, allowable, 112

allowed in gear teeth, 239
direct combined with flexure, 117
due to suddenly applied load, 135
for leather belting, 323
in bolts, 168

in columns, 128
in manila rope, 335
in wire rope, 340
repeated, 135, 173

working, 112

Stress-strain diagram, 114
Stribeck, Prof., 289, 291
Structure, definition of, 107
Stub teeth, 243

dimensions of, 244
Lewis factors for, 238

Studs, 162
Swaging process, 29

Swinging-arm quick return mech-
anism, 66

Tapped holes, 167

Taylor, F. W., 317
experiments on belt speeds, 317

Teeth, dimensions of, 230, 244
form for bevel gear, 253
proportions for cast, 230, 244

for cut, 230, 244
strength of gear, 236

Tensile stress, 109
Tension, definition of, 109
produced by shear stress, 113
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Tension, pulleys, 325
springs, 350

Tex rope, 341

Theoretical cam curve, 77
Thermit welding, 17

Thick cylinders, 364
Barlow's formula, 364
Barr’s formula, 366

. Kent’s formula, 366
Lamp’s formula, 365
Marks’ formula, 366
steam, 366

Thread, Acme, 175
American standard, 159

Briggs system, 42

buttress, 176

cutting, 159

efficiency, of Acme, 176

of square, 176

of V, 178

forms of, 158, 159, 175, 176

fuH V, 158
National pipe, 42
rolling process, 31

Sellers, 158

square, 175

Standard (American), 159

pipe (American, National), 43

Thrust, bearings, 287

allowable pressure, 288

end, of bevel gears, 255

of helical gears, 259

of shafting, 201

multiple collar, 288

Tin plating, 34

Tolerance, definition of, 165, 374

Tooth curves, laying out of com-
posite, 230

of cycloidal, 233

of involute, 226

Tredgold, method for bevel gears

253
Toothed gears, 223

fundamental law of, 223

Torsion, in hollow shafting, 201

in solid shafting, 200

Torsional stress, 127, 200, 203

Translation, definition of, 108

Transportation of machines, 6

Tubes, cold-drawn, 27
Tubing, copper and brass, 45
cupping process, 27
seamless, 26

Tungsten steel, 104, 429

U

Ultimate strength, definition of, 115
of materials, table, 111

tensile strength, 115
Universal joint, 216

Vanadium-chromium steel, 104
Van Stone joint, 50
Velocity, constant, 107

definition of, 107
diagrams, linear, 61

polar, 61

non-uniform, 107
problem, solution of, 57, 59, 60
uniform, 107

V-thread, 158

W

Wear, adjustment for, 4, 176

Weights, of materials, table. 111, 423

of round and square steel, 424

Welded joints, data, table, 21

Welding, arc, 19

autogeneous, 19

forge, 15

fusion, 15

gas, 18

thermit, 17

Westinghouse, E. and M. Co., 20

Whitworth, Sir Jos., 63. 159

quick return motion, 63

thread, 159

Wick lubrication, 294

Wire, drawing, 29

copper, 30

gages, 34
table of, 35

rope, 340

steel, table of, 430
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Wire, strength of, table, 426, 430
Withey, M. O., See Preface.

Wood, 105
beech, 105
maple, 105

white ash, 105

oak, 105
Woodruff keys, 189

Work, definition of, 108

Working stress, 111

Worm, construction of, 264
gears, coefficient of friction of, 267

concave face, 262

cutting of, 369
design of, 263
efficiency of, 267
forces acting on, 265
formulas for, 264

horsepower of, 263
load capacity of, 264

Worm gears, materials for, 264
pitch and horsepower, table,

263
shop drawing of, 272
straight face, 262

strength of teeth for, 264
tooth forms for, 263
working stresses for, 264

Wrought iron, 91, 98

advantages and disadvantages of,

99

manufacture of, 98
pipe, 40, 42

strength of, 111

Wuest gears, 260

Y

Yield point, definition of, 115
Young’s modulus, 115




